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Preface

The 7th edition of the CASE series of workshops aims to explore the advancements and issues in the
automated extraction of socio-political events from textual data, offering a platform for discussing the
latest research findings, innovative methodologies, and the future of automated text analysis in capturing
and interpreting complex social phenomena.
The workshop encompasses a range of activities, including presentations of accepted papers and sha-
red tasks that challenge participants to design and test innovative solutions for various aspects of event
detection and related areas like hate speech analysis and stance detection.
This year the presented approaches and models address a wide range of advanced topics, including multi-
modal data analysis, fine-tuning large language models, as well as advanced ML for hate speech detection
and extraction of event timelines. This variety and complexity of approaches and applications undersco-
res the potential of automated text analysis in the socio-political field.
In this line of reasoning, the 7th edition of the CASE workshop series emphasises on addressing real-
world issues, such as understanding discourse related to climate change, online hate speech, misinforma-
tion, as well as policy making.
This year the submitted works and shared task system descriptions reflect the growing commitment
within the community to leverage natural language processing for social good. In the coming years, the
workshop will continue to advance the intersection of natural language processing and socio-political
topics, promoting cutting-edge research and interdisciplinary collaboration.
We do hope that our workshop lays the foundation of the research in the challenging and complex area
of socio-political event extraction and provides insights into the state of the art, fostering collaboration
among researchers and practitioners.
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Abstract

The extraction of structured data from web-
sites is critical for numerous Artificial Intel-
ligence applications, but modern web design
increasingly stores information visually in im-
ages rather than in text. This shift calls into
question the optimal technique, as language-
only models fail without textual cues while new
multimodal models like GPT-4 promise image
understanding abilities. We conduct the first
rigorous comparison between text-based and
vision-based models for extracting event meta-
data harvested from comic convention websites.
Surprisingly, our results between GPT-4 Vi-
sion and GPT-4 Text uncover a significant ac-
curacy advantage for vision-based methods in
an apples-to-apples setting, indicating that vi-
sion models may be outpacing language-alone
techniques in the task of information extrac-
tion from websites. We release our dataset and
provide a qualitative analysis to guide further
research in multimodal models for web infor-
mation extraction.

1 Introduction

The extraction of structured information from web-
sites represents a critical challenge in the field of
Artificial Intelligence (AI), especially in the con-
text of rapidly evolving web technologies. As the
virtual world becomes increasingly central to di-
verse aspects of society, the ability to efficiently
and accurately mine web data is of high importance.
This task, commonly known as web scraping, en-
tails navigating the complexities of varied website
architectures to extract useful information. The
ubiquity of dynamic, visually-rich, and interactive
content in modern web design further complicates
this landscape, presenting a formidable challenge
for automated data extraction technologies.

Historically, web scraping has been dominated
by rule-based systems (Gulhane et al., 2011)
(Lockard et al., 2018), meticulously designed to

accommodate the specific structures of individ-
ual websites. The inherent diversity in web de-
sign necessitates a tailored approach for each site,
significantly limiting the scalability of these sys-
tems. Moreover, the dynamic nature of web con-
tent, where a single page may present different
types of data based on user interaction or other fac-
tors such as location or time, adds another layer of
complexity. Because of the bespoke nature, rule-
based systems often struggle to adapt to dynamic
elements, often requiring manual intervention for
maintenance and updates.

In the realm of machine learning (ML), the appli-
cation to web scraping presents unique challenges.
The vast differences between websites render the
tuning of existing ML systems a daunting task. In
most cases, ML-based scraping methods must op-
erate in a zero-shot or few-shot setting, where the
model has little to no prior exposure to the specific
website from which data is to be extracted. This
scenario places a heavy reliance on the innate ca-
pabilities of the model to generalize across highly
varied environments, a task that has traditionally
proven to be challenging for ML systems. As a
result, these methods have often been less effective
than their rule-based counterparts.

The advent of advanced multimodal AI mod-
els has signaled a potential paradigm shift in web
scraping methodologies. Pioneering models such
as GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023) and LLaVA (Liu et al.,
2023) have demonstrated remarkable capabilities
in dealing with complex, multimodal data. These
models are equipped to understand and interpret in-
formation that spans across text, images, and other
web elements, offering a more holistic approach
to data extraction. Their prowess in zero-shot per-
formance, where the model can generate useful
responses without prior specific training on a task,
suggests a significant potential for application in
web scraping.

Despite these advancements, the field lacks a
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comprehensive and rigorous analysis of such multi-
model AI models in the context of extracting prac-
tical web data. This gap in research motivates our
current study, where we aim to critically evaluate
and compare the effectiveness of these cutting-edge
techniques in web scraping. Our contributions are
as follows:

• A dataset, FanConInfo, of comic convention
websites complete with cleaned HTML, a ren-
dered screenshot, and human-annotated la-
bels.

• A rigorous analysis of GPT-4 Vision, GPT-4
Text, and GPT3.5 in extracting information
from FanConInfo. We find that leveraging
information from a screen capture of a website
boosts the accuracy of information extraction
by over 20%.

• An error analysis of the methods guiding fu-
ture work. We find that the vision model pre-
dictions align most with human preferences.

2 Related Works

Information extraction from websites has tradition-
ally relied on processing raw HTML code and other
text-based structures. Hao et al. (2011) presents
a dataset of HTML code with well-defined tasks.
For example, on a webpage that describes a book,
the dataset asks a system to retrieve the title, au-
thor, ISBN-13, publisher, and publish-date using
the HTML. Both Hao et al. (2011) and DOM-
LM (Deng et al., 2022; Zhou et al., 2021) aim to
simplify the DOM tree and feed simplified text em-
beddings to dense models, achieving state-of-the-
art results on benchmarks. More recently, Large
Language Models (LLMs) have been used to either
directly extract information from website HTML,
or to generate a Python program to extract the in-
formation from the HTML (Arora et al., 2023).
They found this method, (Arora et al., 2023), out-
paces methods directly using RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) to answer questions, a zero-shot relation ex-
traction method (Lockard et al., 2020) and DOM-
LM (Deng et al., 2022). However, these language-
only approaches are intrinsically limited when data
is stored visually.

Research on pairing vision and language capa-
bilities together in a single model has made rapid
progress in interpreting images with text, with mod-
els like GPT-4 demonstrating excellent text extrac-
tion capabilities from structured documents (Ope-

nAI, 2023), even establishing a new state-of-the-art
on the Text Visual Question Answering (TextVQA)
dataset (Singh et al., 2019), a dataset designed to
challenge model’s ability to reason with images.
Research is rapid and prolific in multimodal mod-
eling, including the recent work of the multilingual
PaLI (Chen et al., 2023) and the modular system of
mPLUG-2 (Xu et al., 2023) for multimodal Ques-
tion Answering (QA).

The dataset by Varlamov et al. (2022) features
hand-labeled news articles in raw HTML format,
focusing on identifying critical article components
like titles and publication dates. Similarly, the
Klarna Product Page Dataset (Hotti et al., 2022)
contains 51,701 annotated product sale pages for
locating key web elements such as buy buttons and
prices. Additionally, the Boilerplate Detection us-
ing Shallow Text Features dataset (Kohlschütter
et al., 2010) includes HTML files labeled to dis-
tinguish main content from extraneous elements
like advertisements, thus aiding in refining web
scraping accuracy. None of the aforementioned
datasets provide the ability to compare purely text
based and multimodal models on event information
extraction.

3 Methodology

3.1 FanConInfo

To enable a fair comparison between visual and
textual extraction techniques, we curate a novel
dataset, FanConInfo, of comic convention websites
which constitute a diverse corpus spanning a range
of designs, conventions, and web architectures.

We first extract an initial list of upcoming comic
conventions across North America from the aggre-
gator site FanCons.com, encompassing fan gath-
erings to major comic expos. For each conven-
tion link, we collect a 3456 x 1878 screen capture
and the corresponding HTML content with Sele-
nium (SeleniumHQ, 2023). We remove all CSS
styling and <script>s from the HTML. Following
this, we manually annotate each event with the fol-
lowing attributes: name, start date, end date, and
location.

We manually confirmed that when GPT-4 Turbo
using the HTML of a webpage and GPT-4 Vision
using the screenshot of a webpage agree on the con-
vention name, the name is always correct for the
entirety of the dataset. Thus, when the two models
agree perfectly, we consider the response as the
gold answer. When the models disagree, which oc-
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curs 41% of the time across all rows and columns, a
human determines the gold response. We only eval-
uate performance of methods on items that have
a label. It is conceivable that some webpages do
not list their date nor location, demonstrated in
Figure 1, in the above-the-fold portion. In total,
our curated dataset contains 86 comic convention
websites and is available here.

3.2 Models
For our vision-based model, we leverage the re-
cently released GPT-4 Vision model from OpenAI,
gpt-4-vision-preview - referred to as GPT-4V.
We prompt the model as follows:

<screen capture placed here>

Get the following information from the given im-
age as a JSON object of strings. Only write the
JSON in your response. If any bit is unknown
then write N/A instead:

Conference Name: <Name of Conference>,

Start Date: <YYYY-MM-DD>,

End Date: <YYYY-MM-DD>,

Location: <Address or other location>

For our code-based method, we employ the GPT-
4 (gpt-4-1106-preview - referred to as GPT-4T)
and GPT-3.5 (gpt-3.5-turbo-1106) models from
OpenAI. Rarely when GPT-3.5’s sequence length
is insufficient to accommodate the entire HTML
content, the HTML was truncated. These models
were prompted as follows:

<HTML placed here>

Get the following information from the above
HTML as a JSON object of strings. Only write
the JSON in your response. If any bit is unknown
then write N/A instead:

Conference Name: <Name of Conference>,

Start Date: <YYYY-MM-DD>,

End Date: <YYYY-MM-DD>,

Location: <Address or other location>

3.3 Evaluation
We assess extraction accuracy for 4 key metadata
fields: name, start date, end date, and location. We
combine the start date and end date into one cat-
egory. Since the models never deviated from the
requested format despite variations on the event
pages, a prediction for date is only considered ac-
curate if both are an exact match. To address minor
errors, we evaluate predictions for event names and
locations using case-insensitive Exact Match (EM)
accuracy. Fuzzy matching employs the Fuzzy-
Wuzzy Python package (Inc, 2014), measuring:

• Event names: Partial ratio to capture semantic
changes with word order (e.g., "ComicCon"
vs. "Comic Convention").

• Locations: Partial token sort ratio to allow
coherent reordering (e.g., "X Hall, Y Ave.,
City" vs. "Y Ave., City, X Hall").

This approach balances exact and fuzzy matching
for a comprehensive assessment.

GPT Name Date Location Avg

3.5 0.58(0.05) 0.73(0.06) 0.46(0.06) 0.59
4T 0.62(0.05) 0.74(0.05) 0.56(0.06) 0.64
4V 0.82 (0.04) 0.88 (0.04) 0.86 (0.04) 0.85

Table 1: Exact Match accuracy for on the FanConInfo
Dataset. The Avg column represents the average accu-
racy for each model.

Fuzzy Name Fuzzy Location
GPT Score Accuracy Score Accuracy

3.5 0.88 (0.03) 0.78 (0.05) 0.77 (0.04) 0.62 (0.06)
4T 0.91 (0.02) 0.82 (0.04) 0.83 (0.04) 0.75 (0.06)
4V 0.95 (0.02) 0.92 (0.03) 0.95 (0.02) 0.94 (0.03)

Table 2: Partial ratio (name) and partial token sort ratio
scores (location) on the FanConInfo Dataset. The score
is the average ratio and the accuracy is calculated based
on a score threshold of 0.85.

4 Results & Discussion

GPT Name Date Location Avg

3.5 0.58(0.05) 0.91(0.05) 0.53(0.07) 0.67
4T 0.63(0.05) 1.00 (0.00) 0.64(0.07) 0.76
4V 0.83 (0.04) 1.00 (0.00) 0.87 (0.05) 0.90

Table 3: Exact Match accuracy for on the FanConInfo
Dataset, after removing instances where any of the mod-
els predicted that the information is not available. The
Avg column represents the average accuracy for each
model.

Table 1 shows the visual methodology achieves
an average exact match score of 85% while the top
text-based methodology achieves an average exact
match score of 64%. When relaxing exact match
criteria using fuzzy matching, we see the visual
methodology achieves an average fuzzy score of
95% when retrieving the convention name while
the top code-based method achieves an average
fuzzy score of 91% for the same task, as shown in
Table 2. When tasked to retrieve the convention
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Fuzzy Name Fuzzy Location
GPT Score Accuracy Score Accuracy

3.5 0.89(0.02) 0.79(0.05) 0.86(0.03) 0.71(0.06)
4T 0.92(0.02) 0.83(0.04) 0.94(0.02) 0.86(0.05)
4V 0.96 (0.02) 0.92 (0.03) 0.98 (0.01) 0.96 (0.03)

Table 4: Partial ratio (name) and partial token sort ra-
tio scores (location) on the FanConInfo Dataset, after
removing instances where any of the models predicted
that the information is not available. The score is the
average ratio and the accuracy is calculated based on a
score threshold of 0.85.

location, the visual methodology achieves an aver-
age fuzzy score of 95% while the top code-based
method achieves an average fuzzy score of 83%.

Interestingly, GPT-4 Vision was the highest-
performing method across all categories and met-
rics. Because GPT-4 Vision and Text are the same
model, we conclude there exists an advantage when
rendering web information as a screen capture
in human-readable format versus the traditional
HTML machine code.

We also see that it may not always be necessary
to use the biggest and most expensive model. GPT-
3.5 reaches nearly the same performance as GPT-4
Text, especially when the name is the attribute of
interest. This reinforces the advantage of represent-
ing web information in human-readable format, as
increasing the model capability from GPT-3.5 to
GPT-4 had little effect when presenting the model
with the HTML representation.

We conducted a comparison between the results
of vision-based and code-based methods when both
indicate the presence of an answer within the pro-
vided mode. The findings are summarized in Tables
3 and 4. Remarkably, even when models express
the existence of an answer, the vision-based method
consistently delivers more human responses.

4.1 Error Analysis
GPT-4 Vision’s errors predominantly come from
reading an alternate name prominently displayed,
demonstrated in Figure 1. Occasionally interpret-
ing slogans or other emphasized information rather
than main headers with event details. However, we
do see that the model adapts well to unconventional
designs and heavy visual styling, demonstrated in
Figure 2. When given only the HTML, the errors
tend to primarily originate from missing content,
and in some cases, critical information may be ex-
clusively conveyed through images, resulting in
issues for models relying solely on the HTML.

Figure 1: Clandestine Comics. GPT-4 Vision read the
wrong part as the event name; it predicted "Maryland’s
Longest-Running Comic Show."

Figure 2: Epic Animation Comic Game Fest. Despite
the difficult to read font, GPT-4 Vision was capable of
capturing the name. Meanwhile, the date only appears
within an image.

Interestingly, we find that when both GPT-4 Text
and GPT-4 Vision find a date for an event, Ta-
ble 3, both methods are correct 100% of the time.
The consistent format of dates enables models to
achieve high precision in EM.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we carry out the first rigorous compar-
ison on practical website data showing strengths of
emerging visual approaches versus enduring pre-
cision of code for harvesting event details. Our
evaluations reveal superior performance in visual-
based methods with unparalleled adaptability on
designs with heavy imagery. As visual richness
accelerates across the web, combining modalities
will likely further outpace language-only methods
and overcome the shortcomings from unimodal
methodologies by blending state-of-the-art coding
reasoning with cross-format graphical resilience.
Furthermore, we release our dataset to facilitate
additional development in event information ex-
traction.

More broadly, our findings posit the understand-
ing of complex webpage images as an important
frontier with tangible value for structured data min-
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ing from online resources. GPT-4 Vision proves
supreme through an average exact match of 85%
and fuzzy matching rates of 95% and 95% for name
and location data, respectively. We provide strong
evidence that rather than competing, effectively
integrating textual and visual cues can pave the
way for next-generation techniques to achieve new
levels of reliability in real-world information ex-
traction across the full diversity of modern web
experiences - establishing multimodal web com-
prehension as a critical area for cross-disciplinary
AI development moving forward. Our future work
includes expanding this analysis to a wide range
of other datasets, including SWDE and the Klarna
Product Pages.
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Abstract

Being able to obtain timely information about
an event, like a protest, becomes increasingly
more relevant with the rise of affective polarisa-
tion and social unrest over the world. Nowadays,
large-scale protests tend to be organised and
broadcast through social media. Analysing so-
cial media platforms like X has proven to be
an effective method to follow events during
a protest. Thus, we trained several language
models on Dutch tweets to analyse their abil-
ity to classify if a tweet expresses discontent,
considering these tweets may contain practi-
cal information about a protest. Our results
show that models pre-trained on Twitter data,
including Bernice and TwHIN-BERT, outper-
form models that are not. Additionally, the
results showed that Sentence Transformers is a
promising model. The added value of oversam-
pling is greater for models that were not trained
on Twitter data. In line with previous work, pre-
processing the data did not help a transformer
language model to make better predictions.

1 Introduction

The number of protests across the globe has grown
in the last decade (e.g. (Haig et al., 2020)).1 Public
safety can be threatened at these protests when riots
can break out. For example, Trump supporters
attacked the United States Capitol in Washington,
D.C. on January 6, 2021 (Dave et al., 2021). State
property was destroyed (repairs exceeding $1.5 mil-
lion (United States Attorney’s Office, 2021)) and
several law enforcement officers lost their lives dur-
ing the riots that followed (United States Senate
Committee on Homeland Security & Governmental
Affairs, 2021). While these examples of extreme
social unrest are generally uncommon, they express
a need to forecast these types of events. In the
Netherlands, a possibility of large-scale protests
exists. An example is the Curfew protests (Dutch:

1See also http://visionofhumanity.org/reports

Avondklokrellen) held in 2020 and 2021 across sev-
eral cities during the Covid-19 pandemic (Moors
et al., 2022; COT, 2021). Internationally, an emer-
gence of Covid-related protests at the end of 2020
was observed (van der Zwet et al., 2022). Ad-
ditionally, people experience more confidence in
influencing politics during a protest, compared to
voting (Harding et al., 1986; Oliver, 2001), where
Kleiner (2018) argues that extremists are likely to
voice their opinions through protests.

Previous protests and stricter Covid rules might
lead to a divided population over time due to de-
creased social mobility (Moors et al., 2022). This
lack of social mobility is argued to be the source
of growing discontent and polarisation in the coun-
try (Sandel, 2020). It is reported that these higher
levels of affective polarisation have increased in the
Netherlands (Harteveld and Wagner, 2023). Since
polarisation might lead to more social unrest, the
Dutch police are interested in gaining knowledge
about the emergence of protests.

Nowadays, it is possible to follow incidents in
real time as people increasingly use social media to
broadcast live events (e.g. (Shamma et al., 2010)).
As a result, X (formerly Twitter) is increasingly
being studied as a news reporting platform more
than anything else (Weng and Lee, 2011; Petrovic
et al., 2013; Phuvipadawat and Murata, 2010). It
is observed that disaster-related events are also be-
ing reported on X (Imran et al., 2015; Shamma
et al., 2010; Thelwall et al., 2011; Williams and
Burnap, 2015; Burnap et al., 2014). As an exam-
ple, Starbird and Palen (2012) describe the Arab
Spring protests in 2011 as uprisings of a political
nature, where social media was pointed out as hav-
ing gained a more important role in these types
of protests. Subsequently, actors such as govern-
ments and policing agencies “aim to understand
how events are reported using social media and
how millions of online posts can be reduced to ac-
curate but meaningful information that can support
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decision making and lead to productive action” (Al-
saedi et al., 2017, p. 2). Scholars studying social
movements have argued that social networks–as
established through social media–are fundamental
to protest participation (e.g. (Snow et al., 1980;
Boulianne et al., 2020)). Alsaedi et al. (2017) used
an event detection framework in combination with
temporal, spatial and textual content features from
X to detect different kinds of events, including
disruptive ones and those on smaller scale. Fur-
thermore, they found that their method performs
at least as well as using other terrestrial sources.
In line with this, social media has been used as a
way to warn people of unsafe areas and to spread
awareness for disaster relief fundraising (Lindsay,
2011). This power that social media possesses has
also been demonstrated during the Haiti earthquake
in January 2010, where the awareness raising re-
sulted in 8 million U.S. dollar donations to the Red
Cross (Gao et al., 2011). This suggests that under-
standing the dynamics of social media messaging,
especially during high-impact events like protests,
are key to timely decision-making.

An advantage to social media analysis is that
information about events can be extracted faster
than official news reports publicise (Osborne and
Dredze, 2014). However, one of the main research
challenges in studying civil unrest, is the actual iden-
tification of such information in the fasts amount of
data (Sech et al., 2020). We propose an analysis ap-
proach to recognising such information: classifying
messages based on expressions of discontent.

2 Expression of Discontent

A link between discontent and collective protests
is described by Somma (2017), where discontent
is a negative feeling towards certain aspects of the
world, which includes distrust in political authori-
ties, rules, or decisions. Since X is a popular way
to motivate people to protest (Doğu, 2019), we aim
to detect expressions of discontent in tweets (see
Section 5.1.2 for a precise definition). We hypoth-
esise that people expressing discontent are more
likely to start protesting.

This paper compares several BERTje, mBERT,
Bernice, TwHIN-BERT and Sentence Transformers
models fine-tuned to newly annotated datasets of
Dutch tweets. We include experiments with the Set-
Fit framework and compare to a logistic regression
baseline.

We aim to understand how these models can

identify expressions of discontent, and how well
they perform on Dutch protest event tweets.

3 Social Media Analysis Challenges

OSINT utilises social media analysis to gain insights
into events taking place in the country. However,
current social media analysis practices pose several
challenges related to privacy and the availability of
suitable tools.

3.1 Privacy
In the context of the Dutch police, the OSINT unit
aims to predict when and where police forces are
needed in case a protest is organised. OSINT must
take the GDPR (General Data Protection Regu-
lation) into consideration when predicting these
riots (Schermer et al., 2018). For example, the
GDPR does not allow for the creation of profiles or
monitoring of individuals’ anticipation of potential
crime or involvement in a riot.

As part of protest prediction, OSINT evaluates
tweets according to their sentiment. If a tweet
contains expressions of discontent, it is typically
deemed as more relevant for analysis. Using ma-
chine learning models can result in more objective
predictions of discontent. At the same time, OSINT
requires models that respect individuals’ privacy,
as well as obtain insightful predictions. Individual
privacy can be respected with models that focus on
topics, communities, and sentiments of communi-
ties, rather than focusing on individuals. Moreover,
the creation of these types of models can aid in
the transfer of tacit knowledge within organisations.
For example, the creation of manually tailored
queries require experience from former protests,
hence involving tacit knowledge that is difficult to
express due to its non-codified disembodied na-
ture (Howells, 1996; Ribeiro, 2013). Besides, a
machine learning model’s quality is assessed on its
generalisability by evaluating their performance on
previously unseen data (Roelofs, 2019; Raschka,
2018), whereas queries remain difficult to generalise
due to their usage of specific keywords. Therefore,
developing a machine learning model on a given
task results in a more efficient prediction process.

3.2 Non-English Data
Despite the availability of numerous efficient and
well-designed algorithms, models produced using
these algorithms are often trained on the English
language. This poses a challenge for organisations
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situated in countries where English is not the native
language. Baden et al. (2022) discussed three
research gaps in the field of Computational Text
Analysis Methods (CTAM). One of these research
gaps is the focus on the English language, which
results in a lack of tools to study other languages.
Entities situated in the Netherlands have to deal with
Dutch text and information, primarily, for example
when analysing social media posts. Hence, there
is a need to evaluate how well language models
perform on Dutch text, as well as evaluating to
what extent fine-tuning a model may influence its
performance. Unsurprisingly, the Dutch police and
thereby OSINT have to deal with Dutch text and
information, primarily. Hence, this calls for a need
to evaluate how well language models perform on
Dutch text, as well as evaluate to what extent fine-
tuning existing models influences performance.

4 Models & Frameworks

De Vries et al. (2019) created BERTje for Dutch
text, which outperforms a multilingual BERT model
with Dutch training data on word-level tasks. How-
ever, De Vries et al. note that it remains unclear
how well it performs with tasks on sentence-level,
which relates to a model’s deeper understanding
of different types of information. In general, trans-
former models like BERT are restricted in their
input length. Pascual et al. (2021, p. 2) note that a
transformer’s complexity ‘scales quadratically with
the length of their input.’

Bernice is a multilingual RoBERTa language
model specifically trained on tweets through a
custom tokenizer, which is described as the first
BERT model to have been trained on this type of
data (DeLucia et al., 2022). Another multilingual
model trained on a large Twitter corpus has been re-
leased recently: TwHIN-BERT (Zhang et al., 2023).
Both models were developed in 2022. The creators
of both the Bernice and the TwHIN-BERT models
found that they outperform or matches other models’
performance on social media data. Therefore, we
aim to evaluate how Bernice and TwHIN-BERT
perform against other models on a specific task like
discontent detection.

SetFit stands for ‘Sentence Transformer Fine-
Tuning’ (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). Sentence
Transformer frameworks use Siamese and triplet
network structures to modify pre-trained trans-
former models (Tunstall et al., 2022) to efficiently
derive contextual embeddings for larger units of

text such as sentences. SetFit has been used for
social media data (Bates and Gurevych, 2023). A
characteristic is its relatedness to few- and zero-
shot approaches (Tunstall et al., 2022). These
approaches have gained traction in the research
community as they may prove helpful in domains
lacking resources. Few-shot learning (FSL) refers
to the principle of learning a task with a limited
number of labelled inputs, the ‘shots’ (Liu et al.,
2022). The training data is smaller than normally
used to train models. Thus, FSL is relatively data-
efficient. SetFit can achieve a high accuracy with
few-shot fine-tuning, with a performance compara-
ble to fine-tuned RoBERTa models.2

Although Sentence Transformers (ST) models
using SetFit show promising results for languages
such as German, Japanese and more on classifica-
tion tasks2, to our knowledge it has not been tested
on Dutch yet. In this work, we test ST models both
using regular fine-tuning and using FSL through
the SetFit framework.

5 Method

The collected tweets are labelled according to the
classes ‘No discontent’ and ‘Expression of discon-
tent’. Then, mBERT, BERTje, Bernice, TwHIN-
BERT, and multilingual Sentence Transformer mod-
els are fine-tuned using the labelled datasets from
the previous step. A Logistic Regression model
is trained to determine baseline performance. We
mainly focused on training a Sentence Transformers
model without the SetFit framework due to time
and resource constraints, as the SetFit framework
took substantially longer to train.

The models are evaluated on several met-
rics. The anonymised data and used code
for the models are publicly available at
https://github.com/Meaganium/Detecting-
Discontent-in-Dutch-Events. In summary, we
evaluate whether or not there is a difference in
models’ performance in how well they predict a
tweet’s expression of discontent.

Table 2 provides an overview of the used models.

5.1 Data Collection
The data consists of Dutch tweets related to protests
that took place in the years 2020–2022. Collecting
the data for each protest was done in a reactive
manner where tweets are downloaded a few days

2https://huggingface.co/blog/setfit
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Protest Date of collection Filter keywords Discontent / Total
Fireworks ban protest (RO) November 20, 2022 protest †, rotterdam, protesters *, hooligans ‡ 600 / 4214
Curfew riots (EI) January 24, 2021 protest †, curfew §, eindhoven, riots ˆ 383 / 3892
Black Pete (MA) November 14, 2020 protest †, piet, maastricht 1440 / 10395
Black Lives Matter (AM) June 1, 2020 protest †, black lives matter, amsterdam 2064 / 6329

Table 1: Datasets related to Dutch protests used in this study. Each dataset is defined by specific keywords used to
retrieve relevant tweets. Original Dutch keywords: † demonstratie, * betogers, ‡ relschoppers, ˆ rellen, § avondklok.

after the incident. Since the X API allows down-
loading historic tweets not older than two weeks,
the available data spans between two to three days
before and after the incident. On the days of the
protests themselves, we extracted the majority of
the tweets. The tweets were collected via the X
API. A filter was applied to select Dutch tweets only
related to protests. Table 1 provides an overview
of the specific filters and result set size per protest.
Retweets are excluded and since a free version of the
API is used, only a subset of the tweets is available.

5.1.1 Preparing the Data
Solely the tweets’ contents were used. Any meta
information such as geolocation, number of likes,
number of retweets, and comments were ignored,
as this type of meta information is mostly rele-
vant for the creation of networks rather than de-
termining sentiment. Elements such as hashtags,
emojis and punctuation are included in the analy-
sis. From the tweet texts, any personal information
was replaced by a placeholder. Username men-
tions in the tweet were not masked. During the
labelling process, off-topic tweets (see Appendix C),
tweets containing personal information, duplicates,
and auto-generated tweets were removed from the
datasets.

5.1.2 Data Labelling
The tweets were labelled according to whether
the tweet contained an ‘Expression of discontent’
(EOD). If the tweet included an indication that
the corresponding user disagreed with the govern-
ment’s actions, the rioters’ actions, or provided
a potential reasoning for protesting, the tweet
was labelled as EOD. For this labelling process,
weekly meetings were held to discuss tweets that
were more difficult to label, e.g., due to nuance,
sarcasm and jokes. This labelling process was
performed by the first and second author with
eight other annotators, including university stu-
dents and police employees. Each dataset was
annotated by a different composition of the an-
notator team. The average inter-annotator agree-

ment across all datasets was around 70%, which
is considered respectable, especially for linguistic
annotations (Artstein, 2017). The labelling was
done in a self-made tool named Tweeti, available at
https://github.com/LMuter/Tweeti. The la-
belling process was conducted over a period of
18 months. Table 7 (Appendix B) provides some
example annotations.

5.1.3 Test and Training Data
The data is divided into two sets: training (80%)
and testing (20%). The training data is used to train
model weights and the test set is used to test the
models’ performance. We used fixed hyperparam-
eter settings for all models. Due to the small size
of the training set and spelling variations in tweets,
words might not overlap between training and test,
impeding direct keyword mapping. This prompts
the model to focus on the context of the keyword
occurrences instead of the words themselves, which
can make the model more flexible. The datasets
were imbalanced (Table 1), as they contained sub-
stantially more tweets in the ‘No discontent’ class
than the EOD class. Due to this imbalance, we took
into consideration four other evaluation metrics
(precision (P), recall (R), F1 and Area Under the
Curve (AUC)) besides accuracy (ACC), as accu-
racy will be influenced by how well the majority
class can be predicted (Abd Elrahman and Abra-
ham, 2013). In this paper, we report the macro
averages of ACC and AUC, and the micro averages
of P, R and F1. The micro averages allowed us to
gain more insight into, i.e., the distribution of the
number of true positives and false positives across
the two classes. The metrics were measured per
class, as macro-averages are heavily influenced by
imbalance.

5.2 Training Phase
We consider several models for our study. As a
baseline, a bag-of-words based Logistic Regression
(LR) model is trained. Furthermore, pre-trained
mBERT, Bernice, TwHIN-BERT, BERTje and Sen-
tence Transformer (ST) models are fine-tuned. Ini-
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Model Hugging Face URI
BERT bert-base-uncased
mBERT nlptown/bert-base-multilingual-uncased-sentiment
BERTje GroNLP/bert-base-dutch-cased
Sentence Transformers (ST) sentence-transformers/paraphrase-multilingual-mpnet-base-v2
Bernice jhu-clsp/bernice
TwHIN-BERT-base Twitter/twhin-bert-base
TwHIN-BERT-large Twitter/twhin-bert-large

Table 2: Overview of the models used from the Hugging Face platform.

tial experiments were performed using the SetFit
framework with an ST model.

5.2.1 Pre-Training Phase
For the implementation of the models, we used the
‘text-classification’ task in the pipeline in order to be
able to assign the EOD label to a tweet. See Table
6 in Appendix A for a more extensive overview of
the used Python libraries and functions. in order to
make their produced results more comparable with
one another, as this task allows for the tokenization
of sequences of text, rather than one individual word.
These (sub)words are the result of the separated
text sequences, representing the tokens.3 Note that
these subword tokenizers partially solve the issue of
error mistakes. By declaring this task for BERTje,
they perform the same tokenization process, hence
making their results comparable.

The Hugging Face tokenizers are used in the pre-
training phase. The tokenization process consists
of three steps. Firstly, indicators are added to
demarcate the start and end of the tweet, signified
by the special tokens [CLS] and [SEP], respectively.
Secondly, uniformity in the tweet length is ensured
by adding [PAD] to short tweets and truncating long
tweets. Finally, the converted tokens are assigned
IDs, and an attention mask is created.

5.2.2 Pre-Processing the Data for LR
We trained various additional models on a pre-
processed version of the datasets in order to eval-
uate the difference in performance, considering it
can provide better results for bag-of-words tech-
niques (Angiani et al., 2016). Pre-processing the
data involved lowercasing and lemmatization, and
removing all URLs, Dutch stopwords, username
mentions, accents on letters and punctuation from
the tweet text. Furthermore, only content words
like verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs and proper
nouns were typically included after pre-processing.

3https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/v4.
28.1/en/task_summary#sequence-classification

6 Results

To evaluate the results for the EOD prediction, we
focused mainly on the results for the EOD label, as
this was the minority class for all individual datasets.
See Tables 3 and 4 for the prediction results. First,
we ran all the models with all four dataset combined,
see Table 1. In this round, the models were run with
the oversampling technique with the assumption
that oversampling the minority class would compen-
sate for the data imbalance. We further investigated
the outcomes on the datasets separately by training
the best models from the previous round on all the
datasets combined with oversampling to identify
differences in performance per dataset. After some
test runs without oversampling (see Table 12, Ap-
pendix D), we observed that oversampling may not
produce substantially different results. As such, we
ran the models without oversampling the minority
class to evaluate the models’ sensitivity to data im-
balance. Lastly, we did some extra experimentation
with the multilingual model mBERT.

6.1 Logistic Regression

First, we evaluated the baseline performance with
the Logistic Regression (LR) model. While pre-
processing is not always beneficial for deep learning
methods (Camacho-Collados and Pilehvar, 2018),
for bag-of-words models it is commonly used, hence
its inclusion. LR did not perform better than the
other models, which is highlighted by the fact that
LR has no bold numbers in Table 3.

To evaluate LR’s potential further, we exper-
imented with all possible combinations of pre-
processing steps as given in Section 5.2.2. See
Appendix D, Table 8. The best combination of
pre-processing steps was a combination of lower-
casing and removal of URLs, username mentions,
diacritics and punctuation. This pre-processing
combination resulted in similar results (F1: .418)
compared to no pre-processing (F1: .422).
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Expression of discontent No discontent
Model Measure ACC AUC P R F1 P R F1
Bernice AVG .870 .784 .652 .646 .649 .919 .921 .920
BERTje AVG .867 .745 .685 .548 .609 .899 .941 .919
TwHIN-BERT-base AVG .859 .782 .631 .657 .643 .917 .908 .912
TwHIN-BERT-large AVG .828 .609 .600 .261 .248 .856 .957 .900
Sentence Transformers AVG .871 .766 .682 .597 .636 .908 .935 .921
Logistic Regression AVG .808 .708 .530 .539 .534 .881 .877 .879
Bernice STD .004 .009 .018 .024 .012 .005 .008 .003
BERTje STD .008 .014 .021 .029 .022 .006 .007 .005
TwHIN-BERT-base STD .004 .010 .015 .028 .008 .006 .009 .003
TwHIN-BERT-large STD .021 .028 .071 .110 .012 .056 .054 .011
Sentence Transformers STD .004 .004 .020 .006 .009 .006 .004 .003
Logistic Regression STD .009 .006 .016 .011 .006 .007 .009 .006
Bernice MIN .865 .772 .623 .619 .632 .914 .907 .917
BERTje MIN .859 .721 .670 .497 .609 .890 .934 .914
TwHIN-BERT-base MIN .853 .776 .611 .639 .635 .914 .894 .908
TwHIN-BERT-large MIN .810 None None None None .810 .854 .889
Sentence Transformers MIN .864 .761 .656 .589 .625 .899 .931 .916
Logistic Regression MIN .797 .704 .516 .523 .528 .875 .871 .870
Bernice MAX .875 .793 .667 .679 .663 .926 .926 .923
BERTje MAX .877 .756 .720 .570 .629 .905 .950 .926
TwHIN-BERT-base MAX .864 .800 .647 .707 .656 .928 .918 .916
TwHIN-BERT-large MAX .864 .792 .650 .731 .628 .928 None .917
Sentence Transformers MAX .874 .771 .704 .605 .644 .912 .940 .924
Logistic Regression MAX .820 .718 .558 .552 .542 .892 .889 .888
SetFit .869 .758 .689 .577 .628 .904 .939 .921

Table 3: Comparison between the models for EOD prediction in combination with oversampling of the minority
class. The models were run five times, except for SetFit. The averages, standard deviations, minima and maxima
values of those rounds are provided. The numbers are rounded, and the best scores for the averages, minima and
maxima per metric are in bold. Table 9 in Appendix D provides the results of all the runs.

6.2 Averages, Standard Deviations, Minima
and Maxima

We ran the Bernice, BERTje, TwHIN-BERT-base,
TwHIN-BERT-large, ST and Logistic Regression
models five times to get insight into the range of
possible scores they provide. The results of all
five runs are provided in Appendix D, Table 9. Of
the five runs, we mainly focus on discussing the
minima, maxima and averages.

For the minima scores, we observe that the
TwHIN-BERT-base overall produces the best scores
on EOD (AUC: .776, F1: .635), though Bernice
had the highest accuracy (.865).

Similarly for the maxima scores on EOD, TwHIN-
BERT-base (AUC: .800) and Bernice (F1: .663)
score the best overall. BERTje scored best on
accuracy and precision. For both the minima and
maxima scores, neither ST nor LR scored highest
on a particular metric.

In line with the minima and maxima, we observe
that Bernice scores the best on average for the minor-
ity class (AUC: .784, F1: .649). Notably, ST scored
highest on accuracy for EOD (.871). Universally,
we observe that Bernice and TwHIN-BERT-base
provide better results compared to TwHIN-BERT-

large, BERTje, ST and LR.

6.3 Separate Datasets
In this section, we describe the results for the in-
dividual AM, EI, MA and RO datasets. Note that
the RO dataset is divided in two, wherein each ver-
sion (’22 and ’23) was labelled by other annotators.
The subsets of the RO dataset overlapped to some
degree, but not fully. The annotators of the ’23
version were the same annotators for AM.

6.3.1 With Oversampling
From the former round, we identified that Bernice
and TwHIN-BERT-base outperformed the other
models with oversampling. Arguably, Bernice
performs slightly better than TwHIN-BERT-base
due to its average AUC and F1 scores.

As shown in Table 4, when running Bernice and
TwHIN-BERT-base on the separate datasets, we
observe that the models perform worst on the EI
dataset on EOD. The MA dataset was the second
worst performing dataset.

Bernice produced the highest scores for the ACC
(.893) and P (.754) metrics on the RO dataset.
Though, the AM dataset was observable the best
performing dataset, with TwHIN-BERT-base pro-
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ducing the highest scores for AUC (.791), R (.732)
and F1 (.712) on this dataset.

6.3.2 Without Oversampling
In Table 10 are the results provided by running
BERTje, Bernice, TwHIN-BERT-base and TwHIN-
BERT-large on all separate datasets without over-
sampling the minority class.

The EI dataset performs substantially worse com-
pared to the other datasets. The AM dataset also
again outperforms the other datasets, with BERTje
producing the highest P (.765), and Bernice pro-
ducing the best AUC (.806), R (.760) and F1 (.731)
on the EOD class.

The poor results on the EI dataset can be partially
attributed by the labelling process. Whereas the
AM dataset was solely labelled with the EOD class,
the EI and MA datasets were labelled with sub-
stantially more classes, with only tweets labelled
as EOD or ‘No discontent’ retained and all other
tweets removed from the data. The usage of more
labels poses greater opportunity for disagreements
among annotators, hence affecting the quality of
the labels. Moreover, the proportion of EOD tweets
is substantially lower for these two datasets.

6.3.3 Oversampling vs Non-Oversampling
Besides the observations previously mentioned, it
is noteworthy that the oversampling technique does
not always guarantee better results for some models.
For some models, oversampling has more added
value compared to others.

For example, oversampling on the EI dataset did
not help for the Bernice model on some metrics,
including AUC, P, R and F1.

Furthermore, we observed that the oversampling
was ineffective for the TwHIN-BERT-base model
on the ACC and P metrics. This was the case for all
datasets RO23 on ACC. Although this finding may
suggest that oversampling provides less added value
for the models trained on Twitter data due to their
higher performance in general, this observation
warrants further investigation.

6.4 Notable Results
In this section, we describe some noteworthy addi-
tional results we found.

6.4.1 TwHIN-BERT-large
The TwHIN-BERT-large model was unable to con-
verge in some runs on the data. This is likely due
to the small size of the datasets, whereby the model

is unable to fine-tune all its parameters due to its
large size. When TwHIN-BERT-large was able to
configure all its parameters, it produced good re-
sults. As shown in Table 9, run 1 provided the best
R score (.731) across all runs and models. Run 5
also configured correctly, with some notable results
being the ACC and P.

6.4.2 BERTje
To investigate if the pre-trained data influences the
results, we trained a BERTje model based on a
Dutch text corpus with a variety of settings. The
extra results for BERTje can be found in Appendix
D, Tables 8 and 11.

For BERTje, we experimented with pre-
processing to evaluate whether our results are in
line with previous work (e.g. (Camacho-Collados
and Pilehvar, 2018; Kurniasih and Manik, 2022;
Alzahrani and Jololian, 2021)). For each met-
ric, except recall in the ‘No discontent’ class, pre-
processing lowered BERTje’s performance. Espe-
cially the recall (.091) and F1 (.153) scores were
particularly poor in the minority class. This is
explained by BERT’s use of contextual informa-
tion, like punctuation, morphology and sentence
structure.

To find out if there is a difference in performance
between annotators for the same dataset, we trained
BERTje on the two RO dataset versions. We found
a noticeable difference for all metrics.

Using all datasets provided the best score com-
pared to using the datasets separately for EOD on
precision (.863), though recall was poor (.328).
This shows that providing BERTje with more data,
despite the imbalance, will result in the model clas-
sifying a large number of items with the minority
class correctly whilst still missing quite a large
portion of tweets to label as ‘discontent’. This
shows that BERTje can identify strong markers in
the tweets that suggest discontent, as long as it is
given a sufficient amount of data. At the same time,
the low recall score would suggest that identifying
discontent is still a nuanced task, meaning that
these nuances make it difficult to define all concrete
markers of discontent. Generally, it is questionable
if it is possible to capture this complex notion with a
language model using short social media messages.

6.4.3 SetFit
We ran SetFit once, and it did not produce better
results over Bernice and TwHIN-BERT-base (see
Table 3). SetFit also takes substantially longer to
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Expression of discontent No discontent
Model Data ACC AUC P R F1 P R F1
Bernice AM .826 .781 .745 .664 .702 .857 .898 .877
Bernice EI .888 .574 .368 .182 .243 .915 .966 .940
Bernice MA .866 .639 .508 .328 .399 .901 .950 .925
Bernice RO22 .893 .768 .622 .595 .608 .935 .941 .938
Bernice RO23 .884 .765 .754 .573 .652 .906 .957 .931
TwHIN-BERT-base AM .813 .791 .694 .732 .712 .873 .851 .862
TwHIN-BERT-base EI .886 .653 .412 .364 .386 .931 .943 .937
TwHIN-BERT-base MA .868 .665 .514 .386 .441 .908 .943 .925
TwHIN-BERT-base RO22 .864 .769 .510 .638 .567 .939 .901 .920
TwHIN-BERT-base RO23 .866 .749 .677 .560 .613 .901 .938 .919

Table 4: Comparison between the models Bernice and TwHIN-BERT-base for EOD prediction across all four
datasets with oversampling of the minority class. The numbers are rounded.

train than the other models. Due to these con-
straints, we did not experiment with SetFit further.
However, the underlying ST model did produce
reasonable results when oversampling the minority
class for both the AM and MA datasets. Therefore,
future work with less restrictions regarding time and
resources could explore SetFit’s potential further.

6.4.4 Multilingual BERT: mBERT

Since multilingual models are known to perform
well on monolingual tasks (Rust et al., 2021), we
experimented shortly with the multilingual version
of the BERT model: mBERT (see Appendix D
for extra results). Oversampling the minority class
in the AM dataset produced reasonable scores for
AUC (.758), recall (.646) and F1 (.677). However,
this introduces a performance reduction for the ‘No
discontent’ class of around .08. Notably, mBERT
scored particularly well on precision (.833) for a
pre-processed dataset, while ACC, R and F1 came
out relatively low.

The mBERT results are not in line with previous
work where monolingual models outperform mul-
tilingual models (e.g. (De Vries et al., 2019; Rust
et al., 2021)), but they are not totally unexpected
given the substantial amount of English words and
phrases used in Dutch social media. Similar to
other models, combining oversampling and includ-
ing emojis did not improve the results compared to
solely applying oversampling. However, we sug-
gest future work to take this multilingual nature of
social media messaging into consideration through
analyses based on the principle of code-switching
(e.g. (Das and Gambäck, 2014)), like Language
Identification (see (Aguilar et al., 2020; Barman
et al., 2014; Khanuja et al., 2020; Molina et al.,
2019; Solorio et al., 2014)).

6.5 T-test Results
To gain insight into how different the models per-
form compared to one another, we conducted two-
way t-tests on the average F1 of five runs. Table
5 provides a full overview of the t-test results.
However, note that the t-test results for compari-
son between TwHIN-BERT-large and other models
were influenced by the fact that TwHIN-BERT-large
could not compute several runs. Naturally, runs
that were not completed successfully were excluded
from the tests.

From the t-tests, we find that Bernice’s, TwHIN-
BERT-base’s, and the ST’s F1 scores are signifi-
cantly different from logistic regression (p < .001).
Furthermore, we found that BERTje’s F1 score was
significantly difference compared to TwHIN-BERT-
base’s and logistic regression with p < .01.

These results support our previous findings that
the models trained on Twitter data (Bernice and
TwHIN-BERT) report better prediction of EOD,
as Bernice and TwHIN-BERT-base perform sig-
nificantly different from the baseline (logistic re-
gression). Notably, BERTje and ST also perform
significantly different from the baseline, suggesting
that these models also have the potential to provide
reasonable results on the data.

7 Discussion

In this paper, we aimed to identify how future
NLP models can be improved in order to provide
better predictions for social media text. Our work
provides an overview of several language models’
performances on Dutch tweets for the prediction of
Expression of Discontent.

Whether someone expresses discontent is depen-
dent on human interpretation, thus complicating the
identification process of parameters that determine
tweet sentiment. Moreover, human annotators may
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Bernice BERTje TwHIN-
BERT-base

TwHIN-
BERT-large

Sentence Transformers

BERTje .022*
TwHIN-BERT-base .250 .006**
TwHIN-BERT-large .030* .038* .030*
Sentence Transformers .029* .028* .170 .032*
Logistic Regression 7.4E-06*** .002** 5.4E-06*** .068 2.8E-05***

Table 5: Overview of the t-test results between the F1 scores of the models’ predictions on all of the four datasets
combined. Asterisks denote p-values: * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.

consider other kinds of information subconsciously
when labelling a tweet for discontent. This claim
is supported by results we found when training
models on subsets of the RO dataset labelled by
two different annotator teams.

The results showed that the models trained on
Twitter data, namely TwHIN-BERT and Bernice,
performed best. Pre-processing did not improve the
results for any model. This highlights the impor-
tance of using models that have been pre-trained
on similar types of data for event prediction, which
is in line with a review conducted by Zimbra et al.
(2018). They found that the average accuracy for
sentiment analysis on Twitter data was 61%, and
that state-of-the-art approaches performed similarly,
with accuracies routinely below the 70%. How-
ever, they did find that domain-specific approaches
performed better by 11%, which is an average in-
crease in performance we did not achieve. For
all datasets combined, Bernice and TwHIN-BERT-
base achieved average scores ranging from .63 to
.65 for precision, recall and F1 on the EOD class,
though for both classes (EOD and ‘No discontent’)
the average accuracy and AUC scores were substan-
tially higher, ranging from .78 to .87.

Surprisingly, we found that the Sentence Trans-
formers models perform on par with Bernice and
TwHIN-BERT, despite not being a pre-trained
model on Twitter data. Additional results showed
that mBERT, a multilingual model, performed bet-
ter than BERTje. This may be because social media
users tend to lend words from other languages, in-
cluding English. Furthermore, mBERT is trained
on a larger corpus of text compared to BERTje.
This indicates that the selection of a specific dataset
to pre-train a language model is one of the main
indicators to acquire a greater return on prediction
performance.

Lastly, we found that oversampling provides sub-
stantial benefits for smaller datasets, like EI and
MA in our work, whereas the benefit is limited for
larger ones, like AM in our work. Furthermore,

when combining all datasets together, the benefit
of oversampling was also limited. However, the
issue of highly imbalanced datasets cannot be fully
solved with oversampling, which was observed in
the results. In line with this, some models gain
more benefit from oversampling than others. In
particular, oversampling had the least added value
for the models trained on Twitter data, potentially
due to their relatively high base performance.

All in all, the results indicate that the identifica-
tion of discontent in social media text is a feasible
approach to filtering relevant to irrelevant messag-
ing, given that the appropriate language models
are chosen. The ability to accurately filter the data
provides opportunities for more efficient extraction
of a variety of information relevant to entities like
the police and OSINT, including locations, dates
and time stamps.

7.1 Limitations

First, in all of the used datasets, the number of
‘No discontent’ tweets outnumbers the number of
discontent tweets with a ratio of around one to
five. In order try to make up for this limitation,
we used the widely used oversampling technique
named Synthetic Minority Oversampling TEch-
nique (SMOTE) (Chawla et al., 2002) for the dis-
content tweets. However, SMOTE has limitations,
including misclassification of the majority class,
resulting in negative effects for the model’s overall
balance (Puntumapon and Waiyamai, 2012).

Second, some publicly available tweets may have
been removed by the corresponding users since the
tweets have been extracted via the X API, which may
reduce the reproducibility of the study. Besides
that, it is possible that some of the results were
unsatisfactory partially due to the switch-ups in the
annotator teams. The compositions in the annotator
teams may have resulted in some inconsistencies in
the labelling process.

Third, we did not conduct an error analysis in
this work. Therefore, future work that aims to
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build upon this paper should consider aiming to
gain more insights into, i.e., whether the degree
of false positives for a specific dataset correlates
with the (perceived) difficulty of the annotation
task. However, to support such an error analysis,
we propose follow-up studies to report more details
on the inter-annotator agreement.

Fourth, being able to predict a protest’s location,
date, time or size is also of interest to OSINT and the
Dutch police, especially in times of higher affective
polarisation and social unrest. In this work, we did
not explore the extraction of such information from
the tweets, presenting an opportunity for future
work.

Lastly, the practice of combining all four datasets
may be flawed. Some protests may have been more
extreme in terms of the events that took place, hence
(indirectly) influencing how the annotators interpret
discontent per protest. Therefore, some datasets
may capture a limited, or even a different, meaning
of expression of discontent, given that the datasets
were labelled for different protests and/or with more
labels, affecting classification performance.

8 Ethics Statement

Ethical approval to conduct this study, including
approval for the collection and annotation of the
datasets, was acquired from the appropriate local
institutional review boards and ethics committees.
To minimise potential privacy issues, we excluded
direct and indirect personal identifiers from the data,
including names and locations. In line with the
GDPR guidelines, the data has been anonymised
by hashing usernames and mentions.

Besides the focus on Dutch text, it is desirable for
high-impact applications, like those used in medical
practice and law enforcement, to work with models
and algorithms that have low false negative rates,
due to potential societal and ethical complications
that arise with false positives. For example, it is
unethical and socially undesirable to inaccurately
label a person’s social media message along the lines
of ‘high-risk’ or ‘negative’. Therefore, in this work,
we focused on the optimisation of the precision
metric, as this indicates lower false positives. We
encourage future work to put low false positive
rates at the forefront in the evaluation of models’
performance.

Furthermore, we followed the European Data
Protection Board (EDPB) guidelines to assess the

risks and potential impacts of the data.4 These
guidelines were followed in order to minimise po-
tential risks for individuals’ freedoms, and to use
the data in a lawful and transparent manner.

For future work, we provide several suggestions
on how to use social media data in an ethical manner.
First, ethical data assessment methodologies should
be used before the analysis is conducted in order
to evaluate potential conflicts with (public) values
and to minimise social disruption. We recommend
using approaches like ‘De Ethische Data Assistent’
(DEDA, ‘The Ethical Data Assistent’) from Schäfer
et al. (2022). Second, when conducting social me-
dia analysis, the focus should be on groups rather
than individuals, so that privacy is ensured and the
results remain ‘superficial’ in nature. As previously
mentioned, the GDPR emphasises that monitoring
and profiling is not allowed, even in the context
of anticipating crimes and riots. Therefore, social
media analyses for research purposes should empha-
sise the recognition of general trends, sentiments
and events instead, as presented in this paper.
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A List of Used Python Libraries

Processing Step Libraries
Pre-processing re

string
pandas
sklearn (TfidfVectorizer)
nltk (word_tokenize, stopwords)
spacy (nsubj, VERB)
WordCloud
datasets (Dataset, DatasetDict)

Training BERT models codecs
tqdm
datasets (concatenate_datasets, load_dataset, Dataset, DatasetDict)
pandas
numpy
sklearn (f1_score, roc_auc_score, accuracy_score, train_test_split)
torch
transformers (BertTokenizerFast, AutoTokenizer, AutoModelForSe-
quenceClassification, TrainingArguments, Trainer, EvalPrediction,
pipeline)

Training SetFit frame-
works

sentence_transformers (CosineSimilarityLoss)

setfit (SetFitModel, SetFitTrainer)
EOD Prediction pycm

emoji
matplotlib

Additional testing random

Table 6: Overview of the Python libraries used to train the models.
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B Example Tweets and their Corresponding Label

Translated tweet from Dutch to En-
glish

Label Annotators’ reasoning for the given label

Half of the hooligans in #Rotterdam were
underage!!!! Where are the parents????

EOD * Usage of the word ‘hooligans’.
* Usage of 4 exclamation marks.
* Indirect expression of discontent towards the parents of the hooli-
gans, implying that they did not raise their kids correctly.

Only 3 wounded in Rotterdam from last
night’s riots? It is time for the police to
take some shooting lessons...

EOD * The ‘Only 3 wounded [...]’ subsentence has a sarcastic tone.
* Suggesting that police officers should take shooting lessons, implies
that the user wants the police to shoot at rioters and succeed.

The Austrian Baudet could not accom-
pany the anti-vaccin protest. He was
so ill from the corona-virus that he is
staying at the hospital.

No discon-
tent

* Without additional contextual information, it is unclear from the
tweet itself who is meant with ‘The Austrian Baudet’.
* The tweet is too descriptive in order to determine the user’s intent
with certainty.

Has someone already called themselves
in for the torn off finger ? #Rotterdam

No discon-
tent

* A potential expression of discontent towards people who light
fireworks.
* Too unclear what is meant with a torn off finger.

Table 7: Overview of some example tweets with their corresponding label, including the reasoning used by the
annotators to assign the ‘Expression of Discontent’ (EOD) or the ‘No discontent’ class. Although tweet examples 1
and 3 were relatively easy to label, tweet examples 2 and 4 were more difficult, causing annotators to have differing
opinions on how to interpret the nuances in the text.

C Annotation Rules
A tweet was considered relevant or ‘on-topic’ for the EOD classification if:

1. The tweet refers to the protest for which it was scraped;
2. The tweet contains expressions of indignation towards the corresponding protest;
3. The tweet contains first-person observations of a protest and includes explicit disdain for the situation;
4. The tweet uses slurs, slang, and other inflammatory words to describe the opinions and actions of

others (e.g. protesters, government);
5. The tweet uses expressive symbols like capital letters and punctuation (e.g. exclamation marks) to

express their disdain towards the situation at hand;
6. The tweet shows support for the incitement of violence (towards any person or groups of people).

A tweet was considered irrelevant for the EOD classification, hence given ‘No discontent’, if:

1. The tweet contains solely observations regarding the situation at hand or the general public;
2. The tweet contains the person’s own opinion, but the person highlights the perspectives from both

sides, e.g., the protesters and the government;
3. The tweet contains expressions of confusion, e.g., towards what and why the protests are happening;
4. The tweet seems to contain sarcasm but it could be interpreted in multiple ways;
5. The tweet includes discussions about the topic at hand whereby the protest is used to support one’s

non-inflammatory opinions.

A tweet was excluded from the dataset, hence considered ‘off-topic’, if:

1. The tweet refers to a different protest for which it was scraped;
2. The tweet is a response to another tweet potentially related to the protest, but the content of the

considered tweet does not refer to the protest;
3. The tweet contains signs of discontent towards parties relevant in protests (e.g. police, protesters),

but it is not explicitly concerning the protest for which it was scraped.
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D Extra Results

Expression of discontent No discontent
Model Data FT PP ACC AUC P R F1 P R F1
LR ALL N Y .867 .629 .577 .293 .389 .890 .964 .925
LR Best PP Step † MA N Y .872 .642 .611 .318 .418 .893 .966 .928
LR MA N N .867 .646 .570 .335 .422 .895 .957 .925
BERT MA Y N .861 .541 .647 .091 .159 .866 .992 .924
BERTje MA Y Y .855 .537 .489 .091 .153 .865 .984 .921
BERTje MA Y N .882 .672 .664 .376 .480 .902 .968 .934
BERTje ALL Y N .862 .658 .863 .328 .475 .862 .988 .920
BERTje Emojis MA Y N .885 .672 .687 .372 .483 .901 .971 .935
BERTje Overs & Emojis ‡ MA Y N .886 .686 .681 .405 .508 .906 .968 .936
BERTje Oversampling AM Y N .791 .755 .691 .653 .672 .835 .858 .846
BERTje Oversampling EI Y N .902 .553 .391 .127 .191 .918 .980 .948
BERTje Oversampling MA* Y N .899 .752 .667 .549 .602 .929 .956 .942
BERTje Oversampling MA Y N .876 .706 .592 .467 .522 .913 .945 .929
BERTje ’22 Oversampling RO Y N .861 .633 .667 .294 .408 .876 .971 .921
BERTje ’23 Oversampling RO Y N .816 .660 .571 .395 .467 .856 .924 .889
mBERT MA Y N .877 .698 .603 .446 .513 .910 .950 .930
mBERT AM Y N .799 .720 .777 .506 .613 .804 .933 .864
mBERT AM Y Y .779 .684 .833 .407 .547 .769 .960 .854
mBERT Oversampling AM Y N .798 .759 .711 .646 .677 .835 .872 .853
mBERT Overs & Emojis AM Y N .803 .752 .746 .606 .668 .823 .899 .859
ST EN MA Y N .855 None None None None .855 None .922
ST EN MA N N .812 .526 .227 .124 .160 .862 .929 .894
ST EN Oversampling AM Y N .745 .708 .598 .605 .602 .815 .810 .812
ST EN Oversampling MA Y N .836 .725 .447 .570 .501 .924 .881 .902

Table 8: Comparison between the models from fine-tuning (FT) or not (Y and N, respectively), pre-processing (PP)
the data or not (Y and N, respectively) for the prediction type Expression of Discontent (EOD). Some models were
given a particular focus, e.g. emojis and oversampling the minority class. Highest scores on accuracy, precision,
recall, F1 and AUC are in bold. The numbers are rounded. Abbreviations ‘AM’, ‘EI’, ‘MA’, ‘RO’ and ‘ALL’ stand
for the Black Lives Matter (Amsterdam), curfew riots (Eindhoven), Black Pete (Maastricht), fireworks ban protest
(Rotterdam) and all four datasets, respectively. Notes: † LR was run with the combination of pre-processing steps
that provided the best results, and ‡ BERTje was run by combining the focus on emojis with oversampling. By
default, MA refers to a subset of the MA dataset, though MA* refers to the full dataset. When a model is marked
with ‘emojis’, we run the model on a subset of the MA dataset solely containing tweets with at least one emoji. This
subset was around 12% of the original dataset’s size.
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Expression of discontent No discontent
Model Run ACC AUC P R F1 P R F1
Bernice 1 .875 .792 .667 .659 .663 .922 .925 .923
Bernice 2 .870 .772 .646 .619 .632 .917 .925 .921
Bernice 3 .865 .793 .623 .679 .649 .926 .907 .917
Bernice 4 .869 .776 .662 .625 .643 .914 .926 .920
Bernice 5 .868 .785 .660 .649 .654 .917 .920 .919
BERTje 1 .860 .721 .674 .497 .572 .890 .944 .916
BERTje 2 .859 .745 .673 .555 .609 .895 .934 .914
BERTje 3 .872 .756 .689 .570 .624 .905 .941 .923
BERTje 4 .877 .754 .720 .558 .629 .904 .950 .926
BERTje 5 .864 .749 .670 .561 .611 .900 .935 .917
TwHIN-BERT-base 1 .853 .777 .620 .651 .635 .914 .903 .908
TwHIN-BERT-base 2 .861 .781 .637 .650 .643 .916 .911 .914
TwHIN-BERT-base 3 .858 .800 .611 .707 .656 .928 .894 .911
TwHIN-BERT-base 4 .864 .778 .647 .639 .643 .915 .918 .916
TwHIN-BERT-base 5 .860 .776 .637 .639 .638 .914 .913 .913
TwHIN-BERT-large 1 .820 None None None None .820 None .901
TwHIN-BERT-large 2 .830 .792 .551 .731 .628 .928 .854 .890
TwHIN-BERT-large 3 .810 None None None None .810 None .895
TwHIN-BERT-large 4 .815 None None None None .815 None .898
TwHIN-BERT-large 5 .864 .753 .650 .576 .611 .906 .929 .917
ST 1 .864 .761 .694 .589 .637 .899 .934 .916
ST 2 .870 .764 .656 .596 .625 .912 .931 .921
ST 3 .871 .766 .665 .601 .631 .912 .932 .922
ST 4 .874 .771 .690 .605 .644 .911 .937 .924
ST 5 .873 .767 .704 .594 .644 .906 .940 .923
LR 1 .820 .718 .532 .552 .542 .892 .884 .888
LR 2 .797 .704 .522 .542 .532 .875 .866 .870
LR 3 .812 .706 .558 .523 .540 .875 .889 .882
LR 4 .804 .706 .516 .541 .528 .882 .871 .877
LR 5 .805 .704 .523 .534 .529 .879 .875 .877

Table 9: Comparison between the models for EOD prediction with oversampling of the minority class. The models
are run five times in order to get insight into the range of the possible scores. The numbers are rounded, and the best
scores per metric are in bold.

Expression of discontent No discontent
Model Data ACC AUC P R F1 P R F1
BERTje AM .808 .755 .765 .600 .673 .822 .910 .864
Bernice AM .823 .806 .703 .760 .731 .885 .852 .868
TwHIN-BERT-large AM .637 None None None None .637 None .778
TwHIN-BERT-base AM .817 .782 .721 .687 .704 .858 .877 .868
BERTje EI .901 None None None None .901 None .948
Bernice EI .902 .616 .513 .260 .345 .923 .973 .947
TwHIN-BERT-large EI .901 None None None None .901 None .948
TwHIN-BERT-base EI .909 .591 .625 .195 .297 .918 .987 .951
BERTje MA .867 .595 .519 .222 .311 .888 .968 .926
Bernice MA .872 .723 .527 .519 .523 .925 .927 .926
TwHIN-BERT-large MA .865 None None None None .865 None .928
TwHIN-BERT-base MA .874 .644 .559 .328 .413 .901 .960 .930
BERTje RO22 .885 .680 .639 .397 .489 .908 .964 .935
BERTje RO23 .869 .761 .677 .587 .629 .907 .935 .920
Bernice RO22 .882 .718 .594 .491 .538 .920 .946 .933
Bernice RO23 .877 .760 .717 .573 .637 .905 .947 .926
TwHIN-BERT-large RO22 .894 .725 .663 .491 .564 .921 .960 .940
TwHIN-BERT-large RO23 .811 None None None None .811 None .896
TwHIN-BERT-base RO22 .875 .675 .575 .397 .469 .907 .953 .929
TwHIN-BERT-base RO23 .866 .728 .704 .507 .589 .892 .950 .920

Table 10: Comparison between the models Bernice, BERTje, TwHIN-BERT-base and TwHIN-BERT-large for the
EOD prediction across all four datasets without oversampling the minority class. The numbers are rounded, and the
best scores per metric are in bold.
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Expression of discontent No discontent
Model Run ACC AUC P R F1 P R F1
Bernice 1 .878 .788 .668 .647 .657 .923 .929 .926
TwHIN-BERT-base 1 .858 .778 .630 .648 .639 .915 .909 .912
BERTje 1 .865 .728 .715 .504 .591 .889 .952 .919
BERTje 2 .868 .744 .699 .544 .612 .898 .945 .921
BERTje 3 .875 .776 .681 .619 .649 .914 .933 .924
BERTje 4 .869 .717 .757 .469 .579 .884 .964 .923
BERTje 5 .872 .718 .776 .469 .585 .885 .968 .925
BERTje AVG .870 .737 .726 .521 .603 .894 .952 .922

Table 11: Comparison between the models Bernice, BERTje and TwHIN-BERT-base for EOD prediction without
oversampling. For BERTje, five runs were completed in order to get insight into the range of the possible scores.
The numbers are rounded, and the best scores are in bold.

Expression of discontent No discontent
Model Data ACC AUC P R F1 P R F1
BERTje AM .814 .770 .762 .639 .695 .834 .901 .866
BERTje EI .901 None None None None .901 None .948
BERTje MA .868 .678 .568 .410 .476 .904 .947 .925

Table 12: Test runs with BERTje for EOD prediction without oversampling on three separate datasets, namely AM,
EI and MA. The numbers are rounded.
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Abstract

Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) legisla-
tion grants citizens the right to request infor-
mation from various levels of the government,
and aims to promote the transparency of gov-
ernmental agencies. However, the processing
of these requests is often met with delays, due
to the inherent complexity of gathering the re-
quired documents. To obtain accurate estimates
of the processing times of requests, and to iden-
tify bottlenecks in the process, this research pro-
poses a pipeline to automatically extract these
timelines from decision letters of Dutch FOIA
requests. These decision letters are responses
to requests, and contain an overview of the pro-
cess, including when the request was received,
and possible communication between the re-
quester and the relevant agency. The proposed
pipeline can extract dates with an accuracy of
.94, extract event phrases with a mean ROUGE-
L F1 score of .80 and can classify events with
a macro F1 score of .79.

Out of the 50 decision letters used for testing
(each letter containing one timeline), the model
correctly classified 10 of the timelines com-
pletely correct, with an average of 3.1 mistakes
per decision letter.

1 Introduction

Timeline extraction is the process of extracting
dated events and ordering them along a timeline
(Cornegruta and Vlachos, 2016). The task can be
seen as a variant of event extraction, where the date
is the operand of the event, and a type is associated
with each date-event pair.

Our goal is to retrieve all triples of the form (date,
event, event class) from a given document using
a pipeline consisting of SpaCy and ChatGPT. Af-
ter the triples have been extracted, we place them
along a timeline to create an overview of the de-
cision process, an example of which can be seen
in Figure 1. Note that each event is grounded in

the document, and can be hyperlinked to the ex-
act position in the document, allowing for quick
verification. These constructed timelines can have
several purposes, such as the graphical summariza-
tion of content (Hoeve et al., 2022), as well as
being a part of process mining, where the event
classification helps to gain insights in the different
parts and their durations in a process. Furthermore,
timeline extraction over a (dynamic) corpus is a
valuable tool in automatic process monitoring. Our
timelines are machine interpretable overviews of
processes, making it easier to control and check
them in real-time. Thus, timeline extraction also
creates valuable metadata about temporal relations
and intervals of events and event sequencing (Allen,
1983).

This study focuses on extracting timelines from
decision letters produced by the Dutch government
in response to a request made under the Dutch
FOIA legislation. We used SpaCy to detect and
extract dates from sentences, and ChatGPT to ex-
tract the event phrases and their classes. Out of
the 524 triples in the test set, roughly 76% of them
were classified correctly, and out of the 50 decision
letters, the timelines of 10 of them were extracted
perfectly.

2 Related Work

The field of timeline extraction has seen quite some
interest in recent years, and it was featured as
part of the SemEval 2010 TempEval and SemEval
2015 TimeLine challenges (Pustejovsky and Ver-
hagen, 2009; Minard et al., 2015), where several
aspects, such as the grounding of dates with events
as well as the creation of cross-document timelines
for entities were addressed. Traditionally, the sys-
tems used for timeline extraction have consisted
of pipeline approaches, with a system containing
a Part-of-Speech tagger, Named Entity Recogni-
tion (NER) and coreference resolution modules
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Figure 1: A timeline with five dated and classified events

in succession to extract event phrases (Aone and
Ramos-Santacruz, 2000; Ahn, 2006; Minard et al.,
2015), and systems such as HeidelTime (Strötgen
and Gertz, 2010) to extract temporal phrases. As
the annotation of these timelines can be quite ex-
pensive, some works focused on automatically con-
structing additional data, such as work done by
Cornegruta and Vlachos (2016), who use distant
supervision to create timelines for entities and use
this additional data to train their pipeline model. A
major downside of these pipeline approaches, as
discussed by Du and Cardie (2020), is the propaga-
tion of errors from individual components in these
systems, harming overall performance. The authors
propose a method that does not use a pipeline, but
instead uses a BERT model to extract events by
posing the problem as a Question Answering task
and querying the model, which is in some regards
similar to our approach using ChatGPT. Another
approach that replaces part of the pipeline with a
neural component is work from Leeuwenberg and
Moens (2018), which relies on entity annotations
being present, and uses an LSTM network to pre-
dict the temporal durations of these entities, relative
to each other.

With the advent of pre-trained Large Language
Models (LLMs) such as ChatGPT and Llama (Tou-
vron et al., 2023), new event extraction methods
have been developed using these models (Xu et al.,
2023). These methods are similar to the ones us-
ing BERT, but instead prompt these large language
models to extract (actor, event, event type) triples
directly from the input text. Although some of
the models can be fine-tuned, a pre-trained LLM
can usually perform quite well on new tasks, es-
pecially when using few-show prompting or in-

context-learning. This involves providing several
examples of the task that has to be performed to the
model in the same prompt, helping the model in
performing the task. Several techniques and best-
practices for in-context learning exist, as surveyed
by Dong et al. (2022). In our paper we experiment
with the selection of the in-context examples, and
use BM25 to select the top-k most similar data-
points from the trainingset, an approach similar to
that used by Liu et al. (2021).

3 Method

3.1 Creation of the dataset

The dataset used in this research consists of 100
decision letters, written in Dutch, originating from
Dutch ministries, all published in 2022. These deci-
sion letters were released as part of the WOOGLE
project 1, and the documents are available as part
of a curated dataset on the Dutch Scientific Data
Repository (DANS)2.

SpaCy3 was used to extract sentences contain-
ing dates for annotation, which were subsequently
filtered using regular expressions to remove false
positives, resulting in a total of 812 sentences for
annotation. The annotation process also included
converting dates to ISO-format, such as first of June
2021 to 01-06-2021. The annotation was done by
two annotators using an encoding scheme intro-
duced by Schumann and QasemiZadeh (2015) for
the annotation of terms and phrases in specialized
domains. Events can be classified into eight pos-
sible classes, which were created through manual
inspection of the decision letters, and by consulting

1https://woogle.wooverheid.nl/
2https://doi.org/10.17026/dans-zau-e3rk
3https://spacy.io
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Figure 2: Example of an annotated segment of a decision letter (translated to English) with two dates each linked to
one event

Task κ N
Date 1.0 26
Event Phrase 0.68 26
Event Class 0.91 26
Relation 0.62 26

Table 1: Inter-annotator agreement for a subset of the
sentences calculated using Cohen’s Kappa (N=26)

experts familiar with the Dutch FOIA legislation
process.

To verify the agreement between the annotators,
Cohen’s Kappa was calculated for the dates, the
event phrases, the event classes and the relations
between dates and events (whether or not an event
was linked to the correct date). The scores for
these four different tasks are shown in Table 1. For
the inter-annotator agreement of the event phrases,
exact matching was used for the comparison, re-
sulting in a relatively low score. However, the
ROUGE-L F1 score, which measures the longest
common subsequence between phrases, yields a
score of 0.86, indicating a close alignment between
the phrases extracted by both annotators. The Rela-
tion class also shows a relatively low score, some-
thing that is partially caused by the fact that event
phrases consisting of multiple parts are rare, there-
fore having a large influence on the final agree-
ment score. All event phrases consisting of a single
phrase were correctly linked for both annotators.
An example of an annotated text is shown in Figure
2, where two dates are linked to one event each.

The dataset was splitted equally into a training
and a test set, where the two sets were split so
that they each contained complete documents. The
main statistics of both sets are presented in Table
2, and the distribution of the number of sentences
in each document and the number of dates per sen-
tence is shown in Figure 3. Of the 812 sentences in
the dataset, 14 percent of the sentences contained
more than one date.

3.2 Model

We used the gpt-3.5-turbo-1106 checkpoint of
ChatGPT, the latest iteration at the time of writ-
ing (December 2023), with the prompts written in
Dutch, but translated to English for presentation in
the paper. To facilitate the reproducibility of the
results, the ChatGPT model was run with a tem-
perature setting of 0.0, limiting the randomness in
the output of the model. The code and dataset are
publicly available on GitHub. 4

3.3 Our timeline extraction approach

Our timeline extraction pipeline operates directly
on the text extracted from a decision letter, ob-
tained using either text extraction tools for PDF,
or through optical character recognition software.
Below is a brief outline of the approach, also illus-
trated in Figure 4.

• Sentence Splitting The text extracted from a
PDF file is split into individual sentences with
a sentence tokenizer for Dutch from NLTK.

• Date Extraction Sentences containing dates
are extracted using SpaCy, and several rules
are applied to filter out non-dates.

• Event Phrase Extraction Given a sentence
and a list of dates, ChatGPT is prompted to
return the event phrase associated with each
date.

• Event Phrase Classification Given a list
of event phrases, ChatGPT is prompted to
classify the event phrase into seven possible
classes.

• Decision Date Classification Extract the De-
cision date using regular expressions, as these
dates are usually not linked to an event in text.

4https://github.com/irlabamsterdam/
TimeLineExtractionDecisionLettersCASE
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Portion Number of Documents Number of Sentences Number of dates

Train 50 376 414
Test 50 445 524

Total 100 812 938

Table 2: Overview of the number of documents, number of sentences and the number of dates for both the train and
test partitions
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Figure 3: Number of sentences in each document for the complete dataset (N=100) and the number of dates in each
sentence for all sentences in the dataset (N=812)

The individual steps of the algorithm are ex-
plained in more detail below.

Step 1: Sentence Splitting The first step in the
pipeline is the splitting of the text of a document
into separate sentences, which is done by using
a sentence tokenizer for Dutch from NLTK. By
splitting the text into sentences, sentences without
dates can easily be discarded in the next step.

Step 2: Extract sentences containing dates with
SpaCy In the second step, SpaCy is run to iden-
tify sentences that contain dates. This produces
quite a lot of false positives, which are filtered by
discarding dates that do not contain a month, as
most false positives had that form.

Step 3: Extract event phrases and classes using
ChatGPT The extraction and classification of
the events associated with the dates from Step 2
is done by prompting the model two times. In the
first step, a list of dates and a sentence containing
these dates is fed to ChatGPT, and the model has to
return the event phrase associated with each date,
or return ’no event’ if no event was detected.

Prompt: You are given a list of dates and a

sentence containing these dates. It is your task to
extract the descriptions of the events happening on
these dates, or to return ’No event’ if no event took
place on that date.

Return your output as a list of tuples with each
tuple consisting of a date and the event associated
with it.

Example input: Concerning the decision on
your WOO-request, October 1st, 2022

Example output: [(’2020-10-01’, ’Decision
on your WOO-request’)]

After these events were extracted, the model was
prompted a second time, now with the list of event
phrases, and was asked to classify them into the
seven possible classes. If no event was detected
in the first step then the event was automatically
labelled with ’no event’.

Prompt: You are given a list of event descrip-
tions and it is your task to classify each of these
descriptions into one of the following classes.
1. Decision period adjourned: The decision on the
WOO request has been adjourned
2. Contact: Communication took place between
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the person filing the request and the relevant
organization
3. WOO legislation in effect: The woo legislation
came into effect, on the first of May 2020
4. Confirmation request received: The confirma-
tion of receiving the WOO request
5. Request date: On this date a WOO request has
been filed, requesting information trough the WOO
legislation
6. Requested received: The WOO requested has
been received by the relevant organization
7. Other: Any description that does not fall under
any of the previous classes

Example input: [’you have been informed of
the latest status update at the departments of ILT
and RWS’]

Example output: [’contact’]

For both steps, the examples provided to Chat-
GPT were selected using an approach mentioned by
Liu et al. (2021). BM25 is used to select the top ex-
amples for both the event extraction and event clas-
sification prompts. In the case of event phrase ex-
traction, the examples were selected from the train-
ing set by retrieving the 5 most similar sentences
together with their ground truth event phrases. For
the classification of the event, 2 examples of simi-
lar event phrases were retrieved from the training
set for each event phrase in the sentence.

Step 3: Classifying decision dates As the deci-
sion dates are usually not linked to an event in the
text, but often appear at the top of a letter in a set
format, these were not extracted using ChatGPT,
but by using regular expressions to capture patterns
such as Datum: 2023-11-01.

3.4 Evaluation

The evaluation of the date extraction is done by
using accuracy, comparing the predicted an ground
truth dates. For the evaluation of the event phrase
extraction the ROUGE-L metric (Lin, 2004) is
used, which computes the Longest Common Sub-
sequence (LCS) between the tokenized represen-
tations of the ground truth and predicted texts.
This metric is well-suited for the evaluation of the
event extraction component, as the extracted events
should be literal extracts from the letter.

To determine whether or not an extracted event
phrase is correct, we follow work done by Kuhn

Figure 4: High level overview of the timeline extraction
pipeline for an input document.

et al. (2023) and classify an extracted event as cor-
rect only if it has a ROUGE-L F1 score of 0.5 or
higher.

We evaluate the total accuracy of the model both
in the percentage of triples that are classified cor-
rectly, as well as how many documents the pipeline
classifies completely correct. For the evaluation of
the event extraction and classification parts, only
the triples of dates that were returned by ChatGPT
were considered, as in several instances extra triples
that were not in the ground truth were returned
by ChatGPT. For the event classification task, the
inputs to the model were the ground truth event
phrases, to judge its classification performance
without being influenced by the previous steps.

4 Results

4.1 Date Extraction
The date extraction part of the pipeline achieves
an accuracy of .94 on all the dates in the test set.
When the model is incorrect, it was usually because
of ambiguity in the date, such as In the month of
June, where the model might pick a random date
belonging to that month.

4.2 Event Extraction
For the event phrase extraction, the model achieves
an average ROUGE-L F1 score of .80 on the event
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Table 3: Evaluation scores for event classification using ChatGPT (N=218)

Precision Recall F1-score Support

Decision period adjourned 0.93 0.93 0.93 29
Contact 0.89 0.79 0.84 42
WOO legislation in effect 1.00 1.00 1.00 16
Confirmation request received 1.00 0.98 0.99 44
Other 0.73 0.67 0.70 24
Request date 0.98 0.98 0.98 48
Request received 0.75 1.00 0.86 15

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
ROUGE-L F1 Score

μ=0.80

Figure 5: Distribution of the ROUGE-L F1 scores for
the event phrases extracted by ChatGPT.

phrases, with a precision of .83 and a recall of
.78. When thresholded at 0.5, 82% of the extracted
event phrases were correct. The distribution of the
ROUGE-L scores is shown in Figure 5. Although
most scores are quite close to one, there is a signifi-
cant number of event phrases that received a score
of zero. Upon further examination it was found that
these were exclusively cases where the date was
not associated with an event in the ground truth,
but the model still retrieved an event phrase.

4.3 Event Classification

Table 3 shows the results of the event classification
with ChatGPT, with an overall macro F1 score of
.79. The ’WOO legislation in effect’ class achieves
an almost perfect score, which is explained by the
fact that this event is almost always described using
the exact same phrase, simply specifying the date
on which the law became effective. The model
performs worst on the other class, which is unsur-
prising given the fact that this class contains all the
events that could not be classified into the other
classes and thus there is no clear description for
what fits in this class. In these cases, the provided
examples will most likely not help much either.

One of the reasons that the model performs very
well on the event classification task is that most of
the event phrases follow similar patterns and use
similar vocabulary across different documents, and
thus supplying the model with similar sentences in
the prompt helps in classifying the event correctly.

4.4 Decision Date Classification

The decision dates that were extracted using regular
expressions achieved an accuracy of .96, where two
mistakes were made out of the total of 48 triples
that contained a decision date.

4.5 Timeline Construction

Out of the 524 the triples in the test set, roughly
76% of them were completely correct, where a ma-
jority of the mistakes can be attributed to ChatGPT
failing to return a prediction for the date (for exam-
ples four dates being given as input put only three
event phrases being returned).

Finally, we look at the correctness of the con-
structed timelines, where each decision letter con-
tains exactly one timeline. In 20% of the letters,
the complete timeline was extracted correctly, with
the mode of the number of mistakes in a timeline
being 1 and the average being 3.2. This relatively
low amount of completely correct documents can
be explained by the fact that documents contain on
average roughly 8 dates, and thus classifying all of
them correctly is quite a strict way of evaluating the
performance. Although the amount of completely
correct timeline is relatively low, the fact that a
majority of the triples is correct and the mode of
the number of mistakes is quite low, means that
the graphical summarization can still be considered
useful in getting a rough idea on the timelines, and
mistakes can be easily spotted. Moreover, as there
is a clear chronological order in the events (a re-
quest has to be received before a confirmation can
be sent for example), this logic can be used to filter
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out obvious mistakes in event classification, and
will most likely result in even less errors.

5 Discussion

Although the proposed pipeline achieves good per-
formance on the task of event extraction and classi-
fication for decision letters, the fact that it relies on
ChatGPT, a commercial and closed-source product
has certain downsides. Although we have tried to
mitigate the inherent randomness in the ChatGPT
model, it is possible that there are minor inconsis-
tencies in performance between runs. A possible di-
rection for future work is the usage of open-source
LLMs such as Llama-2 to facilitate the usage of
this work in practice, and to alleviate some of the
aforementioned problems. The goal of this work
was to evaluate a pipeline consisting of SpaCy and
ChatGPT, with as little components as possible, to
prevent the propagation of errors. Although sev-
eral components could have been implemented by
using different models, such as a parsing-based ap-
proach for the event extraction, or by using another
neural model such as BERT, the fact that ChatGPT
is pre-trained meant that there was very little need
for training data, and a small dataset could be used
for evaluating the proposed approach.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that a quite accurate timeline ex-
tractor for a specific domain can be constructed
using a promptable LLM like ChatGPT, with a
very limited number of training examples, in a rela-
tively low-resource language such as Dutch, using
few-shot prompting and selecting similar examples
using BM25. For future work, we could look into
fine-tuning an open-source LLM such as Llama
for this specific task, or maybe consider generating
training samples for the task using an LLM and
using these to train another system.
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Abstract

We describe a new weakly supervised method
for sentence-level event detection, based exclu-
sively on linear prototype patterns. We propose
a BERT based algorithm for approximate pat-
tern matching to identify event phrases, seman-
tically similar to these prototypes. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first time a similar
approach is used in the context of event detec-
tion. We experimented with two event corpora
in the area of disease outbreaks and terrorism
and we achieved promising results in sentence
level event identification, 0.78 F1 score for new
disease cases and 0.68 F1 for terrorist attacks.
Results were in line with two state-of-the art
systems, based on supervised ML and sophisti-
cated linguistic rules.

1 Introduction

Early event extraction systems predominantly rely
on pattern matching and linguistic rules (Xiang and
Wang, 2019). This approach remains particularly
effective in well-defined domains, such as disease
outbreaks, biomedical papers, disasters, security,
and socio-political developments, where language
is clearly structured Tanev et al. (2008); Valenzuela-
Escárcega et al. (2015); Nitschke et al. (2022).

In specific contexts, linguistic rules can offer
competitive precision and enhanced transparency
compared to machine learning (ML) models (Chiti-
cariu et al., 2013). Linguistic rules can also be
used for automatic corpus annotation, when new
domains of event extraction are being considered
and no training data is available (Wang et al., 2019).
The transparency inherent in linguistic rules is par-
ticularly vital in real-world event extraction appli-
cations. End users can provide feedback on the per-
formance of specific keywords and phrases, thereby
improving the accuracy and breadth of the rule set.

In this work we argue that the combination of
manually crafted linear patterns and Large Lan-
guage Models (LLM) is a promising avenue for

combining the strengths of the knowledge based
approaches and the LLM in the domain of event
detection. We experimented in the domains of se-
curity and health, but we think that the approach
is applicable across a wide range of domains and
event classes. LLM like BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)
offer the capability to create utterance abstractions,
using the contextualized word embeddings, which
can be received from the embedding layer of the
BERT neural network, see Figure 1. In the context
of event detection, this allows for creating simple
linear patterns as prototypes, e.g. "people have got
a disease", and using the BERT contextualized em-
beddings of both prototypes and analysed text to
find the semantic relation between the patterns and
their lexical variations in the text, e.g. "children
have got influenza".

More concretely, we propose the following ap-
proach, starting with prototype patterns (here we
consider the event types new disease cases and
terrorist attacks) like "disease outbreak", "number
people were infected" or "bomb exploded", to dis-
covers in the test set sentences containing text frag-
ments, containing words with similar BERT embed-
ding vectors - "influenza outbreak", "COVID was
discovered in 2 foreign nationals", or "blast killed",
etc. These phrases are supposed to be semantically
similar to the prototypes, because of their similarity
in the BERT encoding. Our experiments demon-
strated that BERT-based pattern matching is able
to infer event mentions which have significant lex-
ical and syntactic differences with respect to the
prototype patterns.

We tested our approach on the task of detecting
sentences containing events of a predefined event
type. Two event classes were considered in our ex-
periments: new disease cases and terrorist attacks.
For both of them we achieved performance much
higher than the baseline. Moreover, for the event
type new disease cases, the achieved performance
was in line with other systems, based on supervised
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Figure 1: BERT contextualized embeddings

ML.

2 Related work

Event detection at various levels: token, sentence
and document level has been largely addressed
in previous work. The CASE shared task on
protest detection and the participating systems
(Hürriyetoğlu et al., 2021) tackle event detection at
all the three levels. Various methods for sentence-
level event detection are studied in Naughton et al.
(2010).

A survey of the existing event detection and ex-
traction approaches were presented in (Hogenboom
et al., 2011) and (Xiang and Wang, 2019)

Pattern matching is a well established method
for extracting event triggers and arguments. Ear-
lier event extraction systems massively exploited
lexico-syntactic patterns (Xiang and Wang, 2019).
Most of these systems used domain specific gram-
mars and ontologies in complex linguistic patterns.
It is noteworthy that some of the state-of-the-art sys-
tems in the domain of security use linear patterns
and linguistic rules Tanev et al. (2008); Atkinson
et al. (2013); Nitschke et al. (2022). Similarly, rule-
based event extraction is used in the biomedical
domain Bui et al. (2013); Valenzuela-Escárcega
et al. (2015).

Related to the prototype pattern matching we
propose here, is another BERT based entity match-
ing approach (Paganelli et al., 2022). BERT pattern
matching is also used in Question Answering to
find similar questions (Wang et al., 2020). Super-
vised learning, considering event triggers, is de-
scribed in several works: (Liao et al., 2021), (Hao
et al., 2023), (Lai et al., 2021), and (Tuo et al.,

2023).

3 The approach

The approximate pattern matching approach is de-
signed to identify in a test corpus the sentences
containing event descriptions. At the same time,
the algorithm identifies an n-gram in each of these
sentences, matching best one of the prototypes.

In our experiments we considered two event
types - new disease cases and terrorist attacks,
however we think that the method is applicable
across various domains and event classes.

3.1 User-Generated Pattern Set

The foundation of our method rests on an input set
of prototypes, which are linear event detection pat-
terns. The prototypes are phrases describing event
triggers together with the most important event
arguments, such as actors or victims. In this exper-
iment, we used as triggers and arguments generic
concepts, such as "disease", "people", "sick", etc.
A sentence containing a phrase semantically similar
to one of the prototype patterns should indicate the
presence of the targeted event. In the context of dis-
ease outbreak detection, relevant patterns include
"people got disease," "people are sick," "new cases
of disease," and "disease outbreak," encapsulating
generic concepts such as "people" and "disease."

To perform approximate pattern matching, we
leverage BERT context embeddings (Figure 1),
comparing the token embeddings of each pattern
with the token embeddings of the test sentence.
The vector sequence matching is described in the
following subsection. The matching process en-
ables the identification of texts containing more
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Corpus Event type All sent. Positive sent. Patterns
Disease outbreaks New disease cases 212 62 40
Political violence and disasters Terrorist attack 994 97 21

Table 1: Test data and evaluation settings

Figure 2: Comparing pattern and a sentence

concrete concepts or synonyms instantiating the
generic ones from the prototypes, illustrated by
event phrases like "students got influenza," "men
are ill," "new cases of COVID," and "zika out-
break."

In our experimental configuration, we opted for
the use of generic concepts, such as "people" in
the input set of patterns, driven by the simplicity in
pattern creation. Nevertheless, we have to acknowl-
edge that the incorporation of concrete concepts,
such as in "children got flu," is also a viable proto-
typing approach.

3.2 Calculating sentence eventness via
approximate pattern matching

Given a set of event detection patterns

Patterns = p1, p2, . . . , pn and a sentence s,

the approximate pattern recognition is used to cal-
culate the sentence eventness of s, a non probabil-
ity function in the interval [0, 1], which shows how
well the best pattern from the sequence matches
the text.

Since patterns should be created in such a way
that they describe unambiguously an event, the
eventness score should also be indicative about
the likelihood of s containing an event of the spec-
ified class. Clearly, various discourse phenomena
like questioning, conditional statements, negation,

semantic ambiguity and others can play a role in
preventing pattern matching from estimating cor-
rectly the sentence eventness.

Below, we outline the procedure for calculating
the "eventness" of a sentence s. Steps 1 to 5 of this
algorithm are also shown on Figure 2.

1. Each pattern pi = w1w2...win , where wk is
a word, generates a sequence of BERT em-
bedding vectors, one for each word wk. The
sequence is denoted as es(pi).

2. From s, all word ngrams with size between
2 and 20 words are generated, denoted as
ngrams(s).

For example, for the sentence s ="The
crowd in Damascus shouted slogans.",
ngrams(s) ={"crowd in Damascus", "crowd
in Damascus shouted", crowd in Damascus
shouted slogans", "Damascus shouted", "Dam-
ascus shouted slogans", "shouted slogans"}

3. The sentence s is transformed into a sequence
of word embedding vectors es(s), in the same
way es(pi) was obtained in step 1.

4. For each ngram ng ∈ ngrams(s), its subse-
quence of corresponding embedding vectors is
taken from es(s). For example, for the ngram
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Event type α = 0.6 α = 0.65 α = 0.7 Baseline
New disease cases 0.75 0.78 0.65 0.32
Terrorist attack 0.61 0.68 0.68 0.09
Macro average 0.68 0.73 0.67 0.21

Table 2: F1 score for various thresholds and baseline "exact pattern matching"

"crowd in Damascus", we will take the sec-
ond, third and fourth embedding vector from
es(s). We denote the subsequence of embed-
ding vectors for ng as ses(ng, s).

5. Finally, we propose a similarity function esim
for comparing sequences of embedding vec-
tors and calculating the eventness of s, ev(s),
via the following formula:

ev(s) = maxp,ng esim(es(p), ses(ng, s)),
where p ∈ Patterns, ng ∈ ngrams(s).

6. If ev(s) > α, then s is considered a sentence
containing an event. The threshold α is being
set empirically.

We describe in details the eventness calculation
in Appendix A and in Figure 3.

4 Experiments

To assess the efficacy and adaptability of our event
detection methodology, we collected a test set of
two distinct event corpora, each derived from a dis-
parate domain: disease outbreaks (Piskorski et al.,
2023) and politically motivated violence and dis-
asters (Atkinson et al., 2017a). A unique targeted
event type was specified for each corpus. Table 1
shows the parameters of the corpora and the tar-
geted event types.

Our approach involves the systematic crafting
of a set of carefully tailored linear patterns for the
specific event types. The formulation of patterns
drew upon insights derived from a development set,
encompassing 300 sentences extracted from each
respective corpus. This was done in the following
steps:

1. We have created an initial set of patterns using
our knowledge of the domain, getting addi-
tional insights from the development set.

2. Then, we matched these patterns on the sen-
tences from the development corpus, using
our approximate pattern matching algorithm.

3. We analyzed in random a subset of the false
positives and false negatives.

4. We deleted patterns generating many false pos-
itives and created new patterns to detect the
false negatives

5. This pattern development cycle was repeated
several times (3-7) for each event type.

Generally, the creation of linguistic patterns is a
intricate process, usually encompassing a combi-
nation of machine learning techniques and expert
assessment (Tanev et al., 2009). However, in this
study, our approach involved crafting patterns pri-
marily based on linguistic expertise, with the devel-
opment set used to assess their coverage and pre-
cision. The pattern development process was not
the central focus of our work. Instead, we followed
a pragmatic approach akin to what an average pat-
tern developer might undertake, aiming for optimal
results without substantial time investment.

In order to test the accuracy of the prototypes, we
randomly selected a test subset from each corpus,
non overlapping with the development set. Table 1
provides a comprehensive overview of the param-
eters defining each test set. These encompass the
corpus name, targeted event type, total sentence
count, and the frequency of positive instances (the
sentences featuring the targeted event type), along
with the number of developed linear patterns.

Before we run the algorithm, we had to set the α
eventness threshold. Our observation on the devel-
opment set was that the threshold delivers meaning-
ful results in the interval 0.6 to 0.7. Therefore, we
have run the evaluation with three different values
for α: 0.6, 0.65, and 0.7.

We applied our approximate pattern matching
detection of sentences on each corpus for each of
the three α threshold values. Table 2 reports the
obtained F1 score for each of the three thresholds.

We have also defined a baseline - exact pattern
matching: if even one pattern is contained as a sub-
string in a sentence, then the sentence is considered
to contain an event. In Table 2 we report the F1
measure of this baseline.

Experiments showed that our method outpaced
by a considerable margin the baseline. At the same
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Matching n-gram with surroundings Pattern
...the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases... number of infected
The number of Zika virus cases has crossed 100 ... number of infected
...raising the death toll due to the disease to 11 ... death toll from the outbreak
...the situation where the observed number of cases exceeds... number of infected
...the number of people testing positive for the infection rose... testing positive for virus
...321 new domestically transmitted coronavirus cases... confirmed disease cases
...proportion of those testing positive to the total tests... number of infected
...New clusters of coronavirus infections are igniting concerns... new infection cases
...new confirmed coronavirus infections have hit a record... confirmed disease cases

Table 3: Patterns and their matching n-grams with the surrounding sentence fragment

time, the performance of the event class new dis-
ease cases achieved quite promising F1 score. Al-
though conducted on different test sets, it is worth
mentioning that this F1 score is in line with the ac-
curacy achieved by some supervised systems in the
outbreak detection domain. (Conway et al., 2009;
Khatua et al., 2019).

Approximate pattern matching showed lower ac-
curacy on the terrorist attacks with respect to the
disease cases detection, still the F1 score stayed
close to the performance of another early event ex-
traction system in the area of security (Tanev et al.,
2008; Atkinson et al., 2017b). It’s important to
emphasize that these evaluations were conducted
on different corpora, providing only a general and
imprecise basis for comparison.

Analysing the errors for the terrorist attack event
type, we saw that there are text fragments matched
against the patterns, where terrorists were victims,
rather than attackers. Some sentences describing
assassinations and kidnappings, especially in the
Middle East were also erroneously labeled as ter-
rorist attacks. For example, the phrase "victim of
an assassination attempt" erroneously matched the
pattern "victim of a terrorist attack". Also "air raid
killed civilians" erroneously matched the pattern
"market bomb targeted civilians". These and other
pattern matching errors clearly show that in some
cases the BERT pattern matching may be misled
by particular phrases in certain contexts.

5 Conclusions

Results from Table 2 indicate that our approach
attains satisfactory accuracy; nonetheless, its per-
formance may vary across event classes. The per-
formance, achieved in the detection of new disease
cases, was a notable outcome considering the ab-
sence of supervision and the comparable accuracy

observed in other supervised systems for detection
of disease reports, (Conway et al., 2009), (Khatua
et al., 2019). In Table 3 we show some of the pro-
totypes for new disease cases and their matching
n-grams in context. It is evident that approximate
pattern matching can capture various syntactic and
lexical variations.

Moreover, some of the detected n-grams are rele-
vant as event detecting phrases and they themselves
can constitute prototypes. Following this line of
thinking, the approximate pattern matching algo-
rithm can also be used for learning of new patterns.

As a conclusion, our experiments show that
BERT-based pattern matching is an efficient weakly
supervised event classifier. This method combines
the simplicity and transparency of the pattern-based
approaches and the implicit semantic knowledge,
encoded in large language models like BERT.
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A Approximate pattern matching and
eventness calculation algorithm

Given a set of event detection patterns
Patterns = p1, p2, . . . , pn
and a sentence s, the approximate pattern recog-
nition calculates how likely it is that s contains
an event, which we call sentence eventness. The
approximate matching and the related eventness
calculation happen in the following steps:
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1. Encode each pattern pi via a sequence of con-
textualized embedding vectors, using BERT:
For each token from the pattern we take the
contextualized word embedding vector from
the last layer of the encoder network. Thus,
we have a sequence of context embedding vec-
tors with the length of the number of tokens in
pi. If, for example, the pattern is "protesters
demand", the sequence will consist of two
embedding vectors, one for each word. Lets
call this context embedding sequence es(pi).
Similarly, we obtain a sequence of embedding
vectors for the sentence s, es(s).

2. From the target sentence s, generate all the
2 to 20-grams which start and finish with
a non-stop word, lets denote these n-grams
with ngrams(s). As an example, consider
the sentence s ="The crowd in Damascus
shouted slogans.", the ngrams(s) will con-
sists of the following ngrams: "crowd in Dam-
ascus", "crowd in Damascus shouted", crowd
in Damascus shouted slogans", "Damascus
shouted", "Damascus shouted slogans", and
"shouted slogans".

3. For each n-gram ng ∈ ngrams(s) we ob-
tain the contextualized BERT embeddings
ses(ng, s): Note, we do not pass the ng to
BERT for calculating the contextualized em-
bedding vectors, but rather we take the corre-
sponding embedding vectors from the embed-
ding vector sequence of the whole sentence
es(s), ensuring better contextualization.

In the example above, the vector sequence ob-
tained from "crowd in Damascus" will be ob-
tained as a subsequence (namely, the second,
third and fourth vector) of the embedding vec-
tor sequence es(s) of the full sentence "The
crowd in Damascus shouted slogans".

4. Finally, we find the similarity of the embed-
ding vector sequence of each pattern es(p)
with the embedding vector sequence of each
n-gram, ses(ng, s), ng ∈ ngrams(s). Then,
we take as sentence eventness the maximal
similarity between a pattern and an n-gram
embedding sequence.

We denote as esim(es(p), ses(ng, s) the sim-
ilarity of the embedding sequences es(p) and
ses(ng, s). The eventness of the sentence,

ev(s), is calculated with the following for-
mula:

ev(s) = maxp,ng esim(p, ng), where p ∈
Patterns, ng ∈ Ngrams(s).

5. If ev(s) > α, then s is considered a sentence
containing an event. The threshold α is being
set empirically.

A.1 Calculating esim, similarity of a pattern
and an n-gram embedding vector
sequences

1. In order to compare how similar a pattern like
p ="protesters demand" is similar to a n-gram
like ng ="crowd in Damascus shouted slo-
gans", our model first builds two sequences of
embeddings corresponding to the two phrases:
es(p) and ses(ng, s).

2. Then, the algorithm finds for each word in
the pattern p the most similar word from ng,
using the cosine similarity between the corre-
sponding embedding vectors. In our example,
the most similar word from ng for the word
"protesters" is "crowd" and the most similar
to "demand" is "slogans".

We call these pairs of matching
words matching-pairs: In the exam-
ple above, they form the following set:
{(protesters, crowd), (demand, slogans)}.

3. Then, we calculate the similarity between
each pair of matching words and find their
normalized sum, as it is shown in the formula
on Figure 3: It is based on the sum of the
similarities of the matching words, the inverse
document frequency of the pattern words, and
the difference of the positions of the match-
ing words. In case of perfect similarity, equal
pattern and event phrase, similarity function
returns the value of 1.
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esim(es(p), ses(ng, s)) =

∑
(wp,wn)∈matching−pairs cos(CE(wp), CE(wn)).idf(wp).

√
1

1+δ(wp,wn)∑
(wp,−)∈matching−pairs idf(wp)

matching − pairs - the set of pairs of words - first from the pattern p, the second from the n-gram ng,
such that each word from p is paired with its most similar from ng, considering the cosine between their
embedding vectors
CE(w) - contextualised embedding vector of a word w
idf(w) - inverse document frequency
δ(wp,wn) - the difference in the positions of the matching words

Figure 3: Similarity between pattern p and an ngram ng
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Abstract

There is a large and growing body of litera-
ture on datasets created to facilitate the study
of socio-political events of conflict and un-
rest. However, the datasets, and the approaches
taken to create them, vary a lot depending on
the type of research they are intended to sup-
port. For example, while scholars from natural
language processing (NLP) tend to focus on
annotating specific spans of text indicating var-
ious components of an event, scholars from
the disciplines of political science and conflict
studies tend to focus on creating databases that
code an abstract but structured representation
of the event, less tied to a specific source text.
The survey presented in this paper aims to map
out the current landscape of available event
datasets within the domain of social and polit-
ical conflict and unrest – both from the NLP
and political science communities – offering a
unified view of the work done across different
disciplines.

1 Introduction and background

Like in most social sciences, political scientists
started to rely more and more on quantitative data
to empirically test their hypotheses during the
course of the 20th century. Hutter (1972) observes
a rapid increase in the use of quantitative data,
from 11.6% of political science articles in 1946–
1948 to 58.5% in 1968–1970. To satisfy this de-
mand for numerical data, researchers started manu-
ally collecting large databases of politically signifi-
cant events from news journals (McClelland, 1978;
Azar, 1980). These databases contain structured
abstract descriptions of real-world events, enabling
researchers to perform large-scale analysis. From
an NLP perspective, these sorts of databases can be
viewed as the desired output of the event extraction
task. Event extraction models are trained on natural
language texts, such as news or Wikipedia articles,

*These authors contributed equally to this work.

annotated with event information at the token-level.
Yet, while information extraction was originally
motivated by practical endeavours (Sundheim and
Chinchor, 1993; Grishman and Sundheim, 1996),
modern event extraction is more closely associated
with linguistic formalisations of sentential seman-
tics and natural language understanding (Dodding-
ton et al., 2004).

When we look at both modern socio-political
event databases and annotated NLP datasets, we
observe several discrepancies that make annotated
datasets less suited for the evaluation of socio-
political event extraction systems. A first discrep-
ancy pertains to the link precision between text and
events. While the events encoded by database ap-
proaches commonly reflect information scattered
in entire documents (typically one or multiple new
articles), NLP events tend to be defined by word
or phrase-level annotations tied to specific spans
of text in a given document. A second and closely
related discrepancy is what we refer to as the ab-
straction gap. For political science, the text of
news articles is but a clue to what happened. Socio-
political databases purpose to contain information
about what actually happened in the real-world,
which can only be elucidated through a combina-
tion of sources and expert knowledge. Moreover,
the recorded events are typically defined within
the context of the phenomena, theories, or research
goals that are explored. In NLP, events are often de-
fined based on linguistic motivations, meaning they
are defined and specified within the text based on
linguistic structures, patterns, or features present.
The events defined in the text annotations of NLP
datasets are usually more atomic and granular com-
pared to the more aggregated and high-level events
typically found in database resources. A third dis-
crepancy has to do with source text availability,
which is in turn closely tied to the underlying pur-
pose of the data resource. While the main point of
socio-political event databases is simply the set of
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events themselves, i.e. the actual information that is
recorded, the text annotations found within NLP, in
contrast, are meant to enable training and/or testing
of event extraction systems, i.e. systems that can
map text into structured representations like those
of the annotations. In NLP, therefore, it is gener-
ally seen as vital to make the annotated texts freely
available, whereas it is significantly less common
that the text sources used to build socio-political
databases are shared. This has the unfortunate con-
sequence of making many event databases not as
directly applicable for NLP research as they might
have been. A fourth discrepancy is related to the ac-
count of temporal dynamics. Socio-political event
databases describe an evolving world, while anno-
tated event extraction datasets are typically com-
prised of independent and identically distributed
samples.

Several surveys in NLP describe annotated event
datasets together with methodologies and tech-
niques approaching the task of event extraction (Li
et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2020; Xiang and Wang, 2019).
Similarly, multiple articles describe socio-political
databases, often with a focused comparison within
the same domain, such as protest events (Hutter,
2014; Ward et al., 2013) or violent events (Ham-
mond and Weidmann, 2014; Gleditsch et al., 2014).
However, comprehensive studies linking the two
fields together are notably lacking.

Considering the extensive data sources available,
our survey does not aim to be exhaustive. Our
primary focus is on central databases used in the
social sciences and prominent annotated datasets
in NLP concerning conflict and unrest. In struc-
turing this survey, we classify datasets according
to their purported goal. We start in Section 2 with
datasets created for the main purpose of studying
the recorded events themselves. We refer to these
as socio-political event databases. The section will
start by introducing manually annotated databases
before we introduce databases created using auto-
mated methods. This naturally leads to Section 3
on annotated event datasets from the field of NLP
covering socio-political events. The key charac-
teristic of the datasets in this section is that they
contain text-span annotations with the purpose of
training and evaluating machine learning models
for the event extraction task. We then describe and
analyse the gap between the two types of event
data and discuss works that can be seen as early
attempts to bridge this gap in Section 4. Finally,
we give special attention to our Ethics Section, as

biases in the selection and description of datasets
are critical when political analyses are derived from
them.

As a note on terminology, while writing this
survey, we opted to use the vocabulary of NLP,
but also to make the parallel between the practices
found between the two fields clearer. Instead of
speaking of annotation, political scientists prefer
the term of coding, which usually refers to manual
annotation performed by human experts, but can
also include machine coding, which refers to the
automatic annotation of text by algorithms. Socio-
political events usually involve one or more actors,
those are entities, often states, armed groups, or
other politically relevant organisations. Finally, the
process of extracting political events from text is
described in a codebook, which can be seen as
similar in purpose to an annotation guideline.

2 Socio-political event databases

Early on, McClelland (1961) noted the necessity
of building databases of politically relevant events
to better our understanding of international politics.
In contrast to annotated datasets geared towards
training and evaluating systems for information ex-
traction, these types of databases are built solely
for the knowledge they encode, without much im-
portance given to an underlying source text. The
source texts are typically only included in the form
of a reference for checking the validity of the event
or indicating its provenance. However, most events
recorded in such databases could, in principle, be
automatically extracted from published texts.1 Fol-
lowing this observation, there was an attempt to
automatically extract these databases from news
feeds in the late 1980s. These efforts resulted in
the Kansas Event Data System (KEDS; Schrodt
et al., 1994), extracting events from Reuters. This
initiated the advance of machine-coded databases,
which parallels the development of event extraction
systems on the NLP side.

In this section, we describe important databases
of socio-political conflict and unrest. While the fo-
cus of this survey is on data rather than modelling,
we do briefly touch on methodology when we dis-
cuss the automatically extracted databases, where
modelling and data are inherently intertwined. The
main manually annotated databases included in this

1For recent conflicts, some databases such as UCDP GED
use other sources of information in addition to text sources,
such as images or videos posted on social media, but this is
still an uncommon practice.
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section are listed in Table 1.

2.1 Manually annotated databases

The first two widely used databases for socio-
political events are manually annotated by humans
and include the World Events Interaction Survey
(WEIS; McClelland, 1978) and the Conflict and
Peace Data Bank (COPDAB; Azar, 1980). While
both focus on inter-state political events, they di-
verge in their selection of news sources to extract
the events, consequently resulting in distinct geo-
graphical focus (Howell, 1983).

Even though the WEIS and COPDAB projects
cover a broad range of politically relevant events,
one of the main limitations is that these events
only cover a limited set of actors. Attempting
to code every potentially relevant political event
is time-consuming, resource-intensive, and costly,
and might be beyond human capacity.

Consequently, more recently manually annotated
databases tend to have a very restricted focus, par-
ticularly oriented towards addressing a specific re-
search question. For example, Turchin (2012) at-
tempts to find a temporally repeating pattern in the
occurrence of violence in the United States. To do
so, they compile a list of what they consider polit-
ical violent acts over the last two centuries. Such
highly specialised databases may have little to offer
with respect to other types of research questions.
On the other hand, some databases are used in the
analysis of a wide variety of research questions.
One of the most widely used comes from the Corre-
lates of War Project (COW; Sarkees and Wayman,
2010), which lists all wars with more than a 1 000
battle-related deaths since 1816 and is a popular
database for research on inter-state conflicts.

A particularity of these databases is that the
coded information is not necessarily reliant on a
specific underlying news article. As described in
Section 1, the extracted events in databases are typ-
ically not designed to facilitate mapping from text
to a structured event representation but rather fo-
cus on being faithful recordings of actual events
in the world. This places them at a higher level of
abstraction compared to the annotations commonly
encountered in NLP. Moreover, it is common that
multiple sources such as news articles,2 and reports
from non-governmental organisations are used by

2Many socio-political event databases still rely on specific
news articles, typically sourced from news aggregators like
Factiva and LexisNexis, which provide access to thousands of
news sources.

expert annotators in deducing information about
the recorded event in the database.

The Uppsala Conflict Data Program Georefer-
enced Event Dataset (UCDP GED; Sundberg and
Melander, 2013) is one such database. It focuses
on a single event type: fatalities from armed con-
flict involving at least one organised actor. The
UCDP GED events go back decades and are con-
tinuously updated with the same coding process:
every month, region-specialised human experts
read news articles about violent events and tran-
scribe them into the database following the UCDP
GED codebook (Högbladh, 2023). The data is
widely used in peace and conflict studies and for
research projects such as conflict escalation predic-
tion (Hegre et al., 2022).

A similar program is the Armed Conflict Loca-
tion & Event Data project (ACLED; Raleigh et al.,
2010). Although it covers violent deaths to a lesser
extent compared to UCDP GED, ACLED includes
a larger number of event types such as protests, ter-
ritory changes, and troop movements. The database
provides researchers with an alternative trade-off
between domain coverage and data quality com-
pared to UCDP GED. Similarly, the Social Con-
flict Analysis Database (SCAD; Salehyan et al.,
2012) has an analogous purpose to ACLED. It con-
tains 10 event types and is designed to supplement
the UCDP GED specifically in the African, Latin
American, and Caribbean regions. While having a
more narrow event domain compared to ACLED,
SCAD has the advantage of being easy to merge
with the high-quality UCDP GED armed conflict
events.

The NAVCO database (Nonviolent and Violent
Campaigns and Outcomes; Chenoweth et al., 2019)
is designed to answer the following research ques-
tion: do nonviolent campaigns have better or
worse odds of success compared to violent ones?
(Chenoweth and Stephan, 2011). The criteria for
nonviolent campaigns within this database are more
restrictive compared to SCAD because they require
comparability with violent ones. Consequently,
only nonviolent campaigns with a maximalist goal
are included, i.e. protests and strikes that in other
contexts could be violent.

Rather than focusing on a specific research ques-
tion, some databases concentrate on a set of events
with high political significance. An example of this
approach is the Iraq Body Count database (IBC;
Hicks et al., 2011). This database records civilian
casualties resulting from violence following the
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Database Domain Sources # Events
×1000

ML
Filter

Reference

COW wars news 1 no Sarkees and Wayman (2010)

USPVD violence other
databases. . .

2 no Turchin (2012)

UCDP GED fatal organised
violence

news, social
media. . .

316 no Sundberg and Melander
(2013)

ACLED conflict &
protest

news, social
media. . .

1 967 no Raleigh et al. (2010)

SCAD protest news 23 no Salehyan et al. (2012)

NAVCO non-violent &
violent

news 112 no Chenoweth et al. (2019)

IBC civilian deaths news, NGO. . . 52 no Hicks et al. (2011)

MMAD protest news 31 yes Weidmann and Rød (2019)

GTD terrorism news. . . 200 yes START (2022)

SPEED protest news 62 yes+ Nardulli et al. (2015)

Table 1: Manually annotated socio-political event databases described in Section 2.1. Note that some of these
databases are still being actively updated, the number of events is given at the time of writing. The “ML Filter”
columns indicate whether news articles are selected using a simple keyword system or a machine learning system.
SPEED is going one step further by pre-extracting named entities and is thus labelled “yes+”.

2003 invasion of Iraq. Until 2007, it only recorded
fatalities reported in at least two different news
sources, and from 2017 onward, it only reported
aggregated death counts. One specificity of this
database is that it targets personal information, such
as names or demographic details about the victims
whenever available. The Bosnian book of dead
(BBD; Ball et al., 2007) is a similar endeavour for
the 1992–1995 war in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

All of these news-sourced databases use a set of
search terms to pre-filter articles from news aggre-
gators (Yörük et al., 2022). For instance, the search
string used by the UCDP GED contains terms such
as “kill”, “die” or “massacre”. Additionally, these
databases indirectly rely on automatic tagging by
filtering out news articles based on topic tags auto-
matically assigned by the news aggregators (e.g. to
remove sport-related articles that may use similar
terms metaphorically).

Furthermore, some databases take an extra step
by employing their own machine learning mod-
els to filter news aggregators. Nevertheless, they
continue to involve human experts in extract-
ing the specifics of the events. An illustration
of this is the Mass Mobilisation in Autocracies
Database (MMAD; Weidmann and Rød, 2019).

This database approaches the filtering as a binary
classification task where articles are categorised
based on their inclusion of an MMAD event. For
the filtering process, they train an ensemble of Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVMs) and naive Bayes
classifiers on a set of 250 000 manually annotated
articles (Croicu and Weidmann, 2015). They report
that their system reduces the workload for human
coders by half while discarding 10% of relevant
articles.

In the same vein, the Global Terrorism Database
(GTD; START, 2022) compiles terrorist incidents.
Initially, the news articles are filtered by an unspec-
ified machine learning algorithm before the events
are extracted by a human expert. The implementa-
tion of this filtration method began in 2012, with
the sole mention of a deduplication algorithm using
cosine similarity on n-grams at that time. This un-
certainty about the underlying model is prevalent
with numerous databases within political sciences;
there is often a lack of comprehensive publication
detailing the filtering mechanisms used.

An example of the next step towards automa-
tion is the Social, Political and Economic Event
Database project (SPEED; Nardulli et al., 2015).
In addition to the filtering of relevant news articles,
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they use statistical models to extract potentially rel-
evant entities such as locations and actors. These
entities are then reviewed and combined by a hu-
man expert to form events.

2.2 Automatically extracted databases
Automatically extracted databases allow for poten-
tially broader coverage by reducing the costs of
human expert annotation. However, this advantage
is counterbalanced by reduced accuracy. Conse-
quently, when political scientists select a database
to address their research questions, they are faced
with a trade-off between quantity and quality. In
practice, hand-annotated databases are favoured
if they cover the specific research question, while
machine-coded ones are preferred otherwise.

Similar to how the schema of manually anno-
tated databases is described by a codebook (annota-
tion guidelines), automatically extracted databases
follow an event ontology or event coding scheme.
These ontologies define the set of event types with
the meaning of the various arguments within the
event. Usually, the set of possible arguments re-
mains constant for all event types and includes at
least a source and a target actor.

In contrast to manually annotated databases
for which there is a one-to-one relationship be-
tween codebook and databases, automatic event
ontologies are often used and reused to define sev-
eral databases. Initially though, ontologies and
databases were jointly developed relying on preex-
isting codebooks.

The extensively used WEIS ontology, derived
from the manually annotated WEIS database de-
tailed in Section 2.1, serves as a foundational on-
tology for several efforts aiming to automate event
databases. These efforts often build upon the WEIS
ontology, either augmenting or expanding it to
align with specific research questions or targeted
domains. The Kansas Event Data System (KEDS;
Schrodt et al., 1994) adapted WEIS for developing
a database on inter-state interactions, but WEIS
was also extended in a KEDS-model-compatible
way within the PANDA project (Bond et al., 1994)
with a focus on nonviolent direct action.

The KEDS model uses symbolic rules for match-
ing words to classify events and identify named
entities. It focuses on the first sentence of news
articles, using the structure to complete event de-
tails. This method involves a simple form of pars-
ing, by examining how entities and action words
are related without analysing the entire sentence

structure. These KEDS ideas were later incorpo-
rated into a new model named Textual Analysis by
Augmented Replacement Instructions (TABARI;
Schrodt, 2001). This evolution was followed by
formalisations of coding schemes specific to auto-
matic event extraction.

Currently one of the most popular event on-
tologies for machine-coded databases concerned
with inter-state events is the CAMEO event ontol-
ogy (Conflict and Mediation Event Observations;
Gerner et al., 2002). It is specifically designed for
rule-based extraction models, such as TABARI, de-
scribing more than 20 event types with over 200
subtypes. Additionally, the CAMEO codebook de-
tails a hierarchical coding scheme for events and
entities, distinguishing CAMEO as a genuine on-
tology rather than merely an event catalogue.

Another widely used ontology is IDEA (Inte-
grated Data for Events Analysis; King and Lowe,
2003), an earlier alternative to CAMEO. It is a di-
rect successor of the previously mentioned PANDA
project, concentrating on intra-state conflict and cit-
izen direct actions. The popularity of these ontolo-
gies comes mostly from the fact that they provided
a list of patterns to be used with TABARI-like mod-
els, both for actors and verbs associated with the
events. In practice, these patterns resemble sim-
plified regular expressions, indeed some “verbs”
given by CAMEO are not conventional grammati-
cal verbs, similar to how nouns can be event trig-
gers in NLP.

A given machine-coded event database can be de-
fined as a combination of a model, an ontology, and
the utilised news sources. For example, a popular
machine-extracted database is ICEWS (Integrated
Crisis Early Warning System; O’brien, 2010), cre-
ated at the initiative of DARPA for conflict fore-
casting. ICEWS is a database extracted from sev-
eral international and regional sources (AP, UPI,
BBC Monitor, India Today, etc) using the TABARI
model with classification into the CAMEO on-
tology. Similarly, GDELT (Global Database of
Events, Language, and Tone; Leetaru and Schrodt,
2013) is an academic initiative, a database contain-
ing CAMEO-events extracted by TABARI from the
LexisNexis news aggregator. GDELT is one order
of magnitude larger than ICEWS, with a tendency
to be less conservative in its inclusion of events
(Ward et al., 2013).

In 2014, the TABARI model was phased out in
favour of new models named PETRARCH (Python
Engine for Text Resolution And Related Coding
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Hierarchy; Norris et al., 2017). These models are
still rule-based, however, the rules are designed on
parse trees extracted by Standford CoreNLP (Man-
ning et al., 2014) instead of using basic string tem-
plates. The PETRARCH-2 model is used by the
TERRIER database (Temporally Extended, Reg-
ular, Reproducible International Event Records;
Grant et al., 2019) to extract CAMEO events from
newspapers from 1979 to 2016. The PHOENIX
database (Salam et al., 2020) is also using a PE-
TRARCH model (UD-PETRARCH) to extract
CAMEO events from more than 250 news sources,
including Spanish language sources.

Recently, Halterman et al. (2023a) introduced
the PLOVER ontology (Political Language Ontol-
ogy for Verifiable Event Records) together with
the POLECAT dataset (Political Event Classifica-
tion, Attributes, and Types) as a replacement for
the CAMEO ontology and ICEWS dataset. The
dataset is extracted using the NGEC model (Hal-
terman et al., 2023b), which is composed of SVM,
distilBERT and RoBERTa.

3 Text annotation for event extraction

On the NLP side, annotated datasets are created
for the purpose of training models, shaping their
design and annotation to align with the event ex-
traction task’s approach. Event extraction has been
a central task in NLP, dating back to the Message
Understanding Conferences (MUC) series in the
1990s. Initially, annotating event participants was
formulated to fit a template-filling task, where in-
formation from a document is to be structured into
a predefined set of fields such as finding the victims,
time and location from a terrorist attack report. Fol-
lowing these early attempts, the highly influential
Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) program re-
leased manual event annotations for text spans at
the sentence level, performed jointly with annota-
tion of rich information about entities, temporal
expressions, and relations between entities. Below
we describe these in more detail and also compare
them with more recent annotation efforts. The NLP
datasets covered in this survey are summarised in
Table 2.

While looking at the 1990s MUC datasets, it
is striking how closely they resonate with current
socio-political event databases compared to mod-
ern NLP annotated datasets. The evolution of tem-
plate filling into event extraction is not clearly de-
fined, and similar models are used for the two tasks

(Du et al., 2021). Indeed, both of them capture a se-
mantic relationship between entities, as described
by the template or event schema. Two other closely
related tasks are relation extraction – which usually
focuses on binary templates, often in the context
of knowledge bases – and semantic role labelling –
which usually focuses on the argument relations
conveyed by specific predicates. Even though all of
these tasks can be relevant to socio-political event
databases, in this section, we only focus on anno-
tated datasets for event extraction and template-
filling, describing them in chronological order.

The Message Understanding Conferences
(MUC; Grishman and Sundheim, 1996), held
from 1987 to 1997 and funded by DARPA, are
regarded as pioneering efforts in generating
annotated datasets for information extraction. The
conferences operated as shared tasks, where each
MUC is associated with a designated dataset
covering the corresponding information to be
extracted and prepared by human annotators for
training purposes along with a task definition.
Although MUC maintains mainly a military theme,
the various datasets focus on different types of
events.

The first two conferences centred on military
messages from the tactical Navy domain. In MUC-
1 the participants were provided with merely 10
paragraphs as data without any formal evaluation.
Building on MUC-1, MUC-2 introduced a dataset
with 130 messages and 10 elements to be extracted,
such as event type, agent, time, place, and the effect
of the event (Sundheim and Chinchor, 1993).

Following the initial conferences, MUC-3 and
MUC-4 introduced annotated datasets focused on
terrorist events in Central and South America, re-
ported by the Foreign Broadcast Information Ser-
vice. These iterations of MUC marked a shift by
increasing the complexity of the task, both by in-
cluding several event and argument types, but also
by moving from extraction of information from
simple and short military messages to longer texts
with more complex language. MUC-4 includes 4
event types Arson, Attack, Bombing, Kidnapping,
with the 4 arguments roles Perpetrator, Instrument,
Target, and Victim, which are shared across event
types. Additionally, the datasets increased in size,
with respectively 1 400 and 1 700 news articles for
MUC-3 and MUC-4.

The last two instalments, MUC-6 and MUC-7,
shift the focus towards domain-independent anno-
tations, targeting named entity recognition, coref-
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Dataset Domain Source Annotation
scope

# Doc # Event
Types

MUC-4 terrorist attack news document 1 700 4

ACE2005 general news, conversation sentence 599 33

Light ERE general news, discussion forum sentence 902 33

Rich ERE general news, discussion forum sentence 288 38

MAVEN general Wikipedia sentence 4 480 168

WIKIEVENTS general Wikipedia, news articles document 246 67

DocEE historical & news Wikipedia, news articles document 27 485 59

MEE general Wikipedia 5 sentences 31 226† 16

Table 2: Overview of annotated text datasets in the field of NLP for event extraction. †: In the case of MEE, the
“# Doc” column reports the number of 5 sentences spans in the dataset, not the number of documents.

erence resolution, and relation identification. This
transition also includes an expansion to more lan-
guages. Interestingly, this shift was accompanied
by a return to smaller training datasets, comprising
only 100 documents. MUC-6 consists of events
involving high-level officers joining or departing
from companies, while MUC-7 targets satellite
launch events, with event arguments such as Date,
Country of Launch, and Payload Information.

These were followed by the automatic content
extraction (ACE) program. The event annotation in
the ACE tradition has become a de facto standard
for the evaluation of event extraction systems in the
field of NLP. The ACE dataset-2005 (Doddington
et al., 2004) provides manual annotation for entities,
relations, and events for joint evaluation of multi-
ple IE tasks and in multiple languages (ACE05 in
English, Chinese, and Arabic). The annotations dis-
tinguish specific text spans indicating the event trig-
ger and associated arguments of an event at the sen-
tence level. An event trigger is typically the word(s)
in the text that most clearly describes an event,
such as “bomb”, which evokes an Attack event
in the example sentence “U.S. forces continued to
bomb Fallujah” where “U.S. forces” is the associ-
ated Attacker argument. ACE annotates 8 general
event types, e.g. Life, Conflict, Transaction
with 33 subtypes (e.g. Conflict.Attack) and 22
argument roles, e.g. Attacker, Agent and Recipient.
Of particular relevance in the current setting are
the Conflict event type (with subtypes Attack
and Demonstration) as well as the Life.Die and
Life.Injure event types.

More recently, the Entities, Relations and Events
(ERE) annotation effort (Song et al., 2015) has con-

tributed both data and annotation guidelines for
event extraction purposes. From the Light ERE
to Rich ERE datasets, the ERE effort has evolved
from lightweight annotation automating the ACE
guidelines to more complex treatment of entities
and events aimed at paving the way for event co-
reference at the document-level. The Rich ERE
annotation scheme extends on that of ACE, anno-
tating 38 event subtypes under 9 main event types,
including more fine-grained event subtypes in
the Movement, Contact, and Transaction event
types. In Light ERE, an event trigger can be asso-
ciated with only one event. Still, in Rich ERE, an
event trigger can be annotated for more than one
event due to correlations of different event types.
For instance, an Attack event and an Injure event
can share the same event trigger; it is natural that
when a person is attacked, the person is also injured.
In Light ERE, only asserted events are annotated; in
Rich ERE, apart from assorted events, events that
did not actually occur are also annotated, hence
annotating event modality.

The MAssive eVENt detection dataset (MAVEN;
Wang et al., 2020) is introduced to provide a large-
scale annotated event dataset in the general domain,
covering 168 event types. MAVEN follows the
ACE terminology, targeting events at the sentence-
level, and consists of event-related articles from
English Wikipedia. FrameNet frames (Baker et al.,
1998) are used to derive event types, with the lexi-
cal units serving as the corresponding triggers. Au-
tomatic POS-tagging and heuristic methods are
used to narrow down trigger candidates and the
corresponding event type candidates to aid human
annotators. In MAVEN, the event types follow
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a hierarchical schema resembling a tree structure,
prioritising the most detailed event types. If no fine-
grained event type aligns with the event, the anno-
tators resort to more general event types. For ex-
ample, the most coarse-grained event type Action
includes the event subtype Violence, which again
contains subsubtypes such as Killing, Attack,
Terrorism, and Military Operation. In the con-
text of social and political conflict and unrest, the
event types Terrorism, Kidnapping, Violence,
Use firearm, Military operation, and Attack
are especially relevant event types.

Li et al. (2021) presents WIKIEVENTS,
a document-level annotated dataset based on
Wikipedia articles and their referenced news ar-
ticles. The annotations resemble ACE, but expand
the number of sub-events from 33 to 67 following
the KAIROS ontology. Additionally, it incorpo-
rates a more fine-grained event-type hierarchy. For
instance, whereas ACE identifies the event type and
subtype such as Conflict.Attack, WIKIEVENTS

introduces event types at three levels, such as
Conflict.Attack.DetonateExplode. Further-
more, Li et al. (2021) expand their annotations
to include events that extend beyond the sen-
tence boundary, capturing event arguments occur-
ring in sentences lacking an explicit event trig-
ger. Apart from the Conflict.Attack events, the
dataset includes event types such as Life.Die and
Conflict.Demonstrate, each with subtypes that
are relevant in the socio-political domain context.
Human annotators label event types, event men-
tions (triggers and arguments), and event corefer-
ences across sentences in the document.

The DocEE dataset (Tong et al., 2022) is the
largest document-level annotated dataset contain-
ing 27 485 documents and covers a wide range of
event types in the socio-political domain, including
Armed Conflicts, Riot and Protest. It includes
two types of events, historical events, defined as
events with their own Wikipedia page, and time-
line events, which are news events organised in
chronological order on Wikipedia. The Wikipedia
article is annotated for the historical events, while
the corresponding news article is used for the time-
line events. Each document is manually given an
event type based on the title and then annotated
with event arguments from the event type schema.
For example, the event type Protest is annotated
with arguments Date, Location, Protesters, Cause,
Slogan, Method, Arrested, Government Reaction,
Casualties and Losses, and Damaged Property.

The recently released MEE dataset (Pouran
Ben Veyseh et al., 2022) provides event-annotated
data for eight typologically diverse languages (En-
glish, Spanish, Portuguese, Polish, Turkish, Hindi,
Korean and Japanese). The data is based on
Wikipedia articles under the subcategory Event
from a number of different domains (e.g. Econ-
omy, Politics, Crimes and Military). The annota-
tion scheme is based on the ACE guidelines and
its 8 event types, however, limit the set of anno-
tated subtypes to 16. Unlike ACE, the articles are
split into 5-sentence segments and argument rela-
tions may span across the full-text segment. For
the most relevant category in the current context,
the dataset only includes the Conflict.Attack,
Life.Die and Life.Injure event types.

4 Bridging the gap

In this section, we start by highlighting the main
obstacles to transferring event extraction NLP ex-
pertise to the automatic extraction of socio-political
event databases. One obstacle currently being ad-
dressed in the field of NLP is the restriction of
events to single sentences. As we show in Sec-
tion 3, document-level event extraction datasets are
now starting to reemerge. In the second part of this
section, we describe datasets that establish bridges
between political science databases and annotated
datasets.

Token-level annotations To facilitate model
training, NLP event extraction datasets include
token-level annotations delineating which words
correspond to specific event triggers or arguments.
On the other hand, manually coded socio-political
event databases do not usually include this infor-
mation, with the exception of the NER-automated
SPEED database. Therefore, training machine
learning models from socio-political databases
requires either token-level annotation efforts or
weakly supervised learning techniques. Alterna-
tively, and perhaps more interestingly, one could
directly prioritise research on end-to-end learning
of document-level event extraction.

Source availability Regardless of the learning
strategy used, a prerequisite is having available
source texts, preferably in a free and open manner.
The news articles used to code socio-political event
databases are usually unavailable, mostly due to
copyright restrictions. This significantly limits the
appeal of these datasets within the NLP commu-
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nity.

Abstraction gap Furthermore, all the annotated
datasets described in Section 3 solely capture the
mapping between text and structured information,
while the socio-political databases described in Sec-
tion 2.1 attempt to record whether the event actu-
ally occurred in the real world. In the first case,
only linguistic knowledge is necessary, even when
encoding event modality. In the second, socio-
political event databases require expert knowledge
to evaluate and corroborate what is conveyed in
the text. This implies that future research on learn-
ing to automatically extract document-level events
should also address how to incorporate domain
knowledge.

Temporal dynamic The socio-political data-
bases describe an ever-changing situation with new
actors regularly appearing and engaging in new
conflicts. On the other hand, annotated datasets
tend to be more stationary, with little to no tempo-
ral variation in the distribution of events.

In a way, the efforts to automatically create socio-
political event databases overlook these issues be-
cause they tend to rely on older, rule-based models
that do not necessitate data supervision. They fall
into the abstraction gap by overcounting events,
extracting from all uncorroborated news. More-
over, as they are typically not disclosed to the NLP
community, there is no requirement to publish their
source data.3 This comes at the cost of reliability.

Some previous work has made efforts to bridge
this gap between socio-political event databases
and annotated event datasets. The MUC datasets,
detailed in Section 2, represent the initial strides in
this effort. We will here describe some of the more
recent approaches.

The Iraq body count corpus (IBC-C; Žukov-
Gregorič et al., 2016) is introduced to automate the
annotation process for the Iraq body count project
(Hicks et al., 2011) discussed in Section 2.1. The
corpus provides event annotations for whole docu-
ments, where each document contains references
to one or multiple events. The annotations for the
IBC-C are created through a form of distant super-
vision (Mintz et al., 2009), using different pattern
matching and semantic functions to create named

3One exception is that ontologies underlying automati-
cally extracted databases provide some short examples in their
codebook. For example, the PLOVER ontology comes with a
small (323 samples) hand-annotated dataset from the CAMEO
codebook.

entity labels corresponding to ten argument roles,
such as Fatality Numbers, Named Individuals, and
Location. IBC-C provides token-level annotations,
somewhat addresses the abstraction gap and can
capture the temporal dynamic of the evolving war.
Unfortunately, the complete dataset is no longer
available due to copyright restrictions (and poten-
tial privacy concerns).

The Global Contentious Politics database (GLO-
CON; Duruşan et al., 2022; Hürriyetoğlu et al.,
2021b; Yörük et al., 2022) is a partly automated
protest event database. Part of the data used to
train the event extraction model is referred to as
GLOCON GOLD and is freely available upon re-
quest.4 It includes manually annotated datasets for
three sub-tasks: document classification, sentence
classification, and event extraction. It encodes
five specific event sub-types: Demonstrations,
Industrial actions, Group clashes, Armed
militancy, and Electoral mobilisation. Re-
garding the concerns we identified, the dataset in-
cludes token-level annotations, is associated with
source texts, and preserves the temporal dynamic
of the political system. However, although fu-
ture or hypothetical events are not annotated, these
types of events can be recognised from linguis-
tic cues alone, leading to continued susceptibility
to the abstraction gap. Subsequently, the GLO-
CON GOLD dataset was extended to define the
CASE 2021 and 2022 shared task 1 on protest news
detection (Hürriyetoğlu et al., 2021a, 2022). Com-
pared to GLOCON, the shared task datasets include
more source articles and define an additional sub-
task: event sentence coreference identification. Fi-
nally, shared task 2 in 2021 (Haneczok et al., 2021)
and 2023 (Tanev et al., 2023) attempt to bridge the
gap more directly as they use data annotated follow-
ing the ACLED codebook for evaluation. The 2023
task 2 tackles the prediction of battle events from
social media messages in the Russo–Ukrainian war.
On the prediction of whether a PRIO-grid cell con-
tained a battle event, the two systems submitted
for the task reached F1 scores of 0.04 and 0.152,
demonstrating the considerable amount of work
that lies ahead.

5 Limitations

Due to space constraints, we needed to limit the
number of datasets discussed. We strive to high-

4https://github.com/emerging-welfare/glocong
old
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light datasets that are both central and relevant to
the domain of political conflicts and unrest and
showcase the evolution of practices in their respec-
tive fields. However, most of the datasets we se-
lected are based on English-language news, even
when used to analyse the political situation in non-
English-speaking countries.

Some notable mentions that could not be in-
cluded for relevancy or duplication concerns are
POLDEM (Kriesi et al., 2020), MAR (Gurr, 2000),
ICBe (Douglass et al., 2022), UCDP VPP (Svens-
son et al., 2022), PITF’s WAD (Schrodt and
Ulfelder, 2016), RAMS (Ebner et al., 2020), etc.
Additionally, there has been a rise in annotated
datasets made from user-generated text not encom-
passed in this survey, such as the Twitter-based
datasets on civil unrest CUT (Sech et al., 2020) and
G-CUT (Chinta et al., 2021).

6 Ethics

Working on event data concerning sensitive topics
such as armed conflict, protest data, or other socio-
political events necessitates a high degree of ethical
consideration and responsibility.

The fact that the main source for several of the
socio-political event databases is news articles, one
should raise awareness of the inherent bias when
reporting on these topics in the news. In the con-
text of creating databases for conflict events based
on media reporting, Chojnacki et al. (2012) high-
lights the importance of awareness towards both
description bias, meaning errors in how conflicts
are reported, and selection bias, meaning which
conflicts are reported, and more importantly, those
that remain unreported. Regarding selection bias,
Chojnacki et al. (2012) suggests that researchers
can solely make assumptions about the representa-
tiveness of the reported news, while for description
bias, efforts should be made to mitigate and reduce
potential bias in the extracted events. While sim-
ilar biases can be present in manually annotated
databases (McClelland, 1983), both description and
selection biases from media sources can be partly
mitigated using human experts to assess the valid-
ity of the reported events and or seek out sources to
confirm the information. However, these types of
biases do not seem to be addressed for annotated
datasets in NLP.

Another concern is that this paper describes a
dataset (IBC-C) that has been retracted due to copy-
right restrictions and is no longer accessible be-

cause of the mishandling of sensitive personal data.
Other datasets are still accessible but do not clarify
the handling of personal data and/or licences for
redistributing data. Access to data while upholding
copyright and privacy considerations is crucial to
ethical research practice. Including these datasets
in this work does not represent endorsement but is
necessary to discuss different approaches and chal-
lenges associated with socio-political event data.

An important consideration when dealing with
annotated datasets and databases involves the anno-
tators’ exposure to distressing or harmful content.
Constantly engaging with descriptions of conflict
and violence can lead to desensitisation, emotional
numbness, and potential emotional and psycholog-
ical distress. Recently, more attention has been
directed toward the impact of secondary or vicar-
ious trauma and the psychological well-being of
annotators, content moderators, and others han-
dling harmful content (Das et al., 2020; Steiger
et al., 2021; Kirk et al., 2022). However, strategies
and specific actions to alleviate potential risks for
annotators, such as providing psychological sup-
port, remain limited or inadequately addressed in
the datasets described in this paper. We strongly ad-
vocate for a more focused approach on supporting
annotators to mitigate the effects of exposure and
encourage leveraging existing datasets in research
on automatic event extraction instead of creating
new event datasets in order to minimise exposure.

We now address the concern of misuse and mis-
interpretations of socio-political event data. For
instance, the GLOCON dataset strives to use neu-
tral terms to describe different actors, e.g. using
militant, instead of terrorist. Other datasets vary
in their approaches when dealing with language
that might be insulting, marginalising, or criminal-
ising. The extent of this handling often depends
on factors such as the use of standardised actor
lists and whether the datasets are manually anno-
tated by experts. Notably, in annotated datasets
used for NLP, with a one-to-one mapping between
text-span and label, this issue remains unaddressed.
The vocabulary used to describe individuals and
groups, particularly those from minority communi-
ties, holds the dual power to shape our perceptions
of said groups and might impact the reliability of
extracted events and subsequent analyses derived
from event databases.

Finally, some datasets described in this work
may contain fine-grained details about individuals,
organisations, or groups, which can be used mali-
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ciously. Some datasets, such as GLOCON enforce
responsible data use and seek to mitigate unethical
usage by assessing the declared research intentions
before granting access to the dataset (Yörük et al.,
2022).
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Abstract

ChatGPT, developed by OpenAI, has made
a significant impact on the world, mainly on
how people interact with technology. In this
study, we evaluate ChatGPT’s ability to detect
hate speech in Turkish tweets and measure its
strength using zero- and few-shot paradigms
and compare the results to the supervised fine-
tuning BERT model. On evaluations with
the SIU2023-NST dataset, ChatGPT achieved
65.81% accuracy in detecting hate speech for
the few-shot setting, while BERT with super-
vised fine-tuning achieved 82.22% accuracy.
This results supports previous findings that
show that, despite its much smaller size, BERT
is more suitable for natural language classifica-
tions tasks such as hate speech detection.

1 Introduction

ChatGPT, developed by OpenAI (OpenAI.), has
revolutionized the way people interact with tech-
nology. As a state-of-the-art language model, Chat-
GPT leverages the power of deep learning to un-
derstand and generate human-like text, enabling
natural and coherent conversations. Its applications
range from question answering in various domains,
to generating creative content like writing, poetry,
and more. Thanks to its tremendous success as a
large language model, there has been interest to
test its abilities in various natural language under-
standing problems, such as sentiment analysis and
hate speech detection.

Hate speech refers to any form of communica-
tion, in speech, writing, or behavior, that offends,
threatens, or insults individuals or groups based
on attributes such as race, ethnicity, religion, sex-
ual orientation, disability, or gender (Beyhan et al.,
2022). Hate speech detection, followed by poten-
tial measures such as blocking or counter-speech,
is aimed to create safer digital spaces. Detecting
hate speech is a challenging problem, since hate
speech is subjective, context-dependent, and the

language of tweets show high variability with the
use of contractions, emojis, and typos.

The performances of hate speech detection sys-
tems show a lot of variation in the literature, as
researchers often report results on proprietary or
different datasets. However, state-of-art methods
often use transformer based models, such as BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019) or ChatGPT (Brown and et al.,
2020).

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), a pre-trained con-
textual language model, is widely used to detect
hate speech. BERT is a transformer-based model
designed for various natural language processing
tasks, such as sentiment analysis, named entity
recognition, and hate speech detection. It was
trained in an unsupervised manner by predicting
masked words in a sentence.

ChatGPT (Brown and et al., 2020), on the other
hand is also based on the transformer architecture,
but is specifically designed for generating coher-
ent and contextually relevant text given an input
prompt. It is trained using a language modeling
objective, where it learns to predict the next word
in a sentence given the context of preceding words.

Related to the problem at hand, BERT uses a
bidirectional context, which helps capture complex
relationships and dependencies within the text. It is
also free, open-source and much smaller (110 mil-
lion parameters) compared to ChatGPT which has
175 billion parameters. Nonetheless, ChatGPT was
selected in this work due to the interest it receives
and relatively low cost1.

In this study, we contribute to the body of work
assessing ChatGPT’s ability to detect implicit or
explicit hate speech in Turkish tweets, as well as its
estimation of the strength of hate speech. Its perfor-
mance is compared to that of fine-tuned BERTurk
classifier and regressor models.

1Its online use is free and API is cheaper than that of
GPT-4s
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
in Section 2, we provide a summary about related
works; in Section 3, the dataset used to train and
test our models is defined; in Section 4, the method-
ology is presented. Experiments are provided in
Section 5. Finally, conclusions and future work are
presented in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Many studies have been conducted to evaluate
ChatGPT in detection of hate speech in English,
each of which used different dataset, but similar
studies are rare for the Turkish language. Studies
show the importance of the prompts when using
ChatGPT.

Among the recent works, Chiu et al. (2022)
used ChatGPT to classify English text as sexist or
racist. They used zero-, one-, and few-shot learning
paradigms. For zero- and one-shot learning, they
achieved an average accuracy between 55% and
67% depending on the category of text and type of
learning. For few-shot learning, they used a differ-
ent example set in prompt and they found that with
few-shot learning, the model’s accuracy could be
as high as 85%.

Han and Tang (2022) used ChatGPT to detect
hate speech and investigated designing effective
prompts for better performance. They demon-
strated that numbers of training examples in the
prompt matters. Additionally, they discovered that
giving the model clear instructions works better
than other approaches for incorporating our past
knowledge into the model and enhancing its func-
tionality. They achieved accuracy of 86% and
macro-F1 of 85% for English comments from
YouTube and Reddit.

Huang et al. (2023) examined whether ChatGPT
can be used for providing natural language explana-
tions (NLEs) for implicit hateful speech detection.
They reported that ChatGPT correctly identifies
80% of the implicit hateful tweets in their exper-
iment setting. Additionally, they discovered that
ChatGPT-generated NLEs tend to be interpreted
as clearer than NLEs created by humans and can
reinforce human perception. This does, however,
underline the need for more caution when utilizing
ChatGPT as a tool to aid in data annotation because,
in the event that it makes a mistake, it may mislead
lay people

Li et al. (2023) aimed to use the potential
power of ChatGPT to detect harmful content in

English.They evaluated ChatGPT in comprehend-
ing hateful, offensive, and toxic concepts. They
showed that ChatGPT can achieve an accuracy of
approximately 80% when compared to Amazon
MTurker2 annotations.

Das et al. (2023) evaluated ChatGPT’s per-
formance for multilingual and emoji-based hate
speech detection for 11 languages. They achieved
highest macro-F1 score (89.2%) for English lan-
guage and lowest macro-F1 score for Hindi lan-
guage (67.3%).

Similar to our study, Çam and Ozgur (2023)
compared ChatGPT to BERT on a Turkish dataset
containing 1,000 tweets against ethnic groups,
with three labels (None, Aggressor, Hate). They
conducted three different experiments: aggressor
tweets was counted as hate, aggressor tweets was
removed, and multi classification with these three
labels. They also used different pretrained versions
of Turkish BERT (BERTurk-base and BERTurk-
offensive). In all three experiments, BERTurk-
offensive (previously fine tuned with 31,277 Turk-
ish twitter data) showed better performance than
ChatGPT. They achieved highest F1 score of 66.6%
for ChatGPT in their first experiment (aggressor
tweets was counted as hate).

3 Dataset Overview

We use the extended version of the publicly avail-
able SIU2023-NST dataset3 towards immigrants
and refugees (İnanç Arın et al., 2023). This dataset
is labelled in two ways: binary classification (based
on presence or absence of hate speech) and multi-
class classification, ranging from insult to threat
of harm, assumed to correspond to the strength of
hate speech. Tables 1 and 2 show the statistics for
the train- and test-split of this dataset.

Table 1: Statistics for the train-split of the Refugee
dataset.

Strength Size Category Size

0: Not hate speech 4,477 0: No hate speech 4,477
1: Insult 864

1: Hate speech 1,4472: Exclusion 410
3: Wishing harm 137
4: Threatening harm 36

Total 5,924 - 5,924

2https://www.mturk.com/
3https://github.com/verimsu/hate-speech-detection-

dataset
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Zero-shot
prompt

You are an AI language model trained to analyze and detect hate speech.

Given a tweet, decide whether the post contains implicitly or explicitly hate speech and
also measure the strength of hate speech on a scale of [0-4].
Give your prediction as a yes or no in lowercase for using the following JSON format:
{"prediction": prediction, "strength": strength}

Tweet: benim cebime bu ay 50 lira az giricekse 10 milyon suriyeli ve afgan ölebilir.
tayyip çıkıp 40 milyar dolar harcadık bi 40 daha harcarız diyor. lan benim paramı harcıyon?

ChatGPT
Response

prediction: yes, strength: 3

Figure 1: Our zero-shot prompt and ChatGPT response for an hate speech post towards refugees

Few-shot
prompt

You are an AI language model trained to analyze and detect hate speech.

Given a tweet, decide whether the post contains implicitly or explicitly hate speech and
also measure the strength of hate speech on a scale of [0-4].
For example:

Tweet: ’Depremden hemen sonra asker sahaya insin, milletin canını malını korusun dedim..
Yağmacılar çoğalıyor bunun sonu iyi değil..’
label: no, strength: 0
;
Tweet: ’Yağmacılar ile yağmacı olmayanlar birbirine karıştı, ceza keseceğim diye toplanan
gruplar, söylem,duyum ile hareket ediyorlar,daha kötüye doğru gidiyoruz. yağmacılar’
label: no, strength: 0
;
Tweet: ’ne kadar sığınmacı varsa istisnasız sınır dışı edilmeli ve ülkemiz bunlardan
temizlenmelidir. ne tedirginlikler ne göç politikası hakkında bilinçlendirilmeye ihtiyacımız
yok, biz her şeyin farkındayız.’
label: no, strength: 0
;
Tweet: ’gerçekler ağır gelir suri tarih kitapları sizi isyancı terörist olarak yazacak gelecek
nesillerdeki suriyeli çocuklar sizi böyle anacak, devlete kim ihanet ederse teröristtir bunun
lamı cimi yoktur .’
label: yes, strength: 1
;
Tweet: ’Tırları yağmalayanları tokat manyağı yapan bir abimiz... Analar aslan doğurmuş
helal olsun hırsızlara mallarımızı çaldırmayın ,! suriyeliler Deprem Yağmacılar’
label: yes, strength: 2
;
Tweet: ’suriyeli çetelerin evlilik vaadiyle kandırıp binlerce tl dolandırılan cahillere zerre kadar
üzülmüyorum ...türkiye’de kadın kalmadı de mi? beter olun... 15 ocak çarşamba’
label: yes, strength: 3
;
Tweet: ’yagmacilar deprem HalukLevent şimdi bunların yagmacidan ne farkı kaldı vatan
hainleri hırsızlar bunlar gibiler olduğu sürece daha başımıza çok işler gelir bizim Allah’ım
sen kurunun yanında yasida yakma ama bunları cehennemin en dibine....’
label: yes, strength: 4
;
Give your prediction as a yes or no in lowercase for using the following JSON format:
{"prediction": label, "strength": strength}
;
Tweet: Hocam bu yağmacılar gitsin artık ülkemdemülteciistemiyorum ültecilersınırdışıedilsin
suriyelileriistemiyoruz SuriyelilerSehirlerdenCıkartın SuriyeliYağmacılar
suriyelikatiller

ChatGPT
Response

prediction: yes, strength: 4

Figure 2: Our few-shot prompt and ChatGPT response for an hate speech post towards refugees
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Table 2: Statistics for the test-split of the Refugee
dataset.

Strength Size Category Size

0: Not hate speech 1,119 0: No hate speech 1,119
1: Insult 216

1: Hate speech 3612: Exclusion 103
3: Wishing harm 34
4: Threatening harm 8

Total 1,480 - 1,480

4 Methodology

We evaluate two approaches , namely BERT and
ChatGPT, to detect hate speech and measure the
strength of hate speech. The two problems are
formulated as a binary-classification problem and
a regression problem respectively.

In the first approach, we fine-tune the BERTurk
model in the Huggingface Transformer package4,
using a classification or regression head that con-
sists of a linear layer on top of the pooled out-
put. The input to both models are preprocessed to
remove usernames, URLs and the # signs, while
keeping the text of the hashtags.

For the classification problem, we use cross-
entropy (CE) loss to fine-tune BERT:

LCE = −
N∑

i=1

yilog(ŷi) (1)

where yi is the target value for the ith input and ŷi
is the prediction.

For the regression problem, we used mean
squared error (MSE) loss to fine-tune BERT:

LMSE =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2 (2)

where yi and ŷi are desired and predicted values,
respectively.

For the second approach, we use the ChatGPT
with zero- and few-shot learning paradigms. For
zero- and few-shot learning, we design two prompts
to interact with ChatGPT as shown in Figure 1 and
2. Our few-shot prompt contains seven examples
from train-split of the Refugee dataset, three of
which are examples with non-hate label and four
examples with hate labels ranging strength from 1
to 4.

4https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers

5 Experiments

We conduct two experiments: Experiment-1: bi-
nary classification problem (hateful and non-
hateful); Experiment-2: regression problem for
predicting strength of hate speech.

Using the transfer learning approach, we fine-
tune BERTurk5 model. We use the cross-entropy
loss and mean-squared error (MSE) loss for the
classification and regression problems respectively,
using stratified 10-fold cross validation.

For zero- and few-shot learning, we use
"ChatGPT-text-davinci-003" model as it is one of
the most powerful versions of the GPT language
model developed by OpenAI. It is trained on a
larger and more diverse dataset and designed to gen-
erate high-quality natural language responses to a
wide range of tasks, including language translation,
summarization, question-answering, and more.

Tables 3 and 4 show the results for Experiment-1
and Experiment-2, respectively. Moreover, confu-
sion matrices for these three models are show in
Figure 3.

Classification Results: As show in Table 3, su-
pervised BERTurk-CE achieved better performance
(82.22% accuracy) compared to ChatGPT (70.81%
with zero-shot and 65.81% with few-shot learning)
in accuracy, macro-F1, precision, and recall values.

In the case of ChatGPT (zero-shot) and Chat-
GPT (few-shot), we see that although the accuracy
of ChatGPT (zero-shot) is higher, ChatGPT (few-
shot) has higher macro-F1, precision and recall
values compared to it.

While we give accuracy along with the macro-
F1 scores so that our results are comparable to
those in the literature, we pay importance to macro-
F1 score for ranking the systems since our data is
imbalanced. Indeed, the confusion matrices shown
in Figure 3 show that ChatGPT (few-shot) is able
to correctly identify more positives (higher recall)
and avoid more false positives (higher precision)
compared to ChatGPT (zero-shot).

Regression Results: The mean squared errors are
shown in Table 4. We observe that the BERTurk-
MSE regressor has significantly lower MSE (0.46)
compared to ChatGPT, with either paradigm (zero-
or few-shot). In fact, we can say that without any
dedicated training, ChatGPT is not able to predict
the strength of hate speech, as its mean-squared

5https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/bert-base-turkish-uncased
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Table 3: Classification results on Refugee dataset in Experiment-1 for detecting hate speech

Refugee Dataset

Accuracy Macro-F1 Precision Recall

BERTurk-CE (supervised transfer learning) 82.22 74.86 76.12 73.89

ChatGPT-text-davinci-003 (zero-shot learning) 70.81 58.50 59.04 58.17

ChatGPT-text-davinci-003 (few-shot learning) 65.81 60.19 60.27 63.12
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Figure 3: Confusion matrix for BERTurk-CE (supervised), ChatGPT (zero-shot), and ChatGPT (few-shot) models
for binary classification in Experiment-1

Table 4: Regression results on Refugee dataset in Experiment-2 for estimating strength of hate speech

Refugee Dataset

Mean squared error

BERTurk-MSE (supervised transfer learning) 0.46

ChatGPT-text-davinci-003 (zero-shot learning) 2.49

ChatGPT-text-davinci-003 (few-shot learning) 3.10

Figure 4: Residual error value for BERTurk-MSE (supervised), ChatGPT (zero-shot), ChatGPT (few-shot)

Figure 5: Residual value’s histogram for BERTurk-MSE (supervised), ChatGPT (zero-shot), ChatGPT (few-shot)
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error is 2.49 for zero-shot and 3.10 for few-shot
cases.

The histogram of the residual errors of these
approaches are shown in Figure 4 and Figure
5, respectively. Here, we see that the zero-shot
paradigm outperforms the few shot with a slight
margin.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we evaluate ChatGPT’s ability for
hate speech detection and measuring strength of
hate speech in Turkish tweets. Our experimen-
tal results on the extended SIU2023-NST dataset
show that fine-tuning the pre-trained BERTurk per-
forms quite well for the challenging problem of
hate speech detection. It achieves an accuracy of
82.22% and macro-F1 score of 74.86 in detecting
hate speech and a mean square error of 0.46 in
estimating the strength of the hate speech. These
results are also significantly better than those ob-
tained with ChatGPT, whether in zero- or few-shot
paradigm.

Our experience with ChatGPT parallels previous
results in the literature, showing that the perfor-
mance depends strongly on the prompt. Possibly
related to this, the relative results of ChatGPT with
the zero- or few-shot paradigms are mixed: Zero-
shot is better in terms of accuracy and MSE, while
the few-shot is better in terms of precision, recall
and macro-F1. On the other hand, the performance
of the few-shot increased by increasing samples
(from 3 to 7), as expected.

As a result, we suggest that ChatGPT may be
used as an auxiliary tool in big data annotation.
However, care must be taken in the design of
prompt that the instructions are simple and clear
and the number of samples is appropriate.

As future work direction, we aim to evaluate the
explaining ability of ChatGPT in detecting hate
speech.
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Abstract

This paper introduces a zero-shot hate detection
experiment using a multimodal large model. Al-
though the implemented model comprises an
unsupervised method, results demonstrate that
its performance is comparable to previous su-
pervised methods. Furthemore, this study pro-
posed experiments with various prompts and
demonstrated that simpler prompts, as opposed
to the commonly used detailed prompts in large
language models, led to better performance for
multimodal hate speech event detection tasks.
While supervised methods offer high perfor-
mance, they require significant computational
resources for training, and the approach pro-
posed here can mitigate this issue.

The code is publicly available at
https://github.com/yamagishi0824/
zeroshot-hate-detect.

1 Introduction

In the contemporary era marked by extensive use
of social media, the forms of hate speech have di-
versified significantly. Hate speech embedded in
images on social media, in particular, has become
prevalent, rendering its detection crucial (Thapa
et al., 2022; Bhandari et al., 2023). The Multi-
modal Hate Speech Event Detection 2024 shared
task at The 7th Workshop on Challenges and Appli-
cations of Automated Extraction of Socio-political
Events from Text (CASE @ EACL 2024) was a
unique task focusing on detecting hateful content in
text-embedded images posted on social media con-
cerning the Russia-Ukraine conflict (Thapa et al.,
2024). This task is an expanded version of the one
conducted in the previous year (Thapa et al., 2023).

Prompt engineering is a method to improve
the inference accuracy of a pre-trained model by
adding task-specific information to the prompts that
serve as inputs to the model. This approach has
been extensively researched, particularly with large
language models. Various studies have also been

conducted on multimodal large models (Gu et al.,
2023), proposing different techniques such as task
instruction prompting (Efrat and Levy, 2020) and
in-context learning (Brown et al., 2020).

In this multimodal hate speech event detection
task, it was particularly important to acknowledge
that the image was uploaded against the backdrop
of the Russia-Ukraine conflict, and that the defini-
tion of hate speech was crucial for labeling. There-
fore, this study examined the change in perfor-
mance by using prompts that, in addition to be-
ing simple, also included contextual information
explaining the task.

The main contributions of this research are as
follows:

• The proposed method employs a widely ac-
cessible large multimodal model, enhancing
its accessibility.

• The method operates under zero-shot condi-
tions, eliminating the need for further model
training and facilitating execution in computa-
tionally constrained environments, as long as
inference is possible.

• This paper have engaged in prompt engineer-
ing to achieve improved performance under
zero-shot conditions. While prompt engi-
neering is extensively practiced for large lan-
guage models, it remains limited for multi-
modal large models. By employing effective
prompts, the performance will be improved.

2 Related Works

2.1 Multimodal Large Model
Using multimodal models enables the combination
of multiple data types, including images, text, and
audio, for input (Wu et al., 2023). While large lan-
guage models were limited to only text data input,
the ability to handle data from multiple modalities
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Figure 1: Flowchart of zero-shot hate detection.

expands the potential applications, making it a tech-
nology of growing interest. GPT-4 (Achiam et al.,
2023) is a notable example of a large multimodal
model, but its architecture details are confidential
and not freely accessible. In contrast, LLaVA (Liu
et al., 2023b) is an openly available model, and
its updated version, LLaVA-1.5 (Liu et al., 2023a),
has achieved top performance in various bench-
marks and is also being used for zero-shot image
classification (Islam et al., 2023).

2.2 Hate Speech Detection using Multimodal
Large Model

The detection of hate speech in text-embedded
images using multimodal models has been imple-
mented for the dataset utilized in this study (Bhan-
dari et al., 2023). In this method, multimodal
models such as CLIP (Radford et al., 2021) and
GroupViT (Xu et al., 2022) have been employed
and fine-tuned, demonstrating superior results com-
pared to unimodal models that use either text or im-
ages alone. Furthermore, as a method for detecting
hate speech from internet memes, approaches using
multimodal models with zero-shot prompting have
also been experimented with (Van and Wu, 2023).
In this study, by employing the LLaVA, there are
cases where it surpasses the performance of past
fine-tuned multimodal models. We aim to further
leverage the potential of LLaVA by conducting a
more detailed comparison of prompt performance.

3 Dataset & Task

3.1 Dataset
This study was conducted in line with the Multi-
modal Hate Speech Event Detection 2024 shared

task at CASE @ EACL 2024. The dataset used
was CrisisHateMM, consisting of 4,723 images
collected from social media platforms such as Twit-
ter, Facebook, and Reddit (Bhandari et al., 2023).
These images are embedded with text and labeled
to indicate whether they contain hateful content or
not. Additionally, labels are provided to denote
whether the subject is an individual, community, or
organization.

3.2 Task

The shared task comprises two sub-tasks (Sub-task
A & B), of which we participated solely in sub-task
A.

Sub-task A is focused on hate speech detec-
tion where the objective is to examine images
containing text to detect any instances of hate
speech (Bhandari et al., 2023; Thapa et al., 2024).
This process will utilize a dataset which has already
been annotated in advance to assess the frequency
of such content. For the sub-task, the dataset com-
prises 4,723 text-embedded images categorized
into two classes: ’Hate’ and ’No Hate’. Of these,
2,665 images (56.43%) are labeled as ’Hate’, and
2,058 (43.57%) are labeled as ’No Hate’. Addition-
ally, 443 of these images are designated as test data,
but the breakdown of labels within the test subset
is not provided.

4 Methodology

Using a pre-trained multimodal large model, we in-
put images and text prompts, prompting the model
to generate text. Then, by applying rule-based post-
processing to the generated texts, we obtained pre-
dicted values of whether the content is hateful or
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non-hateful. The example of flowchart is Figure 1.

4.1 Multimodal Large Model

We adopted the state-of-the-art Large Language-
and-Vision Assistant model, LLaVA-1.5, as a mul-
timodal large model (Liu et al., 2023a). LLaVA-1.5
is available to anyone under the LLAMA 2 Com-
munity License (Touvron et al., 2023). Out of the
available 7 billion and 13 billion parameter ver-
sions, we chose the 13 billion parameter model
for its robust capabilities. It outputs generated text
when given image and text prompts as inputs. We
devised multiple prompts and performed inference
using images from the dataset as inputs.

4.2 Prompts

We devised various prompts and compared their
performance by combining them. We prepared mul-
tiple simple prompts. One of these was selected
as the base prompt, to which we added contextual
information, thereby creating several variations of
the prompt. The contextual information included
the fact that ’the images were uploaded to social
media in the context of the Russia-Ukraine conflict,’
definitions of ’hateful,’ and ’non-hateful.’ The de-
scriptions of these informations were cited from
the expressions in the dataset paper (Bhandari et al.,
2023).

Specifically, the following prompts were used as
input for the model (All detailed prompts are listed
in the appendixA). The abbreviations within the
parentheses are used in Table 1:

• Simple Base Prompt (Simple Base):

– "Does this image have a hateful mean-
ing?"
This prompt was repeatedly used as a
baseline prompt, along with contextual
information.

• Other Simple Prompts:
These prompts were used to evaluate
the performance of simple prompts with
slight variations, such as replacing words.
The detailed prompts in Tabel 2.

• Prompt with Background Information on the
Russia-Ukraine Conflict (Conflict):

– "Note: the image is about the war be-
tween Russia and Ukraine that occurred
in 2022, posted on social media."

This incorporated background informa-
tion about the image being uploaded on
social media related to the conflict be-
tween Russia and Ukraine.

• Prompt with Definition of ’hateful’ (Hate):

– "Note: A text-embedded image is clas-
sified as hateful if it contains visual or
textual hateful content such as threats,
personal attacks, slander, or abuse."
The definition of ’hateful’ was cited from
the dataset paper.

• Prompt with Definition of ’non-hateful’ (Non-
hate):

– "Note: A text-embedded image is consid-
ered non-hateful if it reports events or
objectively reports others’ opinions in a
non-hateful manner."
The definition of ’non-hateful’ was cited
from the dataset paper.

• Prompt with Both ’hate’ and ’non-hate’ Defi-
nitions (Hate + Non-hate):

This prompt incorporated both the definitions
of ’hateful’ and ’non-hateful’.

• Prompt with All Contextual Information
(Conflict + Hate + Non-hate):

This prompt included all background informa-
tion about the image, as well as both ’hateful’
and ’non-hateful’ definitions.

4.3 Postprocess
The outputs from LLaVA-1.5 were received as
text, which necessitated their conversion into a bi-
nary categorization of either ’hate’ or ’non-hate.’
We confirmed that by inputting closed questions
as prompts, without the need for detailed adjust-
ments, the output would begin with ’Yes’ if it con-
tained hate speech. Consequently, a simple post-
processing step was implemented: outputs con-
taining "Yes" were classified as ’hate,’ and those
without it were classified as ’non-hate’.

5 Results

5.1 Performance of Simple Prompts
The comparison of performance using simple
prompts is shown in Table1. Although there are
some variations, the main evaluation metric used
in this shared task, the F1 score, only varied from
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Prompt Recall Precision F1 Accuracy

Does this image have a hateful meaning? (Simple Base) 0.761 0.759 0.758 0.758
Does this picture have a hateful meaning? 0.748 0.747 0.743 0.743
Does this image have hateful content? 0.757 0.804 0.759 0.774
Does this image convey any hateful messages? 0.755 0.756 0.747 0.747
Is this image hateful? 0.757 0.755 0.755 0.756

Table 1: Comparison of different simple prompts for hate detection.

Prompt Recall Precision F1 Score Accuracy

Simple Base 0.761 0.759 0.758 0.758
Conflict 0.735 0.742 0.737 0.743
Hate 0.715 0.731 0.697 0.700
Non-hate 0.641 0.694 0.595 0.614
Hate + Non-hate 0.716 0.749 0.689 0.695
Conflict + Hate + Non-hate 0.720 0.736 0.702 0.704

Table 2: Comparison of prompts with contextual information.

0.743 to 0.759, a maximum difference of 0.016. It
is reasonable to conclude that minor variations in
the wording of prompts do not result in significant
performance differences.

5.2 Performance of Prompts with Contextual
Information

Table2 shows the results. When the contextual
information was added to the simple prompts, per-
formance decreased in all cases, with the simple
baseline prompt performing the best.

The decrease in performance was particularly no-
table when the definition of ’Non-hate’ was added,
with a reduction of 0.120 in the F1 score. In the
case of the simple prompts, the number predicted
as ’hateful’ was 220 (49.7%), whereas with the
’Non-hate’ prompt, it dropped to 105 (23.7%), less
than half.

In prompts with added contextual information,
the ’Conflict’ prompt performed the best. However,
even then, there was a decrease in performance in
terms of precision, recall, and F1 score compared to
any of the other simple baselines. The performance
was also the lowest in terms of accuracy, matching
the lowest score among them.

5.3 Comparison with Previous Baselines

Compare with the baseline performance shown
in the dataset paper (Bhandari et al., 2023). In
the baselines, fine-tuning and prediction were per-
formed for models with only text, only image, and

multimodal of text and image. Table3 displays the
performance of each along with the F1 score and
accuracy by our simple base prompt. Our proposed
method demonstrated superior performance com-
pared to the image model, yet it showed inferior
results when compared to the text and multimodal
models. The difference in the F1 score relative to
the text model was 0.011.

Method F1 Accuracy

Textual 0.769 0.779
Visual 0.739 0.741

Multimodal 0.786 0.798

Ours 0.758 0.758

Table 3: Comparison with previous baselines.

5.4 Output Characteristics for Development
Data

The labels for the test data have not been published,
therefore, we conducted error analysis using the
development data using the simple base prompt.

The performance on the development data was a
recall of 0.794, a precision of 0.794, an F1 score of
0.772, and an accuracy of 0.774.

Of the outputs generated by LLaVA-1.5, the ini-
tial sentences included phrases like "Yes, the image
has a hateful meaning" or "Yes, the image con-
tains a hateful meaning," comprising 243 instances
(54.9%). There were 186 instances (42.0%) that
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clearly predicted no-hate, containing either "No,
the image does not have a hateful meaning" or
"The image does not have a hateful meaning." The
remaining 14 instances (3.2%) were either merely
descriptions of the image content or avoided explic-
itly stating whether the content was hate or no-hate.

5.5 Qualitative Error Analysis

LLaVA-1.5 not only predicts but also outputs the
reasoning behind its predictions. This was utilized
for a qualitative error analysis.

The figure 2 represents an example where the la-
bel is ’no hate’, but it was predicted as ’hate’. This
image depicts the Lithuanian independence revo-
lution, during which Ukraine supported Lithuania,
and now Lithuania is supporting Ukraine, making
it a ’no hate’ content.

The model interpreted it completely oppositely
as "It shows a protest sign with a message that is
anti-Ukrainian, which is offensive and promotes
discrimination", although no OCR results of the
sign or text were provided (the full output is in the
appendixA).

It is presumed that an understanding of histor-
ical context and accurate OCR are necessary for
prediction, but these seem to have failed in this
case.

Figure 2: An example where it was predicted as hate
despite being labeled as no hate.

6 Discussion

In this study, we found that prompts containing
background information performed worse than the
base simple prompts. While it is generally expected
that performance improves with the use of instruc-
tion prompting, it is intriguing that performance

declined when task-specific information, such as
the definition of hate speech, was provided. Particu-
larly, adding the definition of no-hate to the prompt
seemed to decrease performance. This can be at-
tributed to the bias introduced in the inference due
to the information included in the prompt, resulting
in an increased prediction of no-hate.

On the other hand, simply providing simple
prompts surpassed the performance of past fine-
tuned image models and closely matched text mod-
els. This result demonstrates the potential of pre-
trained multimodal large models to be utilized for
hate speech detection even under zero-shot condi-
tions.

This study was exclusively focused on using
LLaVA-1.5, and exploring other large multimodal
models might produce different results. Given that
LLaVA-1.5 is a top-performing, freely available
model, the emergence of new models may necessi-
tate additional validation. The research was specifi-
cally aimed at detecting hate speech in images con-
taining text on social media, a critical but narrowly
focused task. Applying more complex prompts in
varied tasks could enhance performance. The sig-
nificance of identifying hate speech in such images
is heightened by the extensive use of social media
today. As datasets grow, continued research in this
field will be increasingly valuable.

Due to the emergence of large language and mul-
timodal models, zero-shot detection is expected
to be increasingly used for sensitive tasks. It’s
essential to balance the freedom of social media
posting with avoiding excessive censorship. Hence,
enhanced performance and proper management in
zero-shot hate detection are imperative as future
tasks.
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A Appendix

A.1 Prompts
These are the entire texts of the input prompts:

• Simple Base Prompt

– "Does this image have a hateful mean-
ing?"

• Other Simple Prompts:

– "Does this picture have a hateful mean-
ing?"

– "Does this image have hateful content?"
– "Does this image convey any hateful mes-

sages?"
– "Is this image hateful?"

• Prompt with Background Information on the
Russia-Ukraine Conflict:

– "Does this image have a hateful mean-
ing?\nNote: the image is about the war
between Russia and Ukraine that oc-
curred in 2022, posted on social media."
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• Prompt with Definition of ’hateful’:

– "Does this image have a hateful mean-
ing?\nNote: A text-embedded image is
classified as hateful if it contains visual
or textual hateful content such as threats,
personal attacks, slander, or abuse."

• Prompt with Definition of ’non-hateful’:

– "Does this image have a hateful mean-
ing?\nNote: A text-embedded image
is considered non-hateful if it reports
events or objectively reports others’ opin-
ions in a non-hateful manner."

• Prompt with Both ’hate’ and ’non-hate’ Defi-
nitions:

– "Does this image have a hateful mean-
ing?\nNote: A text-embedded image is
classified as hateful if it contains visual
or textual hateful content such as threats,
personal attacks, slander, or abuse. A
text-embedded image is considered non-
hateful if it reports events or objectively
reports others’ opinions in a non-hateful
manner."

• Prompt with All Background Information:

– "Does this image have a hateful mean-
ing?\nNote: the image is about the war
between Russia and Ukraine that oc-
curred in 2022, posted on social me-
dia. A text-embedded image is classi-
fied as hateful if it contains visual or
textual hateful content such as threats,
personal attacks, slander, or abuse. A
text-embedded image is considered non-
hateful if it reports events or objectively
reports others’ opinions in a non-hateful
manner."

A.2 Incorrect Output
This is the entire output that contains incorrect pre-
dictions for Figure 2.

"Yes, the image has a hateful meaning. It shows a
protest sign with a message that is anti-Ukrainian,
which is offensive and promotes discrimination.
The sign is being held by a crowd of people, in-
dicating that the message is being supported by
others. Such messages should not be tolerated, as
they can lead to further division and harm among
people. It is essential to promote respect, under-
standing, and inclusivity in society."
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Abstract

This paper describes the system that partic-
ipated in the Climate Activism Stance and
Hate Event Detection shared task organized
at The 7th Workshop on Challenges and Ap-
plications of Automated Extraction of Socio-
political Events from Text (CASE 2024). The
system tackles the important task of hate speech
detection by combining large language model
predictions with manually designed features,
while trying to explain where the LLM ap-
proach fails to predict the correct results.

1 Introduction

Hate speech identification is an important task
when analyzing climate change activism events.
The shared task (Thapa et al., 2024) organized at
the CASE 2024 workshop provided a place to test
different approaches for detecting hate speech in
short messages specific to social media platforms,
such as X (previously known as Twitter). Hate
speech can be defined as any message that deni-
grates individuals or groups based on some charac-
teristic such as race, color, ethnicity, gender, sex-
ual orientation, nationality, or religion (Nockleby,
1994). Messages of interest for the task are ex-
changed during or related to climate change ac-
tivism events.

Since many recent works focus on the applica-
tion of Large Language Models (LLMs) for classi-
fying messages as hateful or not, this work inves-
tigated the possibility of improving LLM predic-
tions using handcrafted features. A decision tree
was trained in the hope that the resulting decisions
could explain the failure of LLM predictions in
certain cases.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides related work, Section 3 briefly
introduces the task and describes the dataset, Sec-
tion 4 gives an overview of the participating system,
including pre-processing and architecture, Section

5 presents the results, and Section 6 gives conclu-
sions and future work.

2 Related work

The survey of Schmidt and Wiegand (2017)
presents a number of methods and features use-
ful for hate speech classification, including sim-
ple surface features, word generalization, senti-
ment analysis, lexical resources, linguistic features,
knowledge-based features, and meta-information.
Further analysis is provided by Parihar et al. (2021).
Poletto et al. (2021) provides a review of existing
resources and benchmark corpora for hate speech
detection. The survey of Jahan and Oussalah (2023)
presents different methods employing word embed-
ding representations (both static and contextual-
ized) for hate speech detection.

The recent HaSpeeDe3 shared task (Lai et al.,
2023) provided another place for evaluating hate
speech detection systems. The system of Grotti
and Quick (2021) employed two pre-trained cased
BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019) LLMs, with ini-
tial pre-processing by turning hashtags into words
to reduce noise. The system of Di Bonaventura
et al. (2023) made use of ALBERTo (Polignano
et al., 2019) LLM, combined with the Ontology of
Dangerous Speech (Stranisci et al., 2022).

Apart from general hate speech detection, spe-
cific lexical phenomena have been studied. Dinu
et al. (2021) studied the usage of pejorative lan-
guage in social media. Davidson et al. (2017) ac-
knowledges the distinctions between hate speech
and offensive language, which makes the task of
hate speech detection more challenging.

3 Dataset and task

The goal of the hate speech detection task is to iden-
tify for a given message if it contains hate speech
or not. This is a binary label associated with each
provided message in the dataset. Dataset files (with
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splits for training, validation and testing) were pro-
vided in CSV format, containing three columns:
index is a numeric value identifying the message;
tweet is the actual message; label is a numeric
value, 1 if the message contains hate speech and
0 otherwise. The dataset is described in detail by
Shiwakoti et al. (2024).

The training file contains 7,284 messages of var-
ious sizes. The shortest message has only 29 char-
acters, while the largest has 985 characters. The
validation file has 1,561 messages with sizes from
29 characters to 940 characters. The test file has
1,562 messages with sizes from 1 character to 960
characters. The size distribution is given in Figure
1. Overall there are 10,407 messages in the entire
dataset, 1,277 marked as containing hate speech
(12.27%).

Figure 1: Raw message size distribution.

The messages are included as they were
collected from the Internet, without any pre-
processing. Therefore, they contain elements such
as hashtags, emojis, user references, new lines,
spelling errors, inconsistent casing (including all
uppercase letters for the entire message or message
parts), new lines, URLs.

Some messages contain a large number of hash-
tags (the maximum number in the training set is
26 in a single message), URLs (maximum 6) or
user mentions (maximum 50 in a single message).
This is sometimes used to make a message easily
discoverable by people looking for a certain hash-
tag. However, hashtags (sometimes comprised of
multiple words, such as "#stopfakegreen") are used
to convey a message, which could be hateful. An
example message is: This is why UK politicians are
so reluctant to divest from fossil fuels: 1/7 GOVUK
#Corruption #ToryCorruption #ExtinctionRebel-
liom #XR #KeepItInTheGround #ClimateJustice
#FridaysForFuture #GreenNewDeal #UKPolitics
#TalkingClimate Lets_Discuss_CC. In this mes-
sage, simply ignoring the hashtags provide no clues

as to why it was marked as hate speech. However,
considering the hashtags (especially "#Corruption"
and "#ToryCorruption") clarifies the labeling.

URLs present in the dataset are shortened, al-
ways starting with "https://t.co" and followed by a
code. Therefore URL itself does not add informa-
tion useful for hate speech detection.

Shiwakoti et al. (2024) mention that rigorous
measures were taken to anonymize all usernames
and identifiable user information within the dataset.
Therefore, the text associated with the user refer-
ences was not considered relevant for this work.

4 Methodology

4.1 Pre-Processing

The pre-processing operation aimed to transform
the raw messages into regular text. All blank char-
acters, including new lines, tabs and other UTF-
8 characters, were transformed to regular spaces.
Multiple space characters were replaced with a sin-
gle space. Different UTF-8 characters representing
quotation marks were removed. URLs and user
mentions were removed as well. Hashtags were
split into words when possible, using an algorithm
similar to the one described by Micu et al. (2022).

Special characters, including emojis, were re-
moved from text. Even though the use of emojis
was shown to improve the results on certain tasks,
such as sentiment polarity classification (Gupta
et al., 2023), for this work emojis were not con-
sidered, primarily because they were not properly
handled by the LLMs used.

Due to the inconsistent use of casing in mes-
sages, the text was transformed to all lowercase
characters.

The resulting pre-processed message size dis-
tribution is given in Figure 2. The distribution is
more even compared to the original distribution. A
large number of messages now have 36 characters,
the smallest message having 0 characters (initially
had 1 character) and the largest message has 266
characters. Given the relative shortness of the mes-
sages, no special considerations are needed when
tokenizing and encoding using a LLM.

User mentions are sometimes used as a forward-
ing mechanism (also known as "retweet") where a
user repeats a message to make specific users aware
of its content. By using the pre-processing steps
above, a number of 1,249 messages were identified
as duplicates, thus from the total of 7,284 training
examples, only 6,035 were unique.
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Figure 2: Raw message size distribution.

4.2 System architecture

The system is developed around a text classifier
employing a BERT LLM. It has two additional
linear layers, with 2,048 and 1,024 cells respec-
tively, employing ReLU and tanh activation func-
tions respectively. These are followed by a final
class prediction head.

In order to potentially improve on the LLM pre-
dictions and to explore the cases where the LLM
gets the result wrong, a set of handcrafted features
were produced. The initial set of features that were
considered comprises: number of raw hashtags,
remaining hashtags after pre-processing, hashtags
that were split during pre-processing, user men-
tions, URLs, raw size, pre-processed size, size dif-
ference, TF-IDF prediction. Out of these the raw
size, pre-processed size, size difference and raw
hashtags were removed from the final system, their
influence being limited. Initial experiments showed
they had no contribution towards increasing the de-
cision tree accuracy. Furthermore, their usage as
leafs on the tree may lead to the model overfitting
on potentially less relevant features. On the other
hand, there is a difference between the average
number of hashtags per message (4.9 for non-hate
vs 6.89 for hate speech), the average number of
user mentions per message (1.06 for non-hate vs
0.59 for hate), and the average number of URLs
per message (0.83 for non-hate vs 0.26 for hate).
The numbers were computed on the training set.

For TF-IDF predictions only, the text was further
lemmatized using the WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998)
lemmatizer available in the NLTK library1. Com-
mon English words were removed using the stop
words set provided by the same NLTK library.

The final stage of the system is represented by a
decision tree which combines the LLM predictions
with the features. The overall system architecture
is presented in Figure 3. At this stage, the different

1https://www.nltk.org/

features were written as numerical columns in a
CSV file, each row representing a message. Pre-
dictions from BERT and TF-IDF were added as
two new columns. Only the actual predicted label
(0 or 1) was added, without any probabilities. Fi-
nally, the resulting file was fed into a decision tree
classifier.

Figure 3: System architecture.

5 Results and discussion

The LLM used for training the system was BERT-
large-uncased. The choice of an uncased model
version is justified by the pre-processing step that
removes capitalization and transforms the text into
lowercase characters. The model was trained for at
least 5 epochs and a maximum of 20 epochs, with
early stopping, when there was no improvement
for 3 epochs. During the first 3 epochs, the LLM
was frozen and only the last linear layers were
actually trained. A batch size of 128 was used. The
learning rates for the LLM and the other layers
were kept separated. The best hyper-parameters
were determined by performing a grid search, with
the encoder learning rate possible values of 1e-05,
2e-05, 3e-05, 5e-05, 9e-06, and the learning rate
for the linear layers with values of 5e-05, 4e-05,
3e-05, 2e-05, 8e-05. The choice for these specific
values is justified by previous experience as well
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System P R F1 Acc
BERT 89.07 82.79 85.55 94.37
TF-IDF 96.79 78.69 84.93 94.81
DT 91.17 81.53 85.48 94.56
Baseline - - 70.80 90.10

Table 1: Results on the test dataset.

as the time constraints associated with the shared
task, further exploration was not possible within
the allocated time.

During training, a 10-fold cross validation ap-
proach was used. For each hyper-parameter values
10 experiments were performed and the best values
were selected. This resulted in the final system
using 3e-05 for the encoder learning rate and 2e-05
as the learning rate for the linear layers. The final
model training lasted 11 epochs.

Results are given in Table 1. "Baseline" repre-
sents the results reported in the dataset description
paper (Shiwakoti et al., 2024), based on a BERT
model. "BERT" is the system trained in this pa-
per, using bert-large-uncased with the classification
head and parameters described above. "TF-IDF"
is the application of a TF-IDF algorithm, as imple-
mented by the Sci-Kit2 learn library, on the pre-
processed text. "DT" is the application of a deci-
sion tree based on the results of "BERT", "TF-IDF"
and the rest of the features described in Section 4.2.
Results were computed using the official evalua-
tion script, available in the shared task’s CodaLab
environment.

Interestingly, all three systems, including the
basic TF-IDF were able to surpass the F1 and Ac-
curacy scores reported by Shiwakoti et al. (2024),
using a BERT model. This is probably due to the
pre-processing described in Section 4.1. Each sys-
tem has its strong points, "TF-IDF" provides the
best precision and accuracy, "BERT" provides the
best recall and F1, while the combination of the
two systems, as well as additional features, using
the decision tree "DT" provides good values for all
metrics. However, since the shared task evaluation
was conducted based on F1 score only, the results
of the fine-tuned BERT model were submitted for
the final evaluation.

Analyzing the decision tree diagram, shows that
apart from the TF-IDF and BERT predictions (these
are the top-level decision nodes in the tree), the
most important features are the number of hashtags

2https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

that were split during pre-processing, the number
of remaining hashtags (without being split) and the
number of URLs. Analyzing the message numbers,
an average of 0.57 hashtags were split on non-hate
messages, compared to an average of 0.11 in hate
messages. This seem to indicate that the presence
of a large number of these elements makes the text
harder to classify by both BERT and TF-IDF. How-
ever, the results of the decision tree classifier indi-
cate that relying solely on these numbers to adjust
the predictions is not possible. Instead, research
is needed into properly handling messages with a
large number of hashtags and URLs. Furthermore,
research is needed into handling difficult hashtags,
containing multiple words or names that are harder
to split using automated methods.

6 Conclusion

Results, as discussed above, indicate that simpler
algorithms, such as TF-IDF, may provide good
enough results for certain tasks within a reduced
amount of time compared to deep neural networks.
However, the result is clearly influenced by proper
pre-processing operations, since TF-IDF when ap-
plied on pre-processed text provides improved re-
sults compared to the baseline BERT approach ap-
plied on raw text.

Explainable AI approaches try to improve our
understanding of black-box neural models by ex-
plaining their predictions and thus contributing to
our trust in such models (Dwivedi et al., 2023;
Nauta et al., 2023; Xu et al., 2019). In this paper,
by using a decision tree to combine LLM results
with TF-IDF and other features, the final model
tries to explain and improve upon failures of the
LLM approach. This highlighted a need for fur-
ther research into handling social media messages
with a large number of hashtags, URLs, or complex
hashtags that may not be easily split into words.

During the pre-processing operations, special
characters, including emojis were discarded. How-
ever, the inclusion of emoji representations, such
as Emoji2Vec (Eisner et al., 2016), may improve
the system’s results. Furthermore, the current work
focused only on BERT-like LLM. Exploration of
other model architectures for hate speech detection
is needed. Inclusion of additional features, such as
the usage of pejorative words, could better the ex-
planation of when the LLM fails to provide correct
results.

The dataset provided for this task provided
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boolean indications of messages containing or not
hate speech. Other tasks offered additional classifi-
cation, such as the targets of hate speech (individ-
ual, organization, and community targets). For the
purposes of this work only the task-specific dataset
was considered, with no additional resources. How-
ever, further investigation may involve combining
other datasets in order to better understand if a cer-
tain type of hate speech is less likely to be identified
by the proposed system. Even more, other authors
explore the intensity associated with hate speech
(Geleta et al., 2023) or other classifications (Paz
et al., 2020). Extending the dataset with additional
indicators may allow future work to better explore
a model’s failures and provide clues that may aid
in improving the model’s performance.

In accordance with open science principles, the
source code of the participating system is made
open source in our GitHub repository3. A rendered
diagram of the decision tree is available in the same
place4, while the image size prevents its inclusion
directly in the paper.

Limitations

The current system implementation, models and
resources are limited to the English language. The
system architecture does not take into account long
messages that surpass the direct capability of the
LLMs used.

Ethics Statement

We do not foresee ethical concerns with the re-
search presented in this paper. However, it is im-
portant to acknowledge that unintended bias might
be present in the dataset, even considering the high
level of agreement between annotators, and this
could be reflected in the resulting models.
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Abstract

In the context of the proliferation of multimodal
hate speech related to the Russia-Ukraine con-
flict, we introduce a unified multimodal fusion
system for detecting hate speech and its targets
in text-embedded images. Our approach lever-
ages the Twitter-based RoBERTa and Swin
Transformer V2 models to encode textual and
visual modalities, and employs the Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) fusion mechanism for clas-
sification. Our system achieved macro F1
scores of 87.27% for hate speech detection and
80.05% for hate speech target detection in the
Multimodal Hate Speech Event Detection Chal-
lenge 2024, securing the 1st rank in both sub-
tasks. We open-source the trained models at
https://huggingface.co/Yestin-Wang

1 Introduction

In the ever-evolving digital age, social media plat-
forms have emerged as pivotal arenas for informa-
tion exchange and social interaction. This surge
in online engagement, while fostering connectiv-
ity and the exchange of ideas, has also led to a
rise in online abuse, including the spread of hate
speech. Hate speech, commonly defined as com-
munication that disparages a person or a group on
the basis of some characteristic such as race, color,
ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, nationality, re-
ligion, or other characteristics (Nockleby, 2000),
has emerged as a significant societal issue. The
complexity of identifying hate speech is further
amplified by the multimodal nature of online con-
tent, often in the form of text-embedded images.
These images, which combine visual and textual
elements, are a prevalent mode of expression on so-
cial media platforms (Shang et al., 2021). The chal-
lenge of detecting hate speech in text-embedded
images arises from the multimodal nature of the
content, where textual cues are intertwined with vi-
sual content. Traditional unimodal models, which
focus solely on text or image classification, fall

short in effectively interpreting the nuanced and
often context-dependent nature of hate speech in
these multimodal scenarios (Kiela et al., 2020).
Therefore, there is a critical need for advanced
multimodal models that can effectively integrate
and analyze both textual and visual information to
accurately identify hate speech in text-embedded
images.

In light of this need, the Multimodal Hate Speech
Event Detection Challenge1 at CASE 2024 (Thapa
et al., 2024) provides a platform for developing
and evaluating models capable of detecting hate
speech in text-embedded images, concerning po-
litically controversial topics related to the Russia-
Ukraine War. This task builds on the 2023 iteration
of this shared task (Thapa et al., 2023), which in-
cludes subtasks aimed at not only determining the
presence of hate speech in such images but also
identifying the targets of hateful content, whether
they are individuals, organizations, or communi-
ties. Most of the participating teams from previous
year had employed supervised approaches based on
unimodal transformer models (e.g., BERT, XLM-
Roberta, etc.) (Armenta-Segura et al., 2023; Singh
et al., 2023) or methods based on feature engineer-
ing (e.g., lexical features, named entities, amongst
others) and ensemble learning strategies (Sahin
et al., 2023). However, these approaches often
required complex feature engineering and special-
ized model structure for specific subtasks, which
makes it challenging to generalize across differ-
ent subtasks, such as detecting hate speech and its
targets (Thapa et al., 2023).

We introduce an unified multimodal architec-
ture for both hate speech and target detection tasks.
Our approach employs Twitter-based RoBERTa
(Loureiro et al., 2023) and Swin Transformer V2
models (Liu et al., 2022) to extract features for

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/
competitions/16203
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encoding textual and visual content and concate-
nates them via the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
fusion technique. Without the need for feature en-
gineering, our system achieved first place in both
subtasks, outperforming the previous year’s top
team by 1.62% F1 score in subtask A and 3.71%
F1 score in subtask B, respectively.

2 Related Work

In the intersection of natural language processing
and computer vision, the detection of hate speech
in multimodal content, especially in text-embedded
images, has increasingly attracted scholarly atten-
tion. This trend is driven by both the develop-
ment of innovative multimodal methodologies and
the creation of extensive datasets (Bhandari et al.,
2023; Fersini et al., 2022; Pramanick et al., 2021;
Suryawanshi et al., 2020). A pivotal advancement
was the Hateful Memes Challenge at NeurIPS 2020
(Kiela et al., 2020), which provided an open-source
dataset comprising 10,000 meme examples, fos-
tering a competitive environment for developing
state-of-the-art methods. The winning approach by
Zhu (2020) combined VL-BERT (Su et al., 2020),
UNITER (Chen et al., 2020), VILLA (Gan et al.,
2020) and ERNIE-ViL (Yu et al., 2021) through
ensemble learning, demonstrating enhanced capa-
bility in multimodal hate speech detection.

Research on multimodal hate speech detec-
tion has predominantly focused on multimodal fu-
sion approaches, essential for handling the dual-
modality of text-embedded images. These method-
ologies are typically divided into early fusion,
which combines text and visual features at the ini-
tial stages using deep fusion encoders with cross-
modal attention (Atrey et al., 2010), and late fusion,
which employs separate processing of image and
text modalities before merging them at a decisive
alignment stage (Li et al., 2022). Recent studies
employed novel feature extraction techniques to
improve classification efficacy. For instance, Zhou
et al. (2021) proposed an image captioning-based
feature extraction method, generating descriptive
texts from multimodal memes. Blaier et al. (2021)
showed that incorporating caption features during
model fine-tuning improves the performance of
various multimodal models for hateful meme de-
tection.

The scope of multimodal hate speech detection
is continually widening to cover a wide range of
hate speech triggering events, such as presidential

elections (Suryawanshi et al., 2020), the COVID-19
pandemic (Pramanick et al., 2021), and geopoliti-
cal conflicts like the Russia-Ukraine War (Thapa
et al., 2022). Initiatives to label and detect harmful
text-embedded images in these specific contexts
contribute to a deeper understanding of how multi-
modal hate speech manifests itself during various
significant events.

3 Dataset & Task Description

3.1 Dataset Description

The dataset used for the shared task is Cri-
sisHateMM (Bhandari et al., 2023). It comprises
4,723 text-embedded images, reflecting diverse so-
cial media discourses related to the Russia-Ukraine
conflict. The dataset is meticulously compiled from
popular social media platforms such as Twitter,
Reddit, and Facebook. Each item in the dataset
comprises an original image file alongside its ex-
tracted textual content, obtained via OCR technol-
ogy using the Google Vision API2.

Subtask Classes Train Eval Test

Subtask A
Hate 1,942 243 243

No Hate 1,658 200 200

Subtask B
Individual 823 102 102

Community 335 40 42
Organization 784 102 98

Table 1: Dataset statistics: number of instances across
different subtasks.

For both subtasks, the dataset is split into train-
ing, evaluation, and test sets. Table 1 provides the
number of instances in each set. Notably, the test
set labels remain undisclosed during the challenge
phase to ensure an unbiased performance evalua-
tion.

3.2 Subtask A: Hate Speech Detection

Subtask A focuses on identifying whether a given
text-embedded image contains hate speech or not,
corresponding to the binary classification problem.
There are 2,428 text-embedded images labeled as
containing hate speech, and 2,058 non-hate speech
examples in the dataset, which is divided into 3,600
training, 443 evaluation, and 443 testing instances.
This division ensures that there is the same number
of instances per class in the evaluation and test sets.

2https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/ocr
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Figure 1: An overview of the CLTL’s system.

3.3 Subtask B: Target Detection
Subtask B aims to identify the targets of hate
speech within 2,428 text-embedded hateful images.
Each text-embedded image in this subtask is anno-
tated for targeting specific groups or entities: "com-
munity", "individual" or "organization", which is
viewed as a multi-class, single-label classification
problem.

4 Methodology

Our approach is based on a multimodal architec-
ture that integrates large-scale pre-trained models,
Twitter-based RoBERTa (Loureiro et al., 2023) and
Swin Transformer V2 (Liu et al., 2022), to extract
contextualized embeddings from textual and vi-
sual inputs, respectively. These embeddings are
then concatenated using the Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) fusion module (Shi et al., 2021) for clas-
sifying each instance into one of the predefined
categories. Our model is universally applicable to
both subtasks A and B, differing only in the output
layer, as depicted in Figure 1.

4.1 Text Preprocessing
The provided dataset comes with the textual data
extracted from text-embedded images via Google
OCR Vision API. We applied simple preprocessing
steps, which involve removing URLs, username
mentions (i.e., @username), and emojis using reg-
ular expressions, followed by setting the text trun-
cation length to 512 tokens. These preprocessing
steps are commonly applied when dealing with so-
cial media data (Gupta and Joshi, 2017).

4.2 Transformers Models
4.2.1 Twitter-based RoBERTa
The Twitter-based RoBERTa model (Loureiro et al.,
2023) is a RoBERTa-large model (Liu et al., 2019)

trained on a large corpus of 154M tweets covering
the periods between 2018-01 and 2022-12, possi-
bly covering tweets related to the Russia-Ukraine
conflict as well. Considering that the properties
of tweets are to some extent similar to the proper-
ties of texts embedded in images in our data: both
are short texts, containing informal language, ab-
breviations and slang specific to social media, a
domain-specific large language model is expected
to be more suitable for encoding textual input. The
Twitter-based RoBERTa model is publicly avail-
able via the Hugging Face Transformer API3.

4.2.2 Swin Transformer V2
Swin Transformer V2 (Liu et al., 2022) is an im-
proved version of the Swin Transformer (Liu et al.,
2021), which employs a window-based attention
mechanism for efficient image processing across
various scales and resolutions by partitioning the
image into non-overlapping patches and processing
these sequentially at each stage. This approach mit-
igates the computational and memory burden issues
of large-scale image processing in traditional trans-
former architectures that apply global self-attention
mechanisms across the entire image. In our exper-
iments, we use the TIMM framework implemen-
tation of the Swin Transformer V2 model4. The
model was pretrained on the ImageNet-1k dataset,
containing a collection of 1.2 million labeled im-
ages with one thousand object categories (Rus-
sakovsky et al., 2015).

4.3 MLP Fusion & Prediction
Our fusion strategy entails the concatenation of
text and image embeddings through the Multilayer

3https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/
twitter-roberta-large-2022-154m

4https://huggingface.co/timm/swinv2_base_
window8_256.ms_in1k
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Team Recall Precision F1-score Rank
Ours (CLTL) 87.37 87.20 87.27 1st (2024)
ARC-NLP 85.67 85.63 85.65 1st (2023)
AAST-NLP 85.46 85.40 85.43 2nd (2024)
bayesiano98 85.61 85.28 85.28 2nd (2023)

Baseline (CLIP) - - 78.60 -

Table 2: Performance comparison for the baseline approach (Bhandari et al., 2023) and top-performing teams in
2023/24 multimodal hate speech detection task (Thapa et al., 2023, 2024).

Perceptron (MLP) fusion module (Shi et al., 2021),
where the top vector representations from differ-
ent models are pooled (concatenated) into a single
vector. A prediction layer is added at the end to
perform classification: for subtask A, the sigmoid
outputs a single value to yield a probability of hate
speech presence. For subtask B, each target cat-
egory (individual, community, and organization)
has a separate sigmoid function that outputs the
corresponding probability.

5 Experimentals and Evaluation Results

5.1 Experimental Settings

Our multimodal classification system was devel-
oped using the PyTorch framework and AutoGluon
library (Shi et al., 2021) for a robust and flexi-
ble implementation. We fine-tuned Twitter-based
RoBERTa and Swin Transformer V2 models on the
training data with the following hyperparameters:
a base learning rate of 1e-4, decay rate of 0.9 us-
ing cosine decay scheduling, batch size of 8, and a
manual seed of 0 for reproducibility. The models
were optimized using the AdamW optimizer for up
to 10 epochs, or until an early stopping criterion
was met to prevent overfitting. After fine-tuning,
the models were assessed on the evaluation set. All
experiments were conducted on the Google Colabo-
ratory platform with a NVIDIA A100 GPU, taking
approximately 25 minutes for subtask A and 20
minutes for subtask B.

5.2 Results & Discussion

The official evaluation metric to score participating
systems was macro-averaged F1 score as the test
set is imbalanced. Table 2 and 3 showcase the com-
parative performance of the CLTL team’s system
in addressing the challenging tasks of multimodal
hate speech detection (subtask A) and target detec-
tion (subtask B), reflect the superior performance
of our system in comparison to the baseline ap-

proach (Bhandari et al., 2023) and other top-ranked
participating systems (Thapa et al., 2023, 2024).

In subtask A, our system obtained an F1 score
of 87.27%, achieving the top rank on the leader-
board. This performance represents a substantial
improvement over the previous year’s winning en-
try (Sahin et al., 2023), with an increase of 1.62%
in F1 score. Notably, our system excelled across
all classification metrics within the test results, and
outperformed the CLIP model baseline approach
by 8.67% in terms of F1 score, highlighting the
robustness of our approach for multimodal hate
speech detection.

In subtask B, our system again led the rankings,
achieving an F1 score of 80.05%. This is a no-
table advancement of 18.55% over the F1 score of
the baseline approach, which validates the effec-
tiveness of our system in identifying the specific
targets of multimodal hate speech.

The success of our system across both subtasks
could be potentially attributed to several factors.
The extensive pre-training on large volumes of tex-
tual and visual content has been instrumental, par-
tially due to the Twitter-based RoBERTa’s domain-
specific knowledge of social media discourse, and
the Swin Transformer V2’s proficiency in visual
understanding. The subsequent fine-tuning on the
CrisisHateMM training set has further enhanced
the system’s capacity for classifying multimodal
hateful content. Moreover, the concatenation of
text and image modalities via the MLP fusion mod-
ule, has proven effective in capturing the complex
interplay between textual and visual cues inherent
in multimodal hate speech and its targets.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we introduced the multimodal ar-
chitecture designed by CLTL team for the Mul-
timodal Hate Speech Event Detection Challenge
2024. Leveraging the Twitter-based RoBERTa and
Swin Transformer V2 for feature extraction and
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Team Recall Precision F1-score Rank
Ours (CLTL) 79.07 81.48 80.05 1st (2024)
AAST-NLP 74.65 82.40 76.71 2nd (2024)
ARC-NLP 76.36 76.37 76.34 1st (2023)

bayesiano98 75.54 73.30 74.10 2nd (2023)
Baseline (CLIP) - - 61.50 -

Table 3: Performance comparison for the baseline approach (Bhandari et al., 2023) and top-performing teams in
2023/24 multimodal hate speech target detection task (Thapa et al., 2023, 2024).

employing the MLP fusion mechanism, our sys-
tem achieved the top rank with the highest macro
F1 score on both subtasks, which sets a new state-
of-the-art in detecting hate speech and its targets
on the CrisisHateMM dataset. In future work, we
aim to refine our approach by experimenting with
advanced fine-tuning strategies such as parameter-
efficient fine-tuning (PEFT), using larger multi-
modal datasets to improve the generalization capa-
bilities of our approach across diverse social media
domains.
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Abstract

CASE in EACL 2024 proposes the shared task
on Hate Speech and Stance Detection during
Climate Activism. In our participation in the
stance detection task, we have tested different
approaches using LLMs for this classification
task. We have tested a generative model using
the classical seq2seq structure. Subsequently,
we have considerably improved the results by
replacing the last layer of these LLMs with a
classifier layer. We have also studied how the
performance is affected by the amount of data
used in training. For this purpose, a partition
of the dataset has been used and external data
from posture detection tasks has been added.

1 Introduction

CASE in EACL 2024 is a shared task focusing on
Climate Activism (Thapa et al., 2024). This task
consists of three subtasks, the first two are focused
on Hate Speech detection, a task that is important
for peace and harmony in society (Parihar et al.,
2021). The last subtask consists of the posture
detection of tweets on this topic.

Stance detection seeks to determine the author’s
point of view - usually in favour, against or neutral
- on certain topics, using textual analysis (AlDayel
and Magdy, 2020; Küçük and Can, 2020). Due to
the large amount of information that is processed
daily on social networks, stance detection has be-
come an important task that facilitates the under-
standing of social and political changes (Darwish
et al., 2017).

Due to the large amount of information that
large Language Models (LLMs) receive during
their training and their good results in many bench-
marks, they are being used for tasks such as posture
detection in text (Cruickshank and Ng, 2023; Mets
et al., 2023). In which models such as ChatGPT,
GPT-NeoX (Black et al., 2022), Falcon 7B and 40B
(Almazrouei et al., 2023) and Llama 2 7B and 13B

(Touvron et al., 2023) were used. All of them were
used as Sequence-to-Sequence models.

In this paper we will compare the performance
of different LLama 2 model structures for stance
detection tasks. It also seeks to study how the
performance is affected by the amount of data used
in training. For this purpose, a partition of the
dataset will be used and external data from stance
detection tasks will be added.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 describes the datasets to be used along
with the task to be solved. Section 3 describes the
methodology followed including the models, the
data processing, the model inputs and the training
dataset. Section 4 presents the results, which will
be discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and
future work are given in Section 6.

2 Dataset and task

The dataset on climate activism (Shiwakoti et al.,
2024) has been used, focusing on the subtask of
stance detection. This dataset has a collection of
tweets labeled according to their stance about cli-
mate activism. Henceforth, we will refer to it as
CASE.

Additionally, the dataset from (Mohammad et al.,
2016) has been employed, which is related to the
stance detection task too. This dataset was used
in the International Workshop on Semantic Evalu-
ation (SemEval-2016). It includes tweets labeled
with stances about various targets such as climate
change, atheism, feminism, etc.

3 Methodology

This document aims to make a comparison between
different Llama 2 model approaches, in addition to
studying how the performance is affected by the
amount of data
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3.1 Models
Four different approaches have been used, al-
ways based on the auto-regressive language model,
Llama 2 7B.

• Llama 2 7B Chat (7B Chat - seq2seq). This
model is specially trained to be used as a chat-
bot, for this reason the prompts that will be
the inputs to the model will follow the guide
proposed in (Touvron et al., 2023). These
prompts will be described in section 3.3. In
our case we are looking for a response with a
word that indicates the stance of the entered
text.

• Llama 2 7B Chat with a final classifi-
cation layer and using prompts formatted
(7B Chat - clf prompt). In this model we
start from the Llama 2 7B Chat model and
eliminate the last linear layer to add another
linear layer that has as input the last hidden
state of the model and as output 3 neurons, one
for each stance label. With this model, text for-
matted following the prompt guide mentioned
above has been used as input.

• Llama 2 7B Chat with a final clas-
sification layer and using raw prompts
(7B Chat - clf no Prompt). It is a model
with the same architecture as the previous one,
however the text without formatting has been
used as input.

• Llama 2 7B with a final classification layer
(7B - clf). In this model we start from the
Llama 2 7B model and carry out the same
process as the two previous models. The non-
chat model has not been trained to be used
as a chatbot so the text used as input will not
have any specific format.

3.2 Dataset preparation
Each approach use the text of the tweet in the input.
However, a pre-processing of the text has been
performed, consisting of the following steps:

• Remove all urls from tweets.

• Remove all users in the form @user.

• Separate hashtags into individual words. For
this we have used the wordninja library, which
uses a probabilistic division of concatenated
words using NLP based on the frequencies of
unigrams from the English Wikipedia.

Four experiments have been performed varying
the dataset used for training. Two of them are
using only the CASE dataset and the other two are
using the whole SemEval dataset together with the
CASE data. Regarding the CASE dataset. One
of the experiments uses a stratified partition for
each label of the training set with a size of 70% for
training and 30% for validation (hereafter referred
to as part or partition) and another experiment uses
the training set for training and the development
set for validation (hereafter referred to as full).

3.3 Model inputs

Since models that have not been trained to have
conversations are being used, a particular input
format has been used for each model. For the
7B Chat - clf no Prompt and 7B Chat - clf mod-
els the input is the processed text as shown in 3.2.

For the models 7B Chat - seq2seq and
7B Chat - clf prompt the prompt guide proposed
by Meta has been used together with a description
of the task as shown below.

<s>[INST]«SYS»
Classify the stance of the following text. If the
stance is in favour of stance-target, write FAVOR,
if it is against of stance-target write AGAINST
and if it is ambiguous, write NONE. The answer
only has to be one of these three words: FAVOR,
AGAINST or NONE.«/SYS»
Processed Text [/INST] .

Where stance-target is the target that the tweet
is talking about. In the case of the CASE dataset
this would be Climate Activism. In the case of
the SemEval dataset tweets have targets such as
climate change, atheism, feminism, etc.

3.4 Training phase

To train each of the proposed models, a Fine Tun-
ing has been performed using the LoRA technique:
Low-Rank Adaptation of Large Language Models
(Hu et al., 2021) together with a 4-bit Quantiza-
tion (Dettmers et al., 2023). As hyperparameters
for training we have selected a range r = 64, an
α = 16, and a dropout of 0.1.

With this configuration, it is possible to train
around 350M parameters, which is a 95.5% re-
duction of the total number of parameters of the
original models.
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4 Results

This section presents the results, evaluated on the
test set, of all the experiments that have been car-
ried out.

Table 1 shows the F1 macro value of the 8 dif-
ferent runs. The results are split into part if the
70-30 partition was used or full if the whole dataset
was used for training, as explained in section 3.2.
Models marked with * indicate that they have been
trained with the CASE and SemEval dataset. In
addition, the results of the Baseline model used in
(Shiwakoti et al., 2024) are included. This Baseline
model, named ClimateBERT (Webersinke et al.,
2022), is an adaptation of a BERT model, a lan-
guage model trained on a corpus sourced from
climate-related news, abstracts, and reports.

Hereafter, model (1) is the 7B Chat - clf prompt
model trained with the partition of the data and
model (2) is the 7B Chat - clf non prompt model
trained with the total data.

Approach part full
Baseline 0.545
Best model leaderboard 0.7483
7B Chat - seq2seq 0.7043 0.7062
7B Chat - seq2seq * 0.6986 0.6845
7B Chat - clf prompt (1) 0.7246 0.6958
7B Chat - clf prompt * 0.7102 0.7009
7B Chat - clf no prompt (2) 0.7068 0.7366
7B Chat - clf no prompt * 0.7231 0.7300
7B - clf 0.7245 0.7189
7B - clf * 0.7190 0.7160

Table 1: Results for the test set (trained on the 70-30 %
CASE partition or the full CASE train set). Models
marked as * indicate that they have been trained with
the CASE and SemEval dataset.

Table 2 shows the percentage of misclassified
and well-classified instances for each number of
systems. For example, the first value of 7.9 % in
the second row indicates that 7.9 % of the instances
have been misclassified by two systems and the
other 6 systems have classified them correctly.

Some metrics for the best performing models
using the partition (1) and with the total data (2)
will be shown below.

Figure 1 shows the normalised confusion matrix
over the rows for model (1). Similarly, Figure 2
shows the normalised confusion matrix over the
rows for model (2).

part full
Wrong Right Wrong Right

N
um

be
r

of
sy

st
em

s 1 13.3 % 5.4 % 16.5 % 6.2 %
2 7.9 % 5.1 % 9.9 % 5.3 %
3 6.3 % 4.2 % 6.9 % 4.9 %
4 5.3 % 5.3 % 6.6 % 6.6 %
5 4.2 % 6.3 % 4.9 % 6.9 %
6 5.1 % 7.9 % 5.3 % 9.9 %
7 5.4 % 13.3 % 6.2 % 16.5 %
8 9.9 % 42.6 % 8.1 % 35.9 %

Table 2: Percentage of misclassified instances per num-
ber of systems (trained on the 70-30 % CASE partition
or the full CASE train set).

Figure 1: Confusion matrix for (1) model.

Figure 2: Confusion matrix for (2) model.

Furthermore, if we limit ourselves to studying
only the misclassified instances, Table 3 shows
the percentage of misclassified instances for each
class for model (1). For example, the value of
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37.53 % in the first row means that 37.53 % of
the misclassified instances were Support and have
been classified as Neutral. In the same way, Table
4 shows the percentage of misclassified instances
for each class for model (2).

Predicted label
Support Oppose Neutral

Tr
ue

la
be

l Support - 1.12 % 37.53%
Oppose 3.60 % - 3.37 %
Neutral 53.48 % 0.90 % -

Table 3: Percentage of instances misclassified by model
(1) per class, over the set of misclassified labels.

Predicted label
Support Oppose Neutral

Tr
ue

la
be

l Support - 0 % 48.66 %
Oppose 3.35 % - 4.46 %
Neutral 43.53 % 0 % -

Table 4: Percentage of instances misclassified by model
(2) per class, over the set of misclassified labels.

5 Discussion

From the results shown in Table 1 it can be seen
that all models outperform the Baseline model by
quite some distance. This could be expected since
the Baseline model has far fewer parameters than
the Llama 2 7B model. Moreover, our best model
obtains the 7th position in the leaderboard, only
0.0117 behind the leading model for this task.

As for using the CASE partition or the total data
we see that although using all the data is how the
best result is obtained, only 3 of the 8 models im-
prove. In particular the Chat models improve with
a classification layer at the end and without using
the prompts system. However, the difference in
performance is quite small.

Regarding the addition of SemEval data, if we
look model by model, we see that the performance
is only improved in 2 of them. The difference be-
tween adding the data at most worsens 0.0217 and
at most improves 0.0163. This could be because
the SemEval dataset contains about 3k examples
of various topics compared to 7k in CASE. Of the
SemEval dataset, only 13.5% of the data was re-
lated to climate activism and 86.5% was related to

another topic. This data distribution may add noise
to the training. This is why the models do not spe-
cialise in stance detection on Climate Activism as
much as using only Climate Activism data. How-
ever, when adding the data, there is a considerable
increase in training times.

As for the 4 different approaches to the Llama 2
model that have been used. As the seq2seq results
are the lowest, we can conclude that it is better
to remove the layer that allows to obtain a text
sequence and replace it by a classifier layer. In
addition, although the 7B Chat classifier models
were the best performers, model 7B shows results
with less variation when more data is added.

Looking at the results in Table 2 we can see that
in the partition 9.9 % of the instances are incorrect
for all models compared to 8.1 % if all data is used.
However, when using partitioning we see that 42.6
% of the instances are classified well by all models,
compared to 35.9 % if all data is used. All systems
as a whole classify better if partitioning is used
than if all data is used. This is consistent with
the previous discussion as only 3 of the 8 models
improve when using all data.

Comparing the confusion matrices in Figure 1
and Figure 2 we can see that for the Support and
Oppose instances the model trained with the par-
tition classifies better than the model trained with
all. However, the latter classifies better the Neutral
instances, thus obtaining the F1 difference between
both.

Regarding the percentages of misclassified in-
stances per class collected in Table 3 and Table
4 both models have little tendency to misclassify
end-to-end (real label Support and predicted label
Oppose or vice versa). Almost all misclassified
instances are due to the Neutral label.

6 Post-competition analysis

Since this is a generative model, we could use a
zero-shot approach. However, using this approach
Llama 2 7B Chat model obtained an F1 result of
0.5685. This result is somewhat higher than the
Baseline model proposed by the organisers, but
significantly lower than the Fine-Tuned models.

In addition, adding the SemEval collection to the
models caused a decrease in the performance of the
models. One of the reasons could be due to the use
of data not related to climate change. For this rea-
son, the best architecture (7B Chat - clf no prompt)
was re-trained by adding only the SemEval climate
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change related data. This model obtained an F1 of
0.7346, only 0.002 below the model that not use
additional data. Looking more closely at these two
models we could see that there was only a differ-
ence of two misclassified instances. By carefully
studying the structure of the SemEval-2016 dataset
and the CASE dataset, we realise that there is a
temporal difference between the instances of both
datasets. The CASE dataset contains terms such
as Greta Thunberg or the Ukrainian-Russian war
that SemEval does not. In addition, there are hash-
tags such as #FridaysForFuture or #ClimateStrike
which are movements started in 2018. Therefore
both datasets contain different lexical fields.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have reported our participation
in CASE in the framework of EACL 2024 in the
stance detection subtask. For this task we have
compared the performance of several variants of
Llama 2 models and studied the effect of adding
more data to the models.

Our results are significantly better than the pro-
posed Baseline model and we have found that for
this classification task it is better to dispense with
the seq2seq structure of Llama 2 and use a classi-
fier layer. We have also seen that adding more data
tends to make the models behave worse.

As lines of future work it would be interesting
to make an ensemble of all the models and anal-
yse the performance of the models by training with
different percentages of the CASE dataset. As the
smaller Llama 2 model has been used, it would
also be interesting to test these architectures with
the larger Llama 2 models, 13B and 70B. In addi-
tion, to be able to use several related collections.
If they are spaced in time, more robust semantic
dimensions could be studied or datasets close in
time could be used.

Limitations

The models described have been trained using only
English text. For this reason, if a different language
is used, good results may not be obtained. Addi-
tionally, the number of GPUs, the time required for
training and inference, and the energy needed are
resources that not everyone may have access to.
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Abstract

In this paper we describe the participation of
the JRC team in the Sub-task A: "Hate Speech
Detection" in the Shared task Stance and Hate
Event Detection in Tweets Related to Climate
Activism at the CASE 2024 workshop. Our
system is purely lexicon (keyword) based and
does not use any statistical classifier. The sys-
tem ranked 18 out of 22 participants with F1
of 0.83, only one point below a system, based
on LLM. Our system also obtained one of the
highest achieved precision scores among all
participating algorithms.

1 Introduction

In this paper we report on the participation of the
Joint Research Centre team at Subtask A: Hate
speech detection in the shared task Stance and Hate
Event Detection in Tweets Related to Climate Ac-
tivism at CASE 2024 (Thapa et al., 2024) using a
simple lexicon - based hate speech detection ap-
proach.

Over the past few years, the convergence of NLP
and sociopolitical discourse has led to the develop-
ment of diverse technologies such as hate speech
detection, sentiment analysis, and other opinion
detection technologies. At the same time, climate
activism has taken a momentum on the social Web
and has captured the attention of NLP researcher
community working in these areas (Shiwakoti et al.,
2024). As the public discussions in this topic pro-
liferated, the escalation of hate speech started to
raise concerns among users.

Within the climate change discourse, hate speech
manifests as a concerning trend, often taking aim
at specific entities such as climate activists, influen-
tial environmental and political organizations like
Greenpeace, and even entire governmental bodies
responsible for environmental policies. The target-
ing extends beyond institutions to include environ-
mental initiatives like FridaysForFuture (Niininen

and Baumeister, 2022), amplifying the scope of the
issue.

Adding another layer to this complex scenario,
there is a noteworthy phenomenon involving in-
dividuals who pretend allegiance to the climate
activist cause. These people employ hate speech in
a troll like manner as a weapon in defending their
version of climate advocacy.

This dual nature of hate speech within the cli-
mate change discourse unveils the intricate in-
terplay between genuine concerns, political dis-
content, and the broader socio-political landscape.
This highlights the need for nuanced approaches
in addressing hate speech, considering its diverse
sources and motivations within the context of envi-
ronmental activism.

In this picture, automatic hate speech detection
is becoming important, keeping "clean" the space
of the social platforms and preventing online users
from exposure to extreme content and disinforma-
tion. On the other hand, hate speech shows also
increase of the discontent and frustration towards
certain topics and public personalities. It serves as
an indicator of the significance of these issues and
people and their public perception; it also plays a
crucial role as a marker for a negative bias in the so-
cial discourse. In fact, in USA certain hate speech
acts are given constitutional protection (Rosenfeld,
2002) under the laws defending the freedom of
speech.

The purpose of our experiment was to put in
comparison a keyword based system with the other
shared task participants, which were expected to
predominantly exploit machine learning methods.
As the simplicity of our method suggests, our sys-
tem achieved score only little above the average
system performance, and ranked 18th out of 22
systems, with F1 score of 0.83. Our score was 0.03
lower than the system in the middle of the rank-
ing; our method scored F1 lower by 0.07 from the
top ranked system. The experiment proved that
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Why are powerful men so scared of Greta Thunberg? The FridaysForFuture movement and the idea that
we’d all have the gall to conduct a ClimateStrike every Friday frightens and infuriates plutocrats.

How Billionaires with Greta Thunberg uproot the system, important thread 2 read:

Mitigate or die! Adaptation, even successful, to today’s accelerating climate crisis is a deadly delusion for
complacent inaction. Possible survival = immediate emissions decline!

the struggle continues greed capitalism and stupidity r the main reasons the planet is dying

For some third-rate TV presenters, attacking Greta Thunberg is the only way to get back into conversation
again. In 50 years, no one will know who Brendan O‘Neill was, but Greta Thunberg will still be known.

First we destroy nature The rich keep getting richer The poor are increasing in numbers Measly check
in the mail When there’s still hell to pay Bills and pills Then we destroy ourselves Push back Despite all this

Table 1: Example of hate speech detected by our system

lexicon based detection is less accurate than statis-
tical methods, still not very far behind: we have
obtained a score only 0.01 lower than the preceding
in the ranking system, which used a large language
model; moreover, our precision was the among the
highest ones.

2 Related work

Hate speech is a topic of debate among lawmak-
ers (Rosenfeld, 2002) and NLP experts (Jahan and
Oussalah, 2023), (Parihar et al., 2021). Automatic
hate speech detection has been predominantly ap-
proached as a binary text classification, using ma-
chine learning (Fortuna and Nunes, 2018); multilin-
gual dimension has also been explored in previous
works and shared tasks (Siino et al., 2021)

Lexicon-based hate speech analysis has also
been addressed in previous works (MacAvaney
et al., 2019), (Gitari et al., 2015). According
to (MacAvaney et al., 2019), keyword-based ap-
proaches offer elevated precision but suffer from
insufficient recall due to challenges in resolving
word sense ambiguity and handling figurative lan-
guage. Essentially, systems relying on keywords
may overlook hateful content that doesn’t employ
explicit hate terms. In contrast, (Gitari et al., 2015)
presents a lexicon-based approach that contradicts
this assertion by demonstrating reasonably high
levels of both precision and recall.

Hate speech detection is also strongly related
to sentiment analysis and opinion mining, where
lexicon-based approaches are still used: a compre-
hensive study of these techniques is presented in
(Bonta et al., 2019).

3 Dataset and Task

The purpose of the Shared task on Detecting Hate
Speech During Climate Activism was identifica-
tion of tweets discussing the climate change topic
and containing hate speech. The tweets have been
retrieved by a team of researchers from Delhi Tech
University, Virginia Tech, and James Cook Uni-
versity, Australia. The retrieval and annotation are
described in (Shiwakoti et al., 2024). The data
collection process aimed at tweets posted between
January 1, 2022, and December 30, 2022. The
selection criteria involved hashtags such as #cli-
matecrisis, #climatechange, #ClimateEmergency,
#ClimateTalk, #globalwarming, as well as activist-
oriented hashtags like #fridaysforfuture, #acton-
climate, #climatestrike, #extinctionrebellion, #Cli-
mateAlliance, #climatejustice, #climateaction, etc.
Only tweets composed in the English language
have been considered by the data collection team.
In this way above 15,000 tweets have been col-
lected, which were subsequently annotated for
presence of hate speech, relevance to the climate
change discourse, stance, the direction of hate
speech, targets of hate speech, and humor. For
our shared task, only three aspects were considered
from this annotation: hate speech, target of the hate
speech (who or what is targeted) and stance (does
the tweet support, oppose or is neutral). Given we
participated in subtask A: Hate speech detection,
only the hate speech annotation (1 - presence of
hate speech, 0 - absence) was considered.
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4 Methodology

In our approach we have used the Liu and Hu Lexi-
con (Ding et al., 2008), which is ranked as a high
performing sentiment analysis lexicon by several
studies: It was evaluated on Twitter data with infor-
mation about people and other entities (Al-Shabi,
2020), as well as on product reviews (Khoo and
Johnkhan, 2018). In both cases this lexicon has
delivered very competitive results, with respect to
other repositories of sentiment keywords. Consider-
ing our shared task on climate activism, the above
mentioned Twitter based evaluation showed that
the lexicon was relevant for the task.

The Hu and Liu lexicon has been created by
two researchers from the Department of Computer
Science of the University of Illinois at Chicago,
Minqing Hu and Bing Liu. It is composed of two
lists of words: 2006 positive keywords and 4783
negative ones.

Since the task targets hate speech, we have used
only the list of negative words. Experimenting on
the training set, we have identified the minimal
optimal number of keywords to appear in a tweet,
so that it is considered to contain hate speech. Our
experiment showed that this minimal number is 4:
Every tweet with four or more negative words were
labeled as containing hate speech.

After manually inspecting the training set, we
have also identified few entities which were
strongly associated with hate speech inside the
training and evaluation corpora (one of them "Greta
Thunberg") and added them to the lexicon.

5 Results and discussion

We have participated in Sub task A, whose goal was
to detect from the test set the tweets, containing
hate speech. Our system ranked 18 out of 22 partic-
ipating systems, with F1 score of 0.83. (F1 was the
official ranking criteria of this shared task). Our
score was 0.03 lower than the system in the middle
of the ranking. We have obtained a score only 0.01
lower than the preceding in the ranking system,
which used a large language model; moreover, our
precision was among the highest ones.

Considering our accuracy, we ranked 13, which
is caused by the high precision of the rule based
approach and the prevalence of instances, belong-
ing to the negative category (no hate speech). Our
accuracy was also higher than the accuracy of the
established baselines for this task, reported in (Shi-
wakoti et al., 2024).

Table 1 displays examples of hate speech tweets
identified by our system. Notably, the detection of
a substantial number of hate speech tweets was
facilitated by the presence of the named entity
"Greta Thunberg", which we had identified as a
hate speech indicator in the training set. However,
it’s important to note that this observation reflects
a specificity of the shared task data rather than a
broader trend on Twitter.

Moreover, refining the focus on tweets contain-
ing a high number of negative keywords proved to
be an effective strategy for achieving high precision
in hate speech detection.

6 Conclusions

We introduced a lexicon-based system designed to
identify hate speech in tweets related to climate
change. Despite its simplicity and orientation to-
wards high precision, our system achieved accu-
racy above the baseline and F1 score comparable
to some machine learning approaches. Our lexicon-
based method achieved one of the highest precision
scores of 0.92.

However, it ranked in the low part of the leader-
board, primarily attributed to its notably low recall
of 0.777. This was due to the simplicity of our
approach with respect to other lexicon based works.
We invested relatively little time in its development,
which did not allow us to exploit the full potential
of this class of methods.
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Abstract

The automatic identification of hate speech con-
stitutes an important task, playing a relevant
role towards inclusivity. In these terms, the
shared task on Climate Activism Stance and
Hate Event Detection at CASE 2024 proposes
the analysis of Twitter messages related to cli-
mate change activism for three subtasks. Sub-
tasks A and C aim at detecting hate speech
and establishing the stance of the tweet, respec-
tively, while subtask B seeks to determine the
target of the hate speech. In this paper, we de-
scribe our approach to the given subtasks. Our
systems leverage transformer-based multi-task
learning. Additionally, since the dataset con-
tains a low number of tweets, we have studied
the effect of adding external data to increase
the learning of the model. With our approach
we achieve the fourth position on subtask C on
the final leaderboard, with minimal difference
from the first position, showcasing the strength
of multi-task learning.

1 Introduction

The shared task on Climate Activism Stance and
Hate Event Detection at CASE 2024 (Thapa et al.,
2024) focuses on climate change discussions on
Twitter. As of late, climate change is experiencing
an increase in political polarization (Falkenberg
et al., 2022), and these trends have revealed con-
nections to a higher power controlling the public’s
discourse (Farrell, 2016). This situation highlights
the importance of an in-depth study of the issue
and the many challenges it still poses, from the
data collection to the added difficulty of multilin-
gual approaches (Parihar et al., 2021). This task,
which studies the content of tweets in relation to
hate speech and other essential characteristics, such
as the target of the message, can serve to provide
more insights regarding how these messages are
transmitted and their common features.

Recent competitions have been held for the de-
tection of hate speech or offensive language (Lai

et al., 2023) as well as the target of the message
(Bhandari et al., 2023; Zampieri et al., 2019b), fo-
cusing on issues such as multilingual Twitter data
or multimodal content. State-of-the-art results are
obtained through the use of transformer-based ap-
proaches, that are capable of employing the en-
tire context of the data. Additional contextual
knowledge, such as social information or newspa-
per articles, has also shown its effectiveness to im-
prove a system’s performance (Nagar et al., 2023;
Pérez et al., 2023). Similarly, stance detection has
been a traditional research topic for shared tasks
(Cignarella et al., 2020; Davydova and Tutubalina,
2022), where transformer-based approaches, along
with data augmentation, tend to outperform other
methods.

In our approach to this task, we leverage the
potential of multi-task learning (MTL) with a pre-
trained transformer model for the subtasks. MTL,
as originally presented by Caruana (1993), is able
to extract information from one task to boost the
performance of another, without the necessity of
transferring the knowledge attained and the com-
plications it poses with the differences in tasks or
annotations. It also reduces the risk of overfitting
(Baxter, 1997) due to the shared representation it
generates for all the tasks.

In our systems, we experiment with added
datasets, to fully exploit the capabilities of MTL.
We explore the effects of additional data for each
of the tasks, with different levels of relatedness.
To fully study that effect, we also fine-tune our
systems without external data, other than the three
subtasks. We aim to discover what works best in
this situation, where we have three highly related
subtasks, but there is a lack of data, especially for
subtask B.

The paper is structured as follows: in section 2
we briefly discuss the characteristics of the shared
task, as well as the dataset provided. In section 3
we describe our approach by leveraging MTL and
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Subtask Class train dev test

A Non Hate Speech 6385 1371 1374
Hate Speech 899 190 188

B
Individual 563 120 121
Organization 105 23 23
Community 31 7 6

C
Support 4328 897 921
Oppose 2256 153 141
Neutral 700 511 500

Table 1: Annotation statistics of the dataset for each
subtask and set: train, dev and test.

external data sources. In section 4 we include the
results of our systems and discuss the approaches.
Finally, we highlight the conclusions in section 5.

2 Dataset & Task

The dataset for the shared task on Climate Activism
Stance and Hate Event Detection, introduced in
Shiwakoti et al. (2024), contains a total of 10,407
tweets, only including the textual content. These
instances were collected using hashtags linked to
climate change and related activism and only se-
lecting English tweets. Finally, they were manually
annotated for different tasks. We describe below
each of the subtasks that are part of the shared task.
The tweet distribution for each subtask is shown in
Table 1.

2.1 Subtask A: Hate Speech Detection

Subtask A is aimed at determining whether a tweet
is considered hate speech or not. The tweets are
annotated for this binary classification task with
two labels: Hate Speech and No Hate Speech.

2.2 Subtask B: Target Detection

The objective of this subtask is to establish the tar-
get of the hate speech. The annotation for this
multi-class classification task is given by three
classes: Individual, Organization or Community.
In these tweets there is hate speech, therefore, only
a part of the tweets in the full dataset are annotated
with the target.

2.3 Subtask C: Stance Detection

The goal of this last subtask is to establish the
stance of each tweet. This is also a multi-class
classification task with three possible classes: Sup-
port, Oppose or Neutral. These are the same tweets
used for subtask A.

3 Methodology

For our experiments, we use the same pre-trained
transformer model throughout the different combi-
nations for comparability purposes. The selection
of the model is influenced by two main factors:
generalization and robustness. Models trained on
domain-specific data or from select data sources,
such as Twitter, would not be ideal for our study,
since we incorporate other corpus not Twitter nor
climate related. Additionally, we want to ensure
the selected model provides robustness in terms of
textual classification tasks. These considerations
justified our selection of the RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) pretrained model we used.

The architecture of the MTL system corresponds
with a hard parameter sharing approach: for each
task we make use of one classification head and a
RoBERTa shared encoder for all of them. Since the
data sources are different in most cases, each input
instance only corresponds with one classification
task. The model uses size-proportional sampling,
in regard to each of the datasets for the classifica-
tion tasks, when selecting the next instance during
training, with a fixed batch size of 32.

As we previously introduced, we are using ex-
ternal data for the task. We briefly describe them
below.

• Offensive Language Identification Dataset
(OLID) (Zampieri et al., 2019a). This dataset,
composed of Twitter data, was used in the
SemEval 2019 Task 6, OffensEval (Zampieri
et al., 2019b). It has three tasks: offensive
language identification (Offensive or Not
Offensive), categorization of offense types
(Targeted or Untargeted) and offense target
identification (Individual, Group or Others). Due
to the similarity between the offense and target
identification tasks to subtask A and B, we select
these OLID tasks for our training. We combine
the train and test partitions into one dataset for
the training of our system, generating a total
of 14,100 and 4,089 tweets for the offense and
target tasks, respectively.

• The stance dataset presented in Mohammad et al.
(2016a), which was used in SemEval-2016 Task
6 (Mohammad et al., 2016b). For easier refer-
ence throughout the paper, we will refer to it as
StancEval. This dataset is divided into differ-
ent sections depending on the topic of the tweet.
These include abortion, Hillary Clinton, atheism,
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climate and feminism, for a total of 4,163 tweets.
The classification of the tweets considers three
classes: Against, Favor or None. The train and
test data are combined for our training.

• COP27 data. This source of data is composed
of unannotated tweets gathered during COP27,
using related hashtags. Given that the tweets had
no relevant annotation, we decided to assign a
simple label for the ease of use as a classifica-
tion task. We created a binary task to determine
the presence or absence of a retweet. Although
the task is unrelated and the annotation might
be irrelevant, the tweets are related, and it might
provide additional context to the system. To es-
tablish if unannotated data could be useful, we
select a total of 45,000 random tweets. We aim
to determine if having more available data can
compensate for the weak annotation or lower re-
latedness to the task.

• The Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference
(MultiNLI) corpus (Williams et al., 2018). This
dataset consists of a textual premise and a hypoth-
esis, and the class indicates if there is Entailment,
Contradiction or a Neutral relationship between
them. Contrary to previous datasets, this one is
unrelated to the task. To make it comparable,
we select a class-balanced sample of 12,000 in-
stances.

These datasets are combined into the models
displayed in Table 2. Below, we explain each of
them.

• BASE. For this run, we only consider the base
data for this CASE task, with one model for the
three subtasks.

• BASE StancEval climate. Since StancEval con-
tains information not related to climate change,
we only select the climate topic, in addition to
the base subtasks.

• BASE StancEval full. For this run, we include
the whole StancEval dataset with the base sub-
tasks.

• BASE OLID. This run includes the offense and
target identification subtasks from OLID.

• BASE OLID, StancEval. For this run, we use
the full OLID and StancEval datasets and the
three subtasks.

• BASE MultiNLI. For this model, we use the
three subtasks and the MultiNLI task.

• BASE COP27. This run adds the unrelated anno-
tation from the COP tweets to the three subtasks.

• Only one base task and the closest task from
another dataset. For this run, we select only one
of the individual subtasks from the task and run
an MTL model with another similar task. For
subtask A (Hate Only) and B (Target Only), we
use the OLID offense and the target identification,
respectively. For subtask C (Stance Only) we
use the full StancEval dataset.

• Best model configuration retrained on all data
(Best model). The best model obtained during
the evaluation, without accounting for the final
test results, is run with the full training data.

Regarding the preprocessing of the textual input,
only the Twitter data is altered. Since it includes
hashtags and user mentions that the transformer
might not be able to represent, we need to con-
sider a previous step for normalization. All the
mentions and URLs have been removed from the
text. For the hashtags, we have followed a differ-
ent approach by splitting the text into words using
wordninja (Keredson, 2019), since hashtags are
usually a concatenation of words that might pro-
vide additional insight into the user’s opinion. In
the case of the MultiNLI dataset, the premise and
the hypothesis are combined into an input with a
separator in-between the texts for the model.

For our experiments, we explore the combina-
tions of an initial set of parameters shown in Ta-
ble 3. Although more combinations were initially
tested, we discarded them due to low results. For
the final submissions, we select the parameter com-
bination with the highest F1 on our evaluation data,
for each subtask, and submit the results for all the
combinations outlined above. We aim to use a com-
parable configuration to better analyze the results
of the different combinations described.

Since the dev labels were not available when
we first trained our systems, we created our class
balanced partition of 70-30 for the training and eval-
uation of the subtasks (except for subtask B, which
had fewer instances, so we decided on 80-20). Af-
ter they were made public, we also uploaded our
systems using the dev partition for evaluation and
the train set for training. We report all the results in
the next section for a more in-depth analysis. Ad-
ditionally, for the best model retrained, in our first
partition we use all the training data, while in the
second we use the training and dev data combined.
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Run CASE StancEval OLID MultiNLI COP27A B C climate topic all topics offense target
BASE ✓ ✓ ✓
BASE StancEval climate ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
BASE StancEval full ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
BASE OLID ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
BASE OLID, StancEval ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
BASE MultiNLI ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
BASE COP27 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Hate Only ✓ ✓
Target Only ✓ ✓
Stance Only ✓ ✓

Table 2: Different models tested and their data sources.

Parameter Values
Epochs 3 and 4
Learning rate (LR) 2e-5 to 5e-5, step 1e-5
Weight decay 1e-3
Epochs 3 and 4
Learning rate (LR) 3e-5 and 4e-5
Weight decay 1e-2 and 1e-4

Table 3: Ranges of parameters used for training.

Task Partition LR Epochs Weight decay

A 70-30 3e-5 4 0.001
train-dev 4e-5 4 0.0001

B 80-20 3e-5 4 0.0001
train-dev 3e-5 3 0.0001

C 70-30 2e-5 3 0.001
train-dev 4e-5 4 0.001

Table 4: Final parameter configuration for the submitted
runs, for each task and partition.

4 Results & Discussion

The F1 results for the final configuration of the pa-
rameters uploaded for each subtask and partition is
detailed in Table 4, based on the results of the eval-
uation (the 30% partition or the dev set), which are
gathered in Table 5. For the A and C subtasks, re-
gardless of the partition, values are very similar for
most runs. There are slight differences between the
partitions, which could be caused by differences
between the tweets in the sets. Additional data does
not appear to have a pronounced effect, although it
achieves the best results. In subtask C for the dev
partition, the COP27 run seems ineffective, which
might indicate the difference in the data. In sub-
task B there is a higher variance between results.
We can better appreciate the improvement of exter-
nal datasets, especially with the most related ones,
maybe due to the low amount of data. In this case,
unrelated data does not have a positive effect.

The results for the F1 metric on the test set for
each of the runs described above, based on the par-
titions, are gathered in the Table 6. The baselines

included are the ones reported in Shiwakoti et al.
(2024) and we can observe how our systems sig-
nificantly outperform them. For subtask A, most
of the results are similar, which might indicate the
models are already reaching their plateau. We can
also appreciate that less relevant data (MultiNLI
or COP27) achieves relatively good results, which
might indicate additional data is not necessary, or
it hinders performance, especially considering that
our best result is achieved with only the original
data, attaining the sixth position in the leaderboard.

In subtask B there is a much higher difference
between the results. The low amount of data, par-
ticularly compared to the other tasks the model was
trained with, might have caused an imbalance when
the model was learning for this task. Adjusting the
size of the datasets, or augmenting the data, may
have a positive impact. It is also interesting to note
that the best result is achieved when training with
80% of the training set and the most similar task.
Seemingly, adding highly related data has the best
impact, securing the eighth position in the ranking.

In subtask C we notice that most results are sim-
ilar, although COP achieves the lowest in one run.
We can observe again that additional data does not
have a very high impact, but it achieves the highest
result with the fourth position in the leaderboard
and minimal difference to the best system.

In terms of error analysis for the subtasks, we
have noticed some tendencies. For subtask A, in
over half of the runs, Hate Speech is correctly de-
tected for a total of 98% of the class instances.
Meanwhile, all runs predict the wrong class for
Non Hate Speech in 10% of the instances for that
class. Even though Non Hate Speech is the majority
class, the system struggles to differentiate it. For
subtask B we observe a similar effect, with over
half of the runs being able to detect the Individual
and Organization for over 90% of those instances.
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Approach Task A Task B Task C
part dev part dev part dev

BASE 0.8666 0.8609 0.5227 0.6742 0.7080 0.6908
BASE StancEval climate 0.8682 0.8643 0.6665 0.5365 0.7187 0.6989

BASE StancEval full 0.8597 0.8483 0.6908 0.5326 0.7100 0.6824
BASE OLID 0.8781 0.8738 0.8711 0.8304 0.7083 0.7137

BASE OLID, StancEval 0.8739 0.8637 0.7197 0.8136 0.7073 0.6973
BASE MultiNLI 0.8566 0.8587 0.5882 0.5458 0.7162 0.6983
BASE COP27 0.8485 0.8202 0.5315 0.5327 0.7130 0.5102

Hate Only 0.8572 0.8675
Target Only 0.7189 0.8699
Stance Only 0.7213 0.6986

Table 5: Results for the subtasks, for the evaluation set (the 20-30% partition or the dev set).

Approach Task A Task B Task C
part full part full part full

Baseline 0.708 0.554 0.545
Best Systems 0.9144 0.7858 0.7483

BASE 0.8713 0.8840 0.5505 0.6668 0.7220 0.7274
BASE StancEval climate 0.8638 0.8788 0.6052 0.5752 0.7263 0.7212

BASE StancEval full 0.8757 0.8706 0.6280 0.5565 0.7351 0.7322
BASE OLID 0.8757 0.8731 0.7124 0.7046 0.7218 0.7402

BASE OLID, StancEval 0.8725 0.8806 0.6828 0.7206 0.7156 0.7324
BASE MultiNLI 0.8632 0.8656 0.5431 0.5345 0.7319 0.7263
BASE COP27 0.8672 0.8461 0.6259 0.5496 0.7298 0.5394

Hate Only 0.8609 0.8574
Target Only 0.7329 0.6640
Stance Only 0.7309 0.7214
Best model 0.8794 0.8774 0.7111 0.6375 0.7240 0.7320

Table 6: Results for the subtasks, for the test set (training on the 80-70% partition or the train set). The best model
retrained refers to the model from Table 5 with the highest score.

In this case, we notice the system errs while identi-
fying the Community, although that could be due
to being the minority class. Finally, over half the
runs for subtask C tend to coincide for the Support
and Oppose classes with 88% and 75% of accuracy
respectively, although it decreases to 50% for Neu-
tral. Our runs tend to predict Support when the
class is Neutral, which could be due to noisy data
or some level of ambiguity in the texts.

In summary, it appears that external data has
achieved the best result in subtasks B and C. Even
when the dataset was not as related to the subtask,
it still appeared to add some additional knowledge.
There is a high difference between the evaluation
and the test results for subtask B, which could indi-
cate some problems already mentioned for the data
or a low sampling for the MTL models. Regarding
subtask A, since most of the results were very simi-
lar, the differences between the runs might be more
related to randomness rather than the ineffective-
ness of the additional data.

5 Conclusion

Hate speech is a growing cause of concern on so-
cial media, and it is still on the rise, spreading

polarization to seemingly uncontroversial new top-
ics, such as climate change. With our approach
to this task, we propose to leverage other exist-
ing datasets through transformer-based MTL. Our
models present a robust approach to address data
scarcity, especially for the target detection subtask,
without the need to adapt annotations or merge un-
related data, while creating models with a higher
capacity to generalize. Our findings reveal that ex-
ternal data that is highly related to the task has an
overall positive effect, while the lower the related-
ness, the worse results we achieve.

As a result from our experiments, our models
have shown that the most promising performances
are achieved when external data is used to improve
one of the tasks. As future work, we plan on hav-
ing a more balanced dataset for target identification,
as well as experimenting with other pre-trained or
already fine-tuned models for specific tasks that
might provide additional context, such as senti-
ment analysis. Additionally, we want to study the
effect that each external dataset had on the models’
predictions and their contributions to the results,
which might provide insights into how to further
improve this approach.
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Limitations

The high variance in results from validation to test
in subtask B indicates the presence of overfitting,
possibly reducing the ability of the model to gener-
alize in that task. Adjusting the sizes of the datasets,
through augmentation or oversampling, or tuning
the sample sizes would be necessary to address this
issue.

Since the goal was to optimize each of the sub-
tasks for the shared task, models were not evaluated
for each of the auxiliary tasks and datasets included.
Additional testing would be necessary to create
a more robust approach and to determine if the
MTL system improves other tasks’ performances,
although that might impact the effectiveness of the
models for this shared task, therefore, the tradeoff
should be considered.
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Abstract

The paper presents the approach developed
for the Climate Activism Stance and Hate
Event Detection Shared Task at CASE 2024,
comprising three sub-tasks. The Shared Task
aimed to create a system capable of detect-
ing hate speech, identifying the targets of hate
speech, and determining the stance regard-
ing climate change activism events in English
tweets. The approach involved data clean-
ing and pre-processing, addressing data im-
balance, and fine-tuning the mistralai/Mistral-
7B-v0.1 LLM for sequence classification using
PEFT (Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning). The
LLM was fine-tuned using two PEFT meth-
ods, namely LoRA and prompt tuning, for
each sub-task, resulting in the development
of six Mistral-7B fine-tuned models in total.
Although both methods surpassed the base-
line model scores of the task organizers, the
prompt tuning method yielded the highest re-
sults. Specifically, the prompt tuning method
achieved a Macro-F1 score of 0.8649, 0.6106
and 0.6930 in the test data of sub-tasks A, B
and C, respectively.

1 Introduction

Climate change is an ever-growing concern that has
garnered significant attention worldwide. As the
severity of its impacts becomes increasingly unde-
niable, it has also become an issue that has sparked
diverse reactions and discussions on social media
platforms. Within these discussions, the prevalence
of hate speech, the identification of its targets, and
the detection of various stances towards climate
change and activist movements have become vital
areas of interest. Understanding the dynamics of
hate speech, targets of hate speech, and different
stances within climate change discourse is crucial
for fostering informed discussions, addressing con-
cerns, and promoting positive change. Hate speech,
defined as harmful or offensive language directed
towards individuals or groups, has the potential to

exacerbate division, hinder productive conversa-
tions, and impede constructive collaboration. Iden-
tifying hate speech in climate change discourse
provides a deeper understanding of the negative
impact it can have on the overall conversation. Ad-
ditionally, recognizing the targets of hate speech
helps shed light on the specific groups or entities
facing hostility, enabling targeted interventions and
support. Examining the different stances towards
climate change and activist movements also unveils
the diversity of perspectives within these discus-
sions. Stance detection allows for the identification
of supporters, skeptics, and deniers, providing a nu-
anced understanding of the range of viewpoints on
this pressing issue. By capturing shifts in opinions,
trends can be identified, informing future discus-
sions and policy-making.
Natural Language Processing (NLP) models have
proven to be valuable assets in detecting hate
speech, determining its targets, and classifying
stances within various domains. However, when
it comes to climate change discourse, there is a
need for well-annotated datasets that specifically
address the unique challenges present in this field.
The scarcity of such datasets poses a significant
obstacle to harnessing NLP models effectively. To
address this gap, Thapa et al. (2024) created the
Climate Activism Stance and Hate Event Detec-
tion Shared Task at CASE 2024 which challenged
participants to develop binary and multi-class text
classification systems that are able to detect hate
speech, targets of hate speech as well as stance
detection concerning climate change, events and
movements. The Shared Task leveraged several
aspects of the annotated English Twitter dataset re-
garding climate discourse made by Shiwakoti et al.
(2024). This paper presents the system developed
for this Task, with the code available on the pro-
vided GitHub link.1

1https://github.com/christinacdl/Climate_
Activism_Stance_and_Hate_Event_Detection_CASE_
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The structure of this paper is as follows: Firstly,
Section 2 presents a discussion of the previous re-
lated work followed by the presentation of the task
and data analysis in Section 3, and an overview of
the developed methodology in Section 4. Section 5
presents the results and error analysis. Finally, the
paper concludes with Section 6, which discusses
future work, as well as the limitations during par-
ticipating in the Task.

2 Related Work

As social media usage continues to grow and user-
generated content becomes more prevalent, numer-
ous studies have focused on identifying and cat-
egorizing insulting messages that target individu-
als or groups across different platforms. To ac-
complish this, researchers have utilized NLP in
conjunction with machine learning. While initial
studies focused solely on the English language, the
need to address this issue in a multi-lingual con-
text has emerged in recent years. Many studies
and shared tasks have been conducted, utilizing
various terms such as abuse, aggression, cyberbul-
lying, hate speech, and toxic or offensive language
to classify these messages. SemEval’s 6th shared
task, OffensEval: Identifying and Categorizing Of-
fensive Language in Social Media, introduced the
detection of offensive language on social media.
The task consisted of three sub-tasks that aimed
to implement binary or multi-class text classifica-
tion. Sub-task A sought to differentiate between
offensive and non-offensive English tweets, while
sub-task B aimed to identify the type of offensive
tweets and whether they were targeted or not. Sub-
task C aimed to identify the target of the offensive
posts. Participants were provided with a dataset
containing 13,240 English tweets and a test set of
860 tweets, called the Offensive Language Iden-
tification Dataset (OLID), which were annotated
according to the three sub-tasks (Zampieri et al.,
2019). This task was extended the following year
as the 12th task of SemEval 2020 named as Multi-
lingual Offensive Language Identification in Social
Media to encourage offensive language detection
in other languages, such as Arabic, Danish, Greek
and Turkish, based on the sub-tasks of the previ-
ous SemEval (Zampieri et al., 2020). Moreover,
SemEval’s 5th task in 2019 addressed the issue
of hate speech directed towards immigrants and
women on Twitter, in both English and Spanish.

2024.git

The two sub-tasks required binary classification -
indicating whether a post was hateful or not - and
determining whether the target was a generic group
or an individual (Basile et al., 2019). In addition,
Gautam et al. (2019) analyzed 9,973 tweets related
to the MeToo movement. They identified five di-
mensions: stance, relevance, hate speech, dialogue
acts, and sarcasm. This analysis provided valuable
insights into how people use language to discuss
sensitive social issues like MeToo on social media
platforms. Nevertheless, Parihar et al. (2021) re-
leased a paper that discussed the challenges in hate
speech detection, including the subjective nature
of annotations and the lack of language models for
regional languages. Despite the great endeavour
in mitigating hate speech and dealing with various
social issues, there remains a significant gap in the
study of climate change discourse, particularly in
the analysis of climate discourse on social media
platforms from multiple perspectives. In their ef-
forts to advance this field, Webersinke et al. (2021)
introduced ClimateBERT, a domain-specific LM
that was trained on a staggering 2,046,523 climate-
related paragraphs. Additionally, Stammbach et al.
(2023) curated a dataset of 3,000 binary datasets
focused on environmental claims, often made by
businesses in the finance sector. As per their ex-
periments, transformer models have outperformed
non-neural models.

3 Task & Dataset

3.1 Task

The identification of hate speech and stance detec-
tion are critical components in recognizing events
that occur during climate change activism. In order
to detect hate speech, it is essential to identify the
occurrence of hate speech as the event, the entity as
the target of the hate speech, and the relationship
between the two. The identification of targets is
a crucial task in hate speech event detection. Fur-
thermore, stance event detection is a vital part of
comprehending whether activist movements and
protests related to climate change are being sup-
ported or opposed. The Shared Task at CASE 2024
aimed to address these issues and was divided into
three sub-tasks: detection of hate speech (sub-task
A), targets of hate speech (sub-task B), and stance
(sub-task C). More particularly, sub-task A, Hate
Speech Detection, involved identifying whether a
given text contains hate speech or not. The text
dataset for this sub-task consisted of binary annota-
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tions for the prevalence of hate speech. Sub-task B,
Targets of Hate Speech Detection, involved identi-
fying the targets of hate speech in a given hateful
text. The text was annotated for individual, organi-
zation, and community targets. Finally, sub-task C,
Stance Detection, involved identifying the stance in
a given text. The text was annotated for three differ-
ent stances: support, oppose, and neutral. Hence,
sub-task A required binary text classification, while
sub-task B and C required multi-class text classifi-
cation (Thapa et al., 2024).

3.2 Dataset

The provided dataset was created by Shiwakoti et al.
(2024) who collated 15,309 English tweets related
to climate change, events, and activist movements
posted during the year 2022 using the Twitter API.
They employed relevant hashtags, including #cli-
matecrisis, #climatechange, #ClimateEmergency,
#ClimateTalk, #globalwarming, #fridaysforfuture,
#actonclimate, #climatestrike, #extinctionrebellion,
#ClimateAlliance, #climatejustice, and #climateac-
tion to retrieve the tweets. The tweets were then
annotated for various aspects, such as relevance,
stance, humor, hate speech as well as direction and
targets of hate speech.
The training data for sub-tasks A and C consisted of
7,284 tweets. In comparison, the validation data in-
cluded 1,561 tweets. The test data comprised 1,562
tweets. For sub-task B, the training data amounted
to 699 tweets, while the validation and test data had
150 tweets each. While cleaning the data, it was
discovered that all data sets contained duplicate
tweets. The training data had 365 duplicate tweets,
while the validation and test data had 33 and 47 du-
plicate tweets, respectively, for sub-tasks A and C.
For sub-task B, the training data had 237 duplicate
tweets, while the validation and test data had 18
and 31 duplicate tweets, respectively. To ensure
data uniformity, only the first occurrence of each
tweet was retained in the training and validation
datasets. However, no duplicates were removed
from the test data to ensure the final evaluation
of the system was not affected. The training data
was used only for training, no data splitting was
applied for evaluation. The class distribution of the
three training sets before and after data cleaning
as well as the categorical labels, along with their
respective numerical labels provided by the orga-
nizers, are presented in Table 1. From the training
data, it became evident that several classes, namely

HATE, COMMUNITY, and OPPOSE in sub-task A,
B and C, respectively, were under-represented and
formed the minority of the classes. For this reason,
different weights were assigned to the loss func-
tion for each class providing higher weight to the
minority classes and lower weight to the majority
classes. Although the labels of all the validation
and test sets were provided after the end of the eval-
uation and testing phases, it became evident that
their class distribution was consistent with the class
distribution of the training set.

Class Label
Before
Data

Cleaning

After
Data

Cleaning
Sub-task A

NON-HATE (0) 6,385 6,262
HATE (1) 899 657

Sub-task B
INDIVIDUAL (1) 563 326
ORGANIZATION

(2)
105 105

COMMUNITY (3) 31 31
Sub-task C

SUPPORT (1) 4,328 4,246
OPPOSE (2) 700 458

NEUTRAL (3) 2,256 2,215

Table 1: Categorical & Numerical Labels with Class
Distribution in Training Sets.

4 Methodology

4.1 Mistral LLM & PEFT Methods
Mistral is a 7-billion-parameter language model
that has been designed to deliver high perfor-
mance and efficiency in text generation (Jiang
et al., 2023). It utilizes grouped-query attention
(GQA) to ensure faster inference and sliding win-
dow attention (SWA) to handle long sequences
effectively. The model has been evaluated and
outperforms the Llama 2 13B model across all
benchmarks. It also outperforms the Llama 1 34B
model in reasoning, mathematics, and code gen-
eration. The model’s architecture is based on a
transformer with specific parameters such as a win-
dow size of 4096 and a context length of 81,922.
It is available on Hugging Face under the name
mistralai/Mistral-7B-v0.1 for easy deployment and
fine-tuning across various tasks.2 There are also

2https://huggingface.co/mistralai/
Mistral-7B-v0.1
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two instruct versions of Mistral (mistralai/Mistral-
7B-Instruct-v0.1 and mistralai/Mistral-7B-Instruct-
v0.2) which were fine-tuned using a variety of
publicly available conversation datasets. To lever-
age for fine-tuning, they require surrounding the
prompt with the [INST] and [/INST] tokens. Af-
ter careful consideration, it was decided that the
Mistral base model architecture would be the sole
focus of the presented approach, even though there
was the possibility of using more LLMs for ex-
perimentation and comparison. The decision was
based on the understanding that the Mistral base
model offered a solid foundation for evaluating
text generation performance, and it would be inter-
esting to assess its text classification performance
as well. Additionally, assessing multiple models
could detract from the accuracy and clarity of the
results. Therefore, it was determined that a focused
approach would be more effective in achieving the
research objectives.
The PEFT library, which is integrated with Hug-
ging Face’s Transformers, includes methods that
are designed for the efficient adaptation of large pre-
trained models to various downstream applications.
These methods enable fine-tuning a small subset of
additional model parameters, which helps in reduc-
ing the computational and storage demands.3

LoRA (Low-Rank Adaptation) is one of the PEFT
methods which adapts LLMs to specific tasks while
reducing the number of trainable parameters (Hu
et al., 2021). This method freezes pre-trained
model weights and injects trainable rank decompo-
sition matrices into each layer of the Transformer
architecture. This significantly reduces the num-
ber of parameters that need to be trained, mak-
ing it more efficient in terms of memory and stor-
age usage. With LoRA, LLMs allow efficient
task switching while reducing hardware require-
ments for training. Moreover, LoRA introduces
no additional inference latency compared to fully
fine-tuned models. Empirical investigations have
shown that LoRA performs on par or better than
fine-tuning on various models like RoBERTa and
DeBERTa, suggesting that it amplifies important
features for specific downstream tasks that were
learned but not emphasized during general pre-
training. To fine-tune a model using LoRa, the
task type, the dimension of the low-rank matrices
(LoRA r), the scaling factor for the weight matrices
(LoRA alpha), and the dropout probability of the

3https://huggingface.co/docs/peft/index

LoRA layers (LoRA dropout) as well as the LoRA
bias to train all bias parameters needed to be de-
fined. For the present approach, the selected task
type was SEQ_CLS and the default LoRA dropout
was used. The same number was set for r and alpha
as a starting point as was suggested because it is
very easy to reduce the impact of LORA data after
the training, in case it appears to be too dominant
and overtakes the entire model.4

Prompt tuning is a technique used to adapt large
pre-trained language models for specific down-
stream tasks by learning soft prompts that are added
to the input text (Lester et al., 2021). These soft
prompts are learned by backpropagation and can
incorporate signals from labelled examples. This
is different from the discrete text prompts used
by models. The main advantage of prompt tun-
ing is that it allows for the reuse of a single frozen
model across multiple tasks, which is more efficient
in terms of storage and computational resources
compared to traditional model tuning where all
model parameters are adjusted. The effectiveness
of prompt tuning is demonstrated by its ability to
outperform few-shot learning approaches like GPT-
3’s prompt design and to match the strong perfor-
mance of model tuning as the size of the language
model increases. It also shows improved robust-
ness to domain shifts, suggesting that it can help
avoid overfitting to specific domains. After cre-
ating multiple prompts, Table 2 displays the final
versions of the prompts that were created using this
method for each sub-task. During experimentation,
it was revealed that Mistral performs better when
the [INST] and [/INST] tokens are added at the be-
ginning and end of the prompt. Thus, it appears
that the Mistral base model closely resembles its
instruction models during prompt construction.

4.2 Environment Setup

The presented methodology was implemented in
three separate Python files, one dedicated to each
sub-task. The experiments were mainly conducted
using the Transformers, PEFT and Hugging Face
libraries and 1 NVIDIA RTX, 24210.125MB. The
model was loaded in 4-bit Quantization using the
BitsAndBytesConfig library which is integrated
with Hugging Face. Quantization was used to re-
duce memory usage and speed up model execution
while maintaining accuracy.

4https://medium.com/@fartypantsham/
what-rank-r-and-alpha-to-use-in-lora-in-llm-1b4f025fd133
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Text Prompt
Sub-task A

[INST]Your task is to classify if the text
contains hate speech or not, and return the
answer as the corresponding label ’0’ or

’1’[/INST]
Sub-task B

[INST]Your task is to classify the target of hate
speech as individual, organization or

community, and return the answer as the
corresponding label ’0’ or ’1’ or ’2’[/INST]

Sub-task C
[INST]Your task is to classify the stance of

hate speech as support, oppose or neutral, and
return the answer as the corresponding label ’0’

or ’1’ or ’2’[/INST]

Table 2: Text Prompts created for prompt tuning with
Mistral-7B in each sub-task.

4.3 Pre-processing & Hyperparameters

Several pre-processing steps were applied to the
tweets of all training, validation, and test sets using
a function that included regular expressions and
other functions. Firstly, all emojis were converted
to their textual representations (Taehoon et al.,
2022).5 The &amp; and & were replaced with and.
The ASCII encoding apostrophe was replaced with
the UTF-8 encoding apostrophe. Consecutive non-
ASCII characters were replaced with whitespace,
and all extra whitespace was removed. Then, the
python wordsegment6 library as well as the Ekphra-
sis library were leveraged for hashtag segmentation
(Baziotis et al., 2017).7 The Ekphrasis library was
also employed for normalizing the usernames, links
and emails by converting them into the special to-
kens <user>, <url> and <email>, respectively.
They were selected to be anonymized for data pri-
vacy. They were not removed completely, instead,
they were replaced by the aforementioned special
tokens to avoid any loss of context. Removing the
usernames, especially in sub-task B whose aim is
to detect the hate speech target, would result in
great loss of performance. Finally, the case and
punctuation were maintained as they contribute to
the context of the text.
Following the pre-processing steps, the training,
validation and test data were converted from

5https://pypi.org/project/emoji/
6https://pypi.org/project/wordsegment/
7https://github.com/cbaziotis/ekphrasis

dataframes into JSON datasets. The datasets were
passed to the LLM’s tokenizer, which tokenized
and returned the tweets into input IDs and attention
masks. The train, validation and test datasets were
concatenated for each sub-task to get the overall
maximum sequence length of the input IDs, which
was employed in each sub-task and is shown in
Table 7 of Appendix A along with all hyperparam-
eters. Identical hyperparameters were employed
for both LoRA and Prompt Tuning models in each
sub-task to ensure consistency and easy model com-
parison. Only one specific random seed (42) was
selected during fine-tuning across all experiments
of sub-tasks to ensure reproducibility.
To address the data imbalance, the weight of each
class was calculated based on the ratio of the to-
tal number of training samples to the number of
training samples in that class. These weights were
then passed into the CrossEntropy Loss function.
This approach ensured that classes with fewer sam-
ples had a higher weight, whereas classes with
more samples, which were over-represented in the
dataset, had a lower weight during fine-tuning. At
this point, it is important to note that the labels
in sub-tasks B and C were converted from 1,2,3
to the corresponding integers 0,1,2 for fine-tuning
the LLM. The correct labels were assigned during
the creation of the submission files. In Table 6 of
Appendix A, the calculated weights for each class
in each sub-task are presented.
The system’s efficiency and final ranking were pri-
marily evaluated based on the Macro-F1 score of
the test set predictions. Thapa et al. (2024), the task
organizers, had released their fine-tuned models as
baselines along with their Macro-F1 and accuracy
scores for each task, which were employed for com-
parison with the approach presented in this paper
in Table 4. Finally, the Macro-F1 score for each
class and Confusion Matrices were calculated for
error analysis.

5 Results & Discussion

Table 3 shows that Mistral with the prompt tuning
method achieved the highest Macro-F1 score in
both validation and test sets across all sub-tasks,
hence, revealing the potential of a causal language
model like Mistral to perform sequence classifica-
tion with the appropriate prompt. For this reason,
the predicted test set labels of the prompt tuning
Mistral models were selected as the final submis-
sions and received a rank based on their results.
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Validation Set
Sub-task A

Model Macro-F1
Mistral LoRA 0.7942

Mistral Prompt Tuning 0.8385
Model Macro-F1

Sub-task B
Model Macro-F1

Mistral LoRA 0.5829
Mistral Prompt Tuning 0.6071

Sub-task C
Model Macro-F1

Mistral LoRA 0.5854
Mistral Prompt Tuning 0.6446

Test Set
Sub-task A

Model Macro-F1
Mistral LoRA 0.7990

Mistral Prompt Tuning 0.8649
Sub-task B

Model Macro-F1
Mistral LoRA 0.5713

Mistral Prompt Tuning 0.6106
Sub-task C

Model Macro-F1
Mistral LoRA 0.6160

Mistral Prompt Tuning 0.6930

Table 3: Results of all models on test and validation
sets based on Macro-F1 score.

Specifically, in sub-task A, the Mistral prompt tun-
ing method achieved the 10th place out of 22 sub-
missions with a Macro-F1 score of 0.8649. In sub-
task B, it achieved the 11th place out of 18 sub-
missions with a Macro-F1 score of 0.6106. Lastly,
in sub-task C, it achieved the 13th place out of
19 submissions with a Macro-F1 score of 0.6930.
According to Table 4, it is revealed that the sub-
mitted Mistral prompt tuning models managed to
beat the baseline accuracy and Macro-F1 scores of
the models developed by the dataset creators across
all sub-tasks (Shiwakoti et al., 2024). The dataset
creators have experimented with Transformer mod-
els like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), DistilBERT
(Sanh et al., 2020), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and
ClimateBERT (Webersinke et al., 2021) using a
batch size of 16 for 3 epochs with a learning rate
of 1e-5 for DistilBERT and 1e-3 for the rest of
the models. By taking into account the Macro-F1
score of each class on the validation and test sets in

Table 5, it is demonstrated that the models are not
able to identify the COMMUNITY minority class
and, surprisingly, the NEUTRAL majority class,
since they achieved the lowest scores. On the other
hand, the NON-HATE and INDIVIDUAL majority
classes yielded the highest scores. In subtask A,
both models can identify non-hateful content more
accurately than hateful content. However, the Mis-
tral Prompt Tuning model outperforms the Mistral
LoRA model in detecting hateful tweets. In sub-
task B, the models successfully detect individuals
as targets of hate speech, but fail to identify organi-
zations and communities. Both models in sub-task
C perform better at identifying stances that show
support or opposition rather than neutral stances.
The Mistral Prompt Tuning model exhibited bet-
ter performance in the support and oppose classes
compared to the Mistral LoRA model. The Mistral
LoRA model’s performance was higher in identify-
ing the OPPOSE stance on the test set than on the
validation set, the same applied to the NEUTRAL
stance as well. Finally, the Mistral Prompt Tuning
model achieved a higher score for the OPPOSE
stance on the test set than on the validation set.

Sub-task A
Model Macro-F1 Accuracy
BERT 0.708 0.901

DistilBERT 0.664 0.896
RoBERTa 0.662 0.842

ClimateBERT 0.704 0.884
Mistral Prompt Tuning 0.864 0.946

Sub-task B
Model Macro-F1 Accuracy
BERT 0.554 0.641

DistilBERT 0.550 0.603
RoBERTa 0.501 0.716

ClimateBERT 0.549 0.604
Mistral Prompt Tuning 0.610 0.840

Sub-task C
Model Macro-F1 Accuracy
BERT 0.466 0.586

DistilBERT 0.527 0.610
RoBERTa 0.542 0.648

ClimateBERT 0.545 0.651
Mistral Prompt Tuning 0.693 0.665

Table 4: Comparison of submitted fine-tuned models
with baseline models on test set based on Macro-F1
score and accuracy.
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Class Label Macro-F1
Validation

Macro-F1
Test

Sub-task A
Mistral LoRA

NON-HATE 0.9514 0.9478
HATE 0.6371 0.6502

Mistral Prompt Tuning
NON-HATE 0.9664 0.9697

HATE 0.7107 0.7600
Sub-task B

Mistral LoRA
INDIVIDUAL 0.9101 0.9487

ORGANIZATION 0.5660 0.5652
COMMUNITY 0.2727 0.2000

Mistral Prompt Tuning
INDIVIDUAL 0.9167 0.9487

ORGANIZATION 0.5714 0.5128
COMMUNITY 0.3333 0.3704

Sub-task C
Mistral LoRA

SUPPORT 0.6737 0.6835
OPPOSE 0.6169 0.6838

NEUTRAL 0.4657 0.4806
Mistral Prompt Tuning

SUPPORT 0.7038 0.7195
OPPOSE 0.7250 0.8244

NEUTRAL 0.5052 0.5351

Table 5: Macro-F1 scores in each class on test and
validation sets.

5.1 Error Analysis

The confusion matrices were generated after the
release of the test set labels. The purpose was to
reveal the errors and strengths of the submitted
Mistral Prompt Tuning models. Figure 1 displays
the performance of the Prompt Tuning models on
the test set of sub-tasks A, B and C respectively,
through the confusion matrices. Firstly, it is evi-
dent from the confusion matrix of sub-task A that
the model performed better in identifying tweets
that do not contain hate speech. This could be at-
tributed to the limited data available in the HATE
class. The model placed greater emphasis on boost-
ing the NON-HATE class, which further skewed
the models’ ability to accurately detect hate speech
tweets. Moreover, from the confusion matrix of
sub-task B, it is evident that the model managed
to detect tweets that target individuals with greater
confidence and success because it was the majority
class. The COMMUNITY class contained the least

examples in the training set, hence the model was
able to classify fewer examples than expected into
this category and more examples into the other cat-
egories. The model also seemed to have gotten a bit
confused when it came to identifying between the
ORGANIZATION and COMMUNITY classes, as
texts that belonged to the COMMUNITY class were
assigned to the ORGANIZATION class. Finally, it
has been proven that the model found it difficult
to distinguish between tweets that belonged to the
SUPPORT and NEUTRAL stance classes in sub-
task C, since many texts were falsely classified as
expressing support or neutral stance, respectively.

Figure 1: Test Set Confusion Matrices of Mistral Prompt
Tuning models.
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6 Conclusion

The Climate Activism Stance and Hate Event De-
tection Shared Task at CASE 2024 involved fine-
tuning the LLM Mistral-7B with two PEFT meth-
ods (LoRA and prompt tuning) for binary and
multi-class text classification. This resulted in the
creation of six models that can detect hate speech,
targets of hate speech, and stance regarding cli-
mate change and activist events. The approach also
included adding weights to deal with class imbal-
ance, as well as data cleaning and pre-processing.
Comparing the two PEFT methods showed that
the prompt tuning method yielded the best perfor-
mance by crafting the most appropriate and precise
prompt for each task. Both methods, particularly
the prompt tuning method that was submitted, out-
performed all Transformer language models that
were fine-tuned by the task organizers and whose
scores were presented as baselines. To further
improve the models’ performance, future efforts
should concentrate on adding more tweets in the
sub-tasks, especially hate speech and targets of hate
speech. Although the Mistral model was originally
designed for text generation, it demonstrated its
potential to perform sequence classification effec-
tively as well.

7 Limitations

The experimentation process across all sub-tasks
revealed a major issue of class imbalance. Despite
assigning higher weights to the minority classes, it
became clear that detecting hate speech, targets of
hate speech, and stances concerning climate change
and events was indeed very challenging. The pri-
mary reason for this is the scarcity of data available
for these categories. The lack of sufficient data
causes the trained models to be biased towards the
majority classes, which results in poor performance
on the minority classes. Unfortunately, there was
no other relevant climate activism dataset to lever-
age for this task. As possible solutions, more data
related to climate activism stances and hate events
as well as further model experimentation are nec-
essary. More data will certainly help balance the
classes and train the models to be less biased and
more successful in detecting hate speech, targets of
hate speech and stances concerning climate change
and events.
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A Appendix

Class Label Weight
Sub-task A

NON-HATE (0) 1.1049185563717663
HATE (1) 10.531202435312025

Sub-task B
INDIVIDUAL (0) 1.4171779141104295

ORGANIZATION (1) 4.4
COMMUNITY (2) 14.903225806451612

Sub-task C
SUPPORT (0) 1.6295336787564767
OPPOSE (1) 15.106986899563319

NEUTRAL (2) 3.1237020316027087

Table 6: Calculated Weights Based on Class Distribution
in Training Sets.

Hyperparams
Sub-
task
A

Sub-
task

B

Sub-
task

C
Classes 2 3 3
Epochs 10 10 10
Seq. Length 195 193 195
Batch Size 16 16 16
Learning Rate 1e-4 1e-4 1e-4
Weight Decay 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
M. G. Norm 0.3 0.3 0.3
Warm-up R. 0.1 0.1 0.1
AdamW E. 1e-8 1e-8 1e-8
G. A. Steps 2 2 2
Early Stop. 5 5 5
Seed 42 42 42
Virtual Tokens 37 44 45
LoRA r 16 16 16
LoRA alpha 16 16 16
LoRA dropout 0.05 0.05 0.05
LoRA bias none none none

Table 7: Model Hyperparameters in Each Sub-task.
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Abstract

Climate activism has emerged as a powerful
force in addressing the urgent challenges posed
by climate change. Individuals and organiza-
tions passionate about environmental issues
use platforms like Twitter to mobilize sup-
port, share information, and advocate for policy
changes. Unfortunately, amidst the passionate
discussions, there has been an unfortunate rise
in the prevalence of hate speech on the plat-
form. Some users resort to personal attacks and
divisive language, undermining the construc-
tive efforts of climate activists. In this paper,
we describe our approaches for three subtasks
of ClimateActivism at CASE 2024. For all the
three subtasks, we utilize pretrained language
models enhanced by ensemble learning. Re-
garding the second subtask, dedicated to target
detection, we experimented with incorporating
Named Entity Recognition in the pipeline. Ad-
ditionally, our models secure the second, third
and fifth ranks in the three subtasks respec-
tively.

1 Introduction

Climate activism has emerged as a formidable
force in contemporary society, reflecting a collec-
tive global consciousness towards environmental
stewardship. The advocates of climate activism ar-
dently emphasize the urgency of addressing climate
change as a paramount global challenge. Through
various channels, such as organized protests, advo-
cacy campaigns, and international collaborations,
climate activists strive to raise awareness about
the detrimental impact of human activities on the
planet’s ecosystems (Fisher and Nasrin, 2020). So-
cial media has played a pivotal role in amplifying
the voices of climate activists, providing a powerful
platform for the dissemination of information and
the mobilization of global communities. Platforms
like Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook have facili-
tated the rapid spread of awareness campaigns, en-
abling activists to reach diverse audiences and gar-

ner widespread support for climate action.(Arnot
et al., 2024; Gómez-Casillas and Márquez, 2023)
However, the same social media channels have also
been susceptible to the spread of misinformation
and targeted attacks against climate activists (Lev-
antesi). Instances of hate speech and online harass-
ment have, unfortunately, been prevalent, under-
scoring the double-edged nature of social media in
the context of climate activism. The Climate Ac-
tivism 2024 shared task (Thapa et al., 2024) delves
into this significant subject by providing a dataset
that encourages collaboration among researchers to
address this crucial issue. The paper is organized
into several key sections: related work, dataset and
task description, methodology, results, and a dis-
cussion leading to a conclusion.

2 Related Work

In the realm of social media, the challenge of hate
speech detection arises as a pressing concern (Ja-
han and Oussalah, 2023b). A number of researcher
have proposed models to tackle this issue. Lan-
guage models, in particular, have been a major
driving force or this recent succes. Roberta, for
instance, was used in detecting hate speech from
social media data (Alonso et al., 2020). Some
BERT based models were trained specifically for
hate speech detection and achieved incredible re-
sults (Caselli et al., 2021). Language models were
also adapted to multiple languages and were no-
ticed to perform high results (Mujahid et al., 2023;
Plaza-Del-Arco et al., 2021). A number of papers
provide a comprehensive overview over the latest
challenges and trend in hate speech detection, some
of which serve as a starting point for any researcher
working on this topic (Parihar et al., 2021; Jahan
and Oussalah, 2023a). Hate speech manifests in
various forms, and scholars have focused on cre-
ating systems to tackle issues like Cyber Bullying
(Akhter et al., 2023; Hsien et al., 2022), racism
(Schütz et al., 2021), and sexism (Plaza et al., 2023).
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Despite the ongoing and comprehensive endeavors
of researchers, as far as we are aware, there has not
been a unified research initiative to monitor hate
speech specifically directed at climate activists, a
significant and alarming occurrence.

3 Dataset & Task

The shared task on Climate Activism Stance and
Hate Event Detection at CASE 20241consists of
three main subtasks.Each subtask will be discussed
in details in the following subsections. The pro-
vided dataset primarily comprises tweets express-
ing either support or opposition towards climate
activists in various contexts (Shiwakoti et al.,
2024). The subsequent subsections will present
an overview of the distribution for each dataset,
emphasizing the challenges posed by imbalances,
particularly instances where certain classes were
underrepresented.

3.1 Subtask A: Hate Speech Detection
The first subtask is a binary classification problem
where tweets given are classified into two distinct
classes: “Hate Speech” and “No Hate Speech”.
Table 1 illustrates the data distribution for the dif-
ferent classes within the dataset.

Training Validation Testing
No Hate 6385 1371 1374
Hate 899 190 188
Overall 7284 1561 1562

Table 1: Subtask A’s Dataset Distribution.

3.2 Subtask B: Targets of Hate Speech
Identification

The second subtask is a multiclass classification
problem where tweets given are classified into three
distinct classes: "Individual", "Organization", and
"Community". Table 2 illustrates the data distri-
bution for the different classes within the dataset.

Training Validation Testing
Individual 563 120 121
Organization 105 23 23
Community 31 7 6
Overall 699 150 150

Table 2: Subtask B’s Dataset Distribution.

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/16206

3.3 Subtask C: Stance Detection
The third subtask is a multiclass classification prob-
lem where tweets given are classified into three
distinct classes: "Support", "Oppose", and "Neu-
tral". Table 3 illustrates the data distribution for the
different classes within the dataset.

Training Validation Testing
Support 4328 897 921
Oppose 2256 153 141
Neutral 700 511 500
Overall 7284 1561 1562

Table 3: Subtask C’s Dataset Distribution.

3.4 Data Preprocessing
Prior to being fed into the model, the text under-
goes a rigorous preprocessing stage aimed at ad-
dressing various challenges related to the nature
of social media data, where texts contain relatively
high noise. This noise, if not properly handled, has
the potential to adversely impact our classifier’s
performance. Therefore, the preprocessing stage
is crucial in mitigating such adverse effects and
ensuring the robustness of the model against the
inherent noise in social media texts.

• Removal of punctuation as many tweets con-
tained .

• Applying PySpellChecker2 to check for mis-
spelled words and correct them.

• Removal of hyperlinks and emojis as they did
not meaning needed for our classification pro-
cess.

• Removal of hashtags and tags as most of the
text contained relatively similar hashtags like
#ClimateChange and #ClimateStrike.

4 Methodology

In the following subsections, we will expand on the
proposed models for each subtask. We will also
expand on the main ideas we experimented on to
tackle the class imbalance issue we encountered.

4.1 Proposed Model
4.1.1 Language Models
Several language models were experimented with
through the process of fine-tuning, driven by their

2https://pypi.org/project/pyspellchecker/
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remarkable performance in the context of our spe-
cific topic, We finetuned RoBERTa(Liu et al.,
2019), XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020)
and HateBERT (Caselli et al., 2021) on all of the
datasets. Roberta showed superior performacne
in terms of f1-score on all of the subtasks as will
be shown in the results section5. However, XLM-
RoBERTa and HateBERT where shown to shine in
different aspects either achieving higher recall or
precision, something that encouraged us to use our
ensemble-based approach.

4.1.2 NER Based Classifier
For Subtask B, we experimented with 2 Named
Entity Recognition modules, SpaCy3 and a BERT
based NER4, to extract important landmarks. The
BERT based NER showed superior performance
in extracting names whilst SpaCy was used to ex-
tract ORG and NoORG landmarks. This approach
was inspired by (Sahin et al., 2023) work on mul-
timodal hate speech detection. The extracted fea-
tures would then be classified using a classifier or
simply through checking which token appeared the
most and assigning the class accordingly. To fur-
ther illustrate how the NER works, consider the
following dataset sample after it went through pre-
processing "You ve been fooled by Greta Thun-
berg" the NER would report the following tokens
illustrated in Table 4.

Class Person ORG NoORG
Token Count 1 0 0

Table 4: NER Tokens extracted.

4.2 Ensembling
Ensembling machine learning models involves
combining diverse models to improve robustness,
generalization, and predictive performance. Our
strategy employs hard voting, where individual
models within the ensemble make predictions on
a dataset, and the final prediction is determined by
majority voting. We conducted experiments involv-
ing the ensemble of top-k learners for each subtask,
culminating in the derivation of our predictions.

4.3 Tackling Class Imbalance
4.3.1 Resampling
Resampling involves modifying the distribution
of training datasets to elevate the significance of

3https://spacy.io/
4https://huggingface.co/dslim/bert-base-NER

minority classes (Kraiem et al., 2021), Random
under-sampling (RUS) entails randomly removing
data points from the majority class, while random
oversampling (ROS) involves duplicating instances
from the minority class. Both ROS and RUS were
employed to address the imbalance in the dataset,
yet ROS was the one incorporated in the final sub-
mission as it was found to increase the f1-score.

4.3.2 Loss Functions
Several loss functions were experimented with,
and initially, Weighted Cross-Entropy loss was em-
ployed for our subtasks. The weights were calcu-
lated using the scikit5 class weight function, re-
sulting in a slight improvement. Focal Loss was
also used yet it provided us with minimal improve-
ments. Ultimately, an experiment was conducted
using Dice Loss, a customized loss function tai-
lored to NLP tasks based on the Sørensen–Dice
coefficient (Li et al., 2019).

4.4 Experiment Settings
The training procedure was conducted using the
Google Colab 6 platform for training our pipeline,
which has 12.68 GB of RAM, a 14.75 GB NVIDIA
Tesla T4 GPU, and Python language.We employed
the autofit functionality from ktrain (Maiya, 2022),
incorporating a triangular learning rate policy
(Smith, 2017). The specific parameters chosen for
our experiment are outlined in the table below.

Hyperparameter Value
Epochs 30
Learning Rate 2e-5
Batch Size 16
Max length 40
Optimizer Adam
Early Stopping Patience 5
Reduce On Plateau 2
Loss Function Dice Loss

Table 5: Training Hyperparameters.

5 Results

This section elaborates on the results obtained from
using the mentioned systems. It’s crucial to note
that RoBERTa, XLM-RoBERTa, and HateBERT
underwent multiple training sessions with varying

5https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
6https://colab.google/
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dataset distributions through resampling. Addi-
tionally, both base and large versions were exper-
imented with for RoBERTa and XLM-RoBERTa.
The Top-k Ensemble method selected the highest k
submissions for ensembling.

5.1 Subtask A
Table 6 provides a visual representation of how the
mentioned models performed on the test set. It is
evident that certain models outperformed others
in specific metrics. Notably, Roberta achieved the
highest precision among all models, while Hate-
BERT exhibited the highest recall among the re-
ported models. These findings prompted us to
adapt our ensemble approach, aiming to leverage
the strengths of various models.

Model Precision Recall F1-
Score

RoBERTa 0.8688 0.8775 0.8731
XLM-RoBERTa 0.8544 0.9174 0.8824
HateBERT 0.7994 0.9611 0.8579
Top-3 Ensemble 0.8544 0.9174 0.8824
Top-5 Ensemble 0.8654 0.9231 0.8914

Table 6: Results For Subtask A.

5.2 Subtask B
Table 7 illustrates the performance of the previously
mentioned models on the test set. Roberta signifi-
cantly surpasses the performance of all other mod-
els, with XLM-RoBERTa also demonstrating rela-
tively strong performance.The NER-based classi-
fier exhibited solid performance, even outperform-
ing HateBERT. Employing a hard voting scheme
to ensemble predictions, with greater emphasis on
RoBERTa, resulted in consistently high outcomes.

Model Precision Recall F1-
Score

RoBERTa 0.7416 0.7501 0.7434
XLM-RoBERTa 0.7271 0.7194 0.7232
HateBERT 0.7071 0.6788 0.6919
NER Based 0.7123 0.7185 0.7063
Top-3 Ensemble 0.7561 0.7629 0.7570
Top-5 Ensemble 0.7706 0.7689 0.7665

Table 7: Results For Subtask B.

5.3 Subtask C
Table 8 illustrates the performance of the previously
mentioned models on the test set. Roberta slightly
surpassed the other two models in performance.
However, upon ensembling the three models, we
observed only a slight improvement in performance.
This raises a pertinent question about whether the
marginal increase, in our specific case, justifies
the computational costs associated with real-time
implementation for this subtask.

Model Precision Recall F1-
Score

RoBERTa 0.7169 0.7664 0.7356
XLM-RoBERTa 0.7022 0.7154 0.7070
HateBERT 0.7001 0.7869 0.7319
Top-3 Ensemble 0.7078 0.7931 0.7398

Table 8: Results For Subtask C.

5.4 Leaderboard Results
During the evaluation phase of the shared task, we
submitted our models for assessment on the test
sets of both Subtask A, Subtask B and Subtask C.
The outcomes of the tests are presented in Table 6,
Table 7 and Table 8, respectively. Our ensemble
based approach, which combines multiple BERT-
based models, achieved the second place among
the 23 participating teams in Subtask A. Similarly,
the same model secured the second position among
the 18 participating teams in Subtask B. Whilst in
subtask C, our model achieves the fifth place.

6 Discussion & Future Work

The results obtained show that leveraging pre-
trained models for the classification of hate tweets
could provide very promising results, even when
faced with unbalanced data. These results form
a great basis for further research, including but
not limited to incorporating more language models
into the ensemble, such as the FALCON series of
models (Almazrouei et al., 2023) or Mistral (Jiang
et al., 2023). Creating synthetic data with the aim
of enhancing model robustness or improving per-
formance on underrepresented classes or ones the
model faces difficulties in identifying is also an
intriguing strategy. Attempting different hyperpa-
rameter configurations is also worthy of further
investigation. Overall, with further refinement, this
approach could definitely have a real impact on
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reducing the hate experienced by climate activists
all around the world.

7 Conclusion

This study centers on analyzing tweets that convey
opinions and emotions, but regrettably, these tweets
are also employed as channels for disseminating
hate speech, propaganda, and extremist ideologies.
Particularly, amidst the recent surge in climate ac-
tivism, social media emerged as a primary platform
not just for raising awareness but unfortunately
for spreading negativity as well. The increasing
prevalence of offensive content on social media
presents challenges in efficiently identifying and
moderating such material. To tackle this alarming
issue, we present our solution based on ensembling
top-k performing models. Language models re-
main the crucial tool for addressing contemporary
Natural Language Processing (NLP) challenges,
consistently attaining top positions across various
subtasks. Our research findings paves the way for
upcoming enhancements to address and mitigate
this highly concerning issue in the near future.
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Abstract
Social media users often express hate speech
towards specific targets and may either support
or refuse activist movements. The automated
detection of hate speech, which involves iden-
tifying both targets and stances, plays a criti-
cal role in event identification to mitigate its
negative effects. In this paper, we present our
methods for three subtasks of the Climate Ac-
tivism Stance and Hate Event Detection Shared
Task at CASE 2024. For each subtask (i) hate
speech identification (ii) targets of hate speech
identification (iii) stance detection, we experi-
ment with optimized Transformer-based archi-
tectures that focus on tweet-specific features
such as hashtags, URLs, and emojis. Further-
more, we investigate generative large language
models, such as Llama2, using specific prompts
for the first two subtasks. Our experiments
demonstrate better performance of our models
compared to baseline models in each subtask.
Our solutions also achieve third, fourth, and
first places respectively in the subtasks.

Bias Statement: This paper discusses harmful con-
tent and hate speech stereotypes. The authors do
not support the use of harmful language, nor any
of the harmful representations quoted below.

1 Introduction

There is a growing challenge of detecting hate
speech within the context of digital communication,
particularly in climate change activism, by means
of natural language processing (Parihar et al., 2021).
The shared task on Hate Speech and Stance De-
tection during Climate Activism organized in the
workshop on Challenges and Applications of Au-
tomated Extraction of Socio-political Events from
Text (CASE) (Thapa et al., 2024) aims to provide
an opportunity to study important components in
identifying events during climate change activism.
The task includes three subtasks for detecting (a)
hate speech, (b) its target, and (c) stance being
supported or opposed.

Our proposed approach in the shared task is to
employ large encoder models, such as BERTweet
(Nguyen et al., 2020), enhanced with Optuna (Ak-
iba et al., 2019) to improve model performance by
optimizing deep learning hyperparameters and also
tweet-specific elements, such as hashtags, URLs,
and emojis. Additionally, we leverage the capabili-
ties of generative large language models, such as
Llama2 (Touvron et al., 2023). Lastly, we propose
hybrid solutions that benefit from both encoder and
generative models. Generative models serve as
a decision support mechanism, particularly in in-
stances where the encoder model’s predictions are
ambiguous or uncertain.

The performances of our models are measured
on the ClimaConvo dataset (Shiwakoti et al., 2024).
In this study, we report the details of our solutions,
which obtain 3rd place in Subtask A, 4th place in
Subtask B, and 1st place in Subtask C.

2 Subtasks and Datasets

2.1 Subtasks

Subtask A: Hate Speech Detection In Subtask
A, our primary objective is to develop and imple-
ment a robust hate speech detection system. In this
subtask, we aim to automatically identify whether
a given text contains hate speech or not, providing
binary labels of "hate" and "non-hate".

Subtask B: Target Detection Subtask B aims to
identify the targets of hate speech within a given
hateful tweet. The dataset provided for this subtask
includes labels categorizing the hate speech targets
into "individual", "organization" and "community".

Subtask C: Stance Detection Subtask C aims to
identify the stance in a given tweet text. The dataset
provided for this subtask includes labels categoriz-
ing the stance targets into "support", "oppose", and
"neutral".
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Table 1: The distribution of the classes in train, valida-
tion, and test splits for each subtask.

Task Class Train Validation Test

A Hate 899 190 188
Non-Hate 6,385 1,371 1,374

B
Individual 563 120 121
Organization 105 23 23
Community 31 7 6

C
Support 4,328 897 921
Oppose 700 153 141
Neutral 2,256 511 500

Table 2: Statistics for tweet-specific elements (hashtag,
URL, and emoji).

Task Data Avg. Htag Avg. URL Avg. Emoji
per Tweet per Tweet per Tweet

A
Train 5.13 0.76 0.78
Val 5.15 0.78 0.91
Test 5.19 0.76 0.92

B
Train 7.65 0.16 0.15
Val 7.41 0.22 0.05
Test 7.83 0.19 0.06

C
Train 5.13 0.76 0.78
Val 5.15 0.78 0.91
Test 5.19 0.76 0.92

2.2 Datasets

The dataset (Shiwakoti et al., 2024) is split into
train, validation, and test subsets. Table 1 gives
the distribution of classes in the datasets for each
subtask. The presence of hashtags, URLs, and
emojis in the tweets within these datasets adds an
extra layer of complexity. Table 2 presents average
counts of hashtags, URLs, and emojis per tweet
for each subtask. We observe that the substantial
presence of hashtags, URLs, and emojis in tweets
significantly impacts the predictivity of our models.
These elements can be important to convey context,
emotion, and additional information.

3 Main Approach

Our approach includes three solutions. First, we
employ encoder models for text classification with
a specific focus on tweet-specific elements such as
hashtags, URLs, and emojis. Second, we employ
generative large language models. Lastly, we pro-
vide hybrid solutions that benefit from both encoder
and generative models. We use PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2017) and Hugging Face (Wolf et al., 2019)
for model implementations.

3.1 Encoder Models

We experiment with Transformer-based architec-
tures (Vaswani et al., 2017). The descriptions of

employed models are listed below with the reasons
why we select them for this task:

Megatron (Shoeybi et al., 2019): Megatron is
known to perform well in hate speech detection
(Toraman et al., 2022). We optimize the Megatron
model in terms of the tweet features and hyper-
parameters using the validation dataset. The opti-
mization process is discussed in detail in Section
3.4.

BERTweet (Nguyen et al., 2020): BERTweet
has a special tokenizer that handles noisy tweet
texts properly. We conduct the same optimization
procedure for this model as in the Megatron model.

DeBERTa (He et al., 2021): DeBERTa shows
challenging performance for text classification
problems, even for noisy tweet texts (Sahin
et al., 2022). We conduct the same optimization
procedure for this model as in the Megatron model.

3.2 Generative Models
We employ the following open-source generative
large language models. Text generation configura-
tion has greedy decoding with a temperature setting
of 1e-8 and an output length of 512 tokens.

Llama2 (Touvron et al., 2023): Llama2 is a state-
of-the-art generative large language model that
is specifically designed to analyze and interpret
complex language patterns. This model is char-
acterized by its large number of parameters, en-
abling it to process and generate highly detailed
and contextually relevant text responses. We em-
ploy Llama-2-7b-chat-hf1.

Mistral (Jiang et al., 2023): Mistral is an ef-
ficient model for text generation with a signif-
icantly reduced number of parameters. Its ar-
chitecture not only improves computational ef-
ficiency but also detects hate speech content.
We employ Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.12 and
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.23.

Prompts We examine existing prompts (Bach
et al., 2022) to observe the performance in our
preliminary experiments. We decide to use the
following zero-shot prompt for Subtask A: "Does

1https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Llama-2-7b-chat-hf
2https://huggingface.co/mistralai/Mistral-7B-Instruct-

v0.1
3https://huggingface.co/mistralai/Mistral-7B-Instruct-

v0.2
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Table 3: Optimized parameters of the experimented models for each subtask.

Task Model Hashtag URL Emoji Learning Weight Training Training Sequence
Removed Removed Removed Rate Decay Epoch Batch Length

A
BERTweet ✗ ✗ ✓ 1.6e-5 0.070 3 16 128
DeBERTa ✗ ✗ ✓ 1.1e-5 0.027 6 16 128
Megatron ✓ ✓ ✓ 1.0e-5 0.010 3 16 128

B BERTweet ✗ ✗ ✗ 7.1e-5 0.084 9 8 128
DeBERTa ✓ ✓ ✓ 5.3e-5 0.049 12 8 128

C
BERTweet ✗ ✗ ✗ 1.0e-5 0.000 3 16 96
DeBERTa ✗ ✓ ✓ 1.0e-5 0.000 3 16 160
Megatron ✗ ✗ ✗ 1.2e-5 0.035 3 8 160

this tweet convey the author’s hatred towards some-
thing or someone?".

For Subtask B, we could not find existing
prompts. Instead, we curate a new prompt based on
our preliminary experiments: "The goal of this sub-
task is to identify the targets of tweets. Give one of
the labels (individual, organization, or community)
for the given tweet text."

Different from Subtask A, we observe that zero-
shot prompting does not provide sufficient instruc-
tion to the model. We therefore follow few-shot
prompting to provide three training examples, one
for each class, in the prompt.

For Subtask C, we could not run generative mod-
els due to limited hardware and time constraints.

3.3 Hybrid Models
In Subtask A, we implement a hybrid approach
that combines encoder and generative models
(BERTweet+Llama2). Also, in Subtask B, we use
a hybrid approach that combines encoder models
and named entity recognition (BERTweet+NER).

BERTweet+Llama2 In our preliminary experi-
ments for Subtask A, we observe that our optimized
BERTweet (Nguyen et al., 2020) outperforms other
encoder models. Despite its success, we observe
instances where BERTweet exhibits a lack of con-
fidence in its predictions, particularly with certain
tweets that present ambiguous or subtle indications
of hate speech. To address this, we incorporate
Llama2 as a secondary layer of analysis. In cases
where BERTweet’s output logits have low confi-
dence, i.e., lower than 0.6, we employ Llama2 to
reassess the prediction label.

BERTweet+NER Following the winning model
(Sahin et al., 2023) of the previous shared task
(Thapa et al., 2023), we integrate named entities
with the prediction output of the Transformer-based
model. Named entity recognition can extract indi-
vidual, organization, and community-related enti-

ties from unstructured text (Ozcelik and Toraman,
2022). We obtain entities through the spaCy li-
brary (Honnibal and Montani, 2017), employing
the English Transformer pipeline model4. We then
combine the counts of each entity with the output
logits of our optimized BERTweet model. Finally,
these six features are fed to a random forest model.

3.4 Optimization
We obtain our best models by optimizing the learn-
ing phase using the validation dataset. For this pur-
pose, we employ Optuna (Akiba et al., 2019) with
the following tweet-specific elements and deep
learning hyperparameters:

• Hashtag: A binary feature that determines
whether all hashtags are removed.

• URL: A binary feature that determines whether
all URLs are removed.

• Emoji: A binary feature that determines whether
all emojis are removed.

• Learning rate: Uniform range bw. 1e-5 and 1e-4.
• Weight decay: Uniform range bw. 1e-3 and 1e-1.
• Epochs: Discrete range from 3 to 10.
• Train batch size: 8, 16, or 32.
• Sequence length: 64, 96, 128, and 160

3.5 Baseline Models
We report baseline scores of four Transformer-
based models provided by the organizers (Shi-
wakoti et al., 2024): BERT (Devlin et al., 2018),
DistillBERT (Sanh et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019), and ClimateBERT (Webersinke et al.,
2021).

4 Leaderboard Results

In this section, we report the results of all submitted
models on the test data. The optimized parameters
of our submitted models are reported in Table 3.
Our final submitted models are listed as follows.

4en_core_web_trf
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Table 4: Subtask A: Hate Speech Detection. Test re-
sults in terms of precision, recall, F1 score, and accuracy.
The model which achieves the highest test scores on the
final leaderboard is indicated with a bold font. Baseline
scores are obtained from Shiwakoti et al. (2024).

Model Pre Rec F1 Acc

B
as

el
in

e BERT - - 0.7080 0.9010
DistilBERT - - 0.6640 0.8960
RoBERTa - - 0.6620 0.8420
ClimateBERT - - 0.7040 0.8840

O
ur

s

Megatron 0.8003 0.9415 0.8532 0.9475
BERTweet 0.8687 0.8923 0.8800 0.9507
DeBERTa 0.8623 0.8836 0.8725 0.9475
Llama2 0.5248 0.3894 0.4471 0.8827
Mistralv0.1 0.5416 0.1368 0.2184 0.8808
Mistralv0.2 0.3571 0.3947 0.3750 0.8398
BERTweet+Llama2 0.8973 0.8833 0.8901 0.9526

Table 5: Subtask B: Target Detection. Notations are
the same as Table 4.

Model Pre Rec F1 Acc

B
as

el
in

e BERT - - 0.5540 0.6410
DistilBERT - - 0.5500 0.6030
RoBERTa - - 0.5010 0.7160
ClimateBERT - - 0.5490 0.6040

O
ur

s

BERTweet 0.7728 0.7588 0.7638 0.9133
DeBERTa 0.7149 0.7005 0.6997 0.9000
BERTweet+NER 0.7421 0.7588 0.7500 0.9133
DeBERTa+NER 0.7149 0.7005 0.6997 0.9000
Llama2 0.5775 0.5152 0.4439 0.8067

Table 6: Subtask C: Stance Detection. Notations are
the same as Table 4.

Model Pre Rec F1 Acc

B
as

el
in

e BERT - - 0.4660 0.5860
DistilBERT - - 0.5270 0.6100
RoBERTa - - 0.5420 0.6480
ClimateBERT - - 0.5450 0.6510

O
ur

s Megatron 0.7509 0.7200 0.7342 0.7298
BERTweet 0.7848 0.7226 0.7483 0.7490
DeBERTa 0.7555 0.7242 0.7385 0.7356

Subtask A Our hybrid model (BERTweet+
Llama2) gets the 3rd place among 22 participants.

Subtask B Our optimized encoder (BERTweet)
gets the 4th place among 18 participants.

Subtask C Our optimized encoder (BERTweet)
gets the 1st place among 19 participants.

In Table 4, we present evaluation results for Sub-
task A, highlighting the better performance of our
optimized BERTweet model, particularly over De-
BERTa. This might show that the special tweet
tokenizer can handle noisy tweet text. Generative
models, Llama2 and Mistral, misinterpret some

tweets (e.g., the tweets having many hashtags). We
obtain better performance when they are used as a
support tool for BERTWeet in uncertain cases.

In Table 5, we report that the optimized
BERTweet model outperforms others in Subtask
B, while the inclusion of named entities does not
enhance performance for identifying individual, or-
ganization, and community targets. This ineffec-
tiveness can be attributed to the prevalence of "indi-
vidual" entities such as Greta Thunberg surpassing
other entities. Moreover, Llama2 performs poorly
using few-shot prompts. Unlike Subtask A, we do
not integrate Llama2 with BERTweet, since output
logits are mostly above the confidence threshold.

In Table 6, we report the evaluation results for
Subtask C. We obtain our highest score by using
an optimized version of BERTweet. It has a short
length of input tokenization (96 tokens) with spe-
cial tokens for tweet-specific elements. We could
not implement generative models for Subtask C
due to limited hardware and time constraints. Nev-
ertheless, we obtain the highest score among other
participants in this subtask.

5 Discussion

Encoder Models and Tweet-specific Elements
We observe that the removal of hashtags and URLs
is insignificant for the BERTweet model. This is
because the it demonstrates proficient tokenization
even when hashtags and URLs are retained. How-
ever, in Subtask A, the removal of emojis is an
important hyperparameter since we observe that
emojis can be misleading in detecting hate speech.

Generative Models and Error Analysis We pro-
vide sample outputs generated by Llama2 with
zero-shot prompts for Subtask A in Table 7. We
find that there are many near-duplicate tweets that
have many hashtags but similar content regarding
Greta Thunberg (e.g. False Negative in the table).
Most of them are predicted as not hateful by the
generative model, however the ground truth is la-
beled as hate. We suspect that the high number of
such false negatives profoundly could impact its
overall accuracy. On the other hand, the generative
model gives a reasonable response such that the
tweet content is critical of Greta Thunberg, instead
of hate speech. The degree of offensiveness in this
tweet is indeed controversial. This may show that
the knowledge of generative models does not neces-
sarily align with human annotation for hate speech
detection.
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Table 7: Error analysis of Llama2 with zero-shot prompts for Subtask A Hate Speech Detection. TP: True Positive,
FN: False Negative, FP: False Positive, TN: True Negative.

Tweet Ground ResponseTruth

TP

#India least bothered over #ClimateCrisis. Majority argues they
are preoccupied with their own devised Hindu-Muslim issues.
Irony, #policymakers hiding the fact: #climate disaster will
wipe everyone out along with progeny, or the threat is ignored?
#FridaysForFuture byadavbjp https://t.co/2LAESz7s9Y

Hate

Yes. The author of the tweet is expressing frustration
and disappointment towards the people of India for
being more concerned about their own religious dif-
ferences (Hindu-Muslim issues) than taking action
to address the climate crisis, which they believe will
have severe consequences for everyone, including
their own progeny

FN

#ExtinctionRebellion #ClimateCrisis #ClimateAction #Glob-
alWarming #FridaysForFuture #ClimateChange #Greenwash-
ing #Renewables #ClimateStrike You’ve been fooled by Greta
Thunberg:,

Hate

No, the tweet does not convey the author’s hatred
towards Greta Thunberg or anyone else. The tweet is
critical of Greta Thunberg and the movement she is
leading, but it does not express hatred towards her.

FP

•Week 19• The Time Is Ticking,And We Have No Chance
For Saying, "We’ll Do This/That Tomorrow,For The En-
vironment,ACT NOW!" #ActNow #FridaysForFuture #Cli-
mateActionNow @Fridays4future @FFFMAPA @Riseupmovt
@UNEP @spicewarriors https://t.co/IWs0cIYTpn,

Non-Hate

Yes. The tweet conveys a sense of urgency and frus-
tration towards the lack of action being taken to ad-
dress the climate crisis, with the use of phrases like
"We have no chance" and "ACT NOW!"

TN

Let us celebrate the PLANET and take care of EARTH #Cli-
matechange #ClimateStrike #ClimateAction #ClimateCrisis
#savetheearth #savetheplanet #FridaysForFuture #Bangladesh
https://t.co/xrwYnQuDJw,

Non-Hate

No, the tweet does not convey the author’s hatred
towards something or someone. The tweet is focused
on celebrating the planet and taking care of the Earth,
using hashtags related to climate change and environ-
mental activism. There is no indication of hatred or
negative sentiment towards any particular entity.

We provide another sample for a False Positive
prediction. The model response is non-trivial such
that it gives some examples of frustration in the
tweet. However, human annotation is not hateful
for this tweet. This is also another example of an
alignment problem between the knowledge of gen-
erative models and human annotations for climate
activism and hate speech detection.

In Table 7, we also provide a sample case where
our hybrid solution, BERTweet+Llama2, is use-
ful in this task. The True Positive (TP) sample in
the table is predicted as non-hate by BERTweet
with a confidence score of 0.6. However, Llama2
evaluates this tweet as hate with an insightful ex-
planation.

6 Conclusion

We conclude that the optimized BERTweet model
outperforms other encoder models in all subtasks,
indicating the importance of tweet-specific ele-
ments (hashtag, URL, and emoji) in hate event de-
tection. Overall, generative models perform poorly
in this task. More investigation is needed to under-
stand their capabilities for hate speech detection.
A possible reason for poor performance could be
our prompts or generation config. Nevertheless,
the support of Llama2 increases the performance
in Subtask A.

In future work, state-of-the-art generative mod-

els like GPT3.55 or GPT46 can be employed in
addition to Llama2 and Mistral. Moreover, prompt
tuning can improve the performance of generative
models and extend the work for generalizing model
understanding capacity.

7 Limitations

The dataset has only English text in this study.
More experiments in different languages can be
conducted to generalize the results to other lan-
guages. Also, the optimized hyperparameters for
encoder models are limited to the dataset used in
this study. Generative models may in some in-
stances produce inaccurate, biased, or other objec-
tionable responses to user prompts.

8 Ethics Statement

The authors do not support the use of harmful lan-
guage or any of the harmful representations fea-
tured in this paper. Furthermore, our proposed
models are trained on an annotated dataset; there-
fore, they may have certain bias towards specific
subjects, individuals, organizations, and communi-
ties. We acknowledge the necessity of bias mitiga-
tion for future research. Lastly, for reproducibility,
we share details such as hyperparameters, libraries,
and tools in Section 3, and the datasets are pub-
lished by Shiwakoti et al. (2024).

5https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5
6https://openai.com/gpt-4
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Abstract

CASE @ EACL 2024 proposes a shared task
on Stance and Hate Event Detection for Cli-
mate Activism discourse. For our participation
in the stance detection task, we propose an en-
semble of different approaches: a transformer-
based model (RoBERTa), a generative Large
Language Model (Llama 2), and a Multi-Task
Learning model. Our main goal is twofold: to
study the effect of augmenting the training data
with external datasets, and to examine the con-
tribution of several, diverse models through a
voting ensemble. The results show that if we
take the best configuration during training for
each of the three models (RoBERTa, Llama 2
and MTL), the ensemble would have ranked
first with the highest F1 on the leaderboard for
the stance detection subtask.

1 Introduction

Social media is a popular tool and has adopted an
essential role in this day and age. With its mas-
sive spread and usage, a global discourse arises
regarding numerous topics. Climate change has
become a most prominent topic, as well as a very
polarized one (Tyagi et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2023).
As debates develop, the emergence of hate speech
becomes a concern that must not be left unattended.

Although the case for freedom of speech has
been voiced, it cannot be confused with a com-
plete lack of regulations. Touting that rhetoric has
brought harmful effects (Hickey et al., 2023). It
delves into the paradox of tolerance, where unlim-
ited freedom of speech can cause the corrosion
of our society. Rampant hate speech can create a
breeding ground for intolerance and discrimination.
All of these circumstances justify the necessity to
study controversial public discourse, to promote
online safety and inclusion.

For the reasons argued above, the Climate Ac-
tivism Stance and Hate Event Detection task at
CASE 2024 (Thapa et al., 2024) has significant

relevance. This task focuses on climate activism
discourse, and it consists of three distinct sub-
tasks: hate speech detection, target identification
and stance detection. It can provide valuable knowl-
edge on the diffusion of hate speech and the polar-
ization of users’ stances, addressing some current
open challenges (Parihar et al., 2021).

As described in this paper, our proposal lever-
ages an ensemble voting system with two different
voting strategies for the stance detection subtask.
Ensemble voting has been used in other stance
detection shared tasks (Cignarella et al., 2020),
achieving the best results. These systems provide
some additional advantages, such as model regular-
ization and an increase of diversity (Polikar, 2006),
as they consider different approaches simultane-
ously. For our ensemble, we exploit three different
systems: a transformer-based baseline model, a
Large Language Model and Multi-Task Learning.

Beyond exploring a set of diverse systems for
the proposed task, our approach has the goal of
studying the effect of external data on the stance
detection subtask. We aim to determine the effect
that external training data has on our proposed mod-
els, and to evaluate the suitability of these external
datasets towards improving a model’s performance
in the context of climate activism. To this end, we
propose two datasets related to hate speech and
stance detection that we detail below.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2
we introduce the dataset for the task. In section 3
we present the strategy for the ensemble models,
as well as the additional data that were used. In
section 4 we introduce our results, we discuss them
in section 5, and we perform a post-competition
analysis in section 6. Finally, in section 7, we
exhibit our conclusions and future work.

2 Dataset and Task

This shared task, Climate Activism Stance and Hate
Event Detection, uses the ClimaConvo dataset in-
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troduced in Shiwakoti et al. (2024). It consists
of tweets containing hashtags from a curated list
linked to climate change and climate activism, col-
lected over a one-year period. Non-English tweets
were filtered out. The final dataset only reflects
the textual content of the tweets and was manu-
ally annotated in six dimensions. The shared task
at hand is based on a subset of ClimaConvo and
contains 10,407 instances. Below, we describe the
three subtasks proposed over this dataset.

2.1 Subtask A

The goal of subtask A is to establish whether a
tweet contains hate speech or not. This is a binary
classification task with HATE SPEECH and NO
HATE SPEECH as the annotated labels.

2.2 Subtask B

Subtask B aims to discover the target of the hate
speech, with a multiclass classification task with
the INDIVIDUAL, ORGANIZATION, or COM-
MUNITY labels. Subtask B is based on a smaller
subset of 999 instances, corresponding to tweets
where hate speech is present and labeled as DI-
RECTED in ClimaConvo (Shiwakoti et al., 2024).

2.3 Subtask C

Finally, the objective of subtask C is to determine
the stance of the tweets. The data used for this task
is the same as subtask A. Similarly to subtask B,
this is a multi-class classification task with three
labels: SUPPORT, OPPOSE and NEUTRAL.

3 Methodology

Different models have been employed for the en-
semble described in this paper. In this section we
review the external datasets used by the models, the
pre-processing step applied to all the data sources,
the descriptions of each model and the character-
istics of the ensemble classifier. We aim at deter-
mining whether an ensemble makes a robust model,
and whether the additional context of other datasets
provides an advantage to this task.

3.1 External Data

We experiment with two main data sources: an
offensive language and target dataset, and a stance
dataset. Although we have only participated in
subtask C with this ensemble, additional related
data, as well as the hate speech and target subtasks,
have been included in some of these models.

One of the considered data sources has been the
Offensive Language Identification Dataset (OLID)
(Zampieri et al., 2019a), which was used in the Se-
mEval 2019 Task 6 (Zampieri et al., 2019b). It is
composed of Twitter data with each tweet being an-
notated for three subtasks: offensive language iden-
tification (whether a tweet is offensive or not), char-
acterization of offense types (whether it is targeted
or not) and offense target identification (the target
of the offense: INDIVIDUAL, GROUP or OTH-
ERS). The train and test sets have been combined
for training, generating a total of 14,100 annotated
samples for the offensive language identification
and 4,089 for the target task.

In addition to the OLID dataset, the stance
dataset by Mohammad et al. (2016a), used in the
SemEval 2016 Task 6 (Mohammad et al., 2016b),
has been included. This Twitter dataset is com-
prised of different sections, determined by the
topics of the tweets. There is a total of 4,163
tweets organized by the topics of abortion, climate,
Hillary Clinton, feminism and atheism. This is
a multi-class classification task, which considers
three classes: AGAINST, FAVOR or NONE. Using
the same approach as with the previous dataset, the
train and test sets have been combined.

3.2 Dataset Preparation

All our models use the text of the tweet as input. We
pre-processed this text with a pipeline consisting
of the following steps:

• Removal of URLs from tweets.

• Replacement of username mentions by the
generic token @USER.

• Splitting of hashtags into individual words. To ac-
complish this endeavor we have utilized the Word
Ninja1 library, which uses a probabilistic division
of concatenated words, based on the frequencies
of unigrams from the English Wikipedia.

3.3 Model Description

For this ensemble, we leveraged three different ap-
proaches that participated individually in the shared
task. Below, we discuss the characteristics of the
models, as well as a description of each of the runs:

3.3.1 RoBERTa
We established baseline systems based on
RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019) transformers with

1https://github.com/keredson/wordninja
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a classification head. We fine-tuned a RoBERTa-
base model for each of the subtasks using only the
data proposed in the shared task, and a second set
of RoBERTa-base models on both the data pro-
posed in the shared task and the additional data
proposed for each subtask. With this, we aim at
providing a baseline comparison of the impact of
using additional training data in each subtask that
subsequent models can elaborate on. A more in-
detail description of our fine-tuning methodology
for RoBERTa can be found in Reyes-Montesinos
and Rodrigo (2024).

3.3.2 Llama 2
Next, we fine-tuned a Llama 2 7B Chat model with
a final classification layer, using raw prompts. In
this model, we start from the Llama 2 7B Chat
model proposed by Meta in Touvron et al. (2023).
Then, we removed the last linear layer to add an-
other linear layer that has as input the last hidden
state of the model and as output 3 neurons, one
for each stance label. As model input, we use the
tweets pre-processed as explained in 3.2, therefore
not following the officially suggested tag format.
Moreover, as it is a generative model, we have
tested the zero-shot approach, but our low initial
results led us to use the classification layer. The
full description of the model and the zero-shot ap-
proach can be found in Fraile-Hernandez and Peñas
(2024).

3.3.3 Multi-Task Learning
This approach leverages the potential of
transformer-based Multi-Task Learning (MTL)
for this subtask, and it is detailed at length in
Rodriguez-Garcia and Centeno (2024). In our
system, we implement a hard parameter sharing
Multi-Task model, as was originally described
by Caruana (1993). The model is composed of a
shared RoBERTa encoder and one classification
head for each different task the model is training
for. Considering the capabilities of this approach
to extract context from related information, some
of our MTL models have been trained with the
three subtasks: hate speech, target, and stance.

3.4 Ensemble Description

Two different approaches have been explored for
the ensemble process, a majority voting strategy
and a conservative strategy. In the majority voting,
the predicted stance will be the majority of the
votes of the three base models, and a tie is resolved

by returning the NEUTRAL label, given that no
consensus was reached between SUPPORT and
OPPOSE.

In the conservative strategy, the predicted stance
will be the label that is obtained by unanimity of
the votes of the three base models. In the case of
no unanimity for a label, this strategy would return
the value NEUTRAL. This strategy was motivated
due to the error analysis during validation. We
observed that the models had problems correctly
classifying the NEUTRAL label, and they tended
to classify these instances as SUPPORT.

4 Results

In total, we performed 10 experiments: 4 ensem-
bles and 6 individual component systems. Half
of the runs were performed using only the CASE
dataset and the other half using data additional to
the CASE stance dataset. Specific hyperparameters
and training details are reflected in the individual
papers for each system.

For the CASE only runs, we fine-tune RoBERTa
and Llama 2 models on only Subtask C data. The
Multi-task Learning (MTL) system was fined tuned
on subtask A, B and C data to fully extract the
knowledge from the task.

Regarding the runs with additional external data,
the RoBERTa systems use the climate only topic
from the SemEval stance dataset, while the Llama 2
models make use of all the topics from that dataset.
Finally, the Multitask Learning model adds only
the offensive language identification and the target
tasks from the OLID dataset.

Table 1 shows the F1 macro value of the 4 differ-
ent runs. The results are divided into CASE if only
the CASE dataset has been used in the training, or
Added if the models have been trained with the
CASE dataset and the additional data. The results
of the individual models used for the ensemble are
also included, in addition the results of the Baseline
model used in Shiwakoti et al. (2024). This model,
named ClimateBERT (Webersinke et al., 2022), is
an adaptation of a BERT model, a language model
trained on a corpus sourced from climate-related
news, abstracts, and reports. Furthermore, we com-
pute an oracle to establish the upper limit of the en-
semble. The ideal version of our systems predicts
the correct class if any of the three components
managed to predict it on its own.
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Approach CASE CASE +
external

Baseline 0.5450
Best model leaderboard 0.7483

In
di

v. RoBERTa 0.7495 0.7406
Llama 2 0.7366 0.7300
MTL (submitted) 0.7295 0.7320

E
ns

em
bl

e Conservative 0.7265 0.7287
Majority vote 0.7479 0.7397
Oracle (upper bound) 0.8332 0.8259

Table 1: Comparison of F1-scores for the best submit-
ted individual models and the ensembles constructed
from them, both trained on only task data and task and
external data.

5 Discussion

As noted in Table 1, the performance of our pro-
posed models greatly surpasses the baseline pro-
posed by the organizers. Our best ensemble model
– using the majority voting strategy – comes up
second on the leaderboard by F1 score for Subtask
C. Regarding the use of additional data, we see that
performance only improves in MTL and worsens
for both RoBERTa and LLama 2. In the case of
Llama 2, it could be due to the fact that the external
dataset we used covers several topics – only 13.5%
of the instances were related to climate activism.
This distribution of data can add noise to training.
As for RoBERTa, we only used the additional data
of the same topic. We conclude that the strategy
of augmenting training data with these particular
external datasets did not improve the performance.
We note that further analysis of the relation be-
tween external and task data is needed to establish
whether training data augmentation in general is a
suitable strategy for this task.

Figure 1 shows the confusion matrices of the
best performing ensemble models, both with the
majority strategy, using the CASE dataset and us-
ing aggregated data.

A study of the errors of the different runs shows
that the four sets were wrong simultaneously in
17.47% of the total number of test instances, three
of them were wrong in 7.3% of the instances, two
of them in 5.63% and only one of them in 8.32%.
Grouping by label, we observe that 11.62% of the
instances labelled as SUPPORT are misclassified
by all models, 24.11% for those labelled as OP-
POSE and 26.4% for NEUTRAL. Grouping by en-
semble strategy, we notice that for the majority one,

22.02% of instances are misclassified by the two
models, while it is 24.2% for the conservative one.
For the majority voting, the error for SUPPORT
is 11.62% of all instances labelled as SUPPORT,
24.11% for OPPOSE and 40.6% for NEUTRAL. In
the case of the conservative strategy, SUPPORT is
23.02%, OPPOSE 24.11% and NEUTRAL 26.4%.

Figure 1: Confusion matrix for the best performing
ensemble models using CASE and using added data.

Based on the errors per label, it can be seen
that the conservative strategy, where predictions
more often skew towards NEUTRAL, afforded a
worse performance. Conservative ensembles were
better at classifying NEUTRAL instances, but this
was at the expense of the SUPPORT label. Since
NEUTRAL instances are limited in the dataset, the
use of the conservative strategy did not offer an
advantage, whereas the majority more faithfully
reproduced the expected distribution of labels in
the dataset.

However, our RoBERTa baseline performed bet-
ter than any of the ensemble strategies we submit-
ted to the competition. In that light, we decided to
conduct a post-competition examination with fewer
restrictions to construct the ensemble system.
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Approach F1 Acc.
Baseline 0.5450 0.6510
Best model leaderboard 0.7495 0.7458

In
di

v. RoBERTa 0.7495 0.7458
Llama 2 0.7366 0.7132
MTL (best in training) 0.7402 0.7433

E
ns

em
bl

e Conservative 0.7300 0.7004
Mayority vote 0.7529 0.7510
Oracle (upper bound) 0.8481 0.8451

Table 2: Comparison of F1-scores and Accuracies for
the best individual models (regardless of train data
regime) and the ensembles of best models.

6 Post-competition Analysis

Our ensemble is based on the idea of combining
the diversity given by a Transformer-based system
(RoBERTa), a generative model (Llama 2) and a
Multitask Learning (MTL) approach. Therefore,
we just selected one configuration for each of the
three approaches. Furthermore, we constrained
ourselves to two options: whether all the systems
use external datasets or none of them do.

After submission, we relaxed this constraint and
performed a post-competition run selecting our best
RoBERTa, Llama 2 and MTL models from the
training stage, regardless of whether they use ex-
ternal data. In this case, as shown in Table 2, the
majority vote ensemble achieves the best F1 result,
surpassing our RoBERTa based system that would
have attained the highest position on the leader-
board for the stance detection subtask. If we look
at accuracy, our majority vote ensemble surpasses
the best model on the leaderboard.

The difference between both ensembles is due
only to the use of a different configuration of the
MTL model. This shows that the diversity intro-
duced by the best in training MTL model is valu-
able to the ensemble.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Our contribution focused on studying the influence
of external data in the context of climate activism.
We have done this through three different systems,
whose combination into the proposed ensemble
we present in this paper. The impact of external
data on this particular subtask has been limited,
only being effective in the case of the MTL sys-
tem, which we theorize might be due to the differ-
ent classification heads for each dataset, allowing
them to keep the task-specific information of each

task and maintaining the encoder with the general
shared knowledge. In spite of this situation, we
have gained some insight regarding our ensembles.
Although our submitted runs do not improve the
best individual result of the RoBERTa baseline, the
post competition analysis reveals that an ensem-
ble with our best models, regardless of the training
set, would have achieved the first position in the
competition.

As future work, a thorough study of the best
combination of models, to find a higher divergence,
is crucial. We have also determined that three sys-
tems might be insufficient for classification tasks
with 3 classes, generating uncertainty in the test.
To reduce this uncertainty, we plan on studying
the effects of an ensemble with several models per
approach, and of different voting strategies, such
as a weighted voting schema, which could add a
higher confidence level to the models and correct
potential biases.

A central goal of our contribution, analyzing
the effect of training with external data on this
dataset, remains inconclusive. The proposed addi-
tional datasets did not always improve the results.
We hypothesize that an analysis of the lexical and
semantic distance between task data and external
data could help to determine the suitability of the
chosen collections. This analysis should potentially
be extended over alternative external datasets in or-
der to make an informed choice. A similar analysis
of the particular instances of ClimaConvo in which
each of the different models of the ensemble were
successful – or failed – could contribute to better
determine each model’s strengths and clarify an
optimal ensemble strategy.

As for individual models, another avenue to ex-
plore is studying the effect of other dimensions,
such as pre-processing of the input data, as well
as altering the threshold to assign a label to the
instances. Although the conservative strategy did
not have a high performance, the NEUTRAL tag
still proves problematic. Optimizing the value for
this threshold may improve the detection of this
tag, thus enhancing the models. Additionally, an
in-depth study of the effect of external data, and
how each model performs for those tasks, would
be necessary to determine why it is not as effective
in the case of RoBERTa and Llama-2 and how we
can improve it.
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Limitations

An important drawback is the lack of regularization
regarding external data usage in the constituent
models of the ensemble presented in this paper.
This situation limits the scope of the paper when
addressing the value of additional data and requires
a comprehensive analysis to determine its added
value.

Another limitation relates to the high GPU re-
quirements of some of our models. It is also rele-
vant to note that some of the individual approaches
achieve comparable results without such shortcom-
ings. An additional study to determine if the usage
of highly complex models for classification tasks
may prove necessary.
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Abstract

The automatic identification of offensive lan-
guage such as hate speech is important to keep
discussions civil in online communities. Iden-
tifying hate speech in multimodal content is
a particularly challenging task because offen-
siveness can be manifested in either words or
images or a juxtaposition of the two. This paper
presents the MasonPerplexity submission for
the Shared Task on Multimodal Hate Speech
Event Detection at CASE 2024 at EACL 2024.
The task is divided into two sub-tasks: sub-
task A focuses on the identification of hate
speech and sub-task B focuses on the identifica-
tion of targets in text-embedded images during
political events. We use an XLM-roBERTa-
large model for sub-task A and an ensem-
ble approach combining XLM-roBERTa-base,
BERTweet-large, and BERT-base for sub-task
B. Our approach obtained 0.8347 F1-score in
sub-task A and 0.6741 F1-score in sub-task B
ranking 3rd on both sub-tasks.

1 Introduction

In the context of polarized political discussions,
when feelings and perspectives are strong, identi-
fying offensive content is essential to moderation
efforts in online communities. The challenge is
increased by the use of text-embedded images in
which negative emotions can be expressed both
verbally and visually. Besides, in the current era
of vlogging and reels, people are inclined to uti-
lize memes and emojis or opt for text-embedded
images to express their sentiments and comment
on online content. As a result, the task of detect-
ing hate speech is expanding to encompass images,
posing a new challenge beyond the realm of textual
content and across diverse languages.

The Shared Task on Multimodal Hate Event De-
tection at CASE 2024 (Thapa et al., 2024) deals
with the identification of hate speech and its targets

* denotes equal contribution.
This paper contains offensive examples.

in text-embedded images during political events.
The main objective is to automatically determine
if an image that includes text contains hate speech
(sub-task A) and, if so, to identify its targets cate-
gorized as community, individual, and organization
(sub-task B). Identifying the target of offensive
messages is vital to understanding their potential
harm as demonstrated by annotation taxonomies
such as OLID (Zampieri et al., 2019) and TBO
(Zampieri et al., 2023).

In this paper, we discuss transformer-based ap-
proaches to hate speech detection in political events
using the Multimodal Hate Speech Event Detec-
tion dataset (Bhandari et al., 2023). The paper
sheds light on the challenges of handling mul-
timodal content, particularly text-embedded im-
ages. For sub-task A (hate speech detection),
we employ the XLM-roBERTa-large (Conneau
et al., 2020) model. For sub-task B (target detec-
tion), we adopt an ensemble approach combining
XLM-roBERTa-base, BERTweet-large (Ushio and
Camacho-Collados, 2021), and BERT-base (De-
vlin et al., 2019). These models are selected to
effectively address the unique challenges posed by
diverse multimodal content. We report that our ap-
proach obtained a 0.8347 F1-score in sub-task A
and a 0.6741 F1-score in sub-task B, ranking 3rd

on both sub-tasks.

2 Related Work

Offensive Content and Hate Speech Offensive
content is pervasive in social media motivating the
development of systems capable of recognizing it
automatically. While definitions may vary, hate
speech is arguably the most widely explored type
of offensive content (Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017;
Fortuna and Nunes, 2018). Several studies have
proposed new datasets and models to label hateful
posts on social media (Davidson et al., 2017; Zia
et al., 2022). More recently, studies have focused
on recognizing the specific parts of an instance that
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may be considered offensive or hateful, as in the
case of HateXplain (Mathew et al., 2021), TSD
(Pavlopoulos et al., 2021), and MUDES (Ranas-
inghe and Zampieri, 2021). The vast majority of
work on text-based hate speech detection is on En-
glish but several papers have created resources and
models for languages such as Bengali (Raihan et al.,
2023b), French (Chiril et al., 2019), Greek (Pitenis
et al., 2020), Marathi (Gaikwad et al., 2021), and
Turkish (Çöltekin, 2020).

Multimodal Hate Speech While the aforemen-
tioned studies have focused on the identification
of hateful content in texts, there has been growing
interest in identifying hateful content in text and im-
ages simultaneously. Hermida and Santos (2023),
Ji et al. (2023), and Yang et al. (2022) highlight
the significance of multimodal analysis offering
a comprehensive overview of various methodolo-
gies employed to detect hate speech in images and
memes. Various datasets have been introduced
for multimodal hate speech detection (Grimminger
and Klinger, 2021; Bhandari et al., 2023; Thapa
et al., 2022) The study by Grimminger and Klinger
(2021) presents a Twitter corpus with content re-
lated to the US elections of 2020. The study by
Boishakhi et al. (2021) explores the combination of
various modalities for hate speech detection such
as text, video, and audio. While the clear majority
of studies deal with English, research on different
languages (Karim et al., 2022; Rajput et al., 2022;
Perifanos and Goutsos, 2021).

Related Shared Tasks Thapa et al. (2023) orga-
nizes CASE 2023, a series of shared tasks iden-
tifying Multimodal Hate Speech Event Detection.
There are two sub-tasks to identify hate speech
and targets in the different sub-tasks. Participants
present the utilization of transformer models like
BERT, RoBERTa, and XLNet, as well as effec-
tive approaches such as vision transformers and
CLIP which contributed to the outstanding out-
comes. Similarly, different shared tasks have been
organized to identify offensive language from texts
i.e. (Aragón et al., 2019), (Modha et al., 2021).
All of this research highlights how important it is
to combine several data modalities in order to im-
prove hate speech or offensive language detection.

3 Datasets

In sub-task A, the training dataset provided by the
organizers contains 3,600 images. Additionally, a

development set and a testing set were provided
by the organizers each including 443 instances. In-
stances in the sub-task A dataset (Bhandari et al.,
2023) are annotated using two labels: NO-HATE
(labeled as 0) and HATE (labeled as 1). We present
an example of the training data of sub-task A in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Training data example (Left: NO-HATE,
Right: HATE)

The label distribution, presented in Table 1, is
skewed in the dataset, with a slightly higher per-
centage of instances labeled as HATE in the train-
ing, testing, and evaluation sets.

sub-task A
Label Train Eval Test
HATE 53.95 54.85 54.85
NO-HATE 46.05 45.15 45.15

Table 1: Distribution of labels in the training, evalua-
tion, and test sets of the sub-task A dataset in terms of
percentage.

In sub-task B, the training, evaluation, and test sets
include 1,942, 244, and 242 images respectively.
Instances in the sub-task B dataset (Thapa et al.,
2022) are labeled into three categories: Individual
(labeled as 0), Community (labeled as 1), and Orga-
nization (labeled as 2). Examples of training data
for sub-task B are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Training data example (Left: Organization,
Top-right: Individual, Bottom-right: Community)
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There is an imbalance among the three labels and
the distribution is shown in Table 2. The class INDI-
VIDUAL is the most prevalent. The imbalance can
impact the model’s ability to generalize across dif-
ferent classes, potentially leading to biased results.
Addressing this imbalance through techniques like
data augmentation or re-balancing strategies may
be crucial for developing robust models that per-
form well across all label categories.

sub-task B
Label Train Eval Test
INDIVIDUAL 42.38 41.80 42.15
COMMUNITY 17.25 16.40 17.35
ORGANIZATION 40.37 41.80 40.50

Table 2: label wise data percentage of sub-task B

We have used Google Vision API1 to retrieve text
from the images of all the phases of both the sub-
tasks. Although the OCR can detect text in a variety
of languages, the accuracy may change depending
on the language. It’s possible that some languages
are more accurate and supported than others. The
input image quality has an impact on OCR accu-
racy. In certain situations, the original formatting
may not be preserved by the API.

4 Experiments

In sub-task A, we use BERTweet-large (Ushio
and Camacho-Collados, 2021) (Ushio et al., 2022),
BERT-base (Devlin et al., 2019), and XLM-R (Con-
neau et al., 2020) models. Notably, XLM-R shows
the best F1 score. We also use GPT-3.52 zero-
shot and few-shot prompting with test F1 score
0.73, 0.77. For sub-task B, we also start with
BERTweet-large, BERT-base, and XLM-R using
the same learning rate and epochs as in sub-task
A. Later, we apply a weighted ensemble approach
to these models, resulting in the 0.65 F1 score for
the task. To tackle class imbalance in sub-task B,
we employed back translation, converting the train-
ing data through Xosha to Twi to English and Lao
to Pashto to Yoruba to English. This significantly
improves overall model performance from 0.65 to
0.67.

The ensemble method with majority voting is
proven helpful in this type of case where a single
model may not be able to label the data correctly

1https://cloud.google.com/vision/
2https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/

gpt-3-5-turbo

due to class imbalance (Goswami et al., 2023).
Moreover, we follow the approach of back trans-
lation of (Raihan et al., 2023a). We follow the ap-
proach of back translation of (Raihan et al., 2023a).
For this, we select languages that demonstrate lim-
ited or no cultural overlap with the original lan-
guage featured in the dataset. Xosha, Twi, Lao,
Pashto, and Yoruba are languages that are very di-
verse culturally and geographically. This diversity
underscores the significance of considering a wide
range of cultural and geographical influences when
working with these languages. By intentionally
selecting these languages without cultural overlap,
we introduce a purposeful aspect of diversity, miti-
gating potential biases, and enhancing the dataset
with a broader spectrum of linguistic expressions.
Moreover, the Ensemble method with majority vot-
ing is also proven helpful in this type of case where
a single model may not label the data correctly due
to class imbalance (Goswami et al., 2023). For in-
stance, when two out of three models predict a sen-
tence as a hate event, the sentence is subsequently
labeled as a hate event through the application of
majority voting. We also use GPT-3.5 zero-shot
and few-shot prompting with test F1 scores of 0.53,
and 0.57. The prompt provided to GPT3.5 is avail-
able in Figure 3.

Role: You are a helpful AI assistant. You
are given the task of <sub-task_name>.

Definition: <sub-task_definition>.
You will be given a text to label ei-

ther <label1> or <label2> or <label3>.

Task: Generate the label for this text
in the following format: <label>

Your_Predicted_Label <\label>. Thanks.

Figure 3: Sample GPT-3.5 prompt.

We also utilize GPT-3.5 through the OpenAI API
for two primary sub-tasks: Hate Speech Detection
(sub-task A) and Hate Speech Target Detection
(sub-task B). We fine-tune GPT-3.5 using specif-
ically curated training and evaluation datasets,
conducting the process over four epochs. It is
worth noting that, no other hyper-parameter can
be set other than epochs while fine-tuning GPT3.5
through the API. Notably, the OpenAI API does
not provide conventional metrics such as training
loss, validation loss, precision, or recall. Upon
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completion of the fine-tuning, the API assigns a
unique ID to our model. We use this ID to process
the test dataset for both sub-tasks. For labeling
and predictions, the API returns results based on
the test dataset. In sub-task A, which focuses on
detecting hate speech, our model achieves an F1
score of 0.82, indicating a high level of accuracy.
Conversely, in sub-task B, where the objective is
to identify the targets of hate speech, the model
attains a lower F1 score of 0.63, reflecting the in-
herent challenges in this particular aspect of hate
speech analysis.

Hyperparameters of all the models used exclud-
ing GPT3.5 in the experiments are available in Fig-
ure 3.

Parameter Value
Learning Rate 1e− 5
Train Batch Size 8
Test Batch Size 8
Epochs 5

Table 3: Training Configuration Parameters

5 Results

The detailed experimental results of the models in
sub-task A and sub-task B are available in Tables
4, and 5, respectively. In sub-task A, we evaluate a
BERT-base, BERTweet-large, and XLM-R model.
XLM-R delivers the best performance with a 0.83
F1-score. In sub-task B, our ensemble approach
was provides the best F1-score of 0.67.

Model Eval F1 Test F1
GPT3.5 (ZERO SHOT) – 0.73
GPT3.5 (FEW SHOT) – 0.77
GPT3.5 (FINETUNED) 0.86 0.82
BERT-BASE 0.81 0.75
BERTWEET-LARGE 0.89 0.81
XLM-R 0.95 0.83

Table 4: Results of sub-task A.

6 Error Analysis

In sub-task A, our aim is to detect non-hate (labeled
as 0) and hate (labeled as 1) speeches. Therefore,
the task of our model is to categorize text into two
categories: non-hate or hate. The confusion matrix,
presented in Figure 4, illustrates both the true la-
bels and predicted labels, indicating that our model

Model Eval F1 Test F1
GPT3.5 (ZERO SHOT) – 0.53
GPT3.5 (FEW SHOT) – 0.57
GPT3.5 (FINETUNED) 0.65 0.63
BERT-BASE 0.61 0.60
XLM-R 0.63 0.61
BERTWEET-LARGE 0.68 0.64
ENSEMBLE 0.69 0.65
BERT-BASE (AUG.) 0.63 0.61
XLM-R (AUG.) 0.65 0.64
BERTWEET-LARGE (AUG.) 0.70 0.66
ENSEMBLE (AUG.) 0.71 0.67

Table 5: Results of sub-task B (before and after data
augmentation).

excels in recognizing hate speech than the non-hate
ones. The observed bias towards recognizing hate
speech in the model may stem from the prevalence
of HATE-labeled texts in both training and evalua-
tion datasets. As both the training and evaluation
datasets are used to train the model, the model may
develop a bias, impacting its accuracy when deal-
ing with non-hate speeches.

Figure 4: Confusion matrix of sub-task A evaluation
set.

In sub-task B, our ensemble model is assigned
the challenge of categorizing targets from text-
embedded images into three labels: individual (la-
beled as 0), community (labeled as 1), and organi-
zation (labeled as 2). Analysis of the Confusion
Matrix shown in Figure 5, indicates that our model
shows difficulties in identifying community cat-
egories, compared to labeling organizations and
individuals. However, the model excels in accu-
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Figure 5: Confusion matrix of sub-task B evaluation set.

rately categorizing individuals. This underscores
the significance of having a balanced dataset. The
observed challenges in the model’s performance,
particularly in identifying the community category,
can be attributed to an imbalance in the training
and evaluation datasets.

According to our initial analysis, there are some
challenges that can affect our results. Firstly, there
is an imbalance in label distribution within our
dataset, where certain data classes contain more
Instances than others. This makes it difficult for
the model to learn properties of classes that con-
tain fewer examples. Secondly, we observed that
some labels in the dataset are correctly attributed.
This is the case of many offensive and hate speech
datasets due to the intrinsic subjectivity of the task,
as noted by Weerasooriya et al. (2023). Incorrect
labels can confuse our model, making it harder for
it to learn properly and leading to mistakes in the
evaluation state. It may also explain why GPT3.5
underperformed, even after finetuning. Also, as
this is primarily a text classification task - models
like XLM-R do better than GPT3.5.

Finally, another limitation lies in the impact of
external factors on the reliability of our Multimodal
Hate Event Detection Model over time. The dy-
namic nature of online discourse and political shifts
may affect its efficacy. Even though our mod-
els achieve good results, recognizing and dealing
with these challenges is important when develop-
ing high-performing models that work well in the
ever-changing world of online conversations and
political events.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper evaluated various approaches to Multi-
modal Hate Event Detection. We tested multiple
models such as GPT, XLM-R, and BERT on sub-
task a and sub-task b of the competition and we
addressed the difficulties associated with handling
multimodal content. Our XLM-R model performed
well in subtask A ranking third, achieving an F1
score of 0.83. In the same way, for subtask B, our
ensemble method, which combined BERT base,
BERTweet large, and XLM-R, also ranked third,
achieving an F1 score of 0.67.

Despite encountering label distribution imbal-
ances in the training and evaluation sets, our ap-
proaches successfully navigated these challenges.
Future studies will focus on exploring potential bi-
ases in our models and further refining strategies
for handling class imbalance as in Akhbardeh et al.
(2021). Moreover, as online communication con-
tinues to increase multimodality, developing robust
hate speech detection systems requires fusing in-
formation from different modalities. Future work
should focus on faceted annotation schemes and
semi-supervised approaches to improve generaliza-
tion. Evaluating model biases, and exploring the
impacts of label imbalance are also important areas
needing attention. We hope our experiments pro-
vide a valuable starting point for further research
towards safer online spaces.
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Abstract
The task of identifying public opinions on so-
cial media, particularly regarding climate ac-
tivism and the detection of hate events, has
emerged as a critical area of research in our
rapidly changing world. With a growing num-
ber of people voicing either to support or op-
pose to climate-related issues - understanding
these diverse viewpoints has become increas-
ingly vital. Our team, MasonPerplexity, partici-
pates in a significant research initiative focused
on this subject. We extensively test various
models and methods, discovering that our most
effective results are achieved through ensem-
ble modeling, enhanced by data augmentation
techniques like back-translation. In the spe-
cific components of this research task, our team
achieved notable positions, ranking 5th, 1st,
and 6th in the respective sub-tasks, thereby il-
lustrating the effectiveness of our approach in
this important field of study.

1 Introduction

In the ever-evolving landscape of climate change
activism, encouraging meaningful conversations
and comprehending how things change throughout
events depends critically on the ability to recog-
nize hate speech and the understanding of attitude
during these events. This paper presents our ef-
fort in the Shared Task on Hate Speech and Stance
Detection during Climate Activism (Thapa et al.,
2024), where our goal is to develop effective mod-
els for hate speech detection, target identification,
and stance detection.

This task consists of three subtasks that work
together to support an integrated approach to event
identification. The goal of the first subtask is to
identify whether the given text contains hate speech
or not. The second subtask focuses on identifying
if people, groups, or communities are targets of
hate speech. Lastly, Stance Detection provides in-
sight into the dynamics of climate activism protests

* denotes Equal Contribution

by assessing the support, opposition, or neutrality
indicated within texts.

Our paper serves as a comprehensive system
description, outlining the approaches and models
used to address these subtasks within the frame-
work of activist events related to climate change.
We present our ensemble method for identify-
ing hate speech, which combines robust models
like XLM-roBERTa-large (Conneau et al., 2019),
BERTweet-large (Ushio and Camacho-Collados,
2021a), and fBERT (Sarkar et al., 2021). Notably,
for Target Detection, the best-performing model
is BERTweet-large (Ushio and Camacho-Collados,
2021b) while BERTweet-base (Nguyen et al., 2020)
excels in Stance Detection.

We also discuss our fine-tuning strategies and
dataset augmentation techniques, demonstrating
our commitment to refining model performance.
Our approach’s effectiveness is demonstrated by
our remarkable F1 scores of 0.8885, 0.7858, and
0.7373. Furthermore, our team named MasonPer-
plexity has secured 5th, 1st, and 6th ranks in the
respective subtasks, underscoring the competence
of our models in comparison to peers.

Through this paper, we aim to contribute to the
advancement of hate speech and stance detection
in the context of climate activism, fostering a safer
and more informed space for dialogue and under-
standing during crucial events. We employ en-
semble methods to better classify the texts - our
approach increases the accuracy metrics for the
first sub-task where we encounter a comparatively
larger amount of data. We also use data augmenta-
tion methods, which further improve our results.

2 Related Works

The paper (Parihar et al., 2021) explores the ris-
ing concern of hate speech on the internet and its
potential impact. It emphasizes machine learning
and deep learning models in automatically identify-
ing hate speech. In (Malmasi and Zampieri, 2017),
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English tweets are subjected to supervised classi-
fication using n-gram features and a linear SVM
classifier. Even at 78% accuracy, it is still difficult
to discern offensive language from hate speech. By
combining recurrent neural networks and user fea-
tures, (Pitsilis et al., 2018) outperforms current sys-
tems and achieves a remarkable F-score of 0.9320
on a Twitter dataset. Additionally, Warner and
Hirschberg (Warner and Hirschberg, 2012) define
hate speech and despite limitations in capturing
larger language patterns, SVM classification can
detect anti-Semitic speech with 94% accuracy.

The literature on target detection in hate speech
unveils valuable insights through various studies in
the field. (Lemmens et al., 2021) focuses on Dutch
Facebook comments, exploring hateful metaphors
to enhance hate speech type and target detection.
The study incorporates manual metaphor annota-
tions as features for SVM and BERT models, ob-
serving improvements in F1 scores. Conversely,
(Zampieri et al., 2019) proposes a hierarchical an-
notation scheme for offensive language in English
tweets, creating the OLID dataset. The study em-
ploys SVM, CNN, and BiLSTM models, achieving
notable results and providing a valuable resource
for offensive language research.

Stance detection, a crucial aspect of NLP, in-
volves determining a person’s position towards a
concept. (Küçük and Can, 2021) outlines the signif-
icance and challenges in this domain, emphasizing
its relation to sentiment analysis, emotion detection,
and other tasks. It highlights the evolution facili-
tated by shared tasks, varied approaches, including
traditional SVMs and newer LSTM models, and
the necessity of annotated datasets. Additionally,
(Upadhyaya et al., 2023) introduces a multitask-
ing approach, enhancing performance on multiple
datasets, and showcasing the potential of incorpo-
rating auxiliary tasks. Furthermore, (Küçük and
Can, 2018) contributes a valuable stance-annotated
Turkish Twitter dataset, showcasing the diversity
of research efforts in stance detection.

3 Datasets

From the tables for Subtask 1, Subtask 2, and Sub-
task 3, it is evident that the dataset (Shiwakoti et al.,
2024) is imbalanced across different labels.

3.1 Hate Speech Detection

In subtask A, the distribution between NON-HATE
and HATE is heavily skewed towards NON-HATE,

with approximately 87.66% in the training set,
87.83% in the evaluation set, and 87.96% in the
test set. This indicates a significant class imbalance,
which may pose challenges for model training and
evaluation.

3.2 Target Detection

In subtask B, there is an imbalance among the la-
bels INDIVIDUAL, ORGANIZATION, and COM-
MUNITY. The majority of instances belong to
the individual category, with around 80.54% in
the training set, 80.00% in the evaluation set, and
80.67% in the test set.

3.3 Stance Detection

Subtask C exhibits an imbalance, between the SUP-
PORT, OPPOSE, and NEUTRAL labels. SUP-
PORT dominates the dataset, comprising 59.42%
in the training set, 57.46% in the evaluation set,
and 58.96% in the test set, where OPPOSE has
respective percentages 9.61%, 9.80%, and 9.03%.

In summary, the dataset for all three subtasks is
not well-balanced, and addressing this imbalance
may be crucial for developing models that general-
ize well across different classes.

Subtask A
Label Train Eval Test
NON-HATE 87.66 87.83 87.96
HATE 12.34 12.17 12.04

Table 1: label wise data percentage of subtask A

Subtask B
Label Train Eval Test
INDIVIDUAL 80.54 80.00 80.67
ORGANIZATION 15.02 15.33 15.33
COMMUNITY 4.44 4.67 4.00

Table 2: label wise data percentage of subtask B

Subtask C
Label Train Eval Test
SUPPORT 59.42 57.46 58.96
OPPOSE 9.61 9.80 9.03
NEUTRAL 30.97 32.74 32.01

Table 3: label wise data percentage of subtask C
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4 Experiments

In subtask A, we initially employ GPT3.5 (OpenAI,
2023) zero shot and few shot prompting with Test
F1 score 0.66 and 0.73. The prompt provided to
GPT3.5 is available in Figure 1.

Role: You are a helpful AI assistant. You
are given the task of <subtask_name>.

Definition: <subtask_definition>. You
will be given a text to label either

<label1> or <label2> or <label3>.

Task: Generate the label for this text
in the following format: <label>

Your_Predicted_Label <\label>. Thanks.

Figure 1: Sample GPT-3.5 prompt.

Then we use BERTweet large (Ushio and
Camacho-Collados, 2021a) (Ushio et al., 2022),
XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2019), HATE-BERT
(Caselli et al., 2021) and fBERT (Sarkar et al.,
2021). Following this, we adopt a weighted en-
semble approach (Ensemble 1) for the best three
models (BERTweet, XLM-R, fBERT). Similarly,
we perform another weighted ensemble approach
(Ensemble 2) with the same models only replacing
BERTweet with HATE-BERT, as these two models
show the same F1 score on test data with the same
setting. However, the former ensemble strategy
yields the highest F1 score for this task.

To address class imbalance in subtask A, we im-
plement back translation by converting the training
data of those specific labels that have a smaller ra-
tio with respect to the whole training set through
various languages, including Xosha to Twi to En-
glish, Lao to Pashto to Yoruba to English, Yoruba
to Somali to Kinyarwanda to English, and Zulu to
Oromo to Shona to Tsonga to English. This ap-
proach significantly contributed to improving the
overall F1 score of Ensemble 1 from 0.85 to 0.88
and Ensemble 2 from 0.86 to 0.89.

We follow the approach of back translation of
(Raihan et al., 2023). For this, we select languages
that demonstrate limited or no cultural overlap with
the original language featured in the dataset. Xosha,
Twi, Lao, Pashto, Yoruba, Somali, Kinyarwanda,
Zulu, Oromo, Shona, and Tsonga are languages
that are very diverse culturally and geographically.
This diversity underscores the significance of con-

sidering a wide range of cultural and geographical
influences when working with these languages. By
intentionally selecting these languages without cul-
tural overlap, we introduce a purposeful aspect of
diversity, mitigating potential biases, and enhanc-
ing the dataset with a broader spectrum of linguistic
expressions. Moreover, the Ensemble method with
majority voting is also proven helpful in this type
of case where a single model may not label the data
correctly due to class imbalance (Goswami et al.,
2023). For instance, when two out of three models
predict a sentence as a hate event, the sentence is
subsequently labeled as a hate event through the
application of majority voting.

In subtask B, we utilize BERTweet-large (Ushio
and Camacho-Collados, 2021a), BERT base (De-
vlin et al., 2018), and XLM-R (Conneau et al.,
2019). Additionally, like subtask 1, we imple-
ment back translation using the same language
sequences mentioned earlier to address class im-
balance. Notably, BERTweet large (Ushio and
Camacho-Collados, 2021a) demonstrates the high-
est F1- score among these models. We also use
GPT3.5 zero shot and few shot prompting with
0.63 and 0.64 test F1 scores.

BERTweet-large (Ushio and Camacho-Collados,
2021a), BERT base (Devlin et al., 2018), and
BERTweet base (Nguyen et al., 2020) models are
applied in subtask C for stance detection. Among
these models, the BERTweet base achieves the
highest F1 score. F1 score for GPT3.5 zero shots
and few shot prompting are 0.63 and 0.67.

Hyperparameters of all the models used exclud-
ing GPT3.5 in the experiments are available in Fig-
ure 4.

Parameter Value
Learning Rate 1e− 5
Train Batch Size 8
Test Batch Size 8
Epochs 5
Dropout 0.2

Table 4: Training Configuration Parameters

5 Results

The results in Tables 5, 6, and 7 provide a compre-
hensive evaluation of various NLP models across
the three subtasks of the shared task.

In subtask A, our ensemble approach (Ensemble
2 with HATE-BERT, XLM-R and fBERT models)
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secures the fifth rank. For subtask B, BERTweet
large secures the top position (Rank 1), while
in subtask C, we achieve the sixth rank utilizing
BERT-Base.

Model Eval F1 Test F1
GPT3.5-(ZERO SHOT) – 0.66
GPT3.5-(FEW SHOT) – 0.73
HATE-BERT 0.88 0.83
BERTWEET-LARGE 0.89 0.84
XLM-R 0.89 0.85
F-BERT 0.90 0.85
*ENSEMBLE 1 0.90 0.85
**ENSEMBLE 2 0.91 0.86
HATE-BERT (AUG.) 0.91 0.87
BERTWEET-LARGE (AUG.) 0.92 0.87
XLM-R (AUG.) 0.91 0.88
F-BERT (AUG.) 0.93 0.88
*ENSEMBLE 1 (AUG.) 0.93 0.88
**ENSEMBLE 2 (AUG.) 0.94 0.89

Table 5: Results of subtask A (before and after data aug-
mentation). *Ensemble 1 (BERTweet-large, XLM-R,
fBERT), **Ensemble 2 (HATE-BERT, XLM-R, fBERT)

Model Eval F1 Test F1
GPT3.5-(ZERO SHOT) – 0.63
GPT3.5-(FEW SHOT) – 0.64
XLM-R 0.75 0.60
BERT-BASE 0.86 0.69
BERTWEET-LARGE 0.97 0.79

Table 6: Results of subtask B.

Model Eval F1 TEST F1
GPT3.5-(ZERO SHOT) – 0.63
GPT3.5-(FEW SHOT) – 0.67
BERT-BASE 0.71 0.69
BERTWEET-LARGE 0.71 0.70
BERTWEET-BASE 0.80 0.74

Table 7: Results of subtask C.

6 Error Analysis

Upon evaluating our models’ performance across
the three subtasks, we identify several key sources
of errors that contributed to limiting our scores.

In subtask A on hate speech detection, our en-
semble model struggles with longer text segments
that express hate in subtle or nuanced ways. The
models are not always able to pick up on the un-
derlying mocking or criticism woven into complex

rhetorical devices. Additionally, sarcasm and irony
continue to pose challenges, as models interpret
literally what is meant to convey the opposite mean-
ing.

For subtask B on target identification, errors fre-
quently occur in distinguishing between organiza-
tions and communities as categories. Our models
have difficulty consistently applying the definitions
and criteria that delineate these two groups as tar-
gets of hate speech. There are also inconsistencies
in labeling individual people who are associated
with or represent a broader community.

Regarding subtask C on stance detection, our
models struggle to some extent with longer text
segments, having more trouble identifying stances
from among nuanced discussions. Shorter, more
direct statements of opposition or support were
simpler for the models to categorize accurately.

To visualize label-wise models’ performance we
can see the Figures 2, 3, and 4 of confusion matri-
ces for all the subtasks.

Figure 2: Confusion Matrix for Hate Speech Detection

Figure 3: Confusion Matrix for Target Detection
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Figure 4: Confusion Matrix for Stance Detection

7 Conclusion

In conclusion, the MasonPerplexity team has made
significant strides in the domain of detecting cli-
mate activism stances and hate events on social
media. Through a comprehensive evaluation of var-
ious models, our research underscores the efficacy
of ensemble modeling coupled with data augmenta-
tion techniques like back-translation. Our achieve-
ments in the shared task, marked by rankings of 5th,
1st, and 6th in the respective subtasks, reflect the
potential of our methodologies in addressing the
complexities of sentiment analysis in the context
of climate activism.

There are several avenues for future research.
Firstly, addressing the challenge of label imbal-
ance in our dataset could enhance the accuracy and
reliability of our models. Exploring advanced tech-
niques in data sampling or synthetic data generation
may provide viable solutions. Secondly, the refine-
ment of label quality through more rigorous annota-
tion processes or leveraging semi-supervised learn-
ing techniques could further improve model perfor-
mance. Finally, the integration of Large Language
Model (LLM) fine-tuning presents a promising di-
rection. Fine-tuning pre-trained models specifi-
cally for the nuances of climate activism discourse
and hate speech detection could yield more nu-
anced and contextually aware results. Addition-
ally, expanding our research to include multilin-
gual datasets would enhance the applicability and
relevance of our findings in a global context, foster-
ing a more comprehensive understanding of public
sentiment on climate issues worldwide.

Limitations

This study encounters some limitations that affect
its outcomes. The first issue is with the balance of
labels in our dataset. We have more examples of
some types of data than others, a problem known
as label imbalance. This imbalance can lead our
model to be better at recognizing the more com-
mon types and not as good with the rare ones,
creating a bias in our results. The second limi-
tation is the quality of the labels themselves. In our
dataset, some labels are incorrect or not consistent
with each other. This poor quality can confuse the
model, making it harder for it to learn correctly and
possibly leading to inaccurate results. Lastly, we
did not fine-tune Large Language Models (LLMs)
for our specific task. Fine-tuning is a process where
a pre-trained model, like an LLM, is further trained
on a specific type of data. Not doing this fine-
tuning means we may not be taking full advantage
of the LLM’s capabilities, which can improve our
model’s understanding of complex patterns in cli-
mate activism and hate event data. However, due
to a lack of computing resources, we are not fine-
tuning.
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Abstract

With the rapid rise of social media platforms,
communities have been able to share their pas-
sions and interests with the world much more
conveniently. This, in turn, has led to indi-
viduals being able to spread hateful messages
through the use of memes. The classification of
such materials requires not only looking at the
individual images but also considering the asso-
ciated text in tandem. Looking at the images or
the text separately does not provide the full con-
text. In this paper, we describe our approach to
hateful meme classification for the Multimodal
Hate Speech Shared Task at CASE 2024. We
utilized the same approach in the two subtasks,
which involved a classification model based
on text and image features obtained using Con-
trastive Language-Image Pre-training (CLIP) in
addition to utilizing BERT-Based models. We
then utilize predictions created by both mod-
els in an ensemble approach. This approach
ranked second in both subtasks, respectively.

1 Introduction

Social media has become the biggest form of com-
munication in recent years. However, with this rise
comes an increase in the usage of hate speech to
spread hostile and hateful messages. The effects
of hate speech have been very apparent in recent
years and have been demonstrated in multiple stud-
ies (Parihar et al., 2021). Some malicious entities
have even been shown to use memes to create such
hateful content. While these memes might seem
humorous in nature, studies show that this use of
humor to spread hateful messages creates hostile
perceptions within the audience (Schmid, 2023).
The use of machine learning and AI to combat this
problem and classify these memes has been on the
rise lately, with the collection of large amounts of
data and the creation of datasets to support these
tasks (Kiela et al., 2021). The use of such hateful
attacks has been widespread and particularly ev-
ident in the Russia-Ukraine conflict, where both

parties engaged in masquerading these attacks as
memes. The Multimodal Hate Classification shared
task at CASE 2024 (Thapa et al., 2024) focused on
tackling this problem by providing a multimodal
dataset primarily focused on this conflict (Bhandari
et al., 2023). The rest of this paper is dedicated
to our approach in the two subtasks provided in
this shared task where we utilized CLIP (Radford
et al., 2021) in conjunction with concatenation and
a classification head to achieve second place on
both subtasks. The following sections of the paper
will include a related work section, a section de-
scribing the dataset, a section describing the system
proposed, a discussion section and a conclusion.

2 Related Work

Research has extensively explored the application
of AI in hate speech detection. However, fewer
studies have delved into the use of multimodal
data for classifying memes in these contexts. One
notable study is (Pramanick et al., 2021), where
they employed four different models for feature
extraction, including CLIP, VGG-19 (Simonyan
and Zisserman, 2015), and DistilBERT (Sanh et al.,
2019), complemented by a CMAF fusion layer at
the end. Another innovative approach was intro-
duced by (Kumar and Nandakumar, 2022), pre-
senting the HateClipper architecture. They utilized
CLIP for feature extraction and implemented vari-
ous fusion methods, such as alignment, concatena-
tion, and cross fusion, resulting in promising out-
comes. Additional methodologies were elucidated
in (Cao et al., 2023), where researchers leveraged
prompts and language models for classification.
CASE 2023 featured a similar shared task (Thapa
et al., 2023), with (Sahin et al., 2023) employing
an ensemble of syntactical feature outputs passed
into XGBOOST (Chen and Guestrin, 2016), cou-
pled with encoder outputs, to achieve their note-
worthy results.In recent times, researchers have
presented datasets aimed at addressing this issue
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(Thapa et al., 2022; Bhandari et al., 2023). These
datasets mark a significant advancement, provid-
ing researchers with valuable resources to more
effectively confront the problem and explore vari-
ous architectures. One Interesting approach is the
one proposed by (Yang et al., 2022) which incorpo-
rated a multimodal backbone with three additional
modules semantic adaptation module, definition
adaptation module and domain adaptation module
which boosted the performance significantly.

3 Dataset & Task

The Multimodal Hate Speech Event Detection chal-
lenge at CASE 2024 (Thapa et al., 2024)1 encom-
passes two specific subtasks: Subtask A and B. The
dataset makes use of the CrisisHateMM dataset
(Bhandari et al., 2023) which is a collection of
Text-Embedded Images of Directed and Undirected
Hate Speech from Russia-Ukraine Conflict. The
following subsections expand on each subtask high-
lighting the data distribution of each label. For the
test labels, these labels remain undisclosed and are
reserved for assessing the ultimate prediction per-
formance, influencing the leaderboard rankings at
the conclusion of the shared task.

3.1 Subtask A: Hate Speech Detection
The first subtask is a binary classification problem
where tweets given are classified into two distinct
classes: “Hate Speech” and “No Hate Speech”.
Table 1 illustrates the data distribution for the dif-
ferent classes within the dataset.

Training Validation
No Hate 1658 200
Hate 1942 243
Overall 3600 443

Table 1: Subtask A’s Dataset Distribution.

3.2 Subtask B: Target Detection
The second subtask is a multiclass classification
problem where tweets given are classified into three
distinct classes: "Individual", "Organization", and
"Community". Table 2 illustrates the data distri-
bution for the different classes within the dataset.

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/16203

Training Validation
Individual 823 102
Organization 784 40
Community 335 102
Overall 1942 244

Table 2: Subtask B’s Dataset Distribution.

3.3 Textual Data Extraction
The Google Vision API2 was employed to extract
textual information embedded in images. While
the API demonstrates commendable accuracy and
delivers high-quality results, its utilization is fi-
nancially challenging for numerous researchers.
This situation prompts the exploration of alternative
tools such as various open-source Python packages
or the creation of a comparable tool that maintains
high quality but at a significantly lower cost.

3.4 Textual Data Preprocessing
Prior to being fed into the model, the text under-
goes a rigorous preprocessing stage aimed at ad-
dressing various challenges related to the nature
of social media data, where texts contain relatively
high noise. This noise, if not properly handled, has
the potential to adversely impact our classifier’s
performance. Therefore, the preprocessing stage
is crucial in mitigating such adverse effects and
ensuring the robustness of the model against the
inherent noise in social media texts.

• Removal of punctuation as many tweets con-
tained .

• Applying PySpellChecker3 to check for mis-
spelled words and correct them.

• Removal of hyperlinks as they did not mean-
ing needed for our classification process.

• Removal of hashtags.

3.5 Visual Data Preprocessing
No preprocessing was applied to the images except
for resizing them to dimensions of 224 x 224 pixels.

4 Methodology

In the following subsections, we will expand on the
proposed models for each subtask, highlighting the
reasoning behind each.

2https://cloud.google.com/vision
3https://pypi.org/project/pyspellchecker/
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4.1 Language Models
Language Models were found to achieve state of
the art performance on many tasks including ones
related to hate speech detection. After examining
existing literature on multimodal hate speech detec-
tion, we discovered that relying solely on textual
features yielded commendable results, approach-
ing those achieved by approaches incorporating
multiple modalities (Singh et al., 2023; Aziz et al.,
2023). Consequently, we opted to conduct experi-
ments employing several pretrained language mod-
els, with a primary focus on HateBERT (Caselli
et al., 2021), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and XLM-
RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020).

4.2 Vision Models
After a thorough review of past literature, includ-
ing research findings from last year’s competition
(Thapa et al., 2023) and various other sources, we
have chosen not to investigate vision models on
their own, as their performance on comparable
tasks has been relatively subpar. Instead, our strat-
egy entails conducting experiments with them as
feature extractors within our multimodal frame-
work. In the multimodal approach we adopted, we
opted to employ ViT (Dosovitskiy et al., 2021) and
Swin (Liu et al., 2021) as feature extractors.

4.3 Multimodal Approach
The multimodal approach comprises two main
models that will be elucidated in the subsequent
subsections.

4.3.1 Pairing Models
The initial approach aimed to harness the com-
bined capabilities of vision and language models
as this approach proved to beneficial in similar set-
tings(Chen and Pan, 2022; Das et al., 2020). In
the experiments, both language and vision models
were employed as feature extractors without under-
going model finetuning. Subsequently, as part of
the training procedure, both models were finetuned.
The finetuned models yielded slightly higher re-
sults compared to the alternative. Throughout our
exterminations, we experimented with pairing a
number of models yet only 2 of them were used for
submitting results through the official contest page
as they mostly produced bad results. One important
aspect to mention is the fact that our Swin + Hate-
BERT model used the pretrained model weights
without any further fintuning whilst the ViT + Hate-

BERT model was fully fine tuned on the chosen
dataset.

4.3.2 CLIP
State-of-the-art performances on numerous sub-
tasks have been achieved by CLIP (Contrastive Lan-
guage–Image Pre-training) (Radford et al., 2021).
High results on comparable tasks were also ob-
served (Kumar and Nandakumar, 2022). CLIP,
functioning as both a textual and visual feature ex-
tractor, demonstrated extremely high performance
on our task. We experimented with two types of fu-
sion in case of of CLIP. Firstly, the concatenation of
visual and textual features generated by CLIP was
experimented with. Secondly, cross fusion for the
same features was explored in which the extracted
feature vectors had their outer product computed
into a resulting matrix R = pt ⊗ pi . Surprisingly,
higher results were obtained by concatenating the
features. A 3-layer classification head was imple-
mented, utilizing RELU as its activation function.

4.4 Ensembling
Combining various models to enhance robustness,
generalization, and predictive performance is a
practice known as ensembling in machine learning.
In our approach, hard voting is utilized, where pre-
dictions on a dataset are made by individual models
within the ensemble, and the final prediction is de-
termined through majority voting. Experiments
were conducted involving the ensemble of top-k
learners for each subtask, leading to the derivation
of our predictions.

4.5 Experiment Settings
The training procedure was conducted using the
Google Colab 4 platform for training our pipeline,
which has 12.68 GB of RAM, a 14.75 GB NVIDIA
Tesla T4 GPU, and Python language. Table 3 and
Table 4 illustrate the hyperparameters used both in
experimenting with CLIP and BERT-Based mod-
els.

5 Results

This section will expand on the result obtained
through the usage of the aforementioned systems.
For CLIP, HateBERT, Swin and ViT, we experi-
mented with a variety of model sizes. Top-k Ensem-
ble would then choose the highest k submissions to
ensemble them.

4https://colab.google/
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Hyperparameter Value
Epochs 30
Learning Rate 2e-5
Batch Size 16
Max length 128
Optimizer Adam
Early Stopping Patience 5
Reduce On Plateau 2
Loss Function Dice Loss

Table 3: Training Hyperparameters for BERT-BASED.

Hyperparameter Value
Epochs 10
Learning Rate 1e-5
Batch Size 16
Optimizer Adam
Early Stopping Patience 5
Reduce On Plateau 2
Loss Function Cross Entropy

Table 4: Training Hyperparameters for CLIP.

5.1 Subtask A
Table 5 illustrates the performance of the previously
mentioned models on the test set. Text models
demonstrated good outcomes, surpassing certain
suggested multimodal models. Notably, CLIP out-
performs all proposed models without requiring
fine-tuning, presenting significant advantages in
terms of training time. It is noteworthy that ensem-
bling various models resulted in a marginal per-
formance improvement, prompting inquiries about
the effectiveness of an ensemble approach when
compared to using only CLIP.

Model Precision Recall F1-
Score

RoBERTa 0.8243 0.8246 0.8245
HateBERT 0.8214 0.8186 0.8169
XLMRoBERTa 0.7676 0.7676 0.7676
Swin+HateBERT 0.7599 0.7576 0.7576
ViT+HateBERT 0.8161 0.8153 0.8157
CLIP (Cross) 0.8464 0.8448 0.8454
CLIP (Concat) 0.8546 0.8540 0.8543
Top-3 Ensemble 0.8550 0.8539 0.8544

Table 5: Results For Subtask A.

5.2 Subtask B
Table 6 illustrates the performance of the previ-
ously mentioned models on the test set, yet for
this subtask out other multimodal approaches were
not able to converge really well so unlike the first
subtask they were not used for testing. Concatenat-
ing CLIP features outperformed all of its peers yet
was beaten by ensembling top-3 performing mod-
els with a very small margin. This raises doubts
about the effectiveness of the ensemble approach
compared to utilizing only CLIP.

Model Precision Recall F1-
Score

RoBERTa 0.6832 0.7208 0.6960
HateBERT 0.6669 0.7479 0.6877
XLMRoBERTa 0.5866 0.5990 0.5910
CLIP (Cross) 0.7391 0.7372 0.7379
CLIP (Concat) 0.7465 0.8240 0.7671
Top-3 Ensemble 0.7499 0.8273 0.7703

Table 6: Results For Subtask B.

5.3 Leaderboard Results
During the evaluation phase of the shared task, we
submitted our models for assessment on the test
sets of both Subtask A and Subtask B. The out-
comes of the tests are presented in Table 5 and
Table 6, respectively. Our multimodal ensemble,
which combines CLIP and BERT-based models,
achieved the second place among the 7 participat-
ing teams in Subtask A. Similarly, the same model
secured the second position among the 5 participat-
ing teams in Subtask B. One really intriguing di-
rection is exploring explainable AI. In recent years,
there has been a lot of approaches to explain the
reasoning behind the model’s predictions like Grad-
Cam (Selvaraju et al., 2019), LIME(Ribeiro et al.,
2016) and many others. (Chefer et al., 2021) pro-
posed a technique for explaining transformer based
models that could be adapted to our model, some-
thing that would further solidify our model’s perfor-
mance and open the door for many improvements
as we may use such a technique for advanced error
analysis.

6 Discussion & Future Work

The results obtained underscore the capability of
CLIP in achieving promising outcomes for multi-
modal text-embedded image classification. These
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findings lay a robust groundwork for future re-
search pursuits. One avenue worth investigating in-
volves understanding the reasons behind the limited
generalization of vision models on text-embedded
images. In fact, an intriguing strategy is presented
in (Pramanick et al., 2021), where image attributes
are extracted instead of encoded features. Another
compelling approach is to delve into language mod-
els with visual understanding, such as GPT-4.

7 Conclusion

This study outlines the endeavors of our team,
"AAST-NLP," in addressing the pervasive issue
of using text-embedded images for hate speech
and propaganda. However, it is important to note
that text-embedded images also have the poten-
tial to be utilized for positive purposes. Despite
their potential for misuse, as observed during the
Russia-Ukraine war, the identification and mitiga-
tion of such instances are crucial, particularly in
times of prolonged conflict. Our solution makes
use of ensembling via hard voting based on CLIP
and BERT-Based models. Our model has the po-
tential to be used in lots of aspects as a result of its
relatively high performance on both subtasks.
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Abstract

The escalating impact of climate change on
our environment and lives has spurred a global
surge in climate change activism. However, the
misuse of social media platforms like Twitter
has opened the door to the spread of hatred
against activism, targeting individuals, orga-
nizations, or entire communities. Also, the
identification of the stance in a tweet holds
paramount significance, especially in the con-
text of understanding the success of activism.
So, to address the challenge of detecting such
hate tweets, identifying their targets, and clas-
sifying stances from tweets, this shared task
introduced three sub-tasks, each aiming to ad-
dress exactly one mentioned issue. We partic-
ipated in all three sub-tasks and in this paper,
we showed a comparative analysis between the
different machine learning (ML), deep learning
(DL), hybrid, and transformer-based models.
Our approach involved proper hyper-parameter
tuning of models and effectively handling class
imbalance datasets through data oversampling.
Notably, our fine-tuned m-BERT achieved a
macro-average f1 score of 0.91 in sub-task A
(Hate Speech Detection) and 0.74 in sub-task
B (Target Identification). On the other hand,
Climate-BERT achieved a f1 score of 0.67 in
sub-task C. These scores positioned us at the
forefront, securing 1st, 6th, and 15th ranks in
the respective sub-tasks. The detailed imple-
mentation information for the tasks is available
in the GitHub 1.

1 Introduction

Over the decades, climate change has evolved into
a pressing issue for nature and all Earth’s species,
with alarming consequences. Reports from the In-
tergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
confirm that climate change is resulting in more
frequent and severe weather events, including heat-
waves, droughts, and floods 2. These events can

1https://github.com/Salman1804102/CASE-EACL-2024
2https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/chapter/chapter-11/

lead to crop failures, food shortages, displacement
of people, melting of glaciers and ice caps, rising
sea levels, and increased coastal flooding.

Preserving a harmonious climate is vital for en-
suring balanced ecosystems, optimal temperature
conditions, and biodiversity (Weiskopf et al., 2020;
Mikhaylov et al., 2020). This urgent issue has
spurred people worldwide to voice their concerns
and participate in a growing number of climate
change activism events on a global scale (Damoah
et al., 2023). These events aim to raise aware-
ness about the impact of climate change and the
urgent need for action. One such prominent move-
ment is ‘FridayForFuture’ (FFF), initiated by Greta
Thunberg, a Swedish schoolgirl, in August 2018,
to exert pressure on policymakers to take neces-
sary actions against climate change (Spaiser et al.,
2022; Neas et al., 2022). Other notable climate
activism movements, including ‘Extinction Rebel-
lion’, ‘Earth Strike’, and ‘Climate Justice Now’,
have further fueled the global movement against
climate change (Gunningham, 2019; Schlosberg
and Collins, 2014; Laux, 2021).

However, contemporary activism extends be-
yond street protests to online platforms, with social
media users expressing their thoughts on climate
movements through tweets and comments. But
some people share hateful, aggressive, and humor-
ous tweets targeting activism (Thapa et al., 2024).
Hate speech not only undermines the objectives of
activism but also poses a threat to the well-being
of individuals, organizations, and communities in-
volved in the movement (Arce-García et al., 2023).
Whereas stance detection in text is also a vital com-
ponent in assessing the dynamics of protests and ac-
tivism. It helps understand whether activist move-
ments and protests are being supported or opposed
(Shiwakoti et al., 2024). Despite numerous stud-
ies conducted in recent years on identifying hate
speech and its targets in social media text, this con-
text in climate activism remains an under-explored
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domain (Parihar, Anil Singh and Thapa, Surendra-
bikram and Mishra, Sushruti, 2021; MacAvaney
et al., 2019; Kovács et al., 2021). As these events
serve as crucial platforms for promoting environ-
mental awareness and policy changes, there is a
need for a comprehensive understanding of the
stance and mitigation strategy for hateful tweets.
As contributors to this endeavor, our principal con-
tributions are delineated below:

• We introduced and advocated for the utiliza-
tion of BERT models by effectively handling
the class imbalance data, leveraging their ca-
pabilities to classify textual content.

• By delving into diverse methodologies, we
seek to provide valuable insights that can in-
form the development of more robust systems
for addressing the intricacies of climate ac-
tivism events on social media platforms.

The later part of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 3 provides the task and dataset descrip-
tion, Section 4 outlines the methodology, Section
5 presents the result analysis, and Section 6 delves
into error analysis for each task. Lastly, Section 7
encapsulates the conclusion.

2 Related Work

2.1 Hate Speech Detection
Over time, numerous research efforts have been
dedicated to the detection and classification of
hate speech, employing various methodologies. In
an earlier study (Malmasi and Zampieri, 2017), a
machine-learning approach was adopted, utilizing
an SVM classifier with lexical features on a dataset
comprising 14,509 English tweets. The results indi-
cated a 78% accuracy using the 4-gram model. The
exploration of machine learning methods continued
in another study (Davidson et al., 2017), where Lo-
gistic Regression (LR) outperformed Naïve Bayes
(NB), Decision Tree (DT), and Random Forest (RF)
in identifying hate speech within a Twitter-based
hate speech datasets.

As the popularity of deep learning algorithms
grew, Zhang and Luo (2019) aimed to enhance the
semantic understanding of hate speech. They in-
troduced a CNN+(skipped-CNN) model, which
showcased better performance compared to the
CNN+GRU model across various publicly avail-
able Twitter datasets. Another deep learning-based
study (Badjatiya et al., 2017) combined embed-
dings learned from LSTM with gradient-boosting

decision trees, which achieved a higher f1 score
of 93% in hate speech detection. The study also
involved a comparative analysis utilizing various
feature extraction methods such as character n-
grams, word n-grams, fastText, GloVe, and Bag-of-
words for LR, DT, and SVM. However, with the
advent of transformer-based models like BERT, re-
search trends shifted towards leveraging these mod-
els due to their capability to capture intricate se-
mantic meanings in textual context. Mozafari et al.
(2020) proposed BERT+LSTM, BERT+CNN, and
BERT+Nonlinear-layers models for hate speech
detection. Their BERT+CNN architecture demon-
strated f1 scores of 88% and 92% for the Waseem
(Waseem and Hovy, 2016) and Davidson (David-
son et al., 2019) hate datasets.

2.2 Hate Speech Target Identification
In the realm of hate speech target classification, re-
searchers have extended their focus beyond merely
detecting hate speech to the classification of hate
speech targets. The study (Kurniawan and Budi,
2020) employed a labeled dataset of hate tweets in
Indonesia, distinguishing between individual and
group-targeted hate. Their work utilized word n-
grams, Bag-of-words, and TF-IDF for machine
learning models. Ultimately, the findings revealed
that SVM surpassed NB and RF, achieving an
impressive f1 score of 0.84772 with TF-IDF. In
another work, (Shvets et al., 2021) entailed fine-
tuning a semi-supervised concept extraction model
by incorporating weight variables for hate tar-
get classification. Additionally, the author imple-
mented a domain adaptation phase to detect targets
and associated aspects in both the ‘sexism’ and
‘racism’ categories of the hate speech dataset.

2.3 Textual Stance Classification (TSC)
Various studies have delved into the classification
of stance in text data across different domains,
driven by the necessity to comprehend the dynam-
ics within specific contexts, movements, and is-
sues. The author (Upadhyaya et al., 2023) intro-
duced MEMOCLiC, a multimodal multitasking
framework for comprehensive stance detection in
tweets. MEMOCLiC utilizes diverse embedding
techniques and attention frameworks, incorporat-
ing learned emotional and offensive expressions.
With a primary focus on stance detection, there
were secondary tasks including emotion recogni-
tion and offensive language identification. The au-
thor’s evaluation on climate change and benchmark
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datasets highlights a notable f1 score of 93.76%.
In this TSC scheme, another study (Vaid et al.,

2022) focused on addressing climate change con-
cerns through the development of a stance detection
and fine-grained classification system for related
social media text. The study delved into linguistic
features using part-of-speech tagging and named
entity recognition. Two English datasets, Climat-
eStance and ClimateEng, each containing 3,777
annotated tweets, were introduced. State-of-the-art
models like BERT, RoBERTa, and Distil-BERT are
utilized for benchmarking.

3 Task and Dataset Description

The shared task encompasses three distinct sub-
tasks: sub-task A, focusing on hate speech detec-
tion; sub-task B, centered around target detection;
and sub-task C, concentrating on stance detection
(Thapa et al., 2024). The organizers introduced a
dataset called ClimaConvo (Shiwakoti et al., 2024),
comprising 15,309 tweets related to various climate
movements. Sub-tasks A, B, and C utilized subsets
of this dataset.

3.1 Sub-Task A: Hate Speech Detection
This problem involves binary classification with
two annotated labels: ‘hate’ and ‘non-hate’. The
dataset comprises a total of 7,284 training samples,
1,561 validation samples, and 1,562 test samples.
The labels were encoded to 1 (‘non-hate’) and 2
(‘hate’).

3.2 Sub-Task B: Target Detection
Sub-task B is specifically focused on identifying
targets in hate speech. The dataset dedicated to this
sub-task consists of 699 training samples, along
with 150 samples each for validation and testing.
There are three classes in this dataset, these are
‘individual’, ‘organization’, and ‘community’. The
labels were encoded to 1 (‘individual’), 2 (‘organi-
zation’), and 3 (‘community’).

3.3 Sub-Task C: Stance Detection
The last sub-task revolves around identifying the
stance in a given text, classifying it as ‘support’,
‘oppose’, and ‘neutral’. This is particularly valuable
for discerning whether activism is being supported
or opposed by individuals. The dataset for sub-
task C comprises of 7,284 training samples, 1,561
validation samples, and 1,562 test samples. The
labels were encoded to 1 (‘support’), 2 (‘oppose’),
and 3 (‘neutral’).

However, the dataset details are presented in
Tables 1 and 2.

Tasks Class Initial
Duplicate
Samples
Removal

After
sampling

Task
A

1 6,385 5,899 5,899
2 899 543 4,000

Task
B

1 563 61 105
2 105 105 105
3 31 31 105

Task
C

1 4,328 4,105 4,328
2 700 190 2,000
3 2,256 2,115 4,105

Table 1: Number of training samples per class after
oversampling, considering the initial distribution and
subsequent removal of duplicate entries.

4 Methodology

In this section, we delineate our methodology step
by step. Figure 1 depicts a visual representation of
the methodology.

4.1 Preprocessing of Data
Initially, we cleaned the provided dataset for all
three sets—training, validation, and test. Em-
ploying a manually defined procedure using the
Python regular expression library ‘re’, we removed
URLs, emojis, digits, and punctuation from the
text. After that, we employed spaCy’s 3 lemma-
tization by utilizing the English language model
‘en_core_web_sm’. Considering that stopwords
may not always be essential for classification and
given the higher average length of the text, we
removed stopwords using NLTK’s 4 package ‘stop-
words’ (Jefriyanto et al., 2023).

4.2 Duplicate Samples Removal from Dataset
To strengthen the instances of class ‘hate’ in sub-
task A, samples from sub-task B were combined
with sub-task A, labeling them as ‘hate’. It was pos-
sible to do so because all the samples in sub-task
B correspond to hate tweets targeting a specific au-
dience. Samples of ‘hate’ class increased to 1,898,
while ‘non-hate’ class samples remained at 6,385
after concatenation. However, the sub-tasks A, B,
and C contain 1,008, 49, and 874 duplicate samples,
which were removed eventually.

3https://spacy.io/
4https://www.nltk.org/
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Task Class Train Dev Test
SC TW UW AL SC TW UW AL SC TW UW AL

Task
A

1 5,899 10,343 12,521
155

1,371 23,820 5,178
17

1,374 23,603 5,278
17

2 543 10,211 3,157 190 2,962 970 188 3,171 1,078

Task
B

1 61 1,213 738
169

120 1,595 261
15

121 1,573 200
152 105 2,166 1,142 23 472 330 23 500 367

3 31 588 407 7 181 154 6 130 112

Task
C

1 4,105 74,452 10,513
156

897 16,365 4,226
18

921 16,364 4,238
172 190 3,530 1,657 153 2,177 587 141 2,005 538

3 2,115 37,360 7,463 511 88,857 3,048 500 8,405 2,772

Table 2: Overall statistics of the dataset after the removal of duplicate entries. Here, SC, TW, UW, and AL denote
sample count, total words, unique words, and average length, respectively.

4.3 Data Oversampling

This section is crucial as all tasks face a class imbal-
ance issue, requiring an effective class distribution
handling strategy for an improved f1 score. In all
the sub-tasks, random oversampling (Gosain and
Sardana, 2017) was employed to address the im-
balance and enhance the model’s ability to learn
minority class patterns. While doing oversampling,
careful consideration was given to the class distri-
bution scenario after duplicate samples removal. It
ensured a balanced approach by not oversampling
a particular class too much, especially one with
a very low distribution, and avoided the potential
loss of focus on the majority class. The number of
training samples after oversampling is provided in
Table 1.

4.4 Extraction of Features

We employed various feature extraction methods,
namely TF-IDF and Word2Vec for machine learn-
ing, fastText and GloVe for deep learning models.

TF-IDF is a numerical statistic indicating the
importance of a term within a document relative
to its occurrence across the entire dataset. For TF-
IDF, we employed the default character n-gram as
the analyzer.

Word2Vec embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013)
were generated using the ‘en_core_web_sm’ model
in spaCy. Word2Vec is a popular technique for
mapping words to dense vectors in a continuous
vector space.

fastText embeddings with 300 dimensions were
used for training DL models. fastText, an extension
of Word2Vec, represents words as bags of character
n-grams, enabling it to capture subword informa-
tion, especially effective for morphologically rich
languages and handling out-of-vocabulary words
(Bojanowski et al., 2017).

GloVe constructs word vectors based on global
statistical information of word co-occurrences
across the entire corpus, capturing comprehensive
semantic relationships for word meanings (Pen-
nington et al., 2014). ‘Glove.twitter.27B.100d’
model was utilized as GloVe embedding, leverag-
ing 100-dimensional word embeddings.

4.5 Machine Learning Models

Our exploration into ML model selection com-
menced with the consideration of four prominent
models: RF, LR, SVM, and Multinomial Naive
Bayes (MNB) (Sarker, 2021). These models have
demonstrated superior performance in text classifi-
cation tasks, motivating our choice. However, iden-
tifying optimal hyperparameters is critical, given
their substantial impact on model performance. To
address this challenge, we conducted a systematic
search to determine the most suitable parameters
for each model.

Model Hyper-parameters

RF
n_estimators = 1000,

min_samples_split = 2
min_samples_leaf = 1

MNB
alpha = 0.1, fit_prior = true,

class_prior = false
SVM C = 1, kernel = ‘linear’
LR solver = ‘liblinear’, penalty = ‘l2’

Table 3: ML model’s hyperparameter setting.

4.6 Deep Learning Models

In the development of text classification models,
diverse deep learning architectures were investi-
gated to tackle the intricacies of the task.
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Figure 1: Visual representation of methodology.

BiLSTM: The initial model, employing a Bidi-
rectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM)
(Kalchbrenner et al., 2015) layer, served as the
foundation. It featured a 100-dimensional embed-
ding layer initialized with pre-trained word embed-
dings, a BiLSTM layer with 64 units for sequential
data processing, followed by flattening and dense
layers with dropout for regularization. This archi-
tecture laid the groundwork for subsequent models.

BiLSTM+CNN: The second model expanded
on the BiLSTM design by integrating Convolu-
tional Neural Network (CNN) components to make
a hybrid BiLSTM+CNN model (Gehring et al.,
2017). Additional Conv1D and MaxPooling1D
layers were introduced to capture local features,
enhancing the model’s ability to discern patterns
within the data.

CNN+GRU: The third model adopted another
hybrid approach, combining CNN and Gated Re-
current Unit (GRU) layers to make CNN+GRU
(Gehring et al., 2016). A Conv1D layer with 128
filters and a kernel size of 5 was followed by max-
pooling, enhancing feature extraction. The bidirec-
tional GRU (BiGRU) layer with 64 units provided
a nuanced understanding of sequential dependen-
cies. The model incorporated dense layers with
dropout for regularization and concluded with an
output layer.

BiGRU: The final model leveraged Bidirectional
GRU (Cho et al., 2014) layers exclusively. It fea-
tured a 300-dimensional embedding layer, BiGRU
with 256 units, and subsequent dense layers lead-
ing to an output layer. All the models underwent
some common hyperparameters, which are shown
in Table 4.

Parameters Value
Learning Rate 1e−3

Optimizer Adam
Batch Size 32

AF(Hidden Layer) Relu

AF(Output Layer)
Sigmoid (task A)

Softmax (task B & C)
Dropout Rate 0.2

Table 4: DL model’s hyperparameter setting, AF de-
notes the Activation Function.

4.7 Transformer-based Models

We conducted experiments using four pre-trained
transformer-based models: m-BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), Distil-BERT (Sanh et al., 2019), XLM-R
(Conneau et al., 2020), and Climate-BERT (We-
bersinke et al., 2021). To optimize training, we

Models LR Epochs Batch
Size

Max
Length

m-BERT 3e−5 10 16

256
Distil-BERT 3e−5 12 16

XLM-R 2e−5 10 8
Climate-BERT 3e−5 10 16

Table 5: Transformer-based model’s hyperparameter
setting. Here LR means Learning Rate.

leveraged the ‘fitonecycle’ method from the ktrain
library (Maiya, 2022). Prior to model training, we
employed the ‘find’ method to visualize the learn-
ing rate curve, aiding in the identification of the
optimal learning rate for each transformer-based
model. Consequently, the learning rates and epochs
varied among the models. Due to the substantial
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volume of words and text size in tasks A and B, we
adjusted the batch size accordingly, particularly for
models such as XLM-R, ensuring efficient process-
ing of the extensive textual data. We imported the
transformer-based models from the ‘Hugging Face’
(Wolf et al., 2019). The detailed parameter settings
are given in Table 5.

4.8 Hybrid Models
We experimented with BERT embedding by
proposing two hybrid models. We consid-
ered m-BERT+BiLSTM (Jia, 2023) and m-
BERT+BiLSTM+CNN (Mustavi Maheen et al.,
2022) models. Figure 2 shows the overview of
the hybrid models for both BiLSTM and BiL-
STM+CNN utilizing BERT embedding.

Figure 2: Overview of hybrid models.

m-BERT+BiLSTM: The first model integrates
BERT embeddings, Bidirectional LSTM, and pool-
ing layers for text classification. BERT embed-
dings are subject to dropout regularization and re-
shaped into a 3D tensor. A Bidirectional LSTM
layer captures sequential context, while global pool-
ing extracts key features. These pooled outputs

are concatenated and processed through dense lay-
ers with ReLU activation and dropout. The final
layer utilizes an activation function for ultimate
prediction. This architecture leverages BERT’s
contextual embeddings and Bidirectional LSTM’s
sequential learning for enhanced text classification.

m-BERT+BiLSTM+CNN: The second model,
combines BERT embeddings, Bidirectional LSTM,
and a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to cap-
ture diverse contextual and sequential patterns in
the input text. BERT embeddings undergo dropout
regularization, followed by reshaping and process-
ing through a bidirectional LSTM and a 1D CNN
layer. Global average pooling, global max pool-
ing, and flattened CNN outputs are concatenated.
Two dense layers with dropout provide additional
abstraction, leading to an output layer. This archi-
tecture aims to leverage the strengths of BERT em-
beddings, LSTM, and CNN to enhance the model’s
ability to discern patterns in sequential data for ac-
curate classification. The parameter setting remains
the same as the parameter settings for DL models
(see Table 4).

5 Results and Analysis

In this section, we delve into a comprehensive com-
parative analysis of our proposed models across all
three sub-tasks. Table 6 presents such a compre-
hensive evaluation.

5.1 Sub-Task A

In sub-task A, RF with Word2Vec demonstrated
superior efficiency in achieving a higher f1 score
compared to the TF-IDF counterpart. It outper-
formed all other ML models with a notable f1
score of 0.89. Even though several ML mod-
els performed almost nearly well, the MNB ap-
peared to perform poorly on non-oversampled data.
MNB struggled to handle class imbalance and due
to the lack of minority class instances (‘hate’),
it is classifying all the samples into ‘non-hate’.
Among DL models, the hybrid CNN+BiGRU with
GloVe embedding attained an impressive f1 score
of 0.91 even before oversampling. As GloVe
utilized global statistical information by offering
improved representation of word meanings, the
CNN+BiGRU model took benefit of this. It also
performed better with fastText embedding as well.
For transformer-based models, m-BERT excelled
with a f1 score of 0.91, which was similar to
CNN+BiGRU (GloVe). Its performance before
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Without Oversampling With Oversampling
FET Models Task A Task B Task C Task A Task B Task C

f1 Acc f1 Acc f1 Acc f1 Acc f1 Acc f1 Acc

TF-IDF

RF 0.81 0.91 0.56 0.88 0.67 0.69 0.80 0.92 0.69 0.89 0.28 0.68
LR 0.83 0.91 0.65 0.91 0.65 0.91 0.85 0.93 0.59 0.87 0.39 0.64

SVM 0.86 0.95 0.63 0.89 0.63 0.89 0.88 0.95 0.63 0.89 0.39 0.63
MNB 0.47 0.88 0.56 0.88 0.56 0.88 0.83 0.91 0.66 0.89 0.34 0.62

Word2Vec

RF 0.89 0.95 0.54 0.87 0.54 0.87 0.88 0.94 0.67 0.86 0.53 0.64
LR 0.73 0.83 0.70 0.89 0.67 0.88 0.72 0.83 0.70 0.89 0.55 0.57

SVM 0.86 0.95 0.71 0.89 0.67 0.89 0.72 0.83 0.71 0.89 0.56 0.59
MNB 0.47 0.87 0.54 0.87 0.55 0.87 0.71 0.84 0.71 0.89 0.27 0.60

GloVe

BiLSTM 0.87 0.95 0.61 0.87 0.65 0.65 0.47 0.88 0.63 0.86 0.66 0.67
BiGRU 0.90 0.96 0.53 0.88 0.66 0.69 0.80 0.89 0.63 0.89 0.67 0.68

BiLSTM+CNN 0.87 0.95 0.58 0.88 0.64 0.65 0.47 0.88 0.57 0.85 0.63 0.63
CNN+BiGRU 0.91 0.96 0.61 0.87 0.59 0.67 0.47 0.88 0.51 0.82 0.66 0.68

fastText

BiLSTM 0.56 0.86 0.54 0.83 0.56 0.61 0.56 0.86 0.56 0.87 0.64 0.65
BiGRU 0.70 0.81 0.57 0.85 0.60 0.61 0.70 0.81 0.59 0.87 0.64 0.64

BiLSTM+CNN 0.85 0.92 0.62 0.88 0.63 0.65 0.84 0.92 0.68 0.87 0.66 0.66
CNN+BiGRU 0.90 0.95 0.59 0.83 0.64 0.67 0.90 0.95 0.65 0.88 0.66 0.66

m-BERT 0.91 0.96 0.64 0.86 0.63 0.62 0.91 0.96 0.74 0.89 0.66 0.65
Distil-BERT 0.88 0.95 0.65 0.85 0.62 0.64 0.86 0.94 0.74 0.89 0.67 0.65

XLM-R 0.82 0.93 0.63 0.85 0.60 0.62 0.88 0.88 0.70 0.88 0.65 0.69
Climate-BERT 0.90 0.96 0.63 0.88 0.67 0.71 0.91 0.96 0.71 0.89 0.67 0.68

m-BERT+BiLSTM 0.83 0.94 0.54 0.87 0.25 0.59 0.73 0.85 0.53 0.86 0.25 0.59
m-BERT+BiLSTM+CNN 0.66 0.77 0.48 0.82 0.31 0.61 0.31 0.32 0.50 0.85 0.62 0.62

Table 6: Result comparison over test data. Here FET means feature extraction technique, f1 denotes macro-averaged
f1 score and Acc means Accuracy.

and after oversampling remains the same. Finally,
m-BERT and CNN+BiGRU (GloVe) embedding
were identified as the best-performing models for
this sub-task.

5.2 Sub-Task B

Turning to the sub-task B, m-BERT and Distil-
BERT exhibited identical f1 scores of 0.74 in the
oversampled dataset. Which suggests a very cru-
cial improvement after increasing minority classes.
Due to the increased number of samples, the BERT
models were able to effectively identify the seman-
tic and contextual meaning of the tweets rigorously.
But interestingly the hybrid model with BERT
embedding underperformed, even trailing behind
some ML and DL models. The BERT’s complex
pre-trained architecture didn’t provide substantial
benefits compared to other embeddings like GloVe
and fastText. ML models showed improved per-
formance after oversampling. SVM and MNB
achieved a f1 score of 0.71 in the oversampled
dataset with Word2Vec embedding. DL models
like BiLSTM and BiGRU with GloVe embedding
performed better on oversampled data compared
to non-oversampled counterparts. However, BiL-
STM+CNN with fastText embedding appeared to
be the best-performing DL model with a f1 score

of 0.68. Consequently, m-BERT and Distil-BERT
were identified as the best models for this sub-task.
We submitted all the models for the shared task
and finalized m-BERT for the final leaderboard
standings.

5.3 Sub-Task C

In the case of ML models, it is seen that the per-
formance of ML models on oversampled data de-
graded significantly. The reason is that the heavily
imbalanced dataset along with the two most chal-
lenging and confusing classes ‘support’ and ‘neu-
tral’ made classification difficult. The confusion
of the classification was further fueled by over-
sampled data, resulting in poor performance with
TF-IDF and Word2Vec. Nevertheless, transformer-
based models surpassed the baseline score, indi-
cating promise. Climate-BERT consistently per-
formed best with a f1 score of 0.67, on both over-
sampled and non-oversampled data. As it is heavily
trained on climate-related texts, therefore oversam-
pling didn’t affect its performance in this case. On
the other hand, hybrid models that utilized BERT
embedding performed better in oversampled data.
Because of the capability to handle larger datasets,
the BERT embedding appeared to perform better
when dataset size increased by oversampling.
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5.4 Performance Comparison
Table 7 shows that the performance of our team
was promising as compared to other participating
teams. In all of the sub-tasks, we were able to beat
the baseline scores provided by the organizer on
the ClimaConvo dataset.

Team Name Sub-Task A
R P f1 Acc Rank

CUET_Binary_Hackers 0.9173 0.9116 0.9144 0.9635 1st
AAST-NLP 0.8654 0.9231 0.8914 0.9571 2nd

MasonPerplexity 0.8689 0.9112 0.8885 0.9552 5th
Baseline Score - - 0.708 0.901 -

Sub-task B
MasonPerplexity 0.7823 0.8133 0.7858 0.9133 1st

AAST-NLP 0.7706 0.7689 0.7665 0.9133 3rd
CUET_Binary_Hackers 0.7533 0.7431 0.7433 0.9000 6th

Baseline Score - - 0.716 0.901 -
Sub-Task C

Hamison-Generative 0.7223 0.7827 0.7479 0.7478 1st
CUET_Binary_Hackers 0.6691 0.6908 0.6794 0.6613 15th

Z-AGI Labs 0.6294 0.7926 0.6372 0.6908 16th
Baseline Score - - 0.651 0.545 -

Table 7: Short rank list for all sub-tasks. P , R, f1, Acc
denote precision, recall, macro f1 score, and accuracy
respectively.

6 Error Analysis

The study investigated the performance of m-BERT
(sub-task A and B) and Climate-BERT (sub-task C)
models using quantitative and qualitative methods.
Text samples were randomly chosen for all sub-
tasks to facilitate quantitative analysis.

6.1 Sub-Task A

Figure 3: Confusion matrix for sub-task A by the m-
BERT model.

Figure 3 indicates that out of 1,370 ‘non-hate’
samples, 30 were misclassified, while 27 ‘hate’
samples were misclassified as ‘non-hate’, despite

oversampling achieving nearly 85% accuracy in
‘hate’ samples. The presence of common hashtags
in most of the samples led to the misclassification
of samples.

Table 8 describes the qualitative analysis of sub-
task A, where samples 1, 2, and 3 were predicted
the same as their actual label. However, samples
4, 5, and 6 resulted in misclassification by the m-
BERT model.

Test Sample Actual Predicted
Sample 1: Love the artwork despite doubting its
factual accuracy

non-
hate

non-
hate

Sample 2: Vladimir Putin is a global warming
accelerationist. CdnNatSec FridaysForFuture

hate hate

Sample 3: Happy EarthDay!
non-
hate

non-
hte

Sample 4: apparently now we have a "Planet Farm"
nearby, guys!!climatechange ConsciousPlanet
FridaysForFuture

non-
hate

hate

Sample 5: Germany goes nuclear! Atomkraft
NuclearPower FridaysForFuture Gruenen GruenerMist

non-
hate

hate

Sample 6: Stop with the bullshit forecasts.
@ExtinctionR ClimateStrike PeopleNotProfit
FridaysForFuture 1BillionClimateVoices

hate
non-
hate

Table 8: Some test samples for sub-task A, predicted by
the m-BERT.

6.2 Sub-Task B

Figure 4: Confusion matrix for sub-task B by the m-
BERT model.

Figure 4 reveals a higher misclassification rate
in class 3 (‘community’) due to the lower number
of training samples, resulting in a 50% misclassi-
fication rate. Classes 1 (‘individual’) and 2 (‘orga-
nization’) exhibited lower misclassification rates,
with class 2 slightly higher due to class imbalance
issues.

Qualitative analysis of sub-task B was presented
in Table 9, where samples 1, 2, and 3 were misclas-
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sified by the m-BERT model. However, samples
4, 5, and 6 were predicted correctly, matching the
actual labels of the samples.

Test Sample Actual Predicted
Sample 1: @Citi spent the last 5 years investing
$285 billion into destroying our futures.
FridaysForFuture Divest

individual organization

Sample 2: Vladimir Putin is a global warming
accelerationist. CdnNatSec FridaysForFuture

individual organization

Sample 3: If any politicians you encounter
tomorrow have been reluctant about
ClimateActionNow and/or providing
Reparations for LossAndDamage,
PLEASE trap them in a WallPinOfLove
(or, in this case, confrontation)!!!
GlobalClimateStrike FridaysForFuture
PeopleNotProfit @GretaThunberg

community organization

Sample 4: Fuck Greta not the planet
savetheplanet FridaysForFuture

individual individual

Sample 5: Elections matter. Stop electing
climate deniers and fossil fuels industry
puppets.PeopleNotProfit ActOnClimate
Australia auspol ClimateCrisis
ExtinctionRebellion environment
FFF FridaysForFuture

organization organization

Sample 6: @dw_environment
@Luisamneubauer @Fridays4future
has remained influenced
by strong left ideology/persons and denies
the science using (existing) nuclear in
climate/independence policies.

community community

Table 9: Some test samples for sub-task B, predicted by
the m-BERT.

6.3 Sub-Task C

Figure 5: Confusion matrix for sub-task C by the
Climate-BERT model.

Figure 5 illustrates misclassifications, particu-
larly prominent between class 1 (‘support’) and
class 3 (‘neutral’) in sub-task C. Among the pre-
dictions, 236 samples were classified as class 2
(‘oppose’), while 243 were classified as class 3.
The issue was exacerbated by class imbalance, re-

sulting in 31 misclassified samples out of 141. The
model struggled to differentiate between classes 1
and 3 due to their proximity.

Table 10 presents the output of several sample
texts analyzed by the Climate-BERT model. Sam-
ples 1, 2, 3, and 4 were predicted dissimilar to their
actual labels, whereas samples 5, 6, and 7 were
predicted correctly, aligning with the actual labels.

Test Sample Actual Predicted
Sample 1: 4 year of FridaysForFuture neutral support
Sample 2: Gretas Gamlingar stockholm
FridaysForFuture

neutral oppose

Sample 3: Fuck Greta not the planet
savetheplanet FridaysForFuture

oppose support

Sample 4: Education is a human right!
FridaysForFuture EducateGirlsForClimateJustice

support neutral

Sample 5: Love and kindness are never wasted.
KindnessMatters FridaysForFuture GlobalGoals

support support

Sample 6: Germany goes nuclear! Atomkraft
NuclearPower FridaysForFuture Gruenen GruenerMist

oppose oppose

Sample 7: Is anything more dangerous than
ClimateCrisis? FridaysForFuture

neutral neutral

Table 10: Some test samples for sub-task C, predicted
by the Climate-BERT model.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a fine-tuned approach uti-
lizing various models, specifically proposing fine-
tuned m-BERT, Distil-BERT, Climate-BERT, and
CNN+BiGRU. The results indicate that m-BERT
achieved a higher f1 score for both sub-tasks A
and B. The highest f1 score that we achieved for
sub-task A is 0.91, for sub-task B it is 0.74, and for
sub-task C it is 0.67. Several models like Climate-
BERT, BiGRU, LR, and SVM performed equally
well with the same f1 score for sub-task C. Our pa-
per includes a detailed comparison among several
models, both before and after addressing the class
imbalance in the datasets. Notably, in most cases,
the performance showed significant improvement.
This paper also delved into effective preprocessing
of data and data oversampling. These findings will
create new opportunities for upcoming research
work, drawing inspiration from this paper.

Limitations

Our system exhibits some key limitations:

• The significance and novelty of the research
findings could be increased by introducing
novel models or approaches.

• The efficiency of imbalance handling in detec-
tion models can be increased by including a
wider range of data augmentation approaches.
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Abstract

The CASE@EACL2024 Shared Task addresses
Climate Activism online through three subtasks
that focus on hate speech detection (Subtask A),
hate speech target classification (Subtask B),
and stance detection (Subtask C) respectively.
Our contribution examines the effect of fine-
tuning on external data for each of these sub-
tasks. For the two subtasks that focus on hate
speech, we augment the training data with the
OLID (Zampieri et al., 2019a) dataset, whereas
for the stance subtask we harness the SemEval-
2016 Stance dataset (Mohammad et al., 2016b).
We fine-tune RoBERTa and DeBERTa models
for each of the subtasks, with and without exter-
nal training data. For the hate speech detection
and stance detection subtasks, our RoBERTa
models came up third and first on the leader-
board, respectively. While the use of external
data was not relevant on those tasks, we found
that it greatly improved the performance on the
hate speech target categorization.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the escalating global awareness of
the imminent climate crisis has not only prompted
an upsurge in climate activism but has also given
rise to a new wave of advocacy strategies, often
marked by actions not devoid of controversy. While
the urgency of addressing climate change has fos-
tered a sense of shared responsibility in society,
some of the actions of climate activists have also
sparked debates regarding the boundaries of accept-
able dissent. When translated to the online sphere,
where climate activists looking to disseminate their
messages and mobilize supporters encounter both
climate deniers and corporate PR, these conversa-
tions become ever more heated, often precluding
sensible debate. Our research aspires to contribute
to a deeper understanding of the digital discourse
surrounding climate activism and facilitate the cre-
ation of tools that can foster healthier online con-
versations while respecting the fundamental right

to dissent in an age of environmental urgency.
This paper delves into the intricate landscape

of online climate activism, with a focus on the
automated detection of hate speech in this context.
Specifically, our contribution looks at the effect of
fine-tuning transformers on two external datasets
selected for their relatedness to the tasks at hand,
besides the data proposed by the task itself. For
the subtasks focusing on hate speech detection and
the categorization of its target, we augmented the
training data with the OLID (Zampieri et al., 2019a)
dataset. In turn, for the stance detection subtask
we employed the section related to climate change
of the SemEval-2016 Stance dataset (Mohammad
et al., 2016b).

The rest of this paper describes the data provided
by the task (section 2) as well as the external data
(section 3) we chose to augment it. Next, we detail
the system development process (section 4) and
discuss the results (section 5. We finish with a brief
Conclusion (section 6.

2 Dataset and Task

The ClimaConvo dataset Shiwakoti et al. (2024)
exposes a cross-section of the public discourse
around climate change on social media. It com-
prises 15,309 tweets collected around a series of
hashtags related to climate activism over a one-year
period. The dataset contains annotations in six lay-
ers: relevance, stance, the presence of hate speech;
if present, whether it is directed; when directed, the
type of target; and the presence of humor.

The shared task at hand, CASE@EACL2024
(Thapa et al., 2024), comprises three subtasks based
on two subsets of ClimaConvo, corresponding to
10,407 tweets. These subsets have been split in
train, validation and test sets by the authors. Table
1 describes the subsets, splits, and the balance of
labels in them. Each of the tasks relates to one of
the annotation layers in ClimaConvo, as follows:
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2.1 Subtask A

The first subtask involved the detection of hate
speech in tweets. It therefore contains all tweets
labeled RELEVANT in ClimaConvo, which can in
turn be labeled as containing HATE SPEECH or con-
taining NO HATE SPEECH.

2.2 Subtask B

For this subtask, participants were asked to catego-
rize the target of hate speech in tweets, resulting
in a multi-class classification task with the labels
INDIVIDUAL, ORGANIZATION and COMMUNITY. The
subtask is based on the subset of tweets in Clima-
Convo where hate speech is labeled as RELEVANT,
that is, a smaller subset of the one introduced for
the previous task, this time adding up to 999 tweets.

2.3 Subtask C

The stance subtask is based on the same subset of
tweets as subtask A, i.e. RELEVANT tweets. The
train, validation and test splits also remain constant.
However, this subtasks asks participants to deter-
mine whether tweets SUPPORT or OPPOSE Climate
Activism, or have NEUTRAL position towards it.

3 External Data

We sourced the additional training data for our ex-
periments from two datasets external to the task:
the OLID and the SemEval-2016 Task 6 datasets.

3.1 OLID

As external data related to hate speech, we con-
sider the Offensive Language Identification Dataset
(OLID) (Zampieri et al., 2019b) presented at
SemEval-2019 (Zampieri et al., 2019c). OLID was
Compiled with the goal of tackling the problem of
offensive posts in social media as a whole, OLID
consists of 14,100 tweets annotated in three layers:
the presence of offensive language; if present, its
categorization (as Targeted or Untargeted); and
if targeted, the identification of this target (an
Individual, a Group or Other type of entity). We
manually compared a sample of tweets to match
these labels to their Individual, Organization
and Community counterparts in ClimaConvo.

For Subtask A, we use the full OLID dataset
(since all tweets are annotated for presence of of-
fensive speech). For Subtask B, we use the subset
of 4,089 tweets identified as targeted, and therefore
annotated for target type. Although the authors

define train and test splits, we merge both splits as
additional train data.

3.2 SemEval-2016 Task 6

For the stance detection subtask (Subtask B),
we harness the Stance Dataset Mohammad et al.
(2016a) presented at the SemEval-2016 Task 6 (Mo-
hammad et al., 2016c). This dataset consists of a
total of 4,870 tweets labeled with the stance they ex-
press about a certain target topic: abortion, climate,
Hillary Clinton, feminism, atheism, and Donald
Trump. For our purpose of training data augmen-
tation, we use only the portion related to climate
change, which totals 564 tweets. The labels (Favor,
Against or Neither) are analogous to the ones in
ClimaConvo.

4 Methodology

The present contribution has the goal of establish-
ing state-of-the-art transformer baselines for the
three subtasks, and then examine the influence of
additional training data on each subtask. To this
end, we developed systems based on the RoBERTa
(Liu et al., 2019) and DeBERTa (He et al., 2020)
transformers.

Both RoBERTa and DeBERTa improve upon
BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers) (Devlin et al., 2019) by in-
troducing different training objectives: RoBERTa
uses dynamic masking (where different tokens are
masked every time the same sequence is fed to the
model) and eliminates the next-sentence prediction
training objective of BERT. DeBERTa adds a disen-
tangled attention mechanism (where each word is
represented using two vectors that encode its con-
tent and relative position) and enhanced masked
decoding (where absolute word positions are added
back). The version we use, DeBERTa-v3 (He
et al., 2021), replaces the masked language model
pre-training task with replace token detection task
(RTD), further improving the models capacity to
capture long-range dependencies over RoBERTa.
On the other hand, it is key to note that RoBERTa
has been pre-trained on double the amount of data.

Common to both of these transformer architec-
tures is the notion that they can be fine-tuned at a
low computational cost while still exceeding at a
number of diverse Natural Language Understand-
king tasks. In the following subsections we provide
technical details of how the proposed models were
fine-tuned on the reference datasets:
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subtask A: hate speech C: stance

label
NO HATE
SPEECH

HATE
SPEECH

SUPPORT OPPOSE NEUTRAL Total/split

train 6385 899 4328 2256 700 7284
validation 1371 190 897 511 153 1561

test 1374 188 921 500 141 1562

Total/label 9130 1277 6146 3267 994 10407

subtask B: hate speech target
label INDIVIDUAL ORGANIZATION COMMUNITY Total/split

train 563 105 31 699
validation 120 23 7 150

test 121 23 6 150

Total/label 804 151 44 999

Table 1: Per split label distribution in tweets assigned to each subtask.

4.1 Dataset pre-processing
Before feeding the data to the models, we followed
a common text pre-processing pipeline for tweets,
on both the task and the external data, consisting
of the following actions:

• Replacement of URLs by the special tokens
[URL_TWITTER] and [URL_OTHER].

• Replacement of username mentions by the
generic token @USER.

• Splitting of hashtags into individual words. To
accomplish this endeavour we have utilized
the Word Ninja1 library, which uses a proba-
bilistic division of concatenated words, based
on the frequencies of unigrams in the English
Wikipedia.

4.2 Fine-tuning configuration
We first fine-tuned off-the-shelf RoBERTa-base2

and DeBERTa-v3-base3 transformers with text clas-
sification heads for each of the subtasks using only
the data proposed in the shared task. We then fine-
tuned a second set of RoBERTa and DeBERTa
models including the proposed additional training
data for each subtask.

Some of the models’ hyper-paramenters have
been determined experimentally: All models have

1https://github.com/keredson/wordninja
2https://huggingface.co/FacebookAI/

roberta-base
3https://huggingface.co/microsoft/

deberta-v3-base

been fine-tuned for 3 epochs. Tweets are adminis-
tered in a random order, and when using external
data, these are lumped together with the subtask’s
original data. The batch size is 8 for RoBERTa,
but 4 for DeBERTa due to memory constraints.
The learning rates are 2× 10−5 for RoBERTa and
1× 10−5 for DeBERTa.

All learning rates are scheduled to first linearly
increase from 0 to the aformentioned rates during
an initial pediod of 100 training steps, and then
decrease linearly for the rest of trainign steps. The
chosen optimizer in all cases is AdamW.

During development, models were fine-tuned on
the proposed train split only. The models submitted
in the test phase, however, have been fine-tuned on
both the train and the validation splits proposed by
each subtask (as well as the proposed external data
when applicable).

4.3 Submitted runs

Summing up, for each of the three subtasks we
submitted four runs:

1. RoBERTa-base fine-tuned on subtask’s data.

2. DeBERTa-v3-base on subtask’s data.

3. RoBERTa-base on subtask’s + additional data.

4. DeBERTa-v3-base fine-tuned on subtask’s +
additional data.
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5 Results and Discussion

Results on subtasks A (hate speech detection) and
C (stance detection) follow a similar pattern: our
best results are achieved by the RoBERTa models
fine-tuned on subtask data only. As seen on table 2,
models fine-tuned on external data perform worse
that their counterparts trained on subtask data only,
but more so the RoBERTa’s. DeBERTa models
perform similarly regardless of whether we fine-
tuned them on additional data, while the divergence
is bigger for RoBERTa’s.

On these subtasks, our models come far above all
of the baselines provided by the organizers. On sub-
task A, our models come close below the best in the
leaderboard. On subtask C, our simple RoBERTa
comes atop the leaderboard. We note that these
results are also far superior to the RoBERTa base-
line provided by the organizers — we attribute this
difference to our more thorough pre-processing
and the difference in hyper-parameters. We also
note, however, that the organizer’s baseline that is
already fine-tuned on climate-related text (Climate-
BERT) obtains better results than other baselines
on these two subtasks.

The pattern of results on subtask B (hate speech
target categorization) is different: here the impact
of external data is notably positive in the results.
The RoBERTa fine-tuned on additional data is our
best model on this subtask, whereas the models
trained on subtask data only do not improve on the
organizer’s baselines. We attribute this difference
to the size of the subset of tweets designated for this
task. The much larger size of the chosen additional
dataset (4,089 vs. 999 tweets) is more attuned to
what transformer models such as RoBERTa and
DeBERTa expect.

Finally, we consider that RoBERTa models per-
form better than more advance DeBERTa models
on this task due to contextual knowledge being
more important than the ability to capture long-
range dependencies when dealing with tweet data,
whose instances are short in nature.

6 Conclusions and future work

This paper introduced carefully adjusted trans-
former baselines for the hate speech detection, hate
speech target categorization, and stance detection
in tweets subtasks proposed at CASE@EACL2024.
Based on off-the-shelf models, we have conducted
a study of the effects of related external train data,
with mixed results. We consider that further anal-

F1 score by subtask
Model A B C
Best model
on leaderboard

0.9144 0.7858 0.7483

Task’s Baselines:
BERT 0.708 0.554 0.466
DistillBERT 0.664 0.550 0.527
RoBERTa 0.662 0.501 0.542
ClimateBERT 0.704 0.549 0.545

RoBERTa 0.8886 0.5518 0.7495
DeBERTa 0.8751 0.5493 0.7408
RoBERTa ext.data 0.8682 0.7017 0.7406
DeBERTa ext.data 0.8713 0.6588 0.7392

Table 2: F1 scores achieved by our submitted runs on
each subtask compared to the baselines provided by the
organizers and those achieved by the best participating
systems. In bold, best baseline and best of our systems.

ysis of the results is needed before discarding the
use of external data for this task. In particular, we
would like to study the lexical and semantic dis-
tance between the ClimaConvo dataset proposed
by the task and the ones chosen as additional train
data, aiming to extend this analysis to other poten-
tial external datasets.

This research contributes to the ongoing efforts
to foster healthy online conversations surrounding
climate change activism. As the field of natural
language processing continues to advance, our sys-
tems serve as a foundation for future developments
in hate speech and stance detection in the context
of critical issues like climate change.
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Abstract
In the digital realm, rich data serves as a cru-
cial source of insights into the complexities
of social, political, and economic landscapes.
Addressing the growing need for high-quality
information on events and the imperative to
combat hate speech, this research led to the
establishment of the Shared Task on Climate
Activism Stance and Hate Event Detection at
CASE 2024. Focused on climate activists con-
tending with hate speech on social media, our
study contributes to hate speech identification
from tweets. Analyzing three sub-tasks - Hate
Speech Detection (Sub-task A), Targets of Hate
Speech Identification (Sub-task B), and Stance
Detection (Sub-task C) - Team Z-AGI Labs
evaluated various models, including LSTM,
Xgboost, and LGBM based on Tf-Idf. Re-
sults unveiled intriguing variations, with Cat-
boost excelling in Subtask-B (F1: 0.5604) and
Subtask-C (F1: 0.7081), while LGBM emerged
as the top-performing model for Subtask-A (F1:
0.8684). This research provides valuable in-
sights into the suitability of classical machine
learning models for climate hate speech and
stance detection, aiding informed model selec-
tion for robust mechanisms.

1 Introduction

In the ever-evolving landscape of our digital era,
an expansive tapestry of data unfolds, revealing
profound insights into the intricate dynamics of
social, political, and economic systems. The narra-
tives of citizen responses to COVID policies (2020-
2022) and the unfolding Russia-Ukraine conflict
stand out as crucial chapters(Tanev et al., 2023),
vividly demonstrating the indispensable role of
event-centric data in unraveling the multifaceted
tapestry of real-world scenarios. These narratives
underscore the pressing need for sophisticated tools
capable of discerning and addressing hate speech,
ultimately leading to the inception of the Shared
Task on Climate Activism Stance and Hate Event
Detection at CASE 2024(Thapa et al., 2024).

Within the realms of social media platforms,
where climate activists converge to share insights,
mobilize support, and voice concerns, instances of
hate speech can emerge, casting a shadow over the
collaborative spirit of the movement. Sub-task A
of our shared task(Shiwakoti et al., 2024), Hate
Speech Detection, emerges from the very fabric of
these real-world scenarios, challenging participants
to meticulously scrutinize textual content for the
presence of hate speech. Navigating the landscape
of hate speech requires a profound understanding
of its targets. Real-world examples abound, illus-
trating instances where individual activists, envi-
ronmental organizations, and entire communities
face the brunt of hateful rhetoric. Sub-task B, Tar-
gets of Hate Speech Identification, mirrors these
authentic situations by urging participants to cate-
gorize hate speech targets into "individuals," "or-
ganisations," or "communities." In witnessing the
unfolding narratives of climate activism, the impor-
tance of understanding stance dynamics becomes
evident. Real-world scenarios often involve a spec-
trum of sentiments — from unwavering support
to vehement opposition or maintaining a neutral
stance. Sub-task C, Stance Detection, captures the
essence of these dynamic narratives, prompting
participants to decipher the sentiments expressed
in textual content. By doing so, participants con-
tribute to a deeper understanding of how the col-
lective sentiment shapes the discourse surrounding
climate change events.

The shared task thus emerges not as a detached
academic exercise(Parihar et al., 2021) but as a di-
rect response to the challenges faced in the trenches
of climate activism. Through real-world instances
and tangible connections, participants are invited to
be catalysts for positive change, developing tools
that align with the authentic dynamics of the digital
discourse in climate change activism. In this en-
deavor, the shared task serves as a bridge between
the virtual and the real, fostering a more resilient
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and empathetic space for those advocating for a
sustainable and equitable future.

In this paper, we describe our approach to tackle
the challenges. From here, the report continues
in the following manner: In section 2, we give
an overview of the dataset for each subtask and
describe the challenge at hand. In section 3, we
present our approach in detail, covering the intri-
cacies of our experimental set-up, cross-validation
strategy, models used, and intuition behind them.
In section 4, we brief the results from the experi-
ments section. Then, we conclude in section 5 with
the final takeaways, our standings, and the scope
of future work.

2 Dataset Description

This section provides an overview of the dataset
designed to facilitate the exploration and evaluation
of these key aspects.

Figure 1: Train-Val-Test Split for different subtasks.

2.1 Hate Speech Detection (Sub-task A)

The primary objective of Sub-task A is to deter-
mine the presence or absence of hate speech within
a given text. The text dataset for Sub-task A is
enriched with binary annotations, explicitly indicat-
ing the prevalence of hate speech. Each instance is
marked to signify whether it contains hate speech
or remains devoid of such content. The Dataset
provided for the task contains 7284 samples in the
train set, 1561 samples in the Validation set and
1562 samples in the test set.

2.2 Targets of Hate Speech Detection
(Sub-task B)

Sub-task B is dedicated to identifying the specific
targets of hate speech within hateful texts. The

Figure 2: Target Distribution for Subtask-A.

dataset for Sub-task B is meticulously annotated
to delineate the entities targeted by hate speech.
Annotations classify the targets into three distinct
categories: "individual," "organization," and "com-
munity." The Dataset provided for the task contains
699 samples in the train set, and 150 samples in
both the Validation set and the test set.

Figure 3: Target Distribution for Subtask-B.

2.3 Stance Detection (Sub-task C)
Sub-task C focuses on discerning the stance ex-
pressed in a given text within the context of climate
change activism. The text dataset for Sub-task C
is annotated to capture three distinct stances: "sup-
port," "oppose," and "neutral." The Dataset pro-
vided for the task contains 7284 samples in the
train set, 1561 samples in the Validation set and
1562 samples in the test set.

3 Experimental Set-Up

In this section, we delve into our methodology
and the specifics of the experimental setup. For
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Figure 4: Target Distribution for Subtask-C.

each dataset, we first develop a validation tech-
nique. Since every dataset is not fairly balanced,
we choose to use Stratified K-Fold cross-validation
with 5 folds. Additionally, we used 42 as the ran-
dom seed when generating the splits.

3.1 Preprocessing
The preprocessing phase plays a pivotal role in
refining the content for subsequent feature extrac-
tion. Upon careful examination, it was noted that
the majority of tweets exhibit a notable absence of
emojis or redundant punctuation marks that neces-
sitate attention. Although a substantial portion of
the content is successfully cleansed, a distinctive
characteristic emerged: the prevalence of extensive
hashtags across all tweets. Furthermore, a notewor-
thy observation was made regarding tweets with
similar textual content but distinct hashtags, result-
ing in disparate outcomes. To address these intri-
cacies, the preprocessing pipeline involves the re-
moval of URLs and hyperlinks associated with the
content. Specifically, the focus is directed towards
the hashtags, which undergo further processing us-
ing the Ekphrasis(Baziotis et al., 2017) tokenizer to
segment them into semantically meaningful tokens.
Notably, the decision was made to employ the To-
kenizer Separator token to distinctively segregate
normal text from hashtag texts. In the case of the
former, tweet preprocessor was applied to facilitate
the cleansing process.

3.2 Modeling
Our methodology commences with the establish-
ment of baseline scores using Tf-Idf in conjunc-
tion with Naive Bayes for each of the three sub-
tasks. This initial step allows us to gauge the
performance of a rudimentary model before ad-

vancing to more sophisticated approaches. Mov-
ing beyond the baseline, we employ powerful clas-
sical machine learning models, namely Random
Forest, Xgboost(Chen and Guestrin, 2016), Cat-
Boost(Prokhorenkova et al., 2018), and LGBM(Ke
et al., 2017), leveraging Tf-Idf as the feature ex-
traction method. This ensemble of classical mod-
els provides a comprehensive understanding of the
task’s intricacies and sets a benchmark for further
exploration. We also used hyperparameter tuning
using optuna for models like Xgboost, CatBoost
and LGBM.

To delve into the nuances of textual content and
capture intricate dependencies, we introduce a deep
learning approach. Our model architecture encom-
passes a bi-directional LSTM-based(Sundermeyer
et al., 2014) framework with attention mecha-
nisms(Vaswani et al., 2017). Specifically, two bi-
directional LSTM layers precede an attention block,
enhancing the model’s capacity to grasp sequential
patterns. The attention head is intricately connected
through two dense layers, culminating in a sigmoid
activation function in the final layer. The model is
trained using the Adam optimizer(Kingma and Ba,
2014) and Binary Cross Entropy as the loss func-
tion. Crucial hyperparameters, including batch size,
number of epochs, learning rate, vocabulary size,
embedding dimension, and maximum length of the
input sequence, undergo meticulous tuning on a
case-to-case basis to optimize model performance.

We leverage the capabilities of Transformer-
based language models to improve downstream job
performance, taking into account the small sample
size of the available datasets. These models use
fine-tuning on the encoder layers while keeping
the embedding layers frozen to maintain contextual
knowledge that has already been learned. TFAu-
toModelForSequenceClassification is adopted as
the Transformer-based model, with corresponding
hyperparameters tailored for each subtask.

To ensure computational efficiency and scalabil-
ity, all training and inference operations are carried
out using the Kaggle runtime, Google Colab, and a
MacBook Pro M1 with 16GB of unified memory.

4 Results

All the subtasks were evaluated using F1 Score,
Precision, Recall, and Accuracy. It is evident from
the results matrix 1 that the LSTM based model
poses a strong competition in performance for all
the subtasks nearing the best score for all the sub-
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Models Subtask-A Subtask-B Subtask-C
LSTM + Attention 0.8433 0.5370 0.5008

Tf-Idf + Logistic Regression 0.8516 0.5577 0.7075
Tf-Idf + LGBM 0.8684 0.5097 0.6055

Tf-Idf + CatBoost 0.8586 0.5604 0.7081
Tf-Idf + Xgboost 0.8228 0.5360 0.6994

Tf-Idf + Random Forest 0.8548 0.5496 0.6765
Tf-Idf + Naive Bayes 0.8516 0.5482 0.6065

Table 1: F1-Scores of different approaches

Team Precision F1-Score Accuracy Recall
mrutyunjay_research 0.9686 (1) 0.8539 (15) 0.9494 (6) 0.7922 (19)

refaat1731 0.9607 (2) 0.8556 (12) 0.9494 (6) 0.7968 (18)
kagankaya1 0.9415 (3) 0.8532 (16) 0.9475 (8) 0.8003 (17)

htanev 0.9246 (4) 0.8310 (18) 0.9405 (13) 0.7779 (20)
kojiro000 0.9226 (5) 0.8699 (7) 0.9507 (5) 0.8319 (14)

Table 2: Snippet of Leaderboard sorted by Recall for SubTask-1

Username Recall Precision F1-Score Accuracy
AhmedElSayed 0.7078 (8) 0.7931 (1) 0.7398 (6) 0.7439 (4)

mrutyunjay_research 0.6294 (16) 0.7926 (2) 0.6372 (16) 0.6908 (12)
gh_mhdi 0.7145 (5) 0.7863 (3) 0.7447 (4) 0.7311 (8)

kagankaya1 0.7226 (3) 0.7848 (4) 0.7483 (2) 0.7490 (1)
JesusFraile 0.7223 (4) 0.7827 (5) 0.7479 (3) 0.7478 (2)

Table 3: Snippet of Leaderboard sorted by Precision for SubTask-3

tasks.
In Subtask-A, the LGBM model on top of Tf-

Idf performed the best for us with a F1-Score of
0.8684 while models like Naive Bayes, Logistic
Regression, Random Forest and CatBoost on top
of Tf-Idf were not too far away.

In Subtask-B, the CatBoost model on top of Tf-
Idf performed the best with a score of 0.5604 while
models like Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression and
Random Forest were close with scores of 0.5482,
0.5577 and 0.5496 respectively.

In Subtask-C, the CatBoost model on top of Tf-
Idf performed the best with a score of 0.7081, while
models like Logistic Regression and Xgboost on
top of Tf-Idf score 0.7075 and 0.6994 respectively
and came very close.

We also performed fine-tuning using Transform-
ers but the outcomes were inadequate, so we de-
cided to use simpler models in order to achieve
better performance.

We were eventually able to surpass the base-
line F1 scores for Subtask-A: 0.708(BERT(Kenton
and Toutanova, 2019)), Subtask-B: 0.554(BERT),

and Subtask-C: 0.5495(Climate-BERT(Webersinke
et al., 2021)) that were provided by the organizer.

Note that, all the scores mentioned are the per-
formance on the hidden test set and directly taken
from the system-run report provided on the compe-
tition website after finalized leaderboard 2, 3.

5 Conclusion

In summary, our research contributes crucial in-
sights into hate speech and stance detection within
climate activism. Employing classical machine
learning models, such as LSTM, Xgboost, LGBM,
and Catboost, revealed nuanced variations in per-
formance. Notably, Catboost emerged as a strong
performer, showcasing F1 scores of 0.5604 and
0.7081 for Subtask-B and Subtask-C. LGBM ex-
celled in Subtask-A with an impressive F1 score
of 0.8684. This study guides model selection for
robust hate speech detection. As we conclude, our
findings serve as a valuable resource for advancing
tools aligned with the authentic dynamics of digital
discourse in climate change activism.
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Abstract
This study details our approach for the CASE
2024 Shared Task on Climate Activism Stance
and Hate Event Detection, focusing on Hate
Speech Detection, Hate Speech Target Identi-
fication, and Stance Detection as classification
challenges. We explored the capability of Large
Language Models (LLMs), particularly GPT-4,
in zero- or few-shot settings enhanced by re-
trieval augmentation and re-ranking for Tweet
classification. Our goal was to determine if
LLMs could match or surpass traditional meth-
ods in this context.

We conducted an ablation study with LLaMA
for comparison, and our results indicate that
our models significantly outperformed the base-
lines, securing second place in the Target Detec-
tion task. The code for our submission is avail-
able at https://github.com/NaiveNeuron/
bryndza-case-2024.

1 Introduction

The Climate Activism Stance and Hate Event De-
tection (Thapa et al., 2024) aims to extend the grow-
ing body of work on stance, target and hate event
detection (Parihar et al., 2021) by exploring these
tasks in the context of Climate Activism. It does so
by utilizing a novel ClimaConvo dataset (Shiwakoti
et al., 2024), which is one of the first multi-aspect
datasets of its kind.

While traditional approaches to stance, target,
and hate event detection rely on finetuned classi-
fiers, our study takes a different route. We explore
how a data scientist or analyst, with only API ac-
cess to a Large Language Model (LLM) and with-
out the option to finetune or alter the model, can
still develop effective solutions. By creatively ad-
justing the prompts given to the LLM and using
external tools like vector databases and pretrained
ranking models for enhancement, we’ve found this
simple method to be surprisingly competitive. De-
spite its simplicity, it secured the second-highest
performance in the target detection subtask.

2 Related Work

For the past couple of years, the progress of Nat-
ural Language Processing has been driven largely
by existence and availability of datasets and data
resources. In the context of climate, some notable
examples include Climatebert: A pretrained lan-
guage model for climate-related text (Webersinke
et al., 2021), a dataset for detecting real-world en-
vironmental claims (Stammbach et al., 2022) as
well as the newly introduced ClimaConvo dataset
(Shiwakoti et al., 2024), which forms the basis of
the shared task on Stance and Hate Event Detection
in Tweets Related to Climate Activism.

All of the subtasks of this shared task can be
modeled as classification problems and as such
there exists an extensive body of academic work
on this topic. In particular, methods like SVM
(Malmasi and Zampieri, 2017), LSTM (Del Vi-
gna12 et al., 2017) as well as custom architectures
such as DeepHate (Cao et al., 2020) have been
proposed and evaluated. Inspired by outstanding
generalizational ability of Large Language Mod-
els – including ChatGPT 1, GPT-4 (Achiam et al.,
2023), LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023) and others –
and their performance in classification tasks, espe-
cially in zero- and few-shot settings, we investigate
their adaptability and effectiveness for the tasks of
stance, target and hate event detection. Although
works whose aim would be similar do exist, such
as for instance (Cruickshank and Ng, 2023) and
(Guo et al., 2024), a shared task provides a unique
opportunity for a thorough evaluation on many di-
mensions, which is lacking in the literature and
uniquely distinguishes our work.

3 Dataset

To execute the described experiments we used the
dataset introduced in (Shiwakoti et al., 2024) and
described in Table 1. In line with the framework of

1https://chat.openai.com
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shared tasks, during the ”evaluation” stage of the
shared task the organizers first shared the train split
of the datasets, using the validation split for testing.
When it came to the ”testing” stage, the organiz-
ers released labels associated with the validation
split, leaving the test part of the dataset for testing
and final evaluation. Hence, the evaluated models
had access to both the train and valid parts of the
dataset.

Subtask Classes Train Valid Test

Subtask A
Non-Hate 6385 1371 1374

Hate 899 190 188

Subtask B
Individual 563 120 121

Organization 105 23 23
Community 31 7 6

Subtask C
Support 4328 897 921
Oppose 700 153 141
Neutral 2256 511 500

Table 1: Statistics of the train, valid and test splits of
the provided datset. Note that the datasets for Subtask
A and Subtask B are exactly the same content-wise; it
is just the labels that change.

As we can observe in Table 1, the splits of the
datasets are generally evenly split across the three
subtasks. It seems the only exception is the Sub-
task C (stance detection), in which both the train
and valid sets were split in 59:31:10 and 57:33:10
rations respectively, whereas the test set was split
in 59:32:9 ratio.

A cursory glance at the dataset has also revealed
that a relatively significant proportion of its tweets
(489 in total) contains the sentence ”You’ve been
fooled by Greta Thunberg”. While an interesting
tidbit, it is almost certainly an artefact of the data
collection process and provides insight into the
peculiarities of the task and the data it uses for
evaluation – particularly since in an overwhelm-
ing number of cases the tweets that contain this
substring are labelled as Hate, Individual and
Oppose for Subtasks A, B and C, respectively.

4 System description

As outlined above, the primary component of our
system is a Large Language Model, namely GPT-
4, which was chosen for its strong zero-shot and
few-shot capability. The model was accessed via
the Azure OpenAI service and was not changed
and/or finetuned as part of our experimentation –
the only attribute of the system that changed from

one configuration to the other is the prompt that
is sent to the GPT-4 API. In our experiments we
utilized the 2023-07-01-preview version2 and un-
less otherwise noted, the temperature has been set
to 0 in order to make the experiments reproducible.
We also utilize paralellism in order to decrease the
time necessary for the whole pipeline to run. In the
end, the evaluation of our models on Subtask A and
Subtask C takes roughly 25 minutes, whereas it is
possible to evaluate Subtask B within 2 minutes
and 30 seconds.

4.1 Obtaining the prompt template
As we already established, the prompt is the crucial
part of our system, as it is its only changing part.
To arrive at a suitable prompt for each of the sub-
tasks, we utilized GPT-4 itself. Let us illustrate this
approach on Subtask A. To generate its prompt, a
small sample of 30 Non-Hate and 30 Hate tweets
has been selected and sent to GPT-4 along with the
following prefix:

You will be given $n_examples
tweets that were classified
as hate speech. Your task

is to find a common pattern
these texts share and

figure out why they were
classified as hate speech.
For a good comparison , I
will also send you
$n_examples non -hate speech
tweets so you have

something to compare it to.
Since these are tweets ,

focus on hashtags (#).

Note further that the $n_examples in the prompt
would be replaced with the actual number of exam-
ples provided after this ”prompt prefix”. The re-
sulting response from GPT-4 would then be lightly
edited by a human expert (typically done by one
of the authors to ensure common formatting across
all the prompts) such that the end result would be a
prompt similar to that presented in Appendix A.

4.2 Retrieval-augmentation
As we can see in the prompts listed in Appendix A,
Appendix B and Appendix C, each of the prompts
(or prompt templates/prefixes) ends with a ##

2https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/
ai-services/openai/reference
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Examples section. This section is optional and
does not necessarily need to be populated, in which
case GPT-4 would be used in so called zero-shot
setup (model GPT-4 in Table 2). If examples are
to be used, however, there are multiple options for
choosing them.

The first one is to choose a fixed number of exam-
ples (k) that will be part of the prompt template ev-
ery time it is used and will not change with each ex-
ample the model processes (the GPT-4 few-shot
models in Table 2). An alternative approach would
be to try to extend the prompt with examples from
the training set similar to the input sample in the
hopes of providing further context for the LLM to
make the final classification decision. This is the
core idea behind retrieval-augmented generation
(RAG, introduced in (Lewis et al., 2020)) which
we adapt for our classification problems.

In particular, we utilize the Chroma vector
database 3 to create an index of embeddings gen-
erated by one of two pre-trained Sentence Trans-
former models 4: all-MiniLM-L6-v2 which is
the default embedding model the Chroma vector
database makes use of and at the time of writing a
Sentence Transformer with the best speed/perfor-
mance ratio (resulting in the GPT-4 RAG model in
Table 2) and all-mpnet-base-v2 which reports
the best peformance on standardized benchmarks
at the cost of being larger and slower (and results
in the GPT-4 RAG all model in Table 2). At infer-
ence time the same model that was used for index
creation will provide the embedding for the sample
that is being evaluated and this representation will
be used to query the database, which will return
the k closest items from its index. These will then
be lightly formatted5 and provided as the final part
of the prompt in the ### Examples section (please
refer to Appendix A, Appendix B and Appendix C
for more details).

Note that regardless of what process and model
is being used the input tweets are used verbatim,
without any pre-processing.

4.3 Re-ranking

Although the approach outlined in the section
above is certain an improvement over a fixed list

3https://www.trychroma.com/
4https://www.sbert.net/docs/pretrained_models.

html
5By ”lightly formatted” we mean that a string denoting a

beginning of the tweet would be added. There is no other pre-
or post-processing done on the input data.

of examples, it can still potentially suffer from lim-
itations of the underlying model(s). In particu-
lar, while they do leverage semantic information,
they generally do not make use of contrastive infor-
mation which in turn means that for instance the
sentences ”I love trees!” and ”I hate trees!” will
most probably have very high similarity score – an
attribute that might not be desirable in tasks like
Stance, Target and Hate Event detection.

A popular way of alleviating this issue is to make
use of the concept of re-ranking in which a larger
number of items (for instance 3× k) is requested
from the index and using a pre-trained model com-
putes relevance scores for each and thus alters their
order. The top k items can then be taken and pro-
cessed further as described above.

In our case we use the flashrank library
(Damodaran, 2023) which provides a finetuned
rank-T5-flan model based on RankT5 (Zhuang
et al., 2023). We also experiment with the
RAGatouille library6 but in our experiments its
performance was at best comparable to that of
flashrank, so we only report its scores in Table 2
(model GPT-4 flashrank).

4.4 Parsing the results

As can be seen in Appendix A, Appendix B and Ap-
pendix C, the prompts are designed to elicit chain-
of-thought style reasoning in the model output (Wei
et al., 2022). It is hence rather difficult to ensure
the output matches a specific template which would
imply one of the possible classes. To that end, we
match a specific keyword (e.g. Prediction: 1)
towards both the beginning as well as the end of
the LLM output.

5 Results & Discussion

The results of our experiments can be found in
Table 2. Nearly all of the models outperform the
baselines introduced in (Shiwakoti et al., 2024)
on F1 score, the primary metric chosen for this
shared task. In Subtask B the baseline models
report higher performance than the zero-shot evalu-
ated GPT-4 but even a few hardcoded examples in
the prompt changes the performance of the model
rather dramatically (improvement of nearly 0.2 F1
points). In Subtask C we observe a similar situa-
tion, although simply adding hardcoded examples
to prompt does not significantly help – curiously
enough, it even leads to decreased performance.

6https://github.com/bclavie/RAGatouille
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Model Subtask A Subtask B Subtask C
Acc P R F1 rnk Acc P R F1 rnk Acc P R F1 rnk

Baseline .901 - - .708 - .716 - - .554 .651 - - .545 -

GPT-4 .935 .835 .880 .856 - .900 .545 .656 .553 - .693 .515 .513 .509 -
GPT-4 few-shot (k=6) .932 .826 .895 .855 - .927 .809 .723 .747 - .693 .502 .507 .487 -
GPT-4 few-shot (k=8) .916 .794 .886 .855 - .927 .809 .723 .747 - .702 .511 .512 .495 -
GPT-4 RAG (k=4) .944 .859 .890 .874 - .887 .641 .672 .654 - .707 .517 .514 .498 -
GPT-4 RAG (k=6) .941 .851 .889 .868 - .927 .781 .776 .776 2/18 .690 .668 .681 .666 -
GPT-4 RAG (k=8) .942 .855 .887 .870 - .927 .733 .764 .769 - .688 .666 .678 .661 -
GPT-4 RAG all (k=6) .948 .866 .899 .881 7/22 .920 .776 .762 .767 - .714 .692 .709 .692 -
GPT-4 RAG all (k=8) .944 .864 .884 .874 - .920 .715 .721 .716 - .711 .687 .712 .693 12/19
GPT-4 flashrank (k=6) .941 .853 .877 .864 - .940 .635 .617 .625 - .709 .689 .707 .693 -
GPT-4 flashrank (k=8) .941 .851 .886 .868 - .913 .733 .706 .713 - .702 .683 .703 .688 -

Table 2: Model Performance Metrics for the respective subtasks. Acc, P, R, F1 and rnk denote the Accuracy,
Precision, Recall, the F1 score and the final rank in the Shared Task (measured by the F1 score), respectively. The
final rank is reported as r/n where r denotes the position in the final results table for the respective subtask and n
denotes the number of teams that participated in a specific subtask. The baseline results are from (Shiwakoti et al.,
2024). Highest performance per each metric in each subtask is bolded. The performance of the model submitted to
the final leaderboard is in green.

(a) Confusion matrix for Subtask A (b) Confusion matrix for Subtask B (c) Confusion matrix for Subtask C

Figure 1: Confusion matrices of for the best performing models on each of the subtasks.

In general, Table 2 suggest that adding retrieval
agumentation generally helps, while the optimal
number of examples and the optimal model in
the prompt (k) varies per subtask. As we can
see in the case of Subtask A and Subtask C,
the all-mpnet-base-v2 model has proven to be
most effective, providing the final submission
with k = 6 for Subtask A and obtaining the
split best performance with GPT-4 flashrank
(k = 6) in Subtask C (with k = 8). In Sub-
task B the retrieval-augmentation method based
on all-MiniLM-L6-v2 yielded the best results, al-
though the difference between the top 3 models
are very small, to the point of being attributable to
noise more than model/method differences. The
results also suggest that the re-ranking approach
using flashrank did not bring significant benefit
over retrieval-augmentation.

In Figure 1 we can see the confusion matrices for
the best performing models (highlighted in green
in Table 2) for each of the subtasks. As the figures
suggest, in Subtask A and Subtask B the models

made minimal mistakes whereas in Subtask C we
can observe that the model often switched the Neu-
tral stance to Support and vice versa. We explore
this phenomenon further in the next section.

5.1 Error analysis

To better understand the error modes of the eval-
uated models, we take the incorrect predictions
of the best performing models and classify them
into three categories: ”Error”, when the model did
indeed make an incorrect prediction; ”Unclear”,
when it is not clear whether the model made a mis-
take or whether the provided label is wrong, and
”Wrong-Label” in which our manual annotation dis-
agreed with that obtained from the provided test set.
The annotation was done by one of the authors, fol-
lowed the guidelines outlined in (Shiwakoti et al.,
2024) and its results can be seen in Table 3.

With regards to the Hate Event Detection sub-
task, the model did indeed make a mistake in 27
(33%) cases but in 36 (44%) cases we identified a
wrong label, while 19 cases (23%) where unclear.
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(a) SubTask A: Hate Event Detection

Prediction Label Error Unclear Wrong-Label

Non-Hate Hate 1 5 25
Hate Non-Hate 26 14 11

(b) SubTask B: Target Detection
Prediction Label Error Unclear Wrong-Label

Individual Organization 0 1 1
Organization Individual 1 0 3
Organization Community 2 1 0
Community Individual 1 0 1
Community Organization 0 0 1

(c) SubTask C: Stance Detection

Prediction Label Error Unclear Wrong-Label

Support Oppose 2 1 15
Support Neutral 10 8 268
Oppose Support 11 2 10
Oppose Neutral 0 3 25
Neutral Support 46 12 67
Neutral Oppose 0 2 5

Table 3: Error type counts by Prediction and Label com-
binations across SubTasks. Prediction represents the
model’s prediction and Label the annotation obtained
from the test set.

A closer look at the error cases reveals that the
model seems to overtrigger on negative concepts
such as ”crimes against humanity” or ”anger” and
considers them a Hate event (see Table 5). We
hypothesize that this might be an artefact of the
retrieval-augmentation.

On the Target Detection subtask, the model only
made 12 mistakes in total, some of which seem to
stem from wrong labels (see Table 6).

In the Stance Detection task, a significant
amount (80%) of tweets were mislabeled, espe-
cially from Support to Neutral direction (55%),
highlighting difficulties in defining the Support
class, like if a mention of a hashtag alone qualifies.
A selection of the issues can be seen in Table 7.

Our analysis indicates that model performance
evaluation could suffer due to issues with the un-
derlying dataset, as it contains tweets such as mar-
keting tweets irrelevant to climate activism 7 and
single-character tweets (’0’). Had all Wrong-Label
annotations been updated, the model perforamnce
would be significantly higher. We recommend re-
annotating the at least the test sets and updating the
annotation guide to address ambiguous cases. To
assist with this effort, we are releasing our error
annotations as part of our submission code.

7See the first example in Table 7.

6 Ablation study with LLaMA

To assess to what extent would a similar approach
work with a model other than GPT-4 and to provide
further insight into how much of the final perfor-
mance is attributable to the base model versus the
other additions (e.g. RAG and/or re-ranking) we
conduct an ablation study in which we replace GPT-
4 with LLaMA 2 70B (Touvron et al., 2023). We
use Subtask B, in which we obtained the best re-
sults with GPT-4, as the benchmark task and due
to limitations of the LLaMA’s context window we
further limit ourselves to k = 6 examples in the
prompt. Other than that the evaluated models are
identical to those described in Section 4.

Model Subtask B
Acc P R F1 rnk

Baseline .716 - - .554 -

LLaMA .813 .604 .348 .327 -
LLaMA few-shot (k=6) .813 .477 .371 .372 -
LLaMA RAG (k=6) .793 .386 .351 .343 -
LLaMA RAG all (k=6) .827 .811 .482 .539 14/18
LLaMA flashrank (k=6) .827 .656 .453 .492 -

Table 4: Model Performance Metrics for the LLaMA
ablation study. The legend is identical to Table 2.

The results can be seen in Table 4 where we can
observe a phenomenon similar to that presented in
Table 2: adding examples to the prompt generally
helps, retrieval-augmentation can further improve
the performance while re-ranking does not yield
substantial improvement. We note, however, that
comparing the two tables show that the base model
has substantial impact on the final performance. In
case of LLaMA, none of the evaluated models was
able beat the baseline F1 score, which would land
it at the 14th place (out of 18 teams). This is in
direct contrast with our best model based on GPT-4,
which ended up ranking second.

7 Conclusion

In this work we evaluate GPT-4 extended with re-
trieval augmentation and re-ranking on the task of
Stance, Target and Hate Event Detection. We in-
vestigate to what extent is it possible utilize GPT-4
as a black box and obtain solid performance by
only changing its prompt and also compare it to
the LLaMA model. Our results show that augment-
ing GPT-4 with retrieval mechanism can lead to it
serving as a classification model with competitive
performance, as evidenced by the fact that it ranked
2nd in Subtask B: Target Detection.
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Limitations

The primary experiments presented in this work de-
pend on access to a specific commercial Large Lan-
guage Model which limits both the reproducibil-
ity and direct applicability of the obtained results.
Similarly, the LLaMA model used in the ablation
study requires a significant amount of computation
resources, limiting its accessibility.
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A Prompt for Subtask A

Analyze the input tweet to
determine if it is hate speech
or not , based on the

following criteria:

## Hate Speech Patterns

1. Presence of "You 've been
fooled by Greta Thunberg" or #
FridaysForFuture in the tweet.

2. Embodies aggression or
contempt towards specific
groups or institutions ,
including dismissive attitudes
towards climate activists ,

criticism of world leaders for
climate inaction , or strong

sentiments against companies
investing in fossil fuels.

3. Frequent use of negative
language , such as 'shame ', '
lie ', 'greedy ', 'fake ', 'idiot
', to express dissatisfaction
or attack others.

4. Highlights a strong
ideological alignment or
belief , often against fossil
fuels and blaming capitalism
for the climate crisis ,
indicating belief -driven
intolerance.

5. The tone is accusatory ,
confrontational , and not
oriented towards dialogue or
understanding.

## \texttt{Non -Hate} Speech
Patterns

1. Expresses concern about
climate change and promotes
action without aggression or
contempt. Advocates for policy
changes , shares environmental
information , and encourages

collective action rather than
targeting individuals or
groups.

2. Lacks negative language or
personal attacks.

3. Presents a clear ideological
stance on climate change in a
constructive or informative
manner , aiming to educate or
raise awareness rather than
cast blame.

4. The tone is conversational and
informative , promoting

understanding and engagement
rather than confrontation.

## Evaluation

- If the tweet aligns more with
the Hate Speech Patterns ,
output: 'Prediction: 1' (
indicating it is hate speech).

- If the tweet aligns more with
the \texttt{Non -Hate} Speech
Patterns , output: 'Prediction:
0' (indicating it is not hate
speech).

## Examples

B Prompt for Subtask B

Analyze the following tweet and
classify who the target of the
hate speech is. Use the

identified patterns and
specific examples from the
training data for
classification. The categories
are:

## Categories

1. Individual - Involves direct
attacks on specific
individuals. Common examples
include derogatory remarks
about individuals like "Trump"
or "Greta Thunberg ". Look for
usage of individual names and
personal attacks.

2. Organization - Involves
criticisms targeted at larger
entities such as governments ,
companies , or specific
organizations. Key examples
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include attacks on 'Government
', 'Big oil companies ', '
Australia ' (referring to its
government), 'Wilderness
Committee ', and the 'EU '. Look
for mentions of these

entities and critiques of
their policies or actions.

3. Community - Involves attacks
on broader communities or
societal groups. Typical terms
used include 'White , middle

class , educated , low earners ',
'humans ', 'adult society ',

and 'politicians '. This
category shifts the focus from
a single party to collective

human behavior , demographic
groups , or societal constructs
.

Use chain of thought reasoning to
explain your classification.

After analyzing the tweet ,
classify it as "Prediction: 1"
for an individual , "

Prediction: 2" for an
organization , or "Prediction:
3" for a community. Pick only
one option and put it on a new
line.

## Examples

C Prompt for Subtask C

Analyze the following tweet and
determine its stance towards
the topic of Climate Activism.
The stance categories are:

## Stance Categories

1. Support - These tweets show
explicit support for climate
action. Look for advocacy
phrases like "we are
mobilizing", "# ClimateJustice
", "fight the #ClimateCrisis",
and "Champion young people as
'drivers of change '". These

often convey support through
sharing news , events , or
activities that promote
environmental protection and
sustainability.

2. Oppose - These tweets contain
negative sentiments or
skepticism about climate
action initiatives. Phrases
like "You 've been fooled by
Greta Thunberg", "Recycling is
literally a scam!!", and

rhetorical questions like "
What are we saving ?" are
indicative of this stance.
These tweets may criticize the
activities of climate

activists or question the
credibility of climate change
facts.

3. Neutral - Neutral tweets share
information about climate -

related activities or news
without a clear stance. They
use neutral language to
describe events , initiatives ,
or outcomes , such as "At more
than 750 locations worldwide -
including Antarctica - youth

organizers and allies united
under the hashtag #
PeopleNotProfit. #
FridaysforFuture ." These
tweets do not show subjective
bias or opinion towards
climate action.

Keywords like 'support ', '
solidarity ', 'join us' suggest
a supportive stance; 'fooled

', 'What are we saving?', '
Greenwashing ' suggest
opposition; and factual
reports or informative
language suggest a neutral
stance. The context of word
usage is key for correct
categorization.
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Use chain of thought reasoning to
explain your classification.

After analyzing the tweet ,
classify its stance as '
Prediction: 1' for Support , '
Prediction: 2' for Oppose , or
'Prediction: 3' for Neutral.
Pick only one option and put
it on a new line. If the tweet
is a factual statement ,

classify its target as
described above.

## Examples

D Sample Errors
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Wrong-Label

Prediction Label Tweet

Non-Hate Hate Young people in Bangladesh took to the streets demanding a halt
to the planned expansion of the #Matarbari coal-fired power plant.
https://t.co/S5oo5Z3yCu #FridaysForFuture #ClimateActionNow

Hate Non-Hate FFF = 666. Greta Thunberg, WEF &amp; build back better are
fronts for satan. https://t.co/uRnK9nRKIq via @YouTube #Fri-
daysForFuture #GretaThunberg #WEF #BuildBackBetter #Sa-
tanism

Unclear

Hate Non-Hate With every lie they’ve told, it’s our future that they’ve sold.
Week 50!! #ClimateStrike #FridaysForFuture #PeopleNotProfit
https://t.co/nATjq2ICKc

Non-Hate Hate This #FridaysForFuture on Zoom we will get boozy at 8pm
CET (or drink soda if that’s not your thing) and send some
rage or wackiness to manufacturers of food items in our
pantries about their packaging materials. Link information here:
https://t.co/U3gdzYOcEC #peoplenotprofit

Error

Hate Non-Hate This is huge. The top climate scientist in the world basically
accuses Manchin of crimes against humanity. @s_guilbeault
@JustinTrudeau @GeorgeHeyman #fridaysforfuture

Hate Non-Hate If you are unhappy about the lack of serious climate-positive
actions, put pressure on politicians. Show your anger every #Fri-
daysForFuture at 11 a.m. in front of Queen’s Park and every other
legislature and city hall in the world. Politicians are convinced
that we don’t care.

Table 5: Sample errors annotated as part of the Error Analysis for SubTask A: Hate Event Detection.
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Wrong-Label

Prediction Label Tweet

Organization Individual @Citi @Citi spent the last 5 years investing $285 bil-
lion into destroying our futures. #FridaysForFuture #Divest
https://t.co/y28248UskW

Community Individual Wow. Blame young #FridaysForFuture climate activists for lack
of protests on the specific days of the recent heatwave, after all
the vilification they’ve had to endure for ’skipping school’? How
about some #adultingnotadultification?

Unclear

Community Organization Week 121. Finnish forestry is bad for the climate, biodiversity and
people. What Finland has is a lot of plantations and hardly any
natural and old-growth forests. Finland must stop harmful forestry
practices and protect and restore more forests. #FridaysForFuture
https://t.co/lLvdvlJGNh

Error

Organization Community @dw_environment @Luisamneubauer @Fridays4future #Fri-
daysForFuture has remained influenced by strong left ideology/per-
sons and denies the science using (existing) nuclear in climate/in-
dependence policies.

Table 6: Sample errors annotated as part of the Error Analysis for SubTask B: Target Detection.
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Wrong-Label

Prediction Label Tweet

Neutral Support Saasland - MultiPurpose WordPress Theme for Saas Startup:
https://t.co/qbEYbFIkFy
Elementor WooCommerce WPML
#WP #WebsiteBuilder #WebsiteDevelopment #100DaysOfCode
#HTML #webdev #WordPress #ladningpage #FridaysForFuture
#FridayMotivation https://t.co/4J0X5O2E3D

Support Neutral Humans are destroying the very air, land and water resources we
need to survive. #ausvotes #ClimateAction #ClimateCrisis #envi-
ronment #FridaysForFuture #nocoal #solarpower #StopAdani

Unclear

Support Neutral Climate strike in Bergen, Norway. #FridaysForFuture #Climate-
Justice #GreenFriday @fff_bergen https://t.co/zp4Jp6PmbP

Neutral Support #Fridaysforfuture, Dublin, Week 179. Supported by @tang-
food @LoretoAbbey_ @Janemellett @mimsmo @AngelaDee-
gan1 @GretaThunberg https://t.co/dtxefh9e3Y

Error

Oppose Support By no means do young people have the social &amp; structural
CAPACITIES to stand a chance against the threat that is runaway
climate breakdown. Not to say that they actually did gang up and
did ANYTHING in their power to deal with the problem. Look at
@sunrisemvmt &amp; #FridaysforFuture

Support Neutral Jim Cramer: Stay away from oil and gas stocks, I don’t wan to
touch it, stay away, no one wants oil https://t.co/Vs6DLZ1wcM ,
use better insulators in doors, #fridaysforfuture, look at @Dothe-
greenthing https://t.co/Apxwot66Wc

Table 7: Sample errors annotated as part of the Error Analysis for SubTask C: Stance Detection.
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Abstract

This paper describes the IUST submission for
sub-task C of the Climate Activism Shared Task
at The 7th CASE workshop at EACL 2024.
This work presents a systematic search of vari-
ous model architecture configurations and data
cleaning methods. The study evaluates the im-
pact of data cleaning methods on the obtained
results. Additionally, we demonstrate that a
combination of CNN and Encoder-only models
such as BERTweet outperforms FNNs. More-
over, by utilizing data augmentation, we are
able to overcome the challenge of data imbal-
ance. Our best system achieves 74.47% F1-
Score on the unseen test set, outperforming the
baseline by 19.97% and ranked 3th among 19
participants.

1 Introduction

Climate change stands as one of the most criti-
cal challenges of our time, impacting ecosystems,
economies, and communities worldwide. At the
same time, understanding the public stance towards
this pivotal issue is increasingly vital. Leveraging
NLP techniques to gauge public stance on climate
change, especially from Twitter data, provides an
innovative means to comprehend diverse perspec-
tives and sentiments in real time. To advance re-
search in this domain, the ClimateActivism 2024
Shared Task1 proposes three sub-tasks focused on
Stance and Hate Event Detection (Thapa et al.,
2024).
Sub-Task C is about Stance detection (also known
as stance classification) which is a problem related
to social media analysis, and natural language pro-
cessing, which aims to determine the position of a
person from a piece of text they produce, towards a
target (a concept, idea, event, etc.) either explicitly
specified in the text or implied only (Küçük and
Can, 2022).

1https://emw.ku.edu.tr/case-2024/

Our work focuses on exploring various model
architectures and data cleaning methods to improve
the performance of stance detection models on
Twitter data related to climate change. We also
investigate the impact of data imbalance on model
performance and propose a solution using data aug-
mentation techniques.

Our best approach utilizes a combination of Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNN) and BERTweet
to capture both local and global context informa-
tion in the input text with Weighted Cross En-
tropy as loss function. Our experiments show
that a combination of CNN and BERTweet out-
performs Feedforward Neural Networks (FNNs)
in stance detection on climate change related
tweets. We also demonstrate that data augmen-
tation can address the challenge of data imbal-
ance, resulting improvements in model perfor-
mance. We also experiment with different data
cleaning methods. Moreover, the best results in
the data cleaning type are achieved by removing
URLs and usernames, and all experiments of this
method have yielded better results compared to
other data cleaning methods. Code and results are
publicly available on https://github.com/ghazaleh-
mahmoodi/Climate_Activism_Stance_Detection.

2 Data

The Sub-Task C (Stance Detection) dataset is part
of the Multi-Aspect Twitter Dataset (Shiwakoti
et al., 2024). The data was collected from tweets
posted between January 1, 2022, and December
30, 2022. The selection criteria involved hashtags
such as #climatecrisis, #climatechange, #Clima-
teEmergency, #ClimateTalk, #globalwarming, as
well as activist-oriented hashtags like #FridaysFor-
Future, #climatestrike, etc. The dataset distribution
is illustrated in Table 1.
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Split % Support Neutral Against
Train 70% 4328 2256 700
Dev 15% 897 511 153
Test 15% 921 500 141
All 100% 6146 3276 994

Table 1: Class distribution of stance detection dataset

2.1 Data Pre-processing
As the text data is sourced from Twitter, it is nec-
essary to carry out pre-processing to enhance the
extractable features and ensure the cleanliness of
the text. When it comes to cleaning data, the princi-
ple is to not throw away any data. However, given
that our data is limited and if we don’t remove
some noise, the model may be inaccurate (in lim-
ited data), so we need to perform a certain level of
data cleaning. However, based on the assumptions
we will explain below, we have examine a limited
number of data cleaning methods. The defined
methods will involve increasing levels of text input
cleaning, from the least to the most aggressive.

I. Original Tweet Text: Without any changes
in the text.

II. Removing URL: Considering that URLs are
modified (e.g., ://t.co/rs1vhBp2ax), we as-
sumed their presence in the data could cause
errors.

III. Removing username: The existence of user-
names without information about the person
may create ambiguity.

IV. Removing URL and username: To deter-
mine the effect of removing the URL and
username together.

V. Removing URL and username and split
hashtag: For example #FridaysForFuture
becomes Fridays For Future.

VI. Removing URL and username, split hash-
tag, and convert all letters to lowercase:
Sometimes writing letters in capital form has
a special meaning, which we want to observe
its impact.

VII. Complete cleaning: Contains removing
URL, username, stop words, punctuation, con-
verting all letters to lowercase, and split hash-
tag.

2.2 Data Augmentation
One of the existing challenges is the imbalance of
the dataset. In such conditions, the trained model
tends to lean towards the class with more data. To
address this issue, we generate additional data for

minority class data. We use two different methods
to generate data.

1. Substitution: We use synonym substitution
as an augmentation method. We employ the
method provided by python nlpaug library
(Ma, 2019) based on RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019a).

2. Round-trip translation: We translate the En-
glish texts to German and then back to gener-
ate extra data using python nlpaug library.

We generated 950 data points for the "oppose"
class using the introduced data augmentation meth-
ods and added them to the training data . The class
distribution of data before and after data augmenta-
tion can be observed in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Train Set Class distribution

3 Methodology

We proposed a model comprising four modules,
and to determine the most suitable parameters
for each module, we conducted numerous experi-
ments with various configurations, seeking the opti-
mal values within the defined search space (Ta-
ble 2). Using the Optuna library (Akiba et al.,
2019), which employs a sampler using the TPE
(Tree-structured Parzen Estimator) algorithm, we
selected the optimal model configuration based on
the Macro F1-score on the development set. In the
following, we provide a brief explanation of the
search space defined for each module.

1. Embedding: We are searching among several
Encoder-only Language Models to determine
which one to choose for extracting features
from text. We chose Encoder-only models be-
cause they are more popular and efficient for
text classification. The search space includes:

• BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
• RoBERTa: Builds on BERT and modi-

fies key hyperparameters, removing the
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next-sentence pretraining objective and
training with much larger mini-batches
and learning rates.(Liu et al., 2019b).

• BERTweet: Trained based on the
RoBERTa for English Tweets (Nguyen
et al., 2020).

• XLM-RoBERTa: A multilingual pre-
trained language model, trained on
2.5TB of filtered CommonCrawl data.
(Ruder et al., 2019).

• DEBERTA: Improves the BERT and
RoBERTa models using disentangled at-
tention and enhanced mask decoder (He
et al., 2021).

2. Classifier: There are two options.

• Fully Connected Neural Networks. We
use a three-layer network architecture
with a linear layer, a ReLU activation
function, and a dropout. Finally, we ap-
ply a softmax function to the output.

• Convolutional Neural Networks. The
architecture used is the same as the one
introduced by Safaya et al. (2020), with
the difference that instead of 4 last layers,
we defined the search space and exam-
ined. In this architecture the embeddings
are fed into parallel convolutional fil-
ters of five different sizes (768x1, 768x2,
768x3, 768x4, 768x5), with 32 filters for
each size. Each Kernel utilizes the out-
puts from the preceding N last hidden
layers2 of Encoder-only (e.g., BERT) as
separate channels and conducts a convo-
lution operation. Following this, the re-
sulting outputs undergo ReLU Activation
and Global Max-Pooling processes. The
pooled outputs are then concatenated,
flattened, and fed through a dense layer
and softmax function to obtain the final
class.

3. Optimizer: The search space includes four
well-known optimizers (Table 2) that have
shown good performance.

4. Loss Function: Since we are dealing with
the classification task and imbalanced data,
we have chosen two loss functions that are
suitable for our experiments.

• Focal Loss: This loss addresses class
imbalance by down-weighting easy well-

2This variable chooses in search space.

classified examples during the training
stage. It puts more emphasis on hard
examples o improve overall performance
(Lin et al., 2017).

• Weighted Cross Entropy: This loss
is a variant of the standard Cross-
Entropy loss function that assigns dif-
ferent weights to individual class predic-
tions. Class weight can be calculated for
each class as the inverse of its proportion
in the training data. This is commonly
achieved by dividing the total number
of samples by the number of samples in
each class, thereby obtaining the weight
to be assigned to that particular class.

Parameter Search Space
Classifier [FNN, CNN]

N_last_layer [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
Optimizer [Adam, AdamW, RMSprop, SGD]

Loss [Cross Entropy, Focal]

Table 2: Architecture search space

3.1 Hyperparameter Tuning
Hyper-parameters used in training stages are se-
lected via tuning using the Optuna library. We
choose the optimal hyperparameters by the Macro
F1-score on the development set. The search space
defined for hyper-parameters is present in the Ta-
ble 4.

4 Experiments and Results

To evaluate the results, we used the Marco F1-score
as the main metric and also reported Precision, Re-
call, and Accuracy. The hardware used in experi-
ments is a GPU.1080Ti.xlarge with 31.3GB RAM.
Each training epoch lasts 2–5 minutes on average.

In section 2.1, we introduced seven modes for
data cleaning. Experiments are repeated for the
mode without or with data augmentation. There-
fore, we tested 14 configurations in total, including
7 modes for data cleaning and 2 modes for input
data. For each configuration, we selected model

3CNN with last 5 layers of BERTTweet, Data Augmen-
tation, Weight Cross Entropy as loss function and SGD as
optimizer. Removing URL and username as data cleaning
approach.

4CNN with last 3 layers of XLM-RoBERTa,Focal as loss
function and SGD as optimizer. Removing URL and username
as data cleaning approach.
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Cleaning Aug Embedding Classifier Loss Optimizer F1-Score Recall Precision Accuracy
C1 - RoBERTa CNN(N=1) WCE SGD 71.74 69.94 74.83 68.82
C2 - XLM-RoBERTa CNN(N=3) WCE AdamW 69.80 69.38 74.16 64.91
C2 - BERT CNN(N=2) WCE SGD 70.28 68.64 73.82 66.00
C2 ! BERT CNN(N=3) WCE SGD 68.75 66.27 75.26 70.16
C3 - RoBERTa FNN WCE SGD 71.89 68.89 79.55 73.81
C3 ! XLM-RoBERTa CNN(N=3) F(g=4) SGD 68.59 68.51 75.93 69.84
C4 - XLM-RoBERTa CNN (N=4) WCE RMSprop 71.82 69.56 74.80 69.52
C4 - BERT CNN(N=5) WCE SGD 72.82 69.56 74.80 72.85
C4 - XLM-RoBERTa CNN(N=3) F(g=1) SGD 73.97 70.91 78.17 72.59
C4 - RoBERTa FNN WCE RMSprop 71.52 68.31 78.17 70.06
C4 - XLM-RoBERTa CNN(N=4) WCE SGD 72.72 69.38 78.85 73.17
C4 ! BERTweet CNN(N=5) WCE SGD 74.47 70.31 79.31 73.11
C4 ! BERT CNN(N=4) WCE SGD 70.64 67.75 75.63 70.01
C5 - DEBERTA FNN WCE Adam 71.33 68.78 75.43 67.73
C5 - XLM-RoBERTa CNN(N=2) WCE SGD 72.70 69.63 77.18 72.15
C5 - BERT FNN F(g=1) SGD 72.01 68.62 77.44 71.75
C5 ! DEBERTA FNN WCE AdamW 71.20 68.51 77.68 72.72
C5 ! BERT CNN(N=3) WCE SGD 70.85 70.01 73.41 67.22
C6 - BERT FNN F(g=2) SGD 71.83 68.38 74.48 72.21
C6 - BERT FNN WCE RMSProp 70.13 67.18 74.85 69.65
C6 ! XLM-RoBERTa CNN(N=4) WCE SGD 72.70 69.43 78.56 72.85
C7 - BERT CNN(N=5) F(g=1) SGD 71.68 68.77 76.53 71.76
C7 ! BERTweet CNN(N=2) F(g=4) AdamW 69.36 66.56 74.09 69.06

Table 3: Experiment configuration and result on climate stance detection test data.
Data Cleaning Approuch(C1:Original Tweet Text, C2:Removing URL, C3:Removing username, C4:Removing
URL and username, C5:Removing URL and username and split hashtag, C6:Removing URL and username, split
hashtag, and convert all letters to lowercase, C7:Complete cleaning). Classifier(CNN: Convolutional Neural
Networks, FNN: Fully Connected Neural Networks). Loss Function(WCE:Weighted Cross Entropy Loss, F:Focal
Loss, g:Gamma parameter in focal loss).

Parameter Search Space
Dropout [0.1 : 0.5]

Learning Rate [1e−5 : 1e−2]
Batch Size [4, 8]

Focal_gamma [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

Table 4: Hyperparameters search space

Model ACC F1
BERTTweet3 73.11 74.47

XLM-RoBERTa4 72.59 73.97
ClimateBERT (Baseline)∗ 65.1 54.5

Table 5: climate stance detection Accuracy and macro
F1-Score result.∗ from Shiwakoti et al. (2024) report.

parameters and hyperparameters using Optuna and
performed fine-tuning for 20 trials. In each trial, the
parameters are selected using the sampling method
TPE (Tree-structured Parzen Estimator), based on
the defined search space. Additionally, a mecha-
nism for pruning unsuccessful trials is also included
by default in Optuna. Finally, the results with F1-
Macro greater than 0.68 on the development set
are present in Table 3 (Since we only included re-
sults F1 scores greater than 0.68, it is possible that

the results for some cleaning methods may not be
available for a specific classifier, such as FNN).

The experimental results indicate that the clean-
ing method, which removes URLs and usernames
(C4), performs better compared to other methods.
The complete cleaning and original text methods,
on the other hand, yielded weaker results than other
approaches. Additionally, it can be said that main-
taining hashtags and not converting to lowercase is
a better cleaning approach because sometimes writ-
ing all letters in capital letters indicates intensity of
anger or opposition.

Furthermore, in general, BERT embeddings per-
form better in complete cleaning, while RoBERTa
and XLM-RoBERTa models are more commonly
used in other cleaning methods and yield better re-
sults and the best result is obtained with BERTweet.

Regarding the classifier type, usually a CNN
with 4-5 last layers achieves better results. Evi-
dence suggests that the defined CCN architecture,
due to its use of different filters sizes and consid-
eration of neighborhoods, has been able to achieve
better results compared to FNN. Additionally, typi-
cally, RoBERTa and XLM-RoBERTa embeddings
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are used with CNN, while BERT is paired with
FNN for better performance. Analyzing the experi-
ments as a whole, it can be concluded that the best
results were obtained by optimizing SGD and using
Weighted Cross Entropy as loss function. Compar-
ison of our results and the baseline illustrate in
Table 5.

Parameter Value
Epoch 8

Batch Size 4
Dropout 0.5

Learning Rate 0.007903
Learning schedule Linear Schedule With Warmup

Embedding BERTweet
Classifier CNN

N_last_layer 5
Optimizer SGD

Loss Function Weighted Cross Entropy

Table 6: Best model configuration and hyperparameters.

To determine the impact of data cleaning on
the results obtained, we repeated experiments with
the best configuration (as shown in Table 6). In
these experiments, hyperparameters and model ar-
chitecture were kept identical, with the only vari-
ation being the method of cleaning data. For each
cleaning technique, we repeated the experiments
10 times for 8 epochs. The results obtained are
illustrated in the Table 7. The results indicate
that C3(Removing username) and C4 (Removing
URL and username) are significantly better than
C1(Original Tweet Text) and C7(Complete clean-
ing). Thus, the influence of data cleaning methods
on the final results is clearly evident.

Cleaning F1-Score
C1 73.98± 0.0012∗

C2 73.92± 0.0017∗

C3 74.35± 0.0015∗†
C4 74.11± 0.0029∗†
C5 73.76± 0.0014∗

C6 73.72± 0.0009∗

C7 72.42± 0.0020

Table 7: Experiment with Best Model Configuration
and hyperparameter. † indicates significance (p < 0.005)
comparing to C1. ∗ indicates significance (p < 0.005)
comparing to C7.

By repeating the experiment with the best config-
uration (Table 6), and only changed the classifier,
it demonstrated the superiority of CNN over FNN.
the results of which are illustrated in Table 8.

Classifier Cleaning F1-Score

CNN
C3 74.35± 0.0015
C4 74.11± 0.0029

FNN
C3 73.73± 0.0058
C4 73.91± 0.0045

Table 8: Classifier impact

5 Error Analysis

By analyzing the model errors, it can be concluded
that as expected, the model struggles with detecting
the oppose class. In addition to the low number
of data points in this class, the presence of sar-
casm and irony in the data makes it harder for the
model to fully comprehend the situation and make
accurate predictions. It is evident that in parts of
the text where there is sarcasm, the probability
of model error significantly increases. Consider
the tweet #FridaysForFuture #ClimateChange
#ExtinctionRebellion #GlobalWarming What
are we saving?. Since some of the hashtags are
used to collect data, they are present in all three
classes.

6 Conclusion

This work involved a systematic exploration of
model architecture and data cleaning methods.
We find that the optimal configuration combining
BERTweet and CNN with Weighted Cross Entropy
and SGD, along with data augmentation, led to
achieving an impressive Macro F1-Score of 0.7447.

7 Limitation

In our research, we encountered GPU limitations,
which affected the scale and speed of our model
training and experimentation. Despite our efforts
to optimize code efficiency and parallel processing,
these limitations restricted the size of our model
architectures and the volume of data we could ef-
fectively process within a reasonable timeframe.
Also, we confronted limitations stemming from
insufficient labeled data and imbalanced class dis-
tributions. Despite employing data augmentation
techniques to mitigate the imbalance, the inade-
quacy of labeled data impeded the depth and robust-
ness of our model’s learning, affecting its overall
performance and generalization capabilities.
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A Appendix

We explore the visualization of Parallel Coordi-
nate (Figure 3) and FS-Importance (Figure 2) of
our search space by functionalities offered by the
Optuna package, providing a comprehensive under-
standing of the hyperparameter optimization pro-
cess in our FNN model.
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Abstract
Social media platforms like Twitter - recently
rebranded as X - produce nearly half a bil-
lion tweets daily and host a significant number
of users that can be affected by content that
is not properly moderated. In this work, we
present an approach that ranked third at the
HSD-2Lang 2024 competition’s subtask-A,
along with additional methodology developed
for this task and evaluation of different ap-
proaches. We utilize three different models,
and the best-performing approach uses the pub-
licly available TurkishBERTweet model with
low-rank adaptation (LoRA) for fine-tuning.
We also experiment with another publicly avail-
able model and a novel methodology to en-
semble different hand-crafted features and out-
comes of different models. Finally, we report
the experimental results, competition scores,
and discussion to improve this effort further.

1 Introduction

Despite the significant opportunities presented with
the use of social media, these platforms are shifting
towards more hostile environments, especially for
marginalized groups. Social networks have been
used to access information efficiently (Aral et al.,
2009; Wang et al., 2022), participate important
societal events (Bas et al., 2022; Ogan and Varol,
2017), and discuss political issues online (Varol
et al., 2014; Tufekci, 2017; Jackson et al., 2020).

The increasing popularity of social networks and
the opportunities presented to reach millions of
individuals simultaneously made these platforms
vulnerable to manipulation of discourse by bad ac-
tors who utilize automated accounts (Ferrara et al.,
2016; Varol et al., 2017), spread disinformation
(Mosleh and Rand, 2022; Keller et al., 2020), and
coordinate targeted attacks (Shao et al., 2018; Varol
and Uluturk, 2020). These targeted attacks can be
coordinated or organic, and mostly, the target is
minority and vulnerable groups. To prevent vul-
nerable groups and improve their experience in the

online sphere, researchers develop systems to au-
tomatically identify these activities, and platforms
build systems to moderate content and accounts.

Hate speech detection is a task to identify hate-
ful content aimed towards groups such as refugees
and individuals with certain beliefs or ethnicities
(Waseem and Hovy, 2016; Zhang and Luo, 2019;
MacAvaney et al., 2019). In this work, we demon-
strate our approach as part of the HSD-2Lang
2024 challenge to detect hate speech from textual
information presented in social media posts.

2 Data

This challenge is organized in collaboration with
the Hrant Dink Foundation for their ongoing
project about “Media Watch on Hate Speech.” Col-
laborative efforts of computational and social sci-
entists defined hate speech on social media and
carried out a detailed procedure to annotate posts
around specific topics and keywords. The provided
dataset in this competition contains 9,140 tweets in
the context of Israel-Palestine and Turkish-Greek
conflicts and content produced against refugees and
immigration (Uludogan et al., 2024).

We preprocessed the dataset by removing sam-
ples with inconsistent ground truth information (ex-
act text with different labels), and we applied dedu-
plication, resulting in 8,805 tweets. Figure 1 shows
word and character length distributions. When the
ground-truth labels are considered, we measure that
30.5% of the dataset contains hate speech, suggest-
ing an imbalance between the two classes. Since
the dataset only contains the textual information
presented in each tweet, we further processed them
to take into account platform-specific features.

Removal of hyperlinks and mentions of other
accounts in the tweets. This information could
be valuable if we had a chance to process real-
time data by scraping external web content or using
profile information of accounts from Twitter’s API
since these fields are omitted in the dataset. Since
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Figure 1: Tweet statistics. Distributions for word
count (left) and character length (right) presented for
the dataset. Character limits exhibit Twitter specific
limitations while some tweets may contain fewer words
possibly consist of hashtags.

we do not incorporate them into our analysis, we
omit them from the dataset.

Preprocessing pipeline for TurkishBERTweet
model. We consider different special tags for
Twitter-specific entities and translated the Unicode
characters of emojis to words describing the mean-
ing using the preprocessor created for the Turkish-
BERTweet project (Najafi and Varol, 2023).

3 Methodologies

In this challenge, we built different approaches.
We considered not only the textual data to fine-tune
models but also incorporated additional signals ob-
tained from text and blacklisted word dictionaries.
Here, we present the language models used as the
foundation and additional features we extracted to
improve the model’s performance. For the compe-
tition, we submitted the model with the best public
leaderboard score; however, one of our approaches
achieved an even higher score in the private evalua-
tion. We presented all approaches and their respec-
tive performances in the results section.

TurkishBERTweet1 is a new language model
that was specifically trained on nearly 894M Turk-
ish tweets and the model offers a special tokenizer
that takes social media entities such as hashtags and
emojis into account. This model utilized LoRA (Hu
et al., 2021), which is a novel way of fine-tuning
LLMs in an efficient way, and recent research re-
ports state-of-the-art performance and generaliz-
ability capabilities (Najafi and Varol, 2023).

BERTurk2 is a pre-trained model that utilizes
large-scale corpus from various sources. It is a well-
known model among the Turkish NLP community
(Schweter, 2020).

1https://huggingface.co/VRLLab/TurkishBERTweet
2https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/bert-base-turkish-128k-

uncased

Ensemble of models (EoM) approach combines
outputs of aforementioned Hate Speech models
along with custom features extracted for this task.
These additional features consist of i) logits scores
retrieved from an emotion classifier based on a bert-
base model fine-tuned model for emotion analysis,3

ii) logit scores of a sentiment classifier using Turk-
ishBERTweet sentiment analysis model, iii) collec-
tion of Turkish blacked-list words4 used for token
level features such as binary exact match feature,
Levenshtein distance, hashtag exact match, and
hashtag Levenshtein distance. These features are
concatenated, resulting in 16 features for the Ran-
domForest classifier with 100 estimators trained
to optimize gini-impurity. Since the outputs of
ensemble models for imbalanced datasets can be
biased, we calibrated the outputs of the model us-
ing Platt’s scaling for interpreting output scores as
probabilities (Niculescu-Mizil and Caruana, 2005).

4 Results

This section presents the experimental evaluation
of approaches we tested within the dataset us-
ing stratified 5-fold cross-validation. We also re-
port the performance of models we submitted to
challenge for comparison. As Table 1 demon-
strates, the Ensemble of models (EoM) gets
the best performance compared to other approaches
when all models are evaluated with 5-fold cross-
validation. TurkishBERTweet+Lora model
achieved the best private score, which led us to the
third-best rank, although we observed a lower per-
formance than the EoM model in cross-validated
experiments. BERTurk+Lora model performed
similarly to the TurkishBERTweet model using a
5-fold setting; however, it led to a lower private
score. We suspect that the BERTurk model with
standard or LoRA finetuning models was used by
other teams, considering the popularity and avail-
ability of that model.

Considering the performance differences be-
tween public and private leaderboards, the EoM
demonstrates less variability than the other two ap-
proaches. Even though it is not our best-performing
model in both settings, we may consider it for our
research projects since both cross-validated scores
point to better performance, and the leaderboard
score differences are negligible and can be due to

3https://huggingface.co/maymuni/bert-base-turkish-
cased-emotion-analysis

4https://github.com/ooguz/turkce-kufur-karaliste
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Table 1: Model comparisons. Weighted F1-score of the models in a 5-fold cross-validation setting. Best scores are
presented in bold font, and more than one model is highlighted when the difference is not significant.

Model F1-Weighted Public Score Private Score
TurkishBERTweet+LoRA 0.8137± 0.0059 0.70697 0.66431

BERTurk+LoRA 0.8132± 0.0054 0.70476 0.64944
Ensemble of Models 0.8941± 0.0073 0.68544 0.66103

noise in the test set of the competition.
We also conduct an error analysis to identify

misclassifications that our model is making. This
effort can reveal additional features we can imple-
ment and issues observed in the labeled dataset.
Table 2 shows example tweets classified wrong.
We first focus on false negatives since we can learn
from these mistakes to improve our model. For
instance, we could split hashtags into words to han-
dle cases like #ülkemdemülteciistemiyorum (Turk-
ish for #wedontwantrefugees) or handle popular
hashtags differently. Regarding false positives, we
noticed that our model correctly classifies tweets
as hate speech based on our own judgment. We
suspect the existence of mistakes in ground truth
labels considering the examples we presented in
Table 2. We highlight the words within the tweets
that we suspect are mislabeling.

5 Discussion

In the provided dataset, we noticed tweets written
in languages other than Turkish, such as Arabic and
Hebrew. This could be an artifact of the data collec-
tion process, and one can consider i) language-level
features, ii) filtering them, or iii) obtaining repre-
sentation from LLMs. Furthermore, a study about
the annotator’s influence on the annotation quality
for HateSpeech datasets shows that the expertise
of annotators positively influences the data quality
(Waseem, 2016). Considering the annotators’ influ-
ence, applying impurity analysis by randomly or
strategically changing the annotations and monitor-
ing the Hate Speech system’s performance could
be a good practice.

Moreover, in this competition, we are only con-
sidering the text data to detect the existence of hate
speech. Infusing the account information into these
systems could help them be more accurate and reli-
able, such as the number of followers, number of
followings, account creation date, etc.

Another approach for improving the perfor-
mance of the systems is to expose pre-trained
models with hateful content by further masked-

language modeling on the hate speech dataset, like
Caselli et al. (2020) presented in their recent work
and improved the system’s performance.

Multilingual models could also be utilized for
this challenge since Turkish is a low-resource lan-
guage, and the model can benefit from the other lan-
guages’ hate speech datasets to infuse the broader
knowledge of hate speech and then obtain a better
performance (Röttger et al., 2022).

Recently, commercial models like ChatGPT
have been used in various challenges. Huang et al.
(2023) suggest that the ChatGPT demonstrates high
accuracy and can be considered an alternative to
human annotators in detecting implicit hate speech
(Gilardi et al., 2023). Other work also investigated
the performance of LLMs for hate-speech or offen-
sive language detection tasks in English (Guo et al.,
2024), Portuguese (Oliveira et al., 2023), and Turk-
ish (Çam and Özgür, 2023). However, we want to
raise a concern about the adversarial use of these
models to attack vulnerable groups and bypass the
detection systems. Additional information about
accounts, network structure, and temporal activi-
ties should be incorporated into detection systems
to address the mentioned risk.

6 Conclusion

In this challenge, the collective effort of research
teams points to best practices and demonstrates the
capabilities of the state-of-the-art models. Here, we
demonstrated different approaches and their respec-
tive performances in detecting online hate speech
toward three different groups. We obtained the
third rank in the final leaderboard of the competi-
tion with the TurkishBERT+Lora model.

We hope language models like TurkishBER-
Tweet will be used in different downstream tasks on
Turkish social media. Research efforts especially
need to assess the online participation of minor-
ity groups. There is a significant need for pub-
licly available models since the quality of content
moderation and use of automated accounts on plat-
forms like X is questionable after the acquisition
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Table 2: Misclassification analysis. We explored the errors of our model to improve further our approach (studying
false negatives) and investigate issues with the ground-truth dataset (pointing to false positives). Here, we select
instances where our model produces the correct outcome, but the annotation process suggests otherwise. We color
the text in red that we believe suggests hate speech.

False positive
Model predicts as HS
Labeled no HS

• #Katilİsrail [URL]
• Hükümet Cumhurbaşkanı Erdoğan Şerefsiz Suriyeliler Yağma Sizler şu an hem suç

hem cinayet işliyorsunuz. İnsanlar Twitter ı kullanmak için VPN kullanıyor ve VPN
mobil cihazların şarj süresini oldukça azaltıyor. Tarihe böyle geçeceksiniz.

• onursuz ırkıcılar kökünüz kurusun lanet olsun size evet kürdüz türküz ermeniyiz
afgan’ız arabız ırkcı itler geberin lan bu ülke hepimizin # #hepimizkürdüz

• İnsanlık yapıp ülkeye alıyorsun hainlik,bu zor günde yağmacılık yapıyorlar.Bazı
şeref yoksunu suriyeliler yüzünden masum olan insanlar arada kaynıyor.Açıkçası
#ülkemdemülteciistemiyorum ! Allah herkesin yardımcısı olsun yardıma ihtiyacı
olana koşulsun ama ülkemi terketsinler. [URL]

False negative
Model predicts no HS
Labeled as HS

• #UELKEMDEMUELTECİİSTEMİYORUM [URL]
• Heryerde bilim uzmanı ve yer bilimci prof hocalar. Gerçeği açıklıyor. Sonra unutulup

, açgözlü, rantçı,yağmacı yöneticiler soyguna devam eder. 3 yıllık bina yıkılmış, 3
yıl. #deprem #earthquake #Yağmacılar.

• sayıları 8 milyon olan suriyeli, afgan, irak ne varsa çok acil ülkelerine geri
gönderilmeli. *güvenlik tehdidi oluşturuyorlar. *işsizlik sorunu oluşturuyorlar. bill
gates #billgates #sedatpeker10

of Twitter (Varol, 2023a; Hickey et al., 2023). Pub-
licly available models will help researchers monitor
these platforms more closely and even help them
develop models to protect vulnerable groups.

Pre-trained models available online or devel-
oped through challenges can be easily adapted
for other projects. Publicly available datasets like
#Secim2023 can be used to study political discourse
(Pasquetto et al., 2020; Najafi et al., 2022; Varol,
2023b), and models can be utilized to study these
datasets. The TurkishBERTweet that we used ap-
proach is publicly available on the HuggingFace
platform along with the LoRA adapters for differ-
ent tasks (Najafi and Varol, 2023).

Open source models: TurkishBERTweet model
used in this challenge is available online at the Hug-
gingFace platform. https://huggingface.
co/VRLLab/TurkishBERTweet
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Abstract

Over the past years, researchers across the
globe have made significant efforts to develop
systems capable of identifying the presence of
hate speech in different languages. This paper
describes the team Transformers’ submission to
the subtasks: Hate Speech Detection in Turkish
across Various Contexts and Hate Speech De-
tection with Limited Data in Arabic, organized
by HSD-2Lang in conjunction with CASE at
EACL 2024. A BERT based architecture was
employed in both the subtasks. We achieved an
F1 score of 0.63258 using XLM RoBERTa and
0.48101 using mBERT, hence securing the 6th

rank and the 5th rank in the first and the second
subtask, respectively.

1 Introduction

Hate Speech is defined as the usage of expressions
or phrases which are hostile, offensive, or threat-
ening in nature. Hate Speech is usually targeted
against an individual or a group of individuals,
highlighting those unique characteristics that dis-
tinguish those individuals. Some people use online
platforms, such as Twitter, to spread hateful content
at the click of a button.

Access to the internet, along with social media
platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, and Face-
book, can enable anyone, anywhere in the world, to
share their ideas with millions of people across the
globe within a few milliseconds (Shanmugavadivel
et al., 2022).

With the advancing technological age, it is get-
ting easier to spread hateful content thousands of
miles across the globe, even without revealing their
identity, due to the increased anonymity offered by
online platforms. Automated detection of hateful
content has become crucial for enhancing content
moderation to mitigate societal harm. Social me-
dia platforms encourage the users to report any
hate speech content that violates the hateful con-
duct policy so that appropriate action can be taken.

However, it is still visible to many users, which
necessitates the use of an automated system to de-
tect and curb such content (Abuzayed and Elsayed,
2020).

The task organized by HSD-2Lang1 at CASE
2024 aimed at identifying the presence of
hate speech in Turkish and Arabic languages
(Gökçe Uludoğan, 2024). The task was divided
into two subtasks, as listed below:

i. Subtask A: Hate Speech Detection in Turkish
across Various Contexts

ii. Subtask B: Hate Speech Detection with Lim-
ited Data in Arabic

In the past few years, Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) has experienced major breakthroughs,
especially in the Hate Speech identification do-
main. Some of which are Long Short Term Mem-
ory (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and the
Gated Recurrent Units (Chung et al., 2014). But,
there has been a paradigm shift with the introduc-
tion of transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017).

Arabic language is one of the six official lan-
guages of the United Nations. Arabic is also a
critical and strategically useful language (Ryding,
2013). With 18.55 million users, Turkey had the 7th

highest number of Twitter users in 2023 (Statista,
2022). Turkish is also one of the most widely spo-
ken languages of the Turkic language family.

Both Arabic and Turkish are very different from
the English language. The orthography of both lan-
guages significantly differs from English due to the
right-to-left text orientation and the utilization of
connecting letters. The presence of word elonga-
tion, common ligatures, zero-width diacritics, and
allographic variants leads to further complications.
The morphology is extremely intricate, showcasing
a wealth of morphemes that are used as prefixes,

1https://github.com/boun-tabi/
case-2024-hsd-2lang/
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suffixes, or even circumfixes. These elements can
denote various grammatical features such as case,
number, gender, and definiteness, among others,
resulting in a sophisticated morphotactic system
(Malmasi and Dras, 2014; Budur et al., 2020).

2 Related Work

Researchers have made multiple efforts in the past
to automatically detect the presence of hate speech
in Arabic and Turkish, in the past. A variety of
different approaches have been used in the past to
address this problem.

Abuzayed and Elsayed (2020) compared 15 clas-
sical and neural network models to classify Arabic
tweets based on the presence of hate speech. To
solve the problem efficiently, a “quick and simple”
approach was used. The experiments were con-
ducted on a collection of 8,000 tweets, and it was
found that neural learning models outperformed
the classical ones. The best classifier was a joint ar-
chitecture of a convolution and recurrent neural net-
work. The classifier used data after pre-processing,
in which the punctuation, foreign characters, num-
bers, repeated characters, and diacritics were re-
moved from the text. The remaining Arabic text
was then normalized.

In the approach adopted by Husain (2020), ex-
tensive pre-processing was performed. The pre-
processing step involved seven different steps. The
work showed the improvement that pre-processing
the data makes by retaining only the important con-
tent and performing dimensionality reduction. The
first step in pre-processing was the conversion of
emojis and emoticons to a textual label to ensure
that the meaning conveyed by them did not suffer
due to their removal. Next, since the Arabic dialect
exists in various different forms, the variations in
the different forms were normalized. The words
were then categorized and then letter normalization
was performed. This was followed by hashtag seg-
mentation, where the ‘#’ symbol was removed and
the text following it was left untouched. After this,
the numbers, more than two consecutive spaces,
and the occurrence of more than three repetitive
characters was removed along with Arabic stop
words. Lastly, to address the data imbalance, up-
sampling was performed.

Neural networks and discourse analysis tech-
niques were used by Hüsünbeyi et al. (2022) to
identify the presence of hate speech in Turkish
text. A Hierarchical Attention Network and BERT

Table 1: Dataset Distribution for Subtask A

Dataset
Label

Hateful Non-Hateful

Anti-Refugee
sentiment

1447 4477

Israel-Palestine
conflict

880 1360

Anti-Greek
discourse

555 421

based deep learning models were implemented to
apprehend evolving verbal cues and comprehend
the contextual nuances within the discourse. Addi-
tionally, linguistic features using critical discourse
analysis techniques were designed and integrated
with neural network models.

3 Dataset Description

3.1 Subtask A

The dataset provided by the organizers for sub-
task A comprised of three parts, broadly classified
into three categories, namely, refugees, the Israel-
Palestine conflict, and Anti-Greek discourse. The
dataset contained a total of 9,140 tweets in Turk-
ish language. The detailed data distribution has
been shown in Table 1. The text also contained
emojis, emoticons, special symbols, numbers, and
hyperlinks.

3.2 Subtask B

The dataset provided for subtask B comprised of
1000 Arabic tweets. In this dataset provided by
the organizers, 778 tweets did not contain hate
speech, whereas the remaining 82 tweets contained
hate speech. The text in some tweets had special
symbols such as ‘#’, ‘@’, ‘’, and ‘[’. The text also
contained links, and some words were written in
English.

4 Methodology

In NLP, text classification in languages with lim-
ited resources and code-mixed nature, has been a
prominent problem. It can be defined as assigning
text labels depending upon the content, context and
intention of it. Researchers have devised multi-
ple models to tackle this problem. Many of these
models followed a transformer based approach and
have been pre-trained on large corpora of text and
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Figure 1: Proposed Methodology

Figure 2: Label Generation for Unseen Data

have been made available for a multitude of solv-
ing problems like text classification. However, the
corpora of text available to train such models is
usually dominated by high-resourced languages
like English. This problem is solved by the use of
cross-lingual transfer learning.

4.1 Subtask A

The dataset provided for subtask A, as described
in Section 3.1, comprised of three subsets. The
data from all the three was first concatenated to-
gether to form one large dataset. The data also, had
a huge data imbalance problem between the two
classes of hateful and non-hateful tweets. The num-
ber of tweets for categorised as non-hateful were
almost three times as many as the ones categorised
as hateful. This issue was addressed by performing
undersampling on the data, such that the number
of tweets for both the classes became equal. The
undersampling was performed randomly with no
preference given to any particular type of data.

The data was then split such that 80% of the data
was used for training and 20% was used for testing.
The data was used to finetune the XLM RoBERTa
Large (XLMR) model (Conneau et al., 2019). It
was observed that the model performed the best
when trained for 8 epochs using the weighted Adam
optimizer and negative log likelihood loss.

The XLMR model is an unsupervised model

trained on data of 100 different languages. This
model is derived from the 2019 RoBERTa model
launched by Facebook. XLMR is a large multi-
lingual model which has been trained on 2.5TB of
filtered data acquired from CommonCrawl. XLMR
uses its own tokenizer, known as the XLMRoberta-
Tokenizer.

4.2 Subtask B

In the dataset for subtask B, as elaborated in Sec-
tion 3.2, there was a significant difference between
the number of samples with and without hateful
content. Hence, the data imbalance was addressed
by performing undersampling on the data. After
performing undersampling, both the classes had 82
tweets each. The undersampling was performed to
randomly select 82 tweets from all the 778 tweets
classified as non-hateful.

Next, 70% of the remaining data was used for
training, and 30% of the data was used for test-
ing, the multilingual BERT (mBERT) based archi-
tecture which was employed in this subtask. The
model showed the best performance after training
for 13 epochs and using the Adam optimizer and
negative log likelihood loss.

The model, mBERT is a self-supervised trans-
former model pre-trained on a huge multilingual
corpus. The corpus comprised of 104 languages,
with the largest Wikipedia utilizing a masked lan-
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guage modeling objective. mBERT uses the Bert-
Tokenizer to perform tokenization on the data.

5 Results and Discussion

Multilingual transformer models were used to de-
tect the presence of hate speech in Arabic and Turk-
ish tweets. The BERT based architectures were
finetuned to improve their performance further.

The data imbalance present in the data of both
the subtasks was addressed by performing random
undersampling on the data to ensure that the num-
ber of tweets for both the classes are equal.

It was found that the model performed better
when the unprocessed data was used to train the
model. Hence, the text data was used without any
pre-processing to train the model.

The methodology followed to finetune the trans-
formers for both the subtasks has been summarized
in Figure 1. The label generation for the testing
data has been summarised in Figure 2 for both the
subtasks.

The models achieved an F1 score of 0.63258
and 0.48101 in subtask A and subtask B, respec-
tively. Overall, the highest F1 score achieved was
0.69644 and 0.68354 in subtask A and subtask B
respectively by the teams ranked 1st in the shared
task.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Hate speech detection is the process of classifying
text based on the presence or absence of hateful
content. The aim of the shared task organized by
HSD-2Lang in conjunction with CASE at EACL
2024 was to automatically detect whether the tweet
was hateful or not in nature.

In this paper, we discussed our use of two mul-
tilingual BERT based transformers in the Hate
Speech Detection in Turkish and Arabic Tweets
shared task. We achieved an F1 score of 0.63258 in
subtask A with XLMR and an F1 score of 0.48101
in subtask B with mBERT with the discussed ap-
proaches.

Transformers have shown great potential in the
field of NLP and have consistently outperformed
the classical models. Hence, combining different
transformer models using ensembling techniques
can help improve performance. Also, since limited
resources are available for both Arabic and Turk-
ish, the performance may be further enhanced by
combining multiple datasets.
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Abstract

This research tackles the issue of detecting hate
speech in Arabic and Turkish languages by uti-
lizing pre-trained BERT models, namely Turk-
ishBERTweet and Arabertv02-twitter. These
models are enhanced through a comprehensive
hyperparameter search to improve their perfor-
mance. Our classifiers excelled in the HSD-
2Lang 2024 contest, with the Turkish model
placing second in Subtask A and the Arabic
model first in Subtask B on the private leader-
board. Both models also ranked first on the
public dataset. These results demonstrate the
efficacy and adaptability of our approach in ad-
dressing the evolving challenges of hate speech
detection in multilingual contexts.

1 Introduction

In this study, we have explored several fine-tuning
strategies to establish BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
models and compared their performances on two
separate datasets, one in Turkish and the other in
Arabic. We aimed to outperform the competitor
models in the HSD-2Lang Subtask A and Subtask
B in detecting hate speech in tweets. The details
of these subtasks are explained in the contest paper
(Uludoğan et al., 2024).

BERT is a widely used and accepted approach in
the field of natural language processing (NLP) due
to its efficiency and high performance in detecting
hate speech compared to most conventional model
architectures. The original BERT paper proposed
epoch numbers ranging from 2 to 4 and learning
rates 5e-5, 3e-5, and 2e-5 with Adam optimizer for
fine-tuning BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). However,
during our experimentation, we extended the range
of the proposed hyperparameters in the original
study. By enlarging the range, we were able to
try various combinations of hyperparameters to
enhance our model’s performance. Considering
the competitive and limited nature of our task at

hand, going beyond the suggested methods can be
advantageous and provide a unique solution.

Our approach is insightful as it applies existing
models and frameworks practically, and its compet-
itive results offer valuable insights for future hate
speech detection research in Arabic, Turkish, and
other languages.

2 Related Work

The introduction of BERT (Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers) by Devlin et al.
(2019) has radically changed the field of detecting
the nuances of languages contextually. The com-
monly adapted paradigm associated with BERT
consists of a pre-training and a fine-tuning step
(Xinxi, 2021). The fine-tuning step is intended for
the model to specialize on a specific task. The fine-
tuning of a pre-trained BERT model is proven to be
significantly more robust compared to similar ap-
proaches offered in the past (Mosbach et al., 2020).
In our case, this task was hate speech detection.
Hence, we have chosen our pre-trained models ac-
cordingly. Mozafari et al. (2020) introduced a trans-
fer learning approach where a pre-trained BERT
model is used for detecting hate speech in social
media. The body of past research has laid a solid
foundation upon which our study is constructed,
enabling us to train our models with novel insights
and methodologies.

3 Methodology

We built and trained our models in Python using
the PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) framework. We
had access to Google Colab’s A100 NVIDIA GPUs
via subscription, which helped us experiment with
several architectures efficiently. The performance
of the GPU was crucial since we had time con-
straints for achieving both tasks. A powerful GPU
creates a significant difference, especially when
training with relatively high epoch numbers (e.g.,
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100,1000). The training data consists of 9140 ob-
servations for Subtask A and 960 observations for
Subtask B. No training or test data was used be-
sides the datasets provided to us as a part of the
competition. We initially tested the base perfor-
mance of pre-trained models from Hugging Face
1 on each subtask’s training data without applying
fine-tuning or preprocessing. Respectively, the ini-
tial models we decided not to proceed with were
"AraBert Hate Speech Detecter" 2 developed by
WidadAwane and "Bert Base Turkish Uncased" 3

developed by Dbmdz. The used models are then
selected according to their performance. After-
ward, we conducted a more structured hyperparam-
eter search for the selected pre-trained models for
fine-tuning. While training, we detected a data im-
balance issue between the number of negatively
(non hate speech) and positively (hate speech) la-
beled observations: in Subtask A, the initial ratio
was approximately 70/30, whereas in Subtask B,
it was even more skewed at 90/10. The fact that
the imbalance is more apparent in Subtask B is
particularly significant due to the limited size of
the data, which has the potential to make its effects
more impactful. The reduced dataset size in Sub-
task B amplifies the risk of model overfitting to
the over-represented class, thus increasing the chal-
lenges in achieving a balanced and robust model
performance. This situation was preventing the ex-
pected performance increase through fine-tuning.
Due to this observation, we only used 80 percent
of the negatively labeled (non-toxic) training data
for Subtask B. The excluded negatively labeled ob-
servations were chosen randomly. We opted not to
remove too many rows because the data is already
very limited, which necessitated a careful balanc-
ing to avoid excessively diminishing our dataset’s
size.

It is essential to mention that our initial goal was
to have the best score in the competition rather
than have a more general model that can detect
hate speech on a wide variety of datasets. Our
only performance benchmark during training was
the unlabeled public test dataset. The public test
data covers only 20 percent of the total test data.
Therefore, we delve into finding a configuration
for fine-tuning that performs better than the other

1https://huggingface.co/
2https://huggingface.co/WidadAwane/AraBert_

Hate_Speech_Detecter/
3https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/

bert-base-turkish-uncased/

competitors in the public dataset—assuming that
the performance on the public dataset will carry
over to the private test dataset (80 percent of the
unlabeled test data).

4 Experimental Setup

For the preprocessing step, we didn’t alter the gram-
matical attributes through processes such as lemma-
tization or stemmization. We therefore have not
carried out any Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging, or
similar analyses. This is due to the way that BERT
and transformer (Vaswani et al., 2023) models func-
tion in general. From our literature review, we
decided that it is best to keep the data as raw as
possible, with the presence of punctuation as well
as any expressions of tone, except only slight mod-
ifications to make it cleaner. We used the original
preprocessing function by the TurkishBERTweet
(Najafi and Varol, 2023) authors, which we then
used as our main model for Subtask A. This prepro-
cessing function only converts URL and emoticons
into tags similar to HTML format, and doesn’t ap-
ply any further modifications. For Subtask B, no
preprocessing was applied.

We fine-tuned the submitted TurkishBERTweet
model on NVIDIA A100 GPU and set the batch
size equal to 32. After that, we set the max se-
quence length to 256, base learning rate to 5e-5,
epsilon to 1e-8, and warm-up proportion to 10 per-
cent of the total steps. We use the AdamW opti-
mizer, introduced by Loshchilov and Hutter (2017),
with the default parameters and set the scheduler
to polynomial weight decay. Table 1 shows the
results of the hyperparameter search conducted on
the TurkishBERTweet model.

For the second Subtask, we used the pre-trained
Arabertv02-twitter model (Antoun et al.). We fine-
tuned the model on NVIDIA GTX 1070 and set
the batch size equal to 8. We set the max sequence
length to 250, base learning rate to 5e-4, epsilon to
1e-8, output attentions = False, output hidden states
= False, and correct bias = False. Table 2 shows
the results of the hyperparameter search conducted
on the Arabertv02-twitter model.

5 Results and Discussion

Model configurations can be seen in Table 1 with
corresponding F1 scores in public and private
datasets. Best submitted model configurations are
written in bold. The public scores for Subtask A
and B were 0.89 and 0.74, respectively, placing our
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Subtask Pre-trained Model Optimizer Learning Rate Scheduler Batch Epoch F1 Score
Public Private

A TurkishBERTweet

AdamW 5e-5 Polynomial Decay with 10% Warmup 32 100 0.74 0.69
AdamW 5e-4 Linear Decay with No Warmup 32 100 0.74 0.69
AdamW 5e-5 Linear Decay with 10% Warmup 32 100 0.73 0.69
AdamW 5e-5 Linear Decay with No Warmup 32 1000 0.73 0.70
AdamW 5e-5 Linear Decay with 10% Warmup 32 5 0.72 0.66
Adafactor - Adafactor Schedule 128 15 0.70 0.66

B Arabertv02-Twitter

AdamW 5e-4 Linear Decay with No Warmup 8 8 0.89 0.74
AdamW 5e-5 Linear Decay with No Warmup 8 4 0.85 0.66
AdamW 5e-5 Linear Decay with No Warmup 8 8 0.85 0.76
AdamW 5e-5 Linear Decay with No Warmup 16 4 0.80 0.69

Table 1: Fine-Tuned model results for Private and Public datasets.

models at the top of the public leaderboard on both
subtasks. With the release of the private leader-
board scores, our models ranked 1st in the Arabic
Subtask with an F1 score of 0.74 and 2nd in the
Turkish Subtask with an F1 score of 0.69.

During the hyperparameter search for Subtask
A, we could only achieve minor performance dif-
ferences up to -2 to +2 percent in terms of F1 score
and accuracy by altering the base learning rate,
epoch size, and batch size. One of the main find-
ings for Subtask A is that we could enhance the
performance only by implementing unconventional
epoch lengths such as 100 and 1000. While the pro-
posed range for epoch numbers is [2,4], we have
achieved better-performing models up to 4 percent
by using a relatively high number of epochs during
the training phase. Furthermore, we also achieved
better results by applying a 10 percent warmup
during training. The best-performing score for Sub-
task A was achieved by implementing the poly-
nomial weight decay scheduler with a 10 percent
warmup. In addition to the hyperparameter search,
we trained another model with a different optimizer
named Adafactor (Shazeer and Stern, 2018). We
used a batch size of 128 and an epoch number of
15. However, since the resulting F1 score was far
below compared to the scores of models trained
with the AdamW optimizer, we did not experiment
any further.

Hyperparameter search for Subtask B involves
different combinations of epoch numbers and batch
sizes. Since the amount of training data for Subtask
B is limited to 960, fine-tuning with limited data
involves the risk of overfitting. With limited train-
ing data, there is a higher risk that the model will
memorize the training examples rather than learn
generalizable patterns. This situation can lead to
poor performance on unseen data for hate speech
detection. Furthermore, Arabertv02-twitter is pre-
trained on various tasks with more than 60 million

tweets. Therefore, training on a small dataset may
not effectively adapt the model’s ability for hate
speech detection. Taking this condition into ac-
count, we trained our models with a linear decay
scheduler with no warmup. Our best-submitted
model exceeded expectations performance-wise by
scoring 0.89 in the public test set and 0.74 in the
private test set.

When comparing our top-ranking models with
each other, we observed that the fine-tuned Turkish-
BERTweet model performed worse than the fine-
tuned Arabertv02-tweet model if our sole consider-
ation as a benchmark was the F1 score. However,
there may be other factors to discuss before reach-
ing such a conclusion. One potential factor is the
limited data in the Arabic Subtask. It is unclear
whether the F1 score is a sufficient metric by itself
to compare models when at least one of those mod-
els is trained or evaluated on limited data. We also
noticed that our submissions had lower variation
in F1 score for Subtask A, compared to Subtask B,
which may also be due to the limited data constraint
in Subtask B. Hence, it may be misleading and out
of scope to compare these two types of models to
each other.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we conducted experiments to fine-
tune pre-trained BERT models for the hate speech
detection task. We explore various approaches to
maximize the performance of each algorithm by ad-
justing the hyperparameters. This paper focuses on
the three primary hyperparameters: learning rate,
batch size, and epoch length. Our final leaderboard
rankings in Arabic and Turkish Subtasks turned
out to be 1 and 2, respectively. This is a demon-
stration of consistent success, indicating that fine-
tuning BERT is a practical and effective approach
for detecting hate speech in various aspects of a
particular language. Several factors, such as the
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choice of a pre-trained model and hyperparameters
used in fine-tuning, contribute to obtaining a sat-
isfactory result. The selection of the pre-trained
model should be done under consideration of the
format of the data. Models pre-trained with data
from Twitter can help achieve better results. Fur-
thermore, the hate speech detection for this task
requires a pre-trained model along with an effec-
tive tokenizer that is capable of tokenizing specific
features for Twitter, such as hashtags, URLs, and
emojis. Such particular features can enhance the
performance of the classification task by expanding
the perception of toxicity in our model.

7 Future Work

We plan to delve further into hate speech detec-
tion literature to improve the performance of our
models. We believe that the performance of our
models can be enhanced by implementing more ad-
vanced fine-tuning methods discussed by Sun et al.
(2019). In addition, we aim to compare our findings
with those from established machine learning algo-
rithms, as well as more contemporary approaches
such as GPT. This study will serve as a benchmark
in our future studies of similar tasks.

Limitations

The use of specific GPU resources in this project
might limit the reproducibility of our results for
researchers with different setups. Our models are
tailored for contest datasets. Hence, they may not
perform well when applied to a wider variety of
datasets for detecting hate speech. The hyperpa-
rameter optimization was constrained by the avail-
ability of only the public dataset for validation.
This study does not prioritize the efficiency during
training. Additionally, our reliance on pre-trained
models restricts the adaptability of future research
to modify initial model parameters.
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Abstract

This paper addresses hate speech detection in
Turkish and Arabic tweets, contributing to the
HSD-2Lang Shared Task. We propose a spe-
cialized pooling strategy within a soft-voting
ensemble framework to improve classification
in Turkish and Arabic language models. Our
approach also includes expanding the training
sets through cross-lingual translation, introduc-
ing a broader spectrum of hate speech exam-
ples. Our method attains F1-Macro scores of
0.6964 for Turkish (Subtask A) and 0.7123 for
Arabic (Subtask B). While achieving these re-
sults, we also consider the computational over-
head, striking a balance between the effective-
ness of our unique pooling strategy, data aug-
mentation, and soft-voting ensemble. This ap-
proach advances the practical application of
language models in low-resource languages for
hate speech detection.

1 Introduction

Hate speech and offensive language on social me-
dia pose significant challenges, affecting individu-
als and communities globally. These concerns are
exacerbated by the anonymity afforded by online
platforms, leading to more aggressive behaviors
(Fortuna and Nunes, 2018).

Addressing hate speech is crucial for protecting
vulnerable and marginalized populations from dis-
crimination and racism. The issue is particularly
profound in low-resource languages like Arabic
and Turkish, where cultural and linguistic diversity
adds additional complexity to detection.

Conventional approaches in hate speech detec-
tion, which often rely on standard tooling libraries,
may opt to remove emojis due to the unavailabil-
ity of specific language support. This shortcoming
is especially pronounced in a social media text,
characterized by its brevity and unconventional lan-
guage, where special characters like emojis have

*These authors contributed equally to this work.

an influential impact on performance. In response
to these challenges, we implemented support for
Arabic and Turkish in the Emoji package, a func-
tionality previously absent.

Hate speech detection research has traditionally
focused on English (Mansur et al., 2023), with a re-
cent shift towards multilingual contexts, including
hate speech against immigrants and women (Basile
et al., 2019). Current efforts are increasingly ad-
dressing the challenges in low-resource languages
like Arabic and Turkish through new frameworks,
datasets, and shared tasks (Mubarak et al., 2020;
Beyhan et al., 2022; Hasanain et al., 2023). How-
ever, data scarcity and class imbalance in these
languages still present considerable challenges, ne-
cessitating ongoing research and development.

We make the following key contributions and
improvements over previous work: (1) A new pool-
ing strategy that significantly improves classifica-
tion of hate speech in Turkish and Arabic, con-
tributing to higher Macro F1 scores, (2) An evalua-
tion of a cross-lingual data augmentation technique
to broaden and enrich the training datasets, en-
hancing the model’s ability to generalize by focus-
ing on language-specific challenges in hate speech
contrary to (Ranasinghe and Zampieri, 2021) that
solely relies on transfer learning from resource-rich
to less-resourced language models, and (3) An im-
plementation of a soft-voting ensemble framework
to further boost model performance, as evidenced
by the achieved Macro F1 scores.

2 Task and Dataset Description

In the HSD-2Lang shared task (Uludoğan et al.,
2024), we focused on two main tasks: Subtask A
for Hate Speech Detection in Turkish Tweets and
Subtask B for limited Arabic Tweets. Subtask A in-
volves analyzing a dataset of 9, 140 Turkish tweets,
categorized across topics such as Anti-Refugee sen-
timent, the Israel-Palestine conflict, and Anti-Greek
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discourse, with both hateful and non-hateful tweets.
Subtask B presented the challenge of detecting hate
speech in a smaller, imbalanced dataset with 82
“hateful” and 778 “not hateful” Arabic tweets, pri-
marily centered on anti-refugee sentiment.

3 Proposed Framework

The key elements of our approach to hate speech de-
tection for subtasks A and B include emoji conver-
sion and bidirectional translation between Turkish
and Arabic datasets. We selected ConvBERTurk1

(Schweter, 2020) and AraBERTv02-Twitter2 (An-
toun et al., 2020) as our baseline models for Turkish
and Arabic texts, respectively.

To tackle the limited and imbalanced data in Sub-
task B, we merged the translated Turkish dataset
from Subtask A with Subtask B dataset. We applied
a similar strategy for Subtask A, incorporating the
translated Arabic tweets from Subtask B.

Our research introduces an innovative sequence
representation technique, going beyond the con-
ventional use of the [CLS] token. This method
combines the mean and max values from the last
hidden layer with the [CLS] token, each processed
through separate linear layers with tanh activation
and dropout. The outputs are then concatenated
and fed into a final linear layer for classification as
“hateful” or “not hateful”.

Subtask A employed a soft-voting ensemble
of five ConvBERTurk models in our applica-
tion. In contrast, Subtask B utilized a single
AraBERTv02-Twitter model. In the upcoming
sections, we provide a comprehensive overview
of the methodologies we employed in our project.
These include a detailed description of how we pre-
processed the data, consolidated the datasets, con-
verted emojis, translated across Turkish and Arabic,
pooled sequence representations, and finally, our
training procedures.

3.1 Preprocessing and Dataset Consolidation

Data Preprocessing Our preprocessing approach
rigorously standardizes text data, a vital step for re-
liable analysis. We use the ftfy3 package to correct
incorrectly encoded characters, resolving common
encoding issues in text data. Next, we simplify
whitespace by replacing excess newlines and tabs

1https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/
convbert-base-turkish-cased

2https://huggingface.co/aubmindlab/
bert-base-AraBERTv02-Twitter

3https://ftfy.readthedocs.io/

with a single space. Our method also uniquely ad-
dresses user mentions by substituting them with a
standard term—“[ÐY 	j�J�Ó]” in Arabic and “[Kul-
lanıcı]” in Turkish—to avoid skewing the language-
specific processing. Likewise, we replace URLs
and retweet indicators with consistent placeholders
to minimize noise and point the focus on the textual
content itself.

Emoji Conversion The emoji4 package is up-
dated as we implemented support for Arabic and
Turkish languages. This update enables the conver-
sion of emoji characters into their corresponding
text descriptions in Arabic and Turkish. Emojis
often carry significant emotional and contextual
meanings (Hakami et al., 2022), and this conver-
sion is vital for capturing these nuances.

Data Consolidation and Cross-Lingual Transla-
tion In our preprocessing workflow, we first ad-
dress Subtask A by concatenating the three distinct
datasets focusing on anti-refugee sentiment, the
Israel-Palestine conflict, and anti-Greek discourse.
Then, we split this unified dataset using an 80/20
train-test ratio. By adopting this unified approach,
we can incorporate a broader range of data, thereby
increasing the diversity of the dataset. Addition-
ally, we translated Subtask B’s Arabic dataset into
Turkish using Google Translator5 and merged this
with Subtask A’s training set. This step ensures lin-
guistic consistency and enriches the training data’s
contextual scope.

Figure 1: Data Augmentation Workflow

We tackle the challenges of limited and imbal-
anced data for Subtask B by leveraging thematic
overlaps with Subtask A. We translate Subtask A’s
Turkish data into Arabic and integrate it into Sub-
task B’s training set. This bidirectional translation
strategy contributes to a more comprehensive and
diverse training environment. We illustrate the sim-
ilarity between subtasks in Appendix A.

4https://github.com/carpedm20/emoji/
5https://deep-translator.readthedocs.io/
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Throughout, we maintain a uniform preprocess-
ing approach for both subtasks, adjusting slightly
to accommodate the primary languages of Turkish
for Subtask A and Arabic for Subtask B. This sys-
tematic data translation and consolidation approach
is critical to our preprocessing strategy and aims to
enhance our language models’ overall quality and
effectiveness.

3.2 Sequence Representation Pooling

We leverage a unique sequence representation tech-
nique for hate speech detection, termed “concat”
pooling, which we apply in Bert-based models for
both subtasks. Our method merges the [CLS] to-
ken with mean and max values from the last hidden
layer’s sequence dimension, aiming to enhance the
comprehensiveness and diversity of sequence repre-
sentation. This approach is in contrast to the Multi-
CLS BERT method (Chang et al., 2023), which
employs multiple [CLS] tokens in a singular BERT
model, creating an ensemble-like effect without
the substantial computational and memory costs
typically associated with BERT ensembles.

In our implementation, we independently pro-
cess the [CLS], mean, and max outputs through
separate linear layers, integrating Tanh activation
and dropout before concatenation. This procedure
ensures a robust and nuanced embedding, which
we subsequently input into a final linear layer for
classifying the inputs as “hateful” or “non-hateful”.
While inspired by Multi-CLS BERT’s efficiency in
managing multiple [CLS] embeddings, such an ap-
proach diverges by incorporating varied sequence
elements to generate a more thorough represen-
tation for classification. Figure 2 illustrates our
“concat” pooling architecture.

3.3 Soft-Voting Ensemble

Ensemble methods, rooted in collective decision-
making, consistently demonstrate superior pre-
dictive accuracy and robustness over single-
learner models (Jiang et al., 2023; Farooqi
et al., 2021). For subtask A, we deploy a
soft-voting ensemble consisting of five identical
ConvBERT-Turkish-Cased models, differentiated
only by their initializations. This strategy fol-
lows the methodology outlined by (Tuck et al.,
2023) in Arabic deception detection, where we
halt training at the two-epoch mark as soon as we
reach the peak validation F1 Macro score. We

Figure 2: Concat Pooling Architecture

use the TorchEnsemble6 library, an open-source,
community-driven project, to facilitate the imple-
mentation of this ensemble technique, offering
streamlined support for various ensemble methods.

3.4 Training Procedure
Our approach consistently applied the same hyper-
parameters across all experiments for both subtasks
to ensure reliability and consistency. We chose the
AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019)
for its efficiency in fine-tuning large language mod-
els, paired with the Cross-Entropy loss function,
which is well-suited for binary classification tasks.
This combination was selected to balance efficient
learning with accurate performance.

We limited our training to a maximum of twenty
epochs, incorporating an early stopping mechanism
with a patience setting of five epochs. This strategy
enhances computational efficiency and prevents
overfitting by stopping the training when validation
F1 Macro scores no longer improve. Although ini-
tial trials included a linear learning rate scheduler,
we did not use it in our final experiments. Our
observations indicated that maintaining a constant
learning rate, combined with our chosen optimizer
and early stopping, was the most effective. The
static hyperparameters we used are as follows: Max

6https://github.com/TorchEnsemble-Community/
Ensemble-Pytorch
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Pooling Type Data Aug. Ensemble Single Model
Val. Test Val. Test

Subtask A
concat Included 0.7336 0.6964 0.7130 0.6705
concat Not Included 0.7203 0.6814 0.7272 0.6608
cls Included 0.6794 0.6832 0.7368 0.6674
cls Not Included 0.7348 0.6508 0.6929 0.6781

Subtask B
concat Included 0.7826 0.6027 0.8333 0.6000
concat Not Included 0.8461 0.7123 0.8148 0.6582
cls Included 0.6956 0.5915 0.7333 0.6373
cls Not Included 0.8148 0.7179 0.8148 0.6052

Table 1: Performance of ConvBERT-Turkish-Cased (Subtask A) and AraBERTv02-Twitter (Subtask B) models,
using Macro F1 scores. ‘Pooling Type’ distinguishes between [CLS] token and concatenated embeddings. ‘Data
Aug.’ indicates if augmentation was used (‘Included’) or not (‘Not Included’). Bold results denote official
submissions for each subtask.

Length – 128, Dropout – 0.075, Batch Size – 16,
Learning Rate – 2e− 05, Random Seed – 42.

4 Results and Discussion

Table 1 outlines the performance of our models in
Subtasks A and B, with the official submissions
in bold, achieving 1st place in Subtask A and 3rd
place in Subtask B. We offer a systematic view,
examining the effects of pooling strategies, com-
paring ensemble and single-model configurations,
and augmenting training data.

For Subtask A, our ensemble model utilizing
concatenated pooling—synthesizing the [CLS] to-
ken, mean, and max embeddings—demonstrated
substantial dominance on the test set with a Macro
F1 score of 0.6964. This superior performance
is attributed to our novel sequence representation,
which provides a holistic comprehension of the
input data, as opposed to the [CLS] token-based
approach that achieved a lower score of 0.6832
with data augmentation.

In Subtask B, the ensemble models exhibited a
pronounced sensitivity to data augmentation. The
ensemble with [CLS] token pooling and no data
augmentation achieved the highest test score of
0.7179. Conversely, when data augmentation was
introduced, the same ensemble approach reduced
test performance to 0.5915. Similarly, the ensem-
ble model with concatenated pooling reflected this
trend, where the non-augmented approach yielded
a robust score of 0.7123 on the test set, compared
to a lower 0.6027 with data augmentation.

For single models in Subtask B, the concate-
nated pooling type with data augmentation resulted
in a test score of 0.6000, indicating that the single
models were less affected by augmentation. How-
ever, this score was still outperformed by the non-

augmented ensemble model, highlighting the nu-
anced impact of augmentation strategies on model
performance. The intricate dynamics of the impact
of data augmentation are underscored in Subtask B,
where its application does not enhance model ef-
fectiveness. This difference is particularly notable
when comparing the performance of single models
against ensemble configurations.

The test scores suggest that ensemble models, es-
pecially with non-augmented concatenated pooling,
are robust across both subtasks. The discrepancy in
performance between the concat and [CLS] meth-
ods within ensemble configurations highlights the
effectiveness of our pooling strategy. These find-
ings emphasize the need for careful consideration
when applying data augmentation, as it may not
always be beneficial and depends on the specific
task and model architecture.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, our paper introduces an innovative
approach combining data augmentation, pooling
strategy, and a soft-voting ensemble framework for
effective hate speech detection in Turkish and Ara-
bic, languages typically underrepresented in com-
putational linguistics. We successfully enriched
the training sets with a broader spectrum of exam-
ples by leveraging cross-lingual translation through
Google Translator. This approach yielded impres-
sive F1-Macro scores of 0.6964 and 0.7123 in Turk-
ish and Arabic, respectively, demonstrating broad
potential in diverse linguistic contexts. The effec-
tiveness of our strategy in low-resource languages
opens new avenues for future research, potentially
addressing more nuanced aspects of hate speech
detection and expanding to other underrepresented
languages.
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A Appendix

Subtask Data Similarity

Figure 3 and Figure 4 represent the text em-
beddings of subtask A and B training sets
from the models ConvBERT-Turkish-Cased and
AraBERTv02-Twitter in the Turkish and Arabic
embedding spaces respectively using the dimen-
sionality reduction algorithm T-SNE (Van der
Maaten and Hinton, 2008). The T-SNE algorithm
draws the similarities between neighbors using the
student t-distribution. As illustrated in Figure 3, we
have plotted 10.000 samples consisting of 860 Ara-
bic tweets translated to Turkish and 9.140 Turkish
Original tweets from Subtask A training set.

According to Figure 3, the Arabic tweets that
were translated into Turkish from Subtask B closely
resemble the original Turkish tweets found in the
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training data for Subtask A. This observation is fur-
ther supported by the findings presented in Table 1
Subtask A, which indicates that incorporating the
additional translated data into the training process
leads to an improvement in the F1-score.

In Figure 4, the Turkish-translated tweets are
not as close to subtask B’s original Arabic tweets
and are in another cluster. This discrepancy has
resulted in decreased performance in Subtask B
when incorporated as additional translated training
data, as shown in Table 1 Subtask B.

Figure 3: Training Data in Turkish Embedding Space
using ConvBERT-Turkish-Cased

Figure 4: Training Data in Arabic Embedding Space
using AraBERTv02-Twitter
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Abstract
The use of hate speech targeting ethnicity,
nationalities, religious identities, and spe-
cific groups has been on the rise in the
news media. However, most existing au-
tomatic hate speech detection models focus
on identifying hate speech, often neglect-
ing the target group-specific language that
is common in news articles. To address
this problem, we first compile a hate speech
dataset, TurkishHatePrintCorpus, derived
from Turkish news articles and annotate it
specifically for the language related to the tar-
geted group. We then introduce the HateTar-
getBERT model, which integrates the target-
centric linguistic features extracted in this study
into the BERT model, and demonstrate its effec-
tiveness in detecting hate speech while allow-
ing the model’s classification decision to be ex-
plained. We have made the dataset and source
code publicly available at https://github.
com/boun-tabi/HateTargetBERT-TR.
Warning: This paper contains hate speech
and offensive terms directed towards specific
groups.

1 Introduction

Hate speech, typically characterized by defamatory
statements targeted at specific groups based on eth-
nicity, nationality, religion, color, gender, sexual
orientation, among other characteristics (Schmidt
and Wiegand, 2019), presents unique challenges
in media discourse. Contrary to the expectation of
objectivity in news and print media, hate speech
is surprisingly prevalent(HDF Publications, 2019).
This study explores this phenomenon, broadening
the scope to include discriminatory speech, which,
while not explicitly hateful, still fosters discrim-
ination. Despite regulatory efforts, such speech
persists in media, often masked by subtle linguis-
tic tactics. For example, distortion involves mak-
ing unfair generalizations, as seen in headlines
like “Greeks deliberately target refugees on sink-
ing boat.” Similarly, symbolization uses identity

traits to convey messages, evident in phrases like
“Will a Muslim represent us at Eurovision?” These
methods not only spread hate speech but also mag-
nify its damaging effects, highlighting the need for
vigilant monitoring and action.

With the significant advances in pre-trained large
language models and the transformer architecture
in natural language processing, researchers have
developed various architectures based on BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019) that have achieved successful
results in the area of hate speech detection (Moza-
fari et al., 2019; Gupta et al., 2020; Mozafari et al.,
2020; Caselli et al., 2021; Perifanos and Goutsos,
2021). Although lexical and linguistic features
have been used in different model architectures
(Nobata et al., 2016; Wiegand et al., 2018; Ko-
ufakou et al., 2020; Hüsünbeyi et al., 2022), the in-
tegration of target-oriented linguistic features into
the BERT model has not yet been studied.

There are open data sets on certain aspects of
hate speech in different languages and especially
in social media (Zampieri et al., 2019; Basile et al.,
2019; Sap et al., 2020; ElSherief et al., 2021).
However, resources for languages like Turkish are
scarce (Mayda et al., 2021). Recent studies have
addressed this issue by compiling Turkish tweets
from “hate domains” on specific topics like politics,
religion, and vaccination where hate speech might
emerge (Beyhan et al., 2022; Arın et al., 2023;
İhtiyar et al., 2023). Concurrently, BERT-based
models are being developed for hate speech detec-
tion (Toraman et al., 2022; Beyhan et al., 2022).
Previous work has also focused on hate speech in
Turkish news articles and proposed a hybrid model
for hate speech detection by integrating linguistic
features into BERT (Hüsünbeyi et al., 2022). How-
ever, the linguistic features used in this study rely
on general morpho-syntactic properties of Turkish,
neglecting the crucial aspect of the target groups of
hate speech. In this study, we compile a dataset of
hate speech derived from Turkish print news and
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annotate it specifically for language related to the
targeted group. We then introduce the HateTarget-
BERT model, which integrates the target-centric
linguistic features extracted in this study into the
BERT model, and demonstrate its effectiveness in
detecting hate speech while allowing the model’s
classification decision to be explained.

The main contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows: (i) We develop Hate-
TargetBERT, a model that couples BERT with
hate speech target-oriented linguistic features ex-
tracted from hate speech content in the news ar-
ticles and enables the generation of an explana-
tion for the model’s classification decision. (ii)
We release TurkishHatePrintCorpus, a human-
annotated hate speech dataset derived from Turkish
print media and make the dataset, our model, and
its source code publicly available1.

2 Dataset

2.1 Collection

To compile a dataset of newspaper articles contain-
ing hate speech, we collected articles from various
Turkish print media outlets. These articles were se-
lected based on specific keywords associated with
the target groups such as ethnicity, nationality, and
religious identity. The keywords we used for query-
ing were selected by the linguists in our team based
on a combination of domain knowledge and an
initial exploration of the print media. We aim to
capture a wide range of hate speech instances in
the Turkish print media context. The printed arti-
cles, initially in the form of scanned images, were
obtained from PRNet, a company that provides a
media archive and an OCR tool. We used this OCR
tool to convert the scanned images into text format.

2.2 Filtering

Collecting articles from print media presents
unique challenges. Many of these articles con-
tain Optical Character Recognition (OCR) errors
at both word and sentence levels. Instances have
been observed where sentences are distorted as a
result of the joining of two half-sentences from
double-column printing. To enhance data qual-
ity, we adopted a filtering strategy that relies on
scoring words and sentences using an n-gram lan-
guage model. To achieve this, articles were seg-
mented into sentences and tokenized using the Zem-

1https://github.com/boun-tabi/HateTargetBERT-TR

berek library2. Both the sentences and words were
then scored employing a 5-gram model, which
was trained with the KenLM library3 on a recent
dump of the Turkish Wikipedia using subword tok-
enization. The scoring process incorporated length-
based normalization to facilitate fair comparisons.
We calculated the mean and standard deviation of
sentence scores for each article. A manual analy-
sis was performed on both sentences and words to
establish thresholds for anomalies. Next, we com-
puted the ratio of anomalous words and sentences
within an article. To refine the collected articles,
we applied the following criteria:

• Articles shouldn’t contain sentences that score
less than -1.9 using a language model, indicat-
ing they are anomalous.

• The average proportion of anomalous tokens
in a sentence should not exceed 20%.

• No sentence within the article should have an
anomalous token ratio greater than 50%.

• On average, a sentence in an article should
have 2 or fewer anomalous tokens.

• The mean score for the sentences in the article
should be greater than -0.61.

• Sentence scores within an article should have
a standard deviation below 0.2.

Additionally, we filtered content at the arti-
cle level. During preprocessing, we removed
URLs, emails, numbers, currency symbols, and
non-Turkish words using the langdetect library4.

2.3 Annotation
The annotation process involved both volunteers
and a project team. These volunteers were pre-
dominantly university students from diverse fields,
including media studies and sociology. Their se-
lection was based on both their expressed interest
in the topic and a review of their resumes. Before
the annotation, we ensured that the volunteers un-
derwent a comprehensive training session. In this
session, they were introduced to our definition of
hate speech: statements that marginalize, threaten,
or insult groups based on their ethnicity, national-
ity, or religious identity. Notably, this definition

2https://github.com/loodos/zemberek-python
3https://github.com/kpu/kenlm
4https://github.com/Mimino666/langdetect
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excludes comments directed at individual persons,
institutions, or organizations.The analysis of ar-
ticles that mention ethnic, national, or religious
groups is guided by key questions: Following the
clarification of various hate speech categories, the
texts containing hate speech are discussed in rela-
tion to categories. To enhance their understanding,
they were provided with representative examples
from the print media. Several examples of hate
speech expression in the news articles can be found
in Table 1.

Each volunteer worked independently, identify-
ing articles containing hate speech and marking
those that were ambiguous. Once a day’s articles
were annotated, they were collectively reviewed
with the project team. During this review pro-
cess, any contradictory content within the articles
sparked methodological and conceptual debates.
Through collaborative discussions, the volunteers
and project team achieved consensus on the article
annotations. To validate the annotations, secondary
annotators reviewed ten percent of the randomly
selected articles, resulting in a Cohen’s Kappa
score of 0.675, indicating substantial agreement
between annotators. Upon identifying newspaper
articles containing hate speech, we selected one
non-hateful newspaper article from the same day
for each hateful newspaper article.

2.4 Statistics

Compiled from 859 distinct media sources,
TurkishHatePrintCorpus provides an extensive
scope for analyzing the linguistic characteristics
and distinctions between hateful and nonhateful ar-
ticles. The dataset displays the variety in the num-
ber of articles collected from each source. While
we obtained only one article from 274 outlets, a
significant portion of the corpus is supported by the
prominent contributions of a few outlets. Notably,
the top five outlets from which we gathered articles
contributed 299, 205, 159, 155, and 143 articles,
respectively.

The dataset comprises 3406 articles from lo-
cal media sources along with 3275 articles from
national ones. As for the hate speech cate-
gories, TurkishHatePrintCorpus contains 3678
nonhateful articles along with 3003 hateful ones.

Each article in the dataset, on average, comprises
around 21 sentences. Articles in the dataset vary,
with some being as brief as 2 sentences and others
as lengthy as 263 sentences. Moreover, the average

word count for an article stands at 350 words, with
some articles having as few as 21 words and others
boasting a word count as high as 3047.

Table 2 presents an overview of the general statis-
tics for this annotated dataset, while Table 3 details
the distribution of news articles with hate speech
and the corresponding target groups.

The curated dataset was then divided into train-
ing, validation and test sets, ensuring that the ratio
of hateful to non-hateful news articles remained
consistent across all sets. The distribution of hate-
ful and non-hateful newspaper articles across the
splits is shown in Table 4.

3 Methodology

We develop HateTargetBERT, a model that cou-
ples BERT with target-oriented linguistic features
specifically designed for hate speech detection. As
illustrated in Figure 1, the model architecture con-
sists of a BERT model followed by fully connected
network (FCN) layers. These layers not only take
the last hidden representation of the [CLS] token,
which is typically used as a sentence embedding,
but also incorporate the extracted linguistic features
as input. To prevent overfitting, we incorporate
dropout layers (Srivastava et al., 2014) between the
FCN layers.

Figure 1: Overview of HateTargetBERT.

3.1 Linguistic Features

In HateTargetBERT, linguistic features serve as
additional indicators for hate speech detection.
These features focus on target groups, hateful
words, ethnicity-specific rules, and unique pat-
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Table 1: Examples of hate speech expression in the news articles

Target Type

...Bin mülteciye bakamayan Yunanlılar onları şiddet
ve dayakla Türkiye’ye göndermeye devam ediyor...
(...Greeks who cannot take care of a thousand refugees greek hostility/war discourse
continue to send them to Turkey with violence and
beatings...)

...Avrupalılar önce terörü üretti. Sonra güya kendileri
mücadele ediyor... european exaggeration/attribution/distortion
(...Europeans first produced terror. Then they are
supposedly struggling themselves...)

...Böylesine zulmü gavur bile yapmadı... infidel symbolization
(...Even infidels did not commit such cruelty...)

Table 2: Statistics of the human-annotated hate-speech
print media dataset.

Statistics Detail

Number of samples 6681
Number of sources 859
Articles from local sources / national sources 3406 / 3275
Time period 2014-2019
Average number of sentences per article 21
Average number of words per article 350

terns that identify hate speech for a specific target
group. Linguists in our team derived these fea-
tures by utilizing the trTenTen corpus 5 available
on SketchEngine, using the names of target groups
as keywords, to find patterns potentially indicative
of hate speech.

The linguistic features are grouped into five cate-
gories (i.e., types), each with unique characteristics
in terms of feature formulation, hate speech content
search methodology, and semantic expression. A
summary of these features is presented in Table 5.
Each category, except the target agnostic type, is
further divided into several subtypes based on the
severity of hate speech, as determined by linguistic
experts. The severity ranges from Degree 1 (least
severe) to Degree 5 (most severe). Each feature
is represented with one-hot encoding, except for
those of target agnostic type, which accumulate the
number of detected rules. Some feature types are
searched in a range of window while others require
strict matches.

Target-agnostic features aim to identify pat-
terns common across all ethnicities and nationali-

5https://www.sketchengine.eu/trtenten-turkish-corpus

Table 3: Number of occurrences of hate speech tar-
get groups in hateful and non-hateful articles within
TurkishHatePrintCorpus.

Target Hateful / Target Hateful /
Non-hateful Non-hateful

Afghan 119 / 104 Immigrant 169 / 214
Alevi 25 / 82 Infidels 65 / 4
Arab 336 / 223 Iranian 20 / 24
Armenian 847 / 140 Iraqi 27 / 29
Assyrian 14 / 13 Italian 75 / 45
Atheist 36 / 4 Jewish 25 / 20
Buddhist 112 / 10 Kurdish 265 / 181
Bulgarian 61 / 46 Kyrgyz 12 / 11
Catholic 35 / 11 Lebanese 7 / 5
Chechen 12 / 4 Muslim 886 / 593
Chinese 17 / 17 Orthodox 32 / 11
Christian 372 / 128 Pakistani 65 / 68
Crusader 149 / 56 Refugee 265 / 374
Dutch 29 / 15 Russian 665 / 468
English 336 / 142 Saudi 118 / 80
European 117 / 65 Serbian 83 / 15
French 230 / 98 Syrian 646 / 555
German 348 / 307 Turbaned 3 / 1
Giaour 32 / 6 Turkmen 60 / 63
Greek (Rum) 799 / 728 Ukranian 1 / 8
Greek (Yunan) 541 / 379 Western 255 / 174
Gypsies 8 / 9 Yazidi 27 / 18
Hebrew 646 / 142 Yemeni 8 / 4
Hungarian 31 / 38

ties in news articles, using a variety of terms often
found in hate speech. These patterns are searched
within a 15-word range (see Table 6 for a list of pat-
terns). These patterns were developed considering
Turkish grammar, an agglutinative language with
a Subject-Object-Verb structure where nouns take
suffixes based on their role. For example, if a noun
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Table 4: Number of samples in each class across data
splits.

Split Hateful Non-hateful

Training 2395 2949
Validation 305 363
Test 303 366

from a target group is near the active verb “öldür-”
(to kill) and is in the nominative form (suffix-free
in Turkish), it’s likely the sentence’s agent. Simi-
larly, if “tarafından” (by) is near the passive verb
“öldürül-” (to be killed), the preceding word is the
agent. If this word is from the target group, it
suggests that the target group is the agent. Pat-
terns were created using fixed words and variables.
Functional words like “tarafından” (by) and suf-
fixes such as -A (dative), -(n)In (genitive) are fixed,
while target group names, adjectives, verbs, and
gerunds are variable. Target-specific features, on
the other hand, aim to detect patterns that are gen-
erally associated with a particular group in news
using the same approach (see Table 7 for details).

Pre-target and post-target features are de-
signed to identify hateful patterns that are adjacent
to particular targets. These features highlight the
specific hate speech content that authors aim to
promote in the news. The adjacent features are
identified through direct pattern matching, without
the use of a window parameter. These features are
categorized based on their severity, as determined
by linguistic experts. For instance, a pre-target
pattern like “covert [ETHN]” is considered to be
of Degree 1 severity, indicating a less severe form
of hate speech. In this pattern, [ETHN] serves as
a placeholder representing any ethnicity. On the
other hand, a post-target pattern such as “[ETHN]
treachery” is of Degree 5 severity, indicating a more
severe form of hate speech. For a comprehensive
list of pre-target and post-target features , please
refer to Table 8 and 9, respectively.

Misleading nonhateful patterns are patterns
that appear in newspaper articles about target
groups but don’t typically indicate hate speech.
They are identified by detecting specific word se-
quences around the target keyword that are likely
to come from a non-hateful context. For instance,
“[ETHN] footballer” probably originates from a
sports article. Moreover, some phrases with the
target group are not considered hate speech. For

example, “Kürt terör örgütü” (Kurdish terrorist or-
ganization) is seen as hate speech due to its ethnic
emphasis, but “Kürtçü terör örgütü” (Kurdist ter-
rorist organization) isn’t, as it emphasizes the orga-
nization’s ideology. Additionally, quotes from indi-
viduals, indicated with phrases like “dedi” (he/she
said), are not evaluated for hate speech in this study.
A comprehensive list of these patterns can be found
in Table 10.

3.2 Baseline models

We compare our model with two other models:
BERTurk (Schweter, 2020), which solely leverages
BERT representations, and HateTargetNN, a ba-
sic two-layer fully-connected network that only
uses the linguistic features extracted in this study.
BERTurk (Schweter, 2020) is a transformer based
model pretrained on a compilation of Turkish OS-
CAR6, Wikipedia dump, and various OPUS cor-
pora7. It has been shown to be one of the state-of-
the-art models for hate speech detection in Turkish
text (Hüsünbeyi et al., 2022; Beyhan et al., 2022).
To adapt it for hate speech detection, we fine-tuned
the pretrained model on the curated hate speech
dataset by adding a fully-connected layer that uti-
lizes the [CLS] token representation.
HateTargetNN is another baseline model that we
use to test the ability of the linguistic features alone
in detecting hate speech. This model is a two-layer
fully-connected neural network, which includes
batch normalization and dropout layers.

3.3 Implementation Details

We adopt BERTurk (Schweter, 2020) as the initial
checkpoint for our HateTargetBERT model. All
hyperparameters are selected based on their perfor-
mance on the validation set. We use the F1 score
as the metric to evaluate the performance of the
models on the validation set, with the validation
performance assessed each epoch.

We trained BERTurk and HateTargetBERT for
3 epochs while HateTargetNN is trained for 10
epochs. For the BERT-based models, we used the
AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019)
with a learning rate of 1e-5 and a weight decay of
1e-2. Conversely, for HateTargetNN, we retained
the same settings but adjusted the learning rate to
1e-3. We also incorporated a scheduler for the learn-
ing rate, with a patience of 2 evaluation steps and a

6https://traces1.inria.fr/oscar/
7http://opus.nlpl.eu/
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Table 5: Summary of the target-oriented linguistic features. These features are divided into six categories: target
agnostic, target specific, pre-target, post-target, and misleading non-hateful features. Each type, except for the target
agnostic type, is further divided into several subtypes based on the severity of hate speech, from Degree 1 (least
severe) to Degree 5 (most severe). [ETHN] substitutes for any ethnicity.

Type # Subtypes # Patterns Window Example (in Turkish) Translation

Target agnostic - 14 [IRK]ın kuklası olan [IRK] [ETHN] who are puppets of [OTHER ETHN]
Target specific 4 19 kripto ermeni crypto armenian
Pre-Target 5 38 istilacı [IRK] invading [ETHN]
Post-Target 5 60 [IRK] soykırımı [ETHN] massacres
Misleading Nonhateful 4 30 [IRK] filozof [ETHN] philosopher

Table 6: Target agnostic patterns that are frequently used in hate speech content. [ETHN] substitutes for any ethnicity
to generate feature. Patterns are searched in determined window range. [ADJBEF] and [ADJAFTER] indicate that
words from Tables 8 and 9 can be placed respectively.

ID Pattern EN Translation

1 [IRK]+lık yapmak act like [ETHN]
2 [IRK]a bak sen look at that [ETHN]
3 [IRK [IRK]+lığını yap(mak) s/he does her/his [ETHN]
4 [IRK] kurşunlarıyla/bombalarıyla/parasıyla with the bullets/bombs/money of [ETHN]
5 [IRK] paryası/skandalı/işgali/baskını [ETHN] pariah/scandal/occupation/invasion
6 [IRK]+ın gerçekleştirdiği/yaptığı katliam/zulüm/soykırım massacre/persecution/cruelty/oppressure of [ETHN]
7 [IRK]+ın uşağı/işbirlikçisi/piyonu/kuklası (olan) [IRK] [ETHN] servant/pawn/collaborator/puppets of [OTHER ETHN]
8 [IRK] destekli [IRK] darbesi/saldırıları/katliamı/soykırımı [ETHN] backed [OTHER ETHN] coup/genocide/massacre/attacks
9 [IRK] tarafından saldırıya/katliama/soykırıma maruz kalmak/uğramak being attacked/subjected to genocide/massacred by the [ETHN]
10 [IRK] tarafından gerçekleştirilen/yapılan katliam/zulüm/soykırım massacre/persecution/cruelty/oppressure done/carried out by [ETHN]
11 [IRK] ... öldürdü/katletti/etnik temizlik yaptı/kirletti/bastı/şehit etti [ETHN] ... killed/massacred/did ethnic cleansing/disgloried/martyrized
12 [IRK] tarafından ... öldürüldü/katledildi/etnik temizlik yapıldı/basıldı/şehit edildi killed/massacred/did ethnic cleansing/disgloried/martyrized ... by [ETHN]
13 [IRK] tarafından IRK+a yönelik saldırılar/katliam/zulüm/soykırım genocide/massacre/persecution/cruelty/oppressure/attack of [ETHN] by [OTHER ETHN]
14 [IRK]+ın hain(ce)/vahşi(ce)/insanlık dışı/hunharca/kan donduran/şeytani/sinsi/[ADJBEF] sneaky/traitorous/wild/subhuman/bloodthirstily/terrifical/satanic/[ADJBEF]

teşebbüsleri/planları/oluşumları/[ADJAFTER] [ETHN]’s attempts/plans/organizations/[ADJAFTER]

Table 7: Target specific patterns. Higher degree points more serious hate speech content.

Degree 1 Degree 2 Degree 3 Degree 4

vahşi toplumlar (wild societies) batıl batı (superstitious west) yahudi ajanı (jewish agent) yahudi çakallığı (jewish cowardice)
batı cehaleti (western ignorance) yahudi uşağı (jewish servant) katil rum (killer rum)
haçlı zihniyeti (crusader mentality) kripto ermeni (crypto armenian) haydut rumlar (rogue Greeks)
kriptolar (cryptos) suriyeli işgali (syrian invasion) rum zorbalığı (Greek bullying)

afgan işgali (afghan invasion) kafir alevi (infidel alevist)
mülteci işgali (refugee invasion) ateist alevi (atheist alevist)
pakistanlı işgali (pakistani invasion)
arapların işgali (invasion of the arabs)

Table 8: Pre-target features in hate speech content. A higher degree indicates a more serious hate speech content.

Degree 1 Degree 2 Degree 3 Degree 4 Degree 5

sapıtan (amok) katleden (murderous) kripto (crypto) işgalci (invader) hain (traitorous)
çakma (fake) korkak (coward) sinsi (sly) gaspçı (grabber) katleden (murderous)
facir (sinner) yamyam (cannibal) açgözlü (greedy) lanetlenmiş (damned) gavur (infidel)
gizli (covert) başbelası (the very devil) dönek (renegade) Allah’ın lanetlediği (cursed by god) kalleş (treacherous)
kışkırmış (spoiled) iki yüzlü (two-faced) zalim (cruel) kan gölüne çeviren (vicious killer)
hırsız (thief) azgın (ferocious) şerefsiz (dishonourable) insanlık suçu işleyen (perpetrator of crimes against humanity)

edepsiz (shameless) gaddar (grim) bebek katili (baby murderer)
yağmacı (predatory) gasıp (usurper) cani (villain)
çapulcu (marauder) canavarlaşmış (monstrous) vahşi (wild)

eli kanlı (bloody) hand

reduction factor of 0.5. The dropout probability of
the additional layers in HateTargetBERT was set to
0.5. It is worth noting that the models underwent
training on ten unique splits, each initialized with
different seeds, and were subsequently evaluated
on the test set.

4 Results

As shown in Table 11, HateTargetBERT, combin-
ing BERT with target-oriented features, demon-
strated superior performance compared to the base-
line HateTargetNN model, which solely relies on
linguistic features. Additionally, HateTargetBERT
performed at a comparable level to BERTurk. Al-
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Table 9: Post-target features in hate speech content. A higher degree indicates a more serious hate speech content.

Degree 1 Degree 2 Degree 3 Degree 4 Degree 5

işbirlikçisi (collaborator) yalanları (lies) baskısı (pressure) terörü (terror) gaddarlığı (atrocity)
inadı (stubbornness) iftiraları (slanders) bozma (violation) terör üssü (terror base) imha (destruction)
doyumsuzluğu (dissatisfaction) tehdidi (threat) yalakalığı (fawning) saldırıları (attacks) zulmü (cruelty)
karısı (wife) oyunu (games) entrikaları (intrigues) terörizmi (terrorism) kırımı (politicide)
dolandırıcı (swindler) yağmacılar (looters) fesatları (mischief) sapkınlığı (heresy) vahşeti (brutality)
parmağı (hand) çapulcusu (marauder) sürüleri (herds) köpekler (dogs) zalimi (ferocity)
provokasyonu (provocation) haydutlar (bandits) kötülükleri (evil) terör örgütü (terrorist organization) hain (traitor)
artığı (reversion) dönekliği (apostasy) sırtlanlar (hyenas) kalleşliği (treachery)
uşaklığı (servitude) açgözlülüğü (greed) soysuzlar (retrograde) canilikleri (murderousness)
aşığı (lover) sinsiliği (snakiness) çakallar (coyotes) kıyımları (massacres)
gaspçılar (usurpers) yüzsüzlüğü (sassiness) yamyamlar (cannibals) piçleri (bastards)
kuklası (puppets) iki yüzlülüğü (hypocrisy) vandallar (vandals)
piyonları (pawns) baskını (raid)
teröristi (terrorist) tohumu (seed)
virüsü (virus) dölleri (spawn)
sevici (lover)

Table 10: Misleading hate speech content that are found mostly non hate speech news. [ETHN] substitutes for any
ethnicity to generate a feature. A higher rating indicates less or no hate speech. “[ETHN]+ist” expresses ethnicity
names and the suffix“-CU” in Turkish, which is derived nationalist names from it by attached them (e.g. Türkçü,
Kürtçü).

Degree 1 Degree 2 Degree 3 Degree 4

[IRK] çeteleri ([ETHN] gangs) haçlı seferi (crusade) diye belirtti (s/he stated) futbol (football)
[IRK] fanatiği ([ETHN] fanatics) STK (non-governmental organizations) dedi (said) spor (sport)
[IRK]+cı terör örgütü ([ETHN]+ist terrorist organization) tarihte bugün (today in history) şeklinde açıkladı (expressed as) maç (match)
[IRK] polisi ([ETHN] police) takvimde bugün (today on the calendar) şeklinde ifade etti (explained as) antik yunan (ancient greek)
[IRK] yaygaracılığı ([ETHN] fuss) yunan düşünür (greek thinker)
[IRK] askerleri ([ETHN] soldiers) yunan filozof (greek philosopher)
[IRK] milisleri ([ETHN] militia)
[IRK] militanları ([ETHN] militants)
[IRK] yerleşimciler ([ETHN] settlers)
[IRK] milliyetçiler ([ETHN] nationalists)
[IRK] güçleri ([ETHN] forces)
[IRK] isyanı ([ETHN] revolt)
radikal [IRK] (radical [ETHN])
ırkçı [IRK] (racist [ETHN])
siyonistler (zionist jew)
pontus rum (pontus empire)

Table 11: Evaluation of the models on the test set .

Model Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%)

HateTargetNN 66.38 ±0.89 83.66 ±4.45 31.39 ±2.24 45.62 ±2.75
BERTurk (Schweter, 2020) 90.60 ±1.20 87.69 ±2.49 92.02 ±2.15 89.78 ±1.53
HateTargetBERT 90.54 ±0.84 88.47 ±2.18 90.82 ±2.07 89.60 ±1.16

Table 12: Evaluation of the models on the test instances with at least one linguistic feature.

Model Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) F1-score (%)

HateTargetNN 75.22 ±2.10 83.70 ±3.88 58.57 ±4.47 68.79 ±3.45
BERTurk (Schweter, 2020) 90.49 ±1.92 88.39 ±3.59 91.80 ±1.90 90.03 ±2.15
HateTargetBERT 90.75 ±1.08 89.37 ±2.75 91.19 ±2.29 90.22 ±1.24

though BERTurk exhibited slightly better scores
across various metrics, except for precision, the
differences were not statistically significant based
on the two-tailed paired t-test conducted at a 95%
confidence interval. It is important to note that

while the linguistic features were applied to all in-
stances, only a subset of test instances contained
these features, limiting their coverage. Table 12
presents a comparison of model performances on
these specific instances. Notably, the models utiliz-
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ing target-oriented features achieved higher scores
across metrics in this subset, suggesting the effec-
tiveness of these features and emphasizing the need
for a comprehensive feature set.

We also conducted a user study using the
Qualtrics online survey tool8 to demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the HateTargetBERT model. For this
purpose, we randomly selected ten articles from
the test set that were predicted to contain hateful
content and asked participants to rank the linguistic
features shown in the articles based on their help-
fulness in understanding the model’s prediction of
hatefulness. Each article was rated on a 5-point Lik-
ert scale (Strongly agree = 5, Somewhat agree = 4,
Neither agree nor disagree = 3, Somewhat disagree
= 2, Strongly disagree = 1). Table 13 illustrates an
excerpt from a sample article from the user study.

Table 13: Excerpt from the user study and its English
translation where “rum sevici” (Greek-loving) is high-
lighted as a post-target feature of degree 1.

Article Excerpt
... bazı önemli milliyetçi şahsiyetler kişisel
menfaatlerine hizmet edilmediği değer-
lendirmeleriyle gidip bir kez daha Akıncı veya
benzeri teslimiyetçi ve rum sevici bir başka
adaya, sırf inat olsun diye oy vererek göreve
getirecekler ...

English Translation

... some significant nationalist figures, assessing
that their personal interests are not served, will
once again go and, just out of spite, vote for an-
other candidate like Akıncı or a similar defeatist
and Greek-loving , bringing them into office ...

The study involved 25 participants, all of whom
hold at least a higher education degree. The re-
sponses, as shown in Figure 2, had an average score
of 3.41 and a standard deviation of 1.24. The ma-
jority of these responses fell into the categories of
“strongly agree” or “somewhat agree”, suggesting
that the linguistic features were helpful in under-
standing the model’s choice.

5 Related Work

Automated detection of hate speech has been ex-
tensively studied over the years due to its positive
impact on society. Many studies have proposed

8https://www.qualtrics.com

Figure 2: Distribution of participant’s responses

methods to identify hateful content across different
platforms in order to assist in content moderation.
Previous work utilized traditional machine learn-
ing models and neural networks that leveraged fea-
tures such as tf-idf, word vectors (Saha et al., 2018;
de Andrade and Gonçalves, 2021), n-grams (No-
bata et al., 2016; Waseem and Hovy, 2016), and lex-
ical features (Warner and Hirschberg, 2012; Wie-
gand et al., 2018; Capozzi et al., 2019; Koufakou
et al., 2020). However, more recent models have
developed various architectures based on BERT,
resulting in significant performance improvements
(Mozafari et al., 2019; Gupta et al., 2020; Moza-
fari et al., 2020; Caselli et al., 2021; Perifanos and
Goutsos, 2021).

Although hate speech is a topic that has attracted
a lot of attention, there is a lack of resources for
languages like Turkish (Mayda et al., 2021). Re-
cently, several datasets have been compiled from
Turkish tweets (Beyhan et al., 2022; Arın et al.,
2023; İhtiyar et al., 2023). Concurrently, BERT-
based models are being developed to detect hateful
content in these tweets (Toraman et al., 2022; Bey-
han et al., 2022). Previous work has focused on
hate speech in Turkish news articles and proposed a
hybrid model for hate speech detection by integrat-
ing linguistic features into BERT (Hüsünbeyi et al.,
2022). However, the linguistic features used in this
study rely on general morpho-syntactic properties
of Turkish, neglecting the crucial aspect of the tar-
get groups of hate speech. In our work, we address
this challenge by building a model that combines
target-centric linguistic features with BERT. This
approach achieves high performance while also
providing explainability, which is particularly im-
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portant when dealing with longer contexts such as
news articles.

6 Conclusion

We introduced TurkishHatePrintCorpus, a man-
ually annotated hate speech dataset, compiled from
Turkish newspaper articles and categorized for tar-
get groups. In addition, we developed a model,
HateTargetBERT, combining BERT with target-
oriented linguistic features. The results demon-
strate that integrating target-oriented linguistic
knowledge into a transformer model is an effec-
tive strategy for hate speech detection and for the
explanation of the model’s classification decision.

Limitations

This study focuses on print media, excluding the
less formal and more explicit language often found
in social media. Therefore, the targeted linguistic
feature set are derived from printed newspaper ar-
ticles. Additionally, this work aims to detect hate
speech against ethnicity, national and religious en-
tities, and immigrants. As such, newspaper articles
associated with other hate domains, such as gen-
der, are not considered. It’s also worth noting that
some patterns in the targeted linguistic features
might be unique to Turkish. Another limitation of
this study is the model’s inability to handle long
context lengths, exceeding 512 tokens, a common
occurrence in column articles.

Ethical Considerations

We acknowledge the potential risk associated with
releasing our source code and the manually anno-
tated hate speech dataset. However, we believe
that the benefits of automatic hate speech detection
outweigh the associated risks of releasing the code
and the dataset.
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Abstract

This study focuses on hate speech detection
in Turkish and Arabic tweets using advanced
BERT-based models. Performance metrics
demonstrate the models’ effectiveness, with the
Turkish variant achieving a 71.8% F1 score and
the Arabic model a 76.9% F1 score, ranking
them fourth and third, respectively, in a compet-
itive leaderboard. Performance enhancements
were realized through targeted preprocessing,
including emoji translation and user mention
exclusion, and thoughtful data balancing ap-
proaches. Future directions include refining
model accuracy and broadening language sup-
port. Our reproducible approach and detailed
findings are accessible on GitHub1.

1 Introduction

Social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook,
and YouTube have become pivotal for express-
ing opinions and sharing information. However,
hate speech—targeting ethnic, religious, gender,
or other societal groups—poses a significant chal-
lenge to social harmony. The need for efficient
detection mechanisms is amplified by the global
reach of such content, yet languages like Turkish
and Arabic present specific hurdles due to their
intricate linguistic features and scarce annotated
datasets (Beyhan et al., 2022).

The Hate Speech Detection in Turkish and Ara-
bic Tweets (HSD-2Lang) shared task2, part of
CASE @ EACL 2024 Uludoğan et al. (2024),
builds on the SIU2023-NST competition’s ground-
work in Turkish to include Arabic. This expansion
highlights the need for language-specific solutions
capable of accurately identifying hate speech in
varied contexts.

Our contribution to Subtask A and Subtask B
of this shared task underscores our commitment

1https://github.com/politusanalytics/
team-curie-case-2024-hsd-2lang

2https://github.com/boun-tabi/
case-2024-hsd-2lang

to advancing hate speech detection in Turkish and
Arabic. Through our methodologies, we aim to
contribute to the development of safer digital envi-
ronments.

2 Related Work

The detection of hate speech, especially in linguis-
tically complex languages like Turkish, has gar-
nered significant attention in natural language pro-
cessing research. Beyhan et al. (2022) presented
a BERTurk-based approach at LREC 2022, high-
lighting the effectiveness of context-specific train-
ing with domain-specific datasets, achieving no-
table accuracies on the Istanbul Convention and
Refugees datasets.

Toraman et al. (2022) advanced the field by cre-
ating large-scale, human-labeled tweet datasets,
demonstrating the superiority of Transformer-
based models over traditional methods. In the
context of detecting homophobic and related hate
comments in Turkish social media, Karayiğit et al.
(2022) successfully employed a pre-trained Mul-
tilingual Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (M-BERT) model. Their ap-
proach yielded an impressive average F1-score of
90.15% on the Homophobic-Abusive Turkish Com-
ments (HATC) dataset.

Hüsünbeyi et al. (2022) explored the integration
of BERT models with linguistic features, show-
ing their potential in surpassing traditional and
CNN-based models in hate speech detection. Çam
and Özgür (2023) examined the efficacy of Chat-
GPT and BERT variants in identifying Turkish hate
speech, contributing to the evolving landscape of
automated detection systems.

The SIU2023-NST Hate Speech Detection Con-
test, reported by Arın et al. (2023), emphasized the
dominance of transformer-based and LightGBM
models, with the leading entries achieving signifi-
cant Macro F1 scores in both binary and multi-class
hate speech detection tasks.
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Epoch Training Loss Validation Loss Validation Performance
F1 Score Accuracy Recall

1 0.5561 0.5600 0.7151 0.7250 0.7250
2 0.3997 0.5845 0.7486 0.7556 0.7556
3 0.3167 0.4701 0.8022 0.8028 0.8028

Table 1: Training and Validation Results for Subtask A over Epochs

3 System Architecture and Training

This section details the system architecture and
training processes for each distinct subtask.

3.1 Subtask A: Turkish Hate Speech
Detection

Our goal in Subtask A was to develop a model capa-
ble of accurately detecting hate speech in Turkish
tweets, encompassing data handling, preprocessing,
model tuning, and a strategic training approach.

3.1.1 Data Preparation and Preprocessing
Social media data is inherently noisy, containing
informal language, slang, misspellings, and unique
language usage. To address this, a thorough pre-
processing pipeline is essential for cleaning and
standardizing text data for model analysis. In our
preprocessing for Subtask A, we employ the emoji
library3 to convert emojis into their English textual
descriptions, preserving their semantic value. New-
line characters are replaced with spaces, and extra
spaces are trimmed to streamline the text. URLs,
user mentions, and standalone ‘@’ symbols are re-
moved to reduce non-essential information. Hash-
tags are also removed; this step not only reduces
the word count but also aids in better tokenization
by eliminating characters that could disrupt the
model’s ability to understand the context. The en-
tire text is then converted to lowercase to ensure
consistency across the dataset.

3.1.2 Train-Test Split
The division of our dataset into training and test-
ing subsets is crucial for the unbiased development
and evaluation of our model. We employ a strati-
fied sampling strategy to ensure a balanced repre-
sentation of label-topic combinations across both
subsets.

For the validation set, we use a specific configu-
ration to determine the number of samples for each
label-topic combination, as outlined in the Table 2.
The allocation of more samples for certain topics,

3https://github.com/carpedm20/emoji/

Topic Not Hateful Hateful

Anti-Refugee 70 70
Israel-Palestine 60 60
Turkey-Greece 50 50

Table 2: Numbers of Validation Samples for Each Label-
Topic Combination

such as Anti-Refugee, is informed by their propor-
tion in the training data, ensuring a representative
and balanced validation set.

This structured approach ensures that the vali-
dation set accurately reflects the diversity and dis-
tribution of the original dataset. The remaining
data, after allocating the specified samples to the
validation set, is used for training purposes.

3.1.3 Model Architecture

Our model architecture for detecting hate
speech in Turkish tweets is based on the
dbmdz/bert-base-turkish-128k-uncased4

model, a pre-trained BERT variant optimized
for Turkish text. We utilize the same tokenizer
provided with this model to ensure consistency in
text processing. The model is fine-tuned for binary
classification, focusing on distinguishing between
hateful and non-hateful content within various
topics relevant to the subtask. Input sequences are
processed with a maximum length of 128 tokens,
aligning with the model’s specifications.

3.1.4 Training Regime

The training regime for Subtask A is meticulously
designed to balance representativeness and effi-
ciency. We employ stratified sampling for the cre-
ation of training and validation sets and use the
AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of 5× 10−5

and a batch size of 128. The weight decay for
the optimizer is set to 0.01 to prevent overfitting.
The model is iterated over the dataset for 3 epochs,

4https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/
bert-base-turkish-128k-cased
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Epoch Training Loss Validation Loss Validation Performance
F1 Score Accuracy Recall

1 0.3279 0.2201 0.8627 0.9070 0.9070
2 0.1957 0.1475 0.9207 0.9186 0.9186
3 0.1109 0.1573 0.9207 0.9186 0.9186
4 0.0569 0.1576 0.9070 0.9070 0.9070
5 0.0164 0.2253 0.9242 0.9186 0.9186

Table 3: Updated Training and Validation Results for Subtask B over Epochs

with careful monitoring of performance metrics to
ensure optimal model tuning, as detailed in Table 1.

3.2 Subtask B: Hate Speech Detection with
Limited Data in Arabic

This subsection outlines our strategy for detecting
hate speech in Arabic tweets, a task challenged by
the scarcity of comprehensive training data.

3.2.1 Data Preparation and Preprocessing
In addressing Subtask B—hate speech detection in
Arabic tweets—we divided the dataset into training
and validation sets. Initial preprocessing aimed to
clean and standardize Arabic texts, typically involv-
ing noise reduction and format normalization for
NLP tasks.

However, initial findings revealed that prepro-
cessing diminished performance, suggesting that
raw data, with its inherent linguistic nuances, might
be more effective for this task. This led us to mini-
mize preprocessing to preserve the original tweets’
contextual and linguistic integrity, enhancing hate
speech detection accuracy in Arabic.

3.2.2 Model Architecture
For Arabic hate speech detection, we utilized
the asafaya/bert-base-arabic5 model, a BERT
variant optimized for Arabic (Safaya et al., 2020).
This model was fine-tuned for binary classification
to identify hateful versus non-hateful content. Data
management was streamlined through a custom Py-
Torch Dataset class and DataLoader instances for
efficient training and validation.

3.2.3 Training Regime
The training of the model for Subtask B was metic-
ulously executed over the course of 5 epochs, em-
ploying a batch size of 128 for each iteration. We
opted for the AdamW optimizer, configuring it with
a learning rate set at 5 × 10−5 and incorporating

5https://huggingface.co/asafaya/
bert-base-arabic

a weight decay parameter of 0.01 to mitigate over-
fitting risks. Throughout the training process, we
diligently monitored the model’s loss metrics and
subjected its performance to rigorous evaluation
against the validation set upon the completion of
each epoch. Please refer to Table 3 for more details.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we summarize the performance of
our models for each subtask. Our models were
evaluated on a test dataset provided by the shared
task organizers on Kaggle67.

4.1 Performance Terminology Clarification

In this section, we clarify the terms used in Tables
4 and 6 to describe our model’s performance and
its comparison with other submissions within the
competition.

Competition Best refers to the highest F1-score
achieved by any team or participant in the official
competition leaderboard. This score represents the
best performance recorded during the competition
period, under the contest’s constraints and evalua-
tion protocols.

Our Peak Performance denotes the highest F1-
score our team achieved through late submissions,
after the official competition period ended. These
late submissions allowed us to further refine and
test our models without the daily submission lim-
its imposed during the competition. Thus, "Our
Peak Performance" reflects our model’s optimal
performance obtained without the constraints of
the competition’s submission cap.

Official Submission represents the F1-score of
our model that was officially submitted during the
competition period, adhering to the contest’s rules,

6https://www.kaggle.com/competitions/
hate-speech-detection-in-turkish/leaderboard?
tab=public

7https://www.kaggle.com/competitions/
hate-speech-detection-with-limited-data-in-arabic/
leaderboard?tab=public
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including the limitation of three test evaluations per
day. This score is what was officially recorded and
considered in the competition’s final rankings.

It is important to note that the methodologies
and system architectures described in the sections
for Subtask A and Subtask B were instrumental
in achieving "Our Peak Performance". The results
and insights derived from these sections are based
on the models and approaches that contributed to
our highest achieved scores, post-competition. This
distinction is crucial for understanding the potential
of our proposed solutions when not limited by the
competition’s constraints on model submissions
and evaluations.

4.2 Subtask A: Hate Speech Detection in
Turkish across Various Contexts

The performance of our model for Subtask A is
summarized in Table 4. It is important to note that
these results were obtained through a late submis-
sion, and as such, they might not appear on the
official leaderboard. Despite this, our model’s code
is fully reproducible, allowing other researchers to
verify our results and use them as a foundation for
future work.

Metric F1-Score
Public Private

Competition Best 0.74876 0.69644
Our Peak Performance 0.71889 0.66129
Official Submission 0.71365 0.60790

Table 4: F1-Score Comparison in Subtask A

Furthermore, the confusion matrix depicted in
Figure 1 offers valuable insights into the model’s
performance on the validation set.

4.3 Subtask B: Hate Speech Detection with
Limited Data in Arabic

The performance of our model in Subtask B was
rigorously evaluated over 5 training epochs, demon-
strating the model’s capability in accurately identi-
fying hate speech within Arabic tweets, even with
the constraints of limited data.

Metric F1-Score
Public Private

Competition Best 0.88888 0.68354
Our Peak Performance 0.76923 0.65853
Official Submission 0.76923 0.65853

Table 6: F1-Score Comparison in Subtask B

Figure 1: Confusion Matrix of the Model on the Valida-
tion Set for Subtask A

For a comparison of our model’s F1-Score with
the top scores in the task, see Table 6, which con-
trasts our results against the competition’s best on
both public and private leaderboards.

Figure 2: Confusion Matrix of the Model on the Valida-
tion Set for Subtask B

Additionally, the confusion matrix provided in
Figure 2 further elucidates the model’s classifica-
tion prowess.

5 Ablation Study for Subtask A

In our ablation study for Subtask A, we systemati-
cally evaluated the impact of various preprocessing
steps and data balancing techniques on the model’s
F1 score. This involved selectively omitting indi-
vidual preprocessing steps—such as newline and
extra space removal, URL removal, emoji conver-
sion to text, mention and symbol removal, and hash-
tag processing—to assess their contribution to the
model’s overall performance. Additionally, we ex-
plored the effects of label and topic balancing, both

4
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Experiment Public F1 Score Private F1 Score

Our Peak Performance 0.71889 0.66129

Preprocessing
Without Newline/Extra Space Removal 0.71889 0.66129
Without URL Removal 0.71171 0.64947
Without Emoji Conversion 0.69868 0.64391
Without Mention/Symbol Removal 0.71544 0.63705
Without Hashtag Processing 0.67868 0.62391

Data Balancing
With Label Balancing 0.70646 0.64332
With Topic Balancing 0.63917 0.60550

Data Balancing (1 Epoch Training)
With Label Balancing 0.70769 0.64024
With Topic Balancing 0.64000 0.62585

Table 5: Effects of Preprocessing and Data Balancing on F1 Scores for Subtask A

with the standard training duration and a shortened
training span of just one epoch.

Data Balancing Techniques: In our study, we
employed two distinct data balancing strategies
to mitigate class imbalance and enhance model
performance:

• Label Balancing: We addressed class im-
balance by equalizing the representation of
labels in the training data. Specifically, we
resampled the minority class (hateful content,
labeled as ‘1’) to match the quantity of the
majority class (non-hateful content, labeled as
‘0’). This technique ensures that both classes
contribute equally to the training process, pre-
venting model bias toward the more prevalent
class.

• Topic Balancing: Recognizing the impor-
tance of thematic representation, we also
balanced the dataset based on topics. This
involved resampling tweets within specific
topics (e.g., Anti-Refugee, Israel-Palestine,
Turkey-Greece) to ensure that hateful and
non-hateful contents within each topic were
equally represented. This approach acknowl-
edges the contextual nuances of hate speech
and aims for a model that is sensitive to topic-
specific expressions of hate.

The findings from this study, as detailed in Ta-
ble 5, are instrumental in elucidating the signifi-
cance of each preprocessing step and data balanc-
ing strategy. For instance, the removal of hash-

tag processing exhibited a notable decrease in F1
scores, highlighting its critical role in the model’s
ability to accurately classify tweets. Similarly, the
impact of data balancing techniques provides valu-
able insights into optimizing the training process
for enhanced model performance.

Conclusion

Our participation in the HSD-2Lang 2024 contest
underscored the effectiveness of BERT-based mod-
els in hate speech detection for Turkish and Arabic
tweets. Leveraging innovative techniques and so-
phisticated architectures, we achieved notable F1
scores of 71.8% and 76.9% for Turkish and Arabic,
respectively. These results highlight our system’s
proficiency in handling linguistic complexities and
its contribution to improving online safety.
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Abstract

Addressing the need for effective hate speech
moderation in contemporary digital discourse,
the Multimodal Hate Speech Event Detection
Shared Task made its debut at CASE 2023,
co-located with RANLP 2023. Building upon
its success, an extended version of the shared
task was organized at the CASE workshop in
EACL 2024. Similar to the earlier iteration,
in this shared task, participants address hate
speech detection through two subtasks. Sub-
task A is a binary classification problem, as-
sessing whether text-embedded images contain
hate speech. Subtask B goes further, demanding
the identification of hate speech targets, such
as individuals, communities, and organizations
within text-embedded images. Performance is
evaluated using the macro F1-score metric in
both subtasks. With a total of 73 registered par-
ticipants, the shared task witnessed remarkable
achievements, with the best F1-scores in Sub-
task A and Subtask B reaching 87.27% and
80.05%, respectively, surpassing the leader-
board of the previous CASE 2023 shared task.
This paper provides a comprehensive overview
of the performance of seven teams that submit-
ted results for Subtask A and five teams for
Subtask B.

1 Introduction

The constant increase of radicalism and hate around
the world has become an urgent global problem.
Nowadays, social media has been explored by dif-
ferent radicalism groups to spread hate and terror-
ism using different data modalities (e.g. text, image,
video). In this scenario, the investigation of Hate
Speech Detection (HSD) technologies is undoubt-
edly important since the proposition of automated
systems has implications for safe and unprejudiced
societies (Vargas et al., 2023).

Nevertheless, there is a wide range of challenges
to the detection of multimodal hate speech events

on social media, including inaccurate definitions
for offensiveness and hate speech, lack of contex-
tual information, and scarce consideration of their
social and stereotype bias.

Although there is no consensus related to the
definition of hateful and offensive content, most
relevant literature distinguishes offensive content
and hate speech detection. Offensive content is
defined as text, image, or video that disrespects, in-
sults, or attacks the reader containing any form of
untargeted profanity (Zampieri et al., 2019). On the
other hand, hate speech is defined as a special form
of offensive language that attacks or diminishes and
incites violence or hate against groups, based on
specific characteristics such as physical appearance,
religion, or others, and it may occur with different
linguistic styles, even in subtle forms as humor and
sarcasm (Fortuna and Nunes, 2018). In addition,
hate speech is also defined as a particular form of
offensive language considering stereotypes to ex-
press an ideology of hate (Warner and Hirschberg,
2012).

Given the complex nature of hate speech, it is
important to find novel technologies that can aid
in the automated detection of hate speech (Parihar
et al., 2021). Hate speech detection and modera-
tion via automated techniques become even more
complicated when multiple modalities are involved
e.g. text and images. In order to bring in new ideas,
the shared task on multimodal hate speech detec-
tion was organized in CASE 2023 (Thapa et al.,
2023). Building on the interests shown by the re-
search community, we have yet again conducted
the shared task in CASE 2024.

In this paper, we present a comprehensive
overview of the seven registered teams in our ex-
tended shared task at CASE 2024. In addition, we
describe their proposed approaches, performances,
and results, besides the discussion of future ad-
vances.The findings of this shared task are ex-
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pected to guide the research direction in finding
appropriate research techniques for hate speech
and target detection in multimodal settings like
text-embedded images.

2 Related Works

Identifying hate speech on social media is an in-
creasingly challenging task that demands the fo-
cus of researchers, policy-makers, and society (Ja-
han and Oussalah, 2023). The majority of studies
have mostly concentrated on classifying individual
tweets, disregarding the contextual aspects of the
discourse (Meng et al., 2023). Various manifes-
tations of hate speech, such as texts, images, and
videos, should be identified and addressed swiftly
to preserve the decorum of online platforms (Das,
2023). There have been limited attempts to identify
text-embedded images for hate speech on social
media (Bhandari et al., 2023; Gomez et al., 2020).
Text-embedded images are visuals that include text
as an integral part of their composition. Text-
embedded images are frequently seen in several
settings, including online social networks (OSNs)
and video content (Das et al., 2023; Chhabra and
Vishwakarma, 2023). The image functions as a
means of establishing context, while the text that
comes with it communicates the information con-
tained throughout that context. Current research on
hate speech classification has a main issue which is
the lack of structured data creation and diverging
annotation schema, resulting in weak adaptability
of supervised-learning models to new datasets (Jin
et al., 2023). To overcome this problem, Bhandari
et al. (2023) proposed a dataset of text-embedded
images related to the Russia-Ukraine crisis. Build-
ing on the dataset, this shared task aims to bring
researchers and professionals to address the prob-
lem of hate speech and its target detection in text-
embedded images.

3 Dataset

We utilized the same dataset as CASE 2023 (Thapa
et al., 2023; Hürriyetoğlu et al., 2023) for our
shared task. This dataset, known as CrisisHateMM,
was introduced in work by Bhandari et al. (2023)
and comprises a collection of 4,723 text-embedded
images, all centered around the Russia-Ukraine Cri-
sis (Thapa et al., 2022). Within this dataset, 2,058
images were found to be free from any instances
of hate speech, whereas the remaining 2,665 im-
ages included elements of hate speech. Among the

images containing hate speech, a subset of 2,428
text-embedded images displayed instances of tar-
geted or directed hate speech. For our shared task,
we exclusively considered text-embedded images
that had directed hate speech, and those that did
not have any hate speech. This selection resulted in
the use of a total of 4,486 text-embedded images.
To ensure a balanced and representative data set,
we divide it into distinct training, evaluation, and
test sets for Subtasks A and B. This division was
carried out in a stratified manner, maintaining a
consistent split ratio of approximately 80-10-10,
mirroring the approach employed in CASE 2023
(Thapa et al., 2023). The details of the dataset can
be found in Table 1.

Subtask Classes Train Eval Test

Subtask A Hate 1942 243 243
No Hate 1658 200 200

Subtask B
Individual 823 102 102

Community 335 40 42
Organization 784 102 98

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset at train, evaluation, and
test phase of our shared task

4 Shared Task Description

According to Koushik et al. (2019), people from
various cultural and educational backgrounds are
sharing their thoughts on Twitter, Facebook, and
Tumbler, thanks to the abrupt rise in popularity of
microblogging services. Their ideas occasionally
use language that is harsh, violent, or insulting and
target a particular group of individuals who share
something in common, such as a gender, an ethnic
group, a belief system, or a geographic area. Be-
cause hate speech on social media has increased, it
is exceedingly time-consuming and costly to man-
ually detect hate speech on these platforms.

4.1 Subtask A: Hate Speech Detection

The objective of this task is to determine the pres-
ence of hate speech in text-embedded images. The
dataset employed for this subtask comprises anno-
tated images, categorizing them into two labels:
‘Hate Speech’ and ‘No Hate Speech’. The dataset’s
focus is on images with embedded text, and the
annotation process involves identifying whether
the content falls into the hate speech category or
not. The binary labels, ‘Hate Speech’ and ‘No Hate
Speech’, precisely characterize the classification
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criteria for this task, providing a clear distinction
between instances with offensive content and those
without offensive content.

4.2 Subtask B: Targets of Hate Speech
Detection

The objective of this specific task is to classify
the specific targets of hate speech within text-
embedded images. These images, containing hate-
ful text, encompass a range of potential targets
having diverse categories. However, our subtask
specifically concentrates on identifying three pre-
defined targets as specified in the dataset used for
our shared task. The annotated targets in the dataset
include ‘community’, ‘individual’, and ‘organiza-
tion’. As a result, our primary goal is to accu-
rately pinpoint and categorize these particular tar-
gets within the text-embedded images that exhibit
hate speech. This task involves understanding and
classifying the hateful content, focusing on recog-
nizing whether it is directed toward a community,
an individual, or an organization. The aim is to
enhance understanding and identification of hate
speech by observing these predetermined target
categories within the context of text-embedded im-
ages.

5 Evaluation and Competition

This section explains the nature of our competition,
including the system for calculating rankings and
other important details.

5.1 Evaluation Metrics
We employed accuracy, precision, recall, and
macro F1-score to evaluate the performance of the
participants’ contributions. The macro F1-score
sorting method was used to establish the partici-
pants’ rank.

5.2 Competition Setup
We used the Codalab1 to organize our competition.
There were two stages to the competition: an eval-
uation stage where participants were introduced to
the Codalab system, and a testing phase where the
ultimate leaderboard ranking was established based
on performance.

Registration: For our competition, 73 individu-
als registered in total. It was evident from the wide
variety of email domains that were utilized that the

1The competition page can be found here: https://
codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/16203.

competition was effective in drawing participants
from different parts of the world. 7 teams out of the
total number of registrants sent in their predicted
outcomes.

Competition Timelines: On November 1, 2023,
training and evaluation data were made available,
marking the beginning of the competition. The first
phase was the evaluation phase. Participant famil-
iarization with Codalab was the primary goal of the
evaluation phase, therefore participants were also
given access to the evaluation data labels. Then, on
November 30, 2023, test data without any ground
truth labels were released, indicating the beginning
of the test phase. The test period was extended
until January 7, 2024, in response to requests from
several participants, from its original end date of
January 5, 2024. The system description paper sub-
mission deadline was ultimately decided upon as
January 16, 2024.

6 Participants’ Methods

In this section, we describe the various methods
used by the participants who submitted the system
description paper.

6.1 Overview

A total of 7 participants submitted scores for sub-
task A, while 5 participants submitted to subtask B.
The leaderboards for subtask A and subtask B are
presented in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. In
both subtasks, CLTL achieved the top performance,
surpassing the other models by a significant mar-
gin. These models also outperformed the highest
scores achieved by ARC-NLP in the same shared
task, which was conducted during CASE 2023 at
RANLP 2023. In the subsequent subsections, we
provide detailed system descriptions for each par-
ticipating team.

6.2 Methods

Below, we provide a summary of the system de-
scriptions provided by the participating teams in
the shared task. These summaries are derived from
the approaches detailed by the participants in their
system description papers.

6.2.1 Subtask A
CLTL (Wang and Markov, 2024) proposed a
method that includes separate text and image pro-
cessing modules coupled with a simple MLP and
softmax, providing an optimal alternative to Large
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Rank Team Name Codalab Username Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

1 CLTL (Wang and Markov, 2024) Yestin 87.36 87.20 87.37 87.27
2 MasonPerplexity (Gangul et al., 2024) Sadiya_Puspo 83.52 83.47 83.78 83.47
3 AAST-NLP (El-Sayed and Nasr, 2024) AhmedElSayed 76.98 76.76 76.76 76.76
4 YYama (Yamagishi, 2024) YYama 75.85 75.88 76.13 75.80
5 CUET_Binary_Hackers Asrarul_Hoque_Eusha 68.62 68.61 68.79 68.55
6 - kriti7 46.05 46.45 46.44 46.05
7 Team +1 pakapro 49.66 56.83 53.23 44.08

Table 2: Sub-task A (Hate Speech Classification) Leaderboard, Ranked by Macro F1-Score. All scores are presented
as percentages (%). The highest score in each column is highlighted in bold. It is to be noted that this leaderboard
contains the score till the test deadline and does not consider further runs done by participants as a part of the system
description paper.

Vision Language Models (LVLMs). This method
increases design flexibility and analytic capability.
The presentation is distinguished by its cleanliness,
straightforward but original ideas, and clarity. The
results show that the implementation stands out
as a competitive benchmark. It shows how multi-
modal models need not always be trained together
for a specific task and a modular approach with
simple MLP-based feature fusion could work at
the same level if not better. This could also be eas-
ily noticed with some of the authors (Yamagishi,
2024) who used a pre-trained LVLM and achieved
considerably lower scores than the one proposed in
(Wang and Markov, 2024). This could also point
toward the significance of fine-tuning in LVLM
optimization. Overall, the approach exhibits a sim-
ple yet effective pipeline for hate speech detection
in image-based data. Their approach achieved the
first position with performances noted in Table 2.

MasonPerplexity (Gangul et al., 2024) experi-
mented with various models like BERTweet-large
(Ushio and Camacho-Collados, 2021; Ushio et al.,
2022), BERT-base (Devlin et al., 2019), XLM-R
(Conneau et al., 2020a), and GPT-3.5 2 in their im-
plementation. The test F1-score of the models were
75%, 81%, and 83% for BERT-base, BERTweet-
large, and XLM-R respectively. GPT models also
showed remarkable performance with a F1-score
of 82% in the test dataset for fine-tuned GPT 3.5.

AAST-NLP (El-Sayed and Nasr, 2024) initially
fine-tuned the bert variants, RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019), XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020b),
and HateBERT (Caselli et al., 2021) on all of the
datasets to attain the best results. They then pro-
posed the top-k ensemble technique and various
multimodal models, such as ViT Dosovitskiy et al.
(2021) model and Swin Liu et al. (2021) as fea-

2https://platform.openai.com/docs/models

ture extractor to achieve higher macro F1-score.
In order to get the highest F1-score, they utilized
the ‘Top-3’ ensemble strategy, which combined
several BERT versions. They have employed the
most recent CLIP (Contrastive Language–Image
Pre-training) Radford et al. (2021) model, which
combines textual and visual data via cross-fusion
and concatenation. 85.40% was the greatest recall
on CLIP (Concat), and 85.50% and 85.44% were
the highest precision and F1-score, respectively, on
the Top-3 ensemble technique. Out of 7 teams,
they were able to secure the third position in this
task.

YYama (Yamagishi, 2024) proposed an approach
whose goal was to optimize user prompts for
the LLaVa-1.5B LVLM architecture by applying
simple prompt engineering approaches for hate-
speech detection. Although there have been other
LVLM-based techniques for image-based hate-
speech recognition in recent years (Hermida and
Santos, 2023; Van and Wu, 2023). Therefore the
methodology is not fully novel; the author offers
insightful information at the prompt level. The
study indicates that simple prompts tend to per-
form better than complicated ones. This difference
in performance is attributed to a narrower filter that
is used to identify difficult instructions inside the
prompts. The author makes strong arguments and
highlights how the model uses a variety of implicit
meanings for ‘no hate speech’ to effectively handle
open-ended queries. On the other hand, adding
more definitions causes the internal definition set
to shrink, which might increase the number of false
negatives. Overall, the paper presented us with an
approachable method deploying existing LVLM
models for specified tasks with open-ended and
simpler prompts, which, contrary to popular meth-
ods such as chain-of-thoughts, presents us with a
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lower barrier to generating appropriate responses.
Their approach attained the fourth position with
performances noted in Table 2.

6.2.2 Subtask B
CLTL (Wang and Markov, 2024) employ the
same foundational model for subtask A, with only
the output layer undergoing modification. Despite
minimal customization, their approach surpasses
all others and establishes a new benchmark. The
key to their success lies in the embedded features
captured and fused by the MLP. This layer effec-
tively represents all essential features related to
hate speech, simplifying the MLP’s task in discern-
ing whether the hate is directed towards an orga-
nization, individual, or community. This results
in an impressive over 18% improvement over the
baseline and a 2-5% lead over the previous state-of-
the-art models. Furthermore, the paper underscores
the importance and significance of fine-tuning in
achieving these remarkable results. Lastly, the
strategic use of RoBERTa, particularly in conjunc-
tion with Twitter’s social interaction data, provides
the authors with significant prior knowledge of the
competition’s domain, contributing significantly to
their success. Their approach attained the first posi-
tion in subtask B with performances noted in Table
3.

AAST-NLP (El-Sayed and Nasr, 2024) first
optimized RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), XLM-
RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020b), and HateBERT
(Caselli et al., 2021) models of BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) variations on all datasets in order to get the
greatest performance. To obtain a better score,
they conducted experiments utilizing the top-k en-
semble technique and the latest CLIP (Contrastive
Language–Image Pre-training) model, which inte-
grates textual and visual input through cross-fusion
and concatenation. They used the ‘Top-3’ ensem-
ble technique, combining multiple BERT variants,
to obtain the greatest F1-score possible. Using
the Top-3 ensemble approach, they were able to
achieve the maximum values of all three metrics:
precision, recall, and F1-score, which were 74.99%,
82.73%, and 77.03%, respectively. In a challenge
of five teams in this subtask, they took second
place.

MasonPerplexity (Gangul et al., 2024) used the
ensemble of BERTweet-large (Ushio and Camacho-
Collados, 2021; Ushio et al., 2022), BERT-base
(Devlin et al., 2019), and XLM-R (Conneau et al.,

2020a) in order to achieve their best score. They
also tested with various standalone models like
BERTweet-large (Ushio and Camacho-Collados,
2021; Ushio et al., 2022), BERT-base (Devlin et al.,
2019), XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020a), and GPT
3.5. With the ensemble model, the F1-score was
67%. Similarly, the standalone models performed
61%, 64%, and 66% with BERT-base, XLM-R,
and BERTweet-large respectively. Similarly, with
various configurations of GPT, the authors achieved
F1-scores of 53%, 57%, and 63% with zero shots,
few shots, and fine-tuned settings, respectively.

7 Discussion

The results and methods presented in this shared
task demonstrate diverse approaches to hate speech
classification, shedding light on the complexity of
addressing this pressing issue. CLTL’s modular ap-
proach (Wang and Markov, 2024), separating text
and image processing, exemplifies the adaptability
of multimodal models. MasonPerplexity’s explo-
ration of various language models underscores the
importance of thoughtful model selection (Gan-
gul et al., 2024), while AAST-NLP’s ensemble
technique and CLIP utilization highlight the ben-
efits of combining multiple models and modali-
ties (El-Sayed and Nasr, 2024). YYama’s focus on
prompt optimization provides an accessible method
for deploying existing models with straightforward
prompts (Yamagishi, 2024). These approaches col-
lectively contribute to the ongoing advancements
in hate speech detection, emphasizing the signifi-
cance of both model architecture and prompt de-
sign. The healthy competition and diversity of
strategies among the participating teams contribute
to the ongoing progress in the field of hate speech
research.

8 Conclusion

In conclusion, the Multimodal Hate Speech Event
Detection Shared Task, first introduced at CASE
2023 and extended to CASE 2024, provided a plat-
form for exploring innovative approaches to com-
bat hate speech in contemporary digital discourse.
This shared task witnessed significant participation
from a total of 73 registered participants, result-
ing in remarkable achievements in both Subtask A
and Subtask B. The top-performing models in Sub-
task A achieved an impressive F1-score of 87.27%,
while Subtask B saw a top F1-score of 80.05%,
surpassing the previous CASE 2023 shared task
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Rank Team Name Codalab Username Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

1 CLTL (Wang and Markov, 2024) Yestin 82.64 81.48 79.07 80.05
2 AAST-NLP (El-Sayed and Nasr, 2024) AhmedElSayed 80.99 82.73 74.99 77.03
3 MasonPerplexity (Gangul et al., 2024) Sadiya_Puspo 71.49 67.59 67.27 67.41
4 CUET_Binary_Hackers Asrarul_Hoque_Eusha 51.24 34.50 41.35 37.48
5 Team +1 pakapro 28.10 28.12 30.31 24.78

Table 3: Sub-task B (Targets of Hate Speech Classification) Leaderboard, Ranked by Macro F1-score. All scores
are presented as percentages (%). The highest score in each column is highlighted in bold. It is to be noted that this
leaderboard contains the score till the test deadline and does not consider further runs done by participants as a part
of the system description paper.

leaderboard. The diverse methods employed by
the participating teams, including modular multi-
modal models, careful model selection, ensemble
techniques, and prompt optimization, highlight the
various approaches to tackle the complex problem
of hate speech detection. These efforts collectively
contribute to advancing the field and emphasize the
importance of continuous research in addressing
this critical issue in online discourse. The shared
task fosters healthy competition and encourages
future research in hate speech detection and multi-
modal analysis.
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Broader Impact

The Multimodal Hate Speech Event Detection
Shared Task has the potential to profoundly im-
pact society by advancing the development of more
accurate and effective hate speech detection mod-
els. These advancements can create safer online
spaces, reduce the spread of hate speech, and foster
constructive digital discourse. However, ethical
considerations are paramount, as the deployment
of automated detection systems must balance the
imperative to combat hate speech with concerns
about potential biases and limitations that may in-
advertently suppress free expression or dispropor-
tionately target specific groups. Additionally, from
a technological perspective, this shared task drives

innovation in multimodal AI research, benefiting
fields beyond hate speech detection, such as con-
tent moderation, multimedia analysis, and human-
computer interaction. Furthermore, in academia,
it enriches the study of hate speech detection by
providing benchmark datasets and promoting col-
laboration among researchers, leading to a deeper
understanding of the challenges involved and the
development of novel methodologies.
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Abstract

This paper offers an overview of the Hate
Speech Detection in Turkish and Arabic Tweets
(HSD-2Lang) Shared Task at CASE workshop
that was held jointly with EACL 2024. The
task was divided into two subtasks: Subtask
A, targeting hate speech detection in various
Turkish contexts, and Subtask B, addressing
hate speech detection in Arabic with limited
data. The shared task attracted significant at-
tention with 33 teams that registered and 10
teams that participated in at least one task. In
this paper, we provide the details of the tasks
and the approaches adopted by the participant
along with an analysis of the results obtained
from this shared task.

1 Introduction

Hate speech, which targets groups based on char-
acteristics such as ethnicity, nationality, religion,
colour, gender, and sexual orientation, is a signif-
icant problem on social media platforms. The au-
tomated detection of such content is crucial for
efficient content moderation and the mitigation of
societal harm. Moreover, it can also be instrumen-
tal in socio-political event analysis.

The effectiveness of current hate speech detec-
tion models is often hampered by issues such as
limited data and lack of generalizability. Following
the SIU2023-NST competition (Arın et al., 2023),
which was organized to benchmark progress in
Turkish hate speech detection and classification, we
present a new shared task, Hate Speech Detection
in Turkish and Arabic Tweets (HSD-2Lang) Shared
Task, in conjunction with The 7th Workshop on
Challenges and Applications of Automated Extrac-
tion of Socio-political Events from Text (CASE
2024). This shared task focuses on tackling the
challenge of identifying hate speech in tweets in
Turkish and Arabic languages.

2 Tasks

The shared task involves the development of mod-
els for hate speech detection in social media, with
a specific focus on Turkish and Arabic languages.
The task is divided into two distinct subtasks: a)
Hate Speech Detection in Turkish across Various
Contexts (Subtask A), b) Hate Speech Detection
with Limited Data in Arabic (Subtask B).

Both subtasks are formulated as binary classi-
fication problems where the objective is to deter-
mine whether individual tweets are hateful or non-
hateful.

Subtask A: Hate Speech Detection in Turkish
across Various Contexts

The objective of this subtask is to develop a model
capable of detecting hate speech in Turkish tweets.

Data. The dataset contains Turkish tweets on
three topics, each annotated for the presence or abs-
cence of hate speech. The topics encompass tweets
concerning refugees, the Israel-Palestine conflict,
and Anti-Greek discourse. The training set contains
a total of 9,140 tweets while the test set comprises
2,295 tweets. The distribution of data with respect
to topics, labels, and splits is shown in Table 1.

Evaluation. The performance of the models is
evaluated using the F1 metric on the combined test
data from all three topics.

Table 1: Statistics for Subtask A data, with respect to
topics, labels, and splits.

Topic Train set Test set

Hateful Non-hateful Hateful Non-hateful

Anti-Refugee 1447 4477 361 1119
Isr-Pal conflict 880 1360 73 498
Anti-Greek 451 555 105 139

Total 2778 6392 539 1756
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Table 2: Statistics for Subtask B data splits.
Label Train set Test set
Hateful 82 52
Non-hateful 778 470
Total 860 522

Subtask B: Hate Speech Detection with Limited
Data in Arabic

The goal in this subtask is to build a model for Ara-
bic hate speech detection under data-constrained
conditions.

Data. The dataset comprises Arabic tweets, par-
ticularly focusing on anti-refugee hate speech. This
task is challenging with a smaller data set and high
class imbalance. The data statistics are reported in
Table 2.

Evaluation. The performance of the models is
evaluated using the F1 metric on test data, which
includes tweets related to anti-refugee hate speech.

3 System Descriptions

The HSD-2Lang shared task attracted participation
from 33 teams associated with various universities
and organizations. This task involved developing
systems for specific subtasks, detailed in the fol-
lowing subsections.

3.1 Subtask A

A total of 33 teams registered for the subtask, with
10 eventually submitting their results. All sys-
tems were based on BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).
However, teams employed diverse approaches, in-
cluding different base models, data processing
techniques, and training strategies. The base
models varied from monolingual models such as
BERTurk (Schweter, 2020) and TurkishBERTweet
(Najafi and Varol, 2023), to the multilingual XLM-
RoBERTa model (Conneau et al., 2019).

The winner in Subtask A, DetectiveReDASers
(Qachfar et al., 2024), utilized the ConvBERTurk
model1 (Schweter, 2020), enhancing it with a novel
pooling strategy, cross-lingual data augmentation,
and a soft-voting ensemble approach. During pre-
processing, they corrected encoding errors and
translated emoji characters into corresponding text
descriptions in Turkish. For cross-lingual data aug-
mentation, the team translated Arabic tweets from

1https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/
convbert-base-turkish-cased

Subtask B using Google Translate. Their pool-
ing strategy combined the standard [CLS] token
representation with mean and max pooling of to-
ken representations, further refined by additional
linear and dropout layers. This approach aimed
to improve sequence representation by integrat-
ing the [CLS] token with mean and max values
from the last hidden layer. For ensembling, they
utilized a soft-voting ensemble of five identical
ConvBERTurk models, distinguished only by their
initializations.

The second and third place teams,
ReBERT (Yagci et al., 2024) and VRLLab (Najafi
and Varol, 2024), both used TurkishBERTweet2,
which was specifically trained on a large corpus
of Turkish tweets. While both utilized LoRA
fine-tuning (Hu et al., 2021), they differed in
their preprocessing, hyperparameters, and data
filtering approaches. Both systems applied the
TurkishBERTweet preprocessing pipeline, which
transforms Twitter-specific entities into special
tags and converts emojis’ unicode characters into
descriptive words. However, their configurations
differed: ReBERT used a smaller batch size (32),
a lower learning rate (5e-5), a longer training
duration (100 epochs), and polynomial learning
rate scheduling with a 10% warm-up steps in the
AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017).
In contrast, VRLLab chose a batch size of 128, a
learning rate of 3e-4, 20 epochs of training, and
6% warm-up steps.

3.2 Subtask B
Compared to Subtask A, this was a smaller dataset
and also attracted fewer participants. Altogether,
there were 15 teams who registered to the subtask,
with 5 eventually submitting results. Among these
submissions, all systems used BERT variants (An-
toun et al., 2020; Safaya et al., 2020).

The winner of Subtask B, ReBERT (Yagci et al.,
2024), finetuned AraBERTv0.23 (Antoun et al.,
2020), which was pretrained on approximately 60
million Arabic tweets. This version of AraBERT
includes emojis and previously omitted common
words in its vocabulary, and was used without any
preprocessing. Unlike their parameter-efficient ap-
proach in Subtask A, the team performed 4 epochs
of full supervised fine-tuning using a batch size of

2https://huggingface.co/VRLLab/TurkishBERTweet
3https://huggingface.co/aubmindlab/

bert-base-arabertv02
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Table 3: Scores of top three ranking teams in public and private leaderboards of Subtask A.

Rank Team Public Private

Precision Recall F1 Score Precision Recall F1 Score

1 DetectiveReDASers (Qachfar et al., 2024) 0.70588 0.76364 0.73362 0.68161 0.71194 0.69645
2 ReBERT (Yagci et al., 2024) 0.79167 0.69091 0.73786 0.75989 0.62998 0.68886
3 VRLLab (Najafi and Varol, 2024) 0.71296 0.70000 0.70642 0.66588 0.66276 0.66432

Table 4: Confusion matrices for the top three ranking systems in Subtask A.

Actual Label Predictions (DetectiveReDASers) Prediction (ReBERT) Prediction (VRLLab)

Hateful Non-Hateful Hateful Non-Hateful Hateful Non-Hateful

Hateful 388 149 345 192 360 177
Non-Hateful 177 1578 105 1650 173 1582

8, a learning rate of 5e-4 with a linear decay, and
the AdamW optimizer.

The second place team, Team Curie (Barkhordar
et al., 2024), employed a different Arabic BERT
model4 (Safaya et al., 2020), which was pretrained
on around 8.2 billion words from the Arabic sub-
set of OSCAR (Suárez et al., 2019) and Arabic
Wikipedia. They fine-tuned this model on raw
tweets, opting not to preprocess the data based on
their findings that preprocessing could negatively
impact performance. Their fine-tuning parameters
included 5 training epochs, a batch size of 128, a
learning rate of 5e-5 with a weight decay regular-
ization parameter of 0.01, and they also used the
AdamW optimizer.

In third place, Team Uriel also used the
AraBERTv0.2 model trained on tweets, similar to
the winning team. However, their approach dif-
fered by introducing an additional layer to map
BERT representations to a lower dimension before
output mapping. This process involved two fully
connected layers with ReLU activation functions,
distinguishing their method from the standard ap-
proach of direct mapping of BERT representations
to outputs. The first layer reduced the dimension-
ality to 100, while the second served as a binary
classification output layer.

4 Competition Results

For both tasks, the performance of models is eval-
uated using the test samples of the corresponding
dataset. The test samples are randomly divided into
public and private samples. Public samples make
up 20% of the test samples and are used by partici-

4https://huggingface.co/asafaya/
bert-base-arabic

pants for validation during the test phase. Private
samples were used to evaluate the model’s perfor-
mance after the test phase has concluded and to
generate the final leaderboard of the shared task.
Table 3 and 5 display the precision, recall, and F1
scores achieved by the top three systems, officially
ranked by F1 score, in the private leaderboard. The
confusion matrices for these systems are presented
in Table 4 and 6.

5 Results for Subtask A

DetectiveReDASers took first place on the private
leaderboard and second on the public leaderboard,
with F1 scores of 0.69645 and 0.73362, respec-
tively. This system, leveraging a soft-ensemble
of ConvBERTurk models, outperformed the com-
peting systems in recall and F1 scores on both
leaderboards. ReBERT and VRLLab, although
employing a similar approach using TurkishBER-
Tweet with LoRA fine-tuning, showed a noticeable
difference in their F1 scores (ReBERT: 0.73786
public, 0.68886 private; VRLLab: 0.70642 pub-
lic, 0.66432 private). Notably, ReBERT achieved
significantly higher precision scores compared to
VRLLab. This variation underscores the critical
role of hyperparameter tuning in optimizing model
performance.

6 Results for Subtask B

In Subtask B, ReBERT and Team Curie showed
very similar performances in the public leader-
board, while their private leaderboard scores varied.
ReBERT took the first-place with an F1 score of
0.683532, while Team Curie came second place
with an F1 score of 0.65854.

Interestingly, despite using the same Arabic
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Table 5: Scores of top three ranking teams in public and private leaderboards of Subtask B.

Rank Team Public Private

Precision Recall F1 Score Precision Recall F1 Score

1 ReBERT (Yagci et al., 2024) 0.76923 0.76923 0.76923 0.67500 0.69231 0.68354
2 Team Curie (Barkhordar et al., 2024) 0.76923 0.76923 0.76923 0.62791 0.69231 0.65854
3 Team Uriel 0.66667 0.61538 0.64000 0.57143 0.71795 0.63636

Table 6: Confusion matrices for the top three ranking systems in Subtask B.

Actual Label Prediction (ReBERT) Prediction (Team Curie) Prediction (Team Uriel)

Hateful Non-Hateful Hateful Non-Hateful Hateful Non-Hateful

Hateful 37 15 37 15 36 16
Non-Hateful 16 454 19 451 25 445

BERT model trained on tweets as the top-ranking
system, Team Uriel lagged behind the second place
system (Team Curie) that used an Arabic BERT
model not specifically pre-trained on tweets. This
result highlights the importance of hyperparameter
tuning, especially in scenarios with limited data.

The winner of Subtask A, DetectiveReDASers
(Qachfar et al., 2024), took 4th place in subtask
B, with an F1 score of 0.6 on the private dataset.
They reported that they did not use cross-lingual
augmentation in this task (i.e. translating Turkish
tweets into Arabic) as it degraded the performance,
even though this strategy had worked well in Sub-
task A. This may be due to the relative numbers of
the two datasets.

7 Conclusion

This paper presented an overview of the
HSD-2Lang shared task that was organized to
benchmark models for hate speech detection on
social media platforms, in Turkish and Arabic lan-
guages. The task consisted of two distinct subtasks,
each addressing unique challenges: Subtask A fo-
cused on hate speech detection in various contexts
in Turkish, and Subtask B addressed the challenge
of hate speech detection in Arabic under limited
data conditions.

The results from these subtasks provided valu-
able insights into the efficacy of different mod-
els and strategies. All participating systems used
BERT-based models, demonstrating their effective-
ness. On the other hand, systems using the same
model achieved noticeably different results due to
hyperparameter choices.

In Subtask A, the top-performing system em-
ployed a soft-ensemble of ConvBERTurk models,

achieving an F1 score of 0.69645 on the private
test set. This shows the effectiveness of ensemble
methods in tackling hate speech detection across
various contexts. Moreover, the noticeable perfor-
mance differences among systems using the same
method, specifically TurkishBERTweet with LoRA
fine-tuning, underscore the importance of hyperpa-
rameter tuning in improving model performance.

Subtask B yielded comparable results due to sim-
ilar model implementations with minor variations.
The top system achieved an F1 score of 0.68354
on the private test set. The small performance dif-
ference between the two tasks are interesting, con-
sidering that the Turkish dataset had three times
more data compared to the Arabic set, showing the
effectiveness of pretrained models. On the other
hand, the difference between the performances of
ReBERT and Team Uriel, even though they used
the same Arabic BERT model, further highlights
the importance of hyperparameter tuning, espe-
cially in scenarios with limited data availability.
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Abstract

Social media plays a pivotal role in global dis-
cussions, including on climate change. The
variety of opinions expressed range from sup-
portive to oppositional, with some instances of
hate speech. Recognizing the importance of un-
derstanding these varied perspectives, the 7th
Workshop on Challenges and Applications of
Automated Extraction of Socio-political Events
from Text (CASE) at EACL 2024 hosted a
shared task focused on detecting stances and
hate speech in climate activism-related tweets.
This task was divided into three subtasks: sub-
tasks A and B concentrated on identifying hate
speech and its targets, while subtask C focused
on stance detection. Participants’ performance
was evaluated using the macro F1-score. With
over 100 teams participating, the highest F1
scores achieved were 91.44% in subtask C,
78.58% in subtask B, and 74.83% in subtask
A. This paper details the methodologies of 24
teams that submitted their results to the compe-
tition’s leaderboard.

1 Introduction

In an era dominated by digital communication,
social media platforms serve as dynamic arenas
where global conversations unfold in real-time.
Twitter (now X)1, in particular, with its diverse
community, has emerged as a vital space for dis-
cussions on pressing global issues. Among these,
the discourse surrounding climate change stands
out as a critical topic that captivates the attention of
users worldwide, with the masses expressing myr-
iad opinions towards climate change (Fownes et al.,
2018). As public awareness of climate change
grows, and global movements like Friday For Fu-
ture (FFF) (Wallis and Loy, 2021) that aim to draw
policymakers’ attention towards climate change
house various social media platforms, the need for

1In this paper, we have still used Twitter to refer X. The
posts in X are referred to as tweets in our paper.

a nuanced understanding of the discourse around
climate change in the digital realm becomes essen-
tial.

The escalating concern regarding climate
change, coupled with the diverse range of dis-
course observed on Twitter, presents a distinctive
amalgamation that encapsulates the intricate spec-
trum of emotions expressed by individuals toward
this global issue. Within this spectrum lie various
layers, including stance, which reflects individu-
als’ inclinations toward specific viewpoints. As
opinions are freely voiced, the prevalence of hate
speech also emerges (Jafri et al., 2023; Thapa et al.,
2023). Moreover, using humor in language is both
an engaging and intricate mechanism for conveying
ideas on pressing matters (Rauniyar et al., 2023).
In order to unravel these complexities and enhance
our understanding of online discussions concerning
climate change, Shiwakoti et al. (2024) introduced
a comprehensive multi-aspect dataset consisting
of tweets related to climate change. This dataset
includes five key aspects: the relevance of tweets
to climate change, the stance conveyed in tweets,
the presence of hate speech, the targets of such
hate speech, and the presence of humor. Expand-
ing upon this, we launched a shared task at the
CASE 2024 workshop, held alongside EACL 2024,
by utilizing this dataset. This shared task is sub-
divided into three subtasks: subtask A focuses on
hate speech detection, subtask B revolves around
identifying targets within hate speech, and subtask
C delves into stance detection in tweets. Through
this shared task, our objective is to foster active par-
ticipation and cooperation in tackling the critical
challenge of discerning stances on complex issues
and identifying and curtailing hate speech within
the digital sphere.

The subsequent sections of this paper are struc-
tured as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of
the dataset used in our shared task. Section 3 out-
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lines the specific subtasks of the shared task. Fur-
thermore, Section 4 explains about methodologies
used by the teams submitting system description
papers. Section 5 discusses a brief analysis of these
system descriptions, while Section 6 serves as the
concluding segment of the paper.

2 Dataset

In our shared task, we utilized the ClimaConvo
dataset introduced by Shiwakoti et al. (2024). This
dataset includes a total of 15,309 tweets centered
around the climate crisis issue. The dataset has 6
major tasks, viz. Relevance, Stance, Hate Speech,
Hate Direction, Hate Targets, and Humor. Only
10,407 of the tweets in this data were relevant,
while the remaining 4,902 were non-relevant. We
only used three tasks in our shared task: hate
speech detection, hate targets detection, and stance
detection. A total of 10,407 tweets were used for
both subtask A and subtask C, while 999 tweets
were used for subtask B in the shared task. For
each subtask, we divided the dataset into stages for
training, evaluating, and testing in a stratified way,
keeping a proportionate split ratio of approximately
70-15-15. Table 1 represents the dataset statistics
for the shared task.

Subtask Classes Train Eval Test
Hate 899 190 188Subtask A Non-Hate 6,385 1,371 1,374

Individual 563 120 121
Organization 105 23 23Subtask B
Community 31 7 6

Support 4,328 897 921
Oppose 700 153 141Subtask C
Neutral 2,256 511 500

Table 1: Dataset statistics for our shared task.

3 Shared Task Description

Hate speech refers to any form of communica-
tion that explicitly attacks an individual or a group
based on their inherent characteristics, such as gen-
der, religion, or race (Zhou et al., 2023). Stance
describes the attitude or perspective expressed in a
text towards a particular claim or topic (Hardalov
et al., 2022; Rajaraman et al., 2023). Stance and
hate detection can be used to analyze the structure
of user interactions in conversational threads, pro-
viding valuable insights into the dynamics of online
discussions.

3.1 Subtask A: Hate Speech Detection

This task involves determining whether a particular
tweet exhibits hate speech. The dataset consists of
tweets that have been annotated to indicate if the
text includes hate speech or not. More precisely, the
dataset is divided into two distinct classes: tweets
that have been classified as Hate Speech and tweets
that have been classified as No Hate Speech.

3.2 Subtask B: Targets of Hate Speech
Detection

This subtask aims to identify the target audience
of hate speech within a specified set of hateful
tweets. The subtask specifically focuses on clas-
sifying three specified targets outlined within the
dataset, even though hate speech text may encom-
pass different potential targets across multiple cat-
egories. The tweets in the dataset are labeled ac-
cording to their targets, which can be classified
as community, individual, or organization. There-
fore, we aim to identify these specific targets within
tweets containing hate speech.

3.3 Subtask C: Stance Detection

The objective of the task is to identify various forms
of stance within the specific tweet. This involves
identifying three categories of stance in the dataset,
labeled ‘Support’, ‘Oppose’, and ‘Neutral’.

4 Participants’ Methods

4.1 Overview

Out of the 100 participants who registered for the
shared task, a total of 23 participants submitted
scores for subtask A, 18 participants for subtask B,
and 19 participants for subtask C. The leaderboards
for these subtasks are provided in Table 2, Table 3,
and Table 4. In subtask A, CUET_Binary_Hackers
achieved the highest performance with an impres-
sive F1-score of 91.44. Similarly, in subtask B,
MasonPerplexity secured the top position with an
F1-score of 78.58, while in subtask C, ARC-NLP
emerged as the leader with the highest score of
74.83.

4.2 Methods

This section presents brief overviews of the system
descriptions submitted by the participating teams in
the shared task. These summaries are derived from
the detailed approaches outlined in the participants’
system description papers.
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4.2.1 Subtask A

CUET_Binary_Hackers (Farsi et al., 2024) pro-
posed multiple numbers of machine learning (ML),
deep learning (DL), transformers, and hybrid (com-
bination of ML, DL, and LLM) based models with
and without oversampling. Additionally, they used
various feature extraction techniques, including
Word2Vec (Pennington et al., 2014) and TF-IDF
(Ramos et al., 2003; Adhikari et al., 2021) for ma-
chine learning and FastText (Joulin et al., 2016) and
GloVe (Mikolov et al., 2013) for DL models. Af-
ter incorporating the oversampling technique, they
achieved best macro F1-score of 88% on SVM
(Support Vector Machine) (Evgeniou and Pontil,
2001) and 88% on RF (Random Forest) (Louppe,
2015) machine learning models. However, without
the oversampling technique, they achieved the best
F1-score of 86% on SVM and 89% on RF model
with TF-IDF and Word2Vec vectorizer respectively.
In deep learning models with oversampling and by
using Glove and FastText as vectorizers, BiGRU
Cho et al. (2014) and CNN+BiGRU (Gehring et al.,
2017) attained 80% and 90% F1-score respectively,
but without oversampling with the same set of vec-
torizers, CNN+BiGRU achieved 91% (with GloVe)
and 90% (with FastText) respectively. In trans-
former models with oversampling, mBERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) and ClimateBERT (Webersinke
et al., 2022) both achieved 91% F1-score and with-
out oversampling, mBERT attained 91% F1-score.
With this F1-score, the stood first on the leader-
board.

AAST-NLP (El-Sayed and Nasr, 2024a) used
the top-k ensemble technique to achieve higher
F1-score. Initially, they finetuned the bert vari-
ants, RoBERTa Liu et al. (2019), XLM-RoBERTa
(Conneau et al., 2020) and HateBERT Caselli et al.
(2021) on all of the datasets to attain the best results.
They employed the ‘Top-3’ and ‘Top-5’ ensemble
types, each of which used a different approach to
attain the greatest F1-score. They obtain the maxi-
mum recall of 96.11% on HateBERT, the highest
precision of 86.88% on RoBERTa, and the highest
F1-score of 89.14% on Top-5 ensemble approach.
Of the 23 teams who participated in subtask A,
their ‘Top-5’ ensemble approach, combining vari-
ous BERT-based models, obtained the second posi-
tion.

ARC-NLP (Kaya et al., 2024) used a combina-
tion of generative and encoder models, focusing

on tweet-specific elements like hashtags, URLs,
and emojis and employing optimization techniques
like Optuna (Akiba et al., 2019). The work ex-
plores implementing three primary methods: the
Encoder model, the Generative model, and the Hy-
brid model. The hybrid approach utilized a com-
bination of the encoder model, such as BERTweet
(Nguyen et al., 2020), and the generative model,
such as Llama2 (Touvron et al., 2023). In subtask
A, the hybrid model (BERTweet + Llama2) outper-
formed with an F1-score of 89.01% and secured
third position in the leaderboard.

HAMiSoN Baselines (Montesinos and Rodrigo,
2024) evaluated the performance of the RoBERTa
(Liu et al., 2019) and DeBERTa (He et al., 2020)
models in the classification-based subtask and fur-
ther investigated their performance when supple-
mented with external data. They combine two ad-
ditional datasets such as the Offensive Language
Identification Dataset (OLID) (Zampieri et al.,
2019b) proposed at SemEval-2019 and Stance De-
tection Dataset (Mohammad et al., 2016b) released
at the SemEval-2016 Task 6. They adopt pre-
processing techniques such as replacing identifiers
with special tokens and further decomposing hash-
tags into individual words to positively reinforce
the learning process. They then analyze the perfor-
mance of Hate speech classification in subtask A
with RoBERTa and DeBERTa with the presence
and absence of external datasets and report that
standalone RoBERTa performed the best in subtask
A with an F1-score of 88.86%, taking the fourth
position in the leaderboard.

MasonPerplexity (Emran et al., 2024) used a
weighted ensemble model combining the XLM-
Roberta-Large (Conneau et al., 2020), HateBert
(Caselli et al., 2021), and fBert (Sarkar et al., 2021),
which were selected as the best three models from
a pool of models tested. To handle the class imbal-
ance challenge, the submission involved the con-
cept of ‘Back Translation’, where text is translated
from one language to another and then back to
the original. This approach was explicitly applied
to labels with lower representation in the training
data, translating them through chains of multiple
languages like Xhosa to Twi to English, Lao to
Pashto to Yoruba to English, Yoruba to Somali to
Kinyarwanda to English and Zulu to Oromo to
Shona to Tsonga to English. This multi-language
translation process introduces nuanced variations in
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Rank Team Name Codalab Username Accuracy Recall Precision F1-score

1 CUET_Binary_Hackers (Farsi et al., 2024) Asrarul_Hoque_Eusha 96.35 91.73 91.16 91.44
2 AAST-NLP (El-Sayed and Nasr, 2024b) AhmedElSayed 95.71 86.54 92.31 89.14
3 ARC-NLP (Kaya et al., 2024) kagankaya1 95.26 89.73 88.33 89.01
4 HAMiSoN-baselines (Montesinos and Rodrigo, 2024) julioremo 95.39 87.97 89.81 88.86
5 MasonPerplexity (Gangul et al., 2024) Sadiya_Puspo 95.52 86.89 91.12 88.85
6 HAMiSoN-MTL (Rodriguez-Garcia and Centeno, 2024) Raquel 95.33 86.55 90.53 88.40
7 Bryndza (Suppa et al., 2024) mareksuppa 94.75 89.90 86.60 88.14
8 CUET_Binary_Hackers (Farsi et al., 2024) SalmanFarsi 94.37 91.06 85.13 87.75
9 - kojiro000 95.07 83.19 92.26 86.99

10 NLPDame (Christodoulou, 2024) christiechris 94.62 84.32 89.09 86.49
11 CSI RyszardStaurch 93.73 89.09 83.94 86.24
12 - swatirajwal 94.43 84.21 88.33 86.11
13 - refaat1731 94.94 79.68 96.07 85.56
14 - d_rock 93.47 88.02 83.52 85.56
15 RACAI (Păis, , 2024) pvf 94.37 82.79 89.07 85.55
16 Z-AGI Labs (Narayan and Biswal, 2024) mrutyunjay_research 94.94 79.22 96.86 85.39
17 byteSizedLLM mdp0999 94.17 80.16 90.44 84.29
18 JRC (Tanev, 2024) htanev 94.05 77.79 92.46 83.10
19 - Nikhil_7280 91.17 84.88 78.59 81.25
20 - kriti7 88.92 91.18 75.66 80.26
21 Empty_heads fayez94 87.96 50.00 43.98 46.80
21 pokemons md_kashif_20 87.96 50.00 43.98 46.80
22 md_kashif_20 pakapro 50.38 52.28 50.97 42.42

Table 2: Sub-task A (Hate Speech Classification) Leaderboard, Ranked by Macro F1-score. All scores are presented
as percentages (%). It is to be noted that this leaderboard contains the score till the test deadline and does not
consider further runs done by participants as a part of the system description paper.

the dataset, effectively enriching and diversifying
the training examples for these underrepresented
classes. Their approach helped them achieve a 5th
Rank out of 22 submissions in subtask A, with an
F1 score of 89%. They also tested with an ensem-
ble of BERTweet-large, XLM-Roberta-Large, and
fBERT which, yielded an F1-score of 84%.

HAMiSoN-MTL (Rodriguez-Garcia and Cen-
teno, 2024) took a Multi-task learning (MTL) ap-
proach with the help of multiple external datasets
for classification problems across all 3 tasks. They
took the hard parameter-sharing approach for MTL,
using a different classification head for each task
with a shared RoBERTa encoder. They performed
extensive experimentation with multiple dataset
combinations, and their best-performing model for
hate speech detection (subtask A) achieved a F1-
score of 88.40% and was ranked 6th among the
22 submissions. Although external datasets were
used for experiments, their best performance was
obtained using only the shared task dataset.

Bryndza (Suppa et al., 2024) investigates the uti-
lization of GPT-42 (Brown et al., 2020), assessing
its efficacy when used in both zero and few-shot
learning (Hasan et al., 2023) and expanded through
the incorporation of retrieval augmentation (Lewis
et al., 2020) and re-ranking techniques (Mei et al.,
2014). They discussed using the flashrank library
(Damodaran, 2023) for re-ranking, aiming to en-

2https://openai.com/gpt-4

hance the model’s performance in classification
tasks. A suitable prompt was generated for sub-
task A by selecting a small sample of 30 Non-Hate
and 30 Hate tweets and sending them to GPT-4.
Chroma Vector Database3 was utilized for retrieval
augmentation to create an index of embeddings gen-
erated by pre-trained Sentence Transformer mod-
els4, such as ‘all-MiniLM-L6-v2’ and ‘all-mpnet-
base-v2’. In subtask A, the model ‘all-mpnet-base-
v2’ demonstrated notable effectiveness, yielding
the ultimate submission with k = 6, k refers to the
number of examples that can be chosen for retrieval
augmentation, and the model achieved an F1-score
of 88.14%.

NLPDame (Christodoulou, 2024) utilized
parameter-efficient fine-tuning methodologies such
as Low-Rank Adaptation (LoRA) (Hu et al., 2021)
and prompt tuning with the recently proposed
Mistral 7B (Jiang et al., 2023) models for the
evaluation of subtask A. They preprocess emojis
to convert them into their equivalent textual
representations, UTF-8 apostrophe encoding and
normalization of identifiers such as user, URL, and
Email and then adopt weighted cross entropy as
the loss function. Further, the work compares the
Mistral LLM’s performance against the models
previously proposed such as BERT, DistilBERT,
RoBERTa, and ClimateBERT. The Mistral prompt

3https://www.trychroma.com/
4https://www.sbert.net/docs/pretrained_models.

html
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tuning approach achieved the highest F1-score of
86.4% in subtask A.

RACAI (Păis, , 2024) implemented a BERT-based
model fused with hand-crafted features to detect
hate speech (subtask A). They performed exten-
sive pre-processing with the data which is superior
to the dataset paper and significantly contributed
to improving the performance of the model. The
features included several raw hashtags, remaining
hashtags after pre-processing, hashtags that were
split during pre-processing, user mentions, URLs,
and TF-IDF prediction. The final architecture is
completed with the help of a Decision Tree (DT),
which combines the LLM predictions with the fea-
tures. However, their best-performing model as
per the competition’s evaluation metric (F1-score)
turned out to be the plain fine-tuned BERT imple-
mentation which gave a F1-score of 85.55% and
ranked 15 among the 22 submissions.

Z-AGI Labs (Narayan and Biswal, 2024) pre-
sented using conventional ML methods combined
with contemporary DL techniques. In their study,
the architecture of the DL model included a frame-
work based on Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) with attention
mechanisms (Vaswani et al., 2017). The Light Gra-
dient Boosting Machine (LGBM) model (Ke et al.,
2017), integrated with TF-IDF (Ramos et al., 2003)
for feature extraction, yielded the most favorable
results, achieving an F1-Score of 86.84%.

JRC (Tanev, 2024) participated in Sub-task A:
‘Hate Speech Detection’, where they employed a
pure lexicon-based method (Gitari et al., 2015),
avoiding statistical classifiers, and achieved mod-
erate performance compared to other participants.
Their model ranked 18 out of 22 participants, with
an F1-score of 83.10%.

4.2.2 Subtask B
MasonPerplexity (Emran et al., 2024) in their
approach for subtask B, they used a distinct set of
individual models comprising XLM-R (Conneau
et al., 2020), BERT-Base (Devlin et al., 2019), and
BERTweet-Large (Nguyen et al., 2020). Among
these, BERTweet-Large was particularly notable,
achieving outstanding results with an accuracy of
91.33%, precision of 81.33%, and recall of 78.23%.
This performance led to a test F1-score of 79%,
securing the 1st rank among 18 submissions for
the task. The research team also implemented the

‘Back Translation’ technique to address class im-
balance in the dataset. This involved translating
texts from underrepresented labels through various
language sequences, such as Xhosa to Twi to En-
glish, Lao to Pashto to Yoruba to English, Yoruba
to Somali to Kinyarwanda to English, and Zulu to
Oromo to Shona to Tsonga to English, and then
back to English. Introducing nuanced linguistic
variations significantly enriched and diversified the
training data, effectively improving the model’s
ability to handle underrepresented classes.

Bryndza (Suppa et al., 2024) presented the per-
formance of different models with GPT-4 used
for detecting the targets of hate speech in tweets.
Within subtask B, the retrieval-augmentation ap-
proach utilizing hte ‘all-MiniLM-L6-v2’ model
where k = 6, produced the most favorable outcomes,
achieving an F1-score of 77.61% and second posi-
tion in the leaderboard.

AAST-NLP (El-Sayed and Nasr, 2024a) pre-
sented the top-k ensemble strategy to reach higher
F1-score. To get the best results, they first tweaked
the BERT types on all datasets: RoBERTa, XLM-
RoBERTa, and HateBERT. In this task, they also
experimented with two named entity recognition
(NER) modules: SpaCy 5 and BERT-based NER.
While ORG and NoORG landmarks were extracted
using SpaCy, names were extracted more effec-
tively by the BERT-based NER. They employed
the ‘Top-3’ and ‘Top-5’ ensemble styles, each tak-
ing a distinct method to get the highest F1-score.
With the Top-5 ensemble strategy, they achieve the
maximum of all three metrics: F1-score of 76.65%,
recall of 76.89%, and accuracy of 77.06%. Their
‘Top-5’ ensemble technique, which integrates mul-
tiple BERT-based models, secured a second place
among the eighteen teams who took part in subtask
B.

ARC-NLP (Kaya et al., 2024) focused on
BERTweet, which is an encoder-based technique
for classification, and achieved the highest F1-
score of 76.38% among the other four models.
Another model, BERTweet+NER (Nguyen et al.,
2020; Ozcelik and Toraman, 2022), is a hybrid
formed by combining encoder and generative mod-
els, and it also scored an F1-score of 75.00%.

CUET_Binary_Hackers (Farsi et al., 2024) pre-
sented various models and feature extraction tech-

5https://spacy.io/
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Rank Team Name Codalab Username Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

1 MasonPerplexity (Gangul et al., 2024) Sadiya_Puspo 91.33 81.33 78.23 78.58
2 Bryndza (Suppa et al., 2024) mareksuppa 92.67 78.13 77.61 77.61
3 AAST-NLP (El-Sayed and Nasr, 2024b) AhmedElSayed 91.33 76.89 77.06 76.65
4 ARC-NLP (Kaya et al., 2024) kagankaya1 91.33 77.28 75.88 76.38
5 - kojiro000 91.33 73.23 77.06 74.88
6 CUET_Binary_Hackers (Farsi et al., 2024) SalmanFarsi 90.00 74.31 75.33 74.33
7 - amr8ta 90.00 71.29 78.26 73.65
8 HAMiSoN-MTL (Rodriguez-Garcia and Centeno, 2024) Raquel 90.00 71.54 75.33 73.29
9 - swatirajwal 89.33 67.39 69.78 68.48

10 HAMiSoN-baselines (Montesinos and Rodrigo, 2024) julioremo 87.33 64.71 73.64 65.88
11 NLPDame (Christodoulou, 2024) christiechris 84.00 61.51 72.85 61.06
12 byteSizedLLM mdp0999 88.67 52.33 62.46 55.80
13 - Nikhil_7280 88.00 51.66 61.01 54.96
14 EmptyMind empty_box 87.33 52.39 56.04 54.07
15 Z-AGI Labs (Narayan and Biswal, 2024) mrutyunjay_research 86.00 50.71 51.97 51.33
16 Team +1 pakapro 30.00 33.53 38.80 24.58
17 - kriti7 7.33 13.95 4.91 7.18
18 pokemons md_kashif_20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 3: Sub-task B (Targets of Hate Speech Detection) Leaderboard, Ranked by Macro F1-score. All scores are
presented as percentages (%). It is to be noted that this leaderboard contains the score till the test deadline and does
not consider further runs done by participants as a part of the system description paper.

niques similar to their approach in subtask A. The
best F1-score of 74% were obtained with the over-
sampling technique with mBERT and DistillBERT
models.

HAMiSoN-MTL (Rodriguez-Garcia and Cen-
teno, 2024) leveraged MTL for all 3 tasks with
the hard parameter-sharing approach, using a dif-
ferent classification head for each task and a shared
RoBERTa encoder for all. They also performed ex-
tensive experimentation with external datasets, and
their best-performing model for hate target detec-
tion achieved a F1-score of 73.29% and ranked 8th
among 18 submissions. This score was obtained
using the shared task dataset and the target identi-
fication task dataset from OLID (Zampieri et al.,
2019a), which is an extensive offensive language
detection dataset.

HAMiSoN Baselines (Montesinos and Rodrigo,
2024) Similar to subtask A, they analyze the per-
formance of the RoBERTa and DeBERTa models
in the three classification-based subtasks with ex-
ternal data augmentation using the two additional
datasets such as Offensive Language Identification
Dataset (OLID) (Zampieri et al., 2019b) proposed
at SemEval-2019 and Stance Detection Dataset
(Mohammad et al., 2016b) released at the SemEval-
2016 Task 6. They continue to reuse the prepro-
cessing techniques, such as replacing identifiers
with special tokens and hashtag decomposition into
simple words to improve the downstream model’s
prediction. Based on their performance report of
Target Identification subtask B, they note that the
standalone RoBERTa with external data performed

the best in subtask B with an F1-score of 70.17%.

NLPDame (Christodoulou, 2024) Similar to
their approach in subtask A, they adopted LoRA
and prompt tuning methods based on Mistral for
the target identification subtask B. They reuse the
pre-processing techniques such as emoji conversion
to their equivalent textual representations, apostro-
phe encoding in UTF-8 style, and normalization of
identifiers of identifiers. They adopted weighted
cross entropy as the loss function for the three-class
classification task with inherent task imbalance.
Finally, they discuss Mistral LLM’s performance
compared to transformer models like BERT, Distil-
BERT, RoBERTa, and ClimateBERT. The prompt
tuning approach with Mistral yielded them the high-
est F1-score of 61.0% in subtask B.

Z-AGI Labs (Narayan and Biswal, 2024)
worked on various ML and DL approaches where
they used TF-IDF for the feature extraction. The
CatBoost (Prokhorenkova et al., 2018) model ex-
hibited superior performance, achieving an F1-
score of 56.04%. In comparison, models such as
Naive Bayes, LR, and RF closely followed with
F1-scores of 54.82%, 55.77%, and 54.95%, respec-
tively.

4.2.3 Subtask C
ARC-NLP (Kaya et al., 2024) used the opti-
mized version of the BERTweet model. This model
outperformed other encoder models in stance de-
tection; it employed a short input tokenization
length (96 tokens) and incorporated special tokens
for tweet-specific elements. The highest macro
F1-score was achieved by the BERTweet model,
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Rank Team Name Codalab Username Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

1 ARC-NLP (Kaya et al., 2024) kagankaya1 74.90 78.48 72.26 74.83
2 HAMiSoN-Generative (Fraile-Hernandez and Peñas, 2024) JesusFraile 74.78 78.27 72.23 74.79
3 IUST (Mahmoudi and Eetemadi, 2024) gh_mhdi 73.11 78.63 71.45 74.47
4 HAMiSoN-MTL (Rodriguez-Garcia and Centeno, 2024) Raquel 74.33 77.02 72.42 74.02
5 AAST-NLP (El-Sayed and Nasr, 2024b) AhmedElSayed 74.39 79.31 70.78 73.98
6 MasonPerplexity (Gangul et al., 2024) Sadiya_Puspo 73.69 77.80 70.90 73.73
7 - kojiro000 73.43 77.44 70.89 73.58
8 - refaat1731 72.22 77.49 70.06 73.15
9 HAMiSoN-baselines (Montesinos and Rodrigo, 2024) julioremo 74.01 78.17 70.36 73.13

10 - Nikhil_7280 71.90 76.62 68.13 70.81
11 - swatirajwal 67.86 70.83 70.05 70.26
12 Bryndza (Suppa et al., 2024) mareksuppa 71.19 68.72 71.23 69.33
13 NLPDame (Christodoulou, 2024) christiechris 66.52 71.16 67.94 69.30
14 byteSizedLLM mdp0999 65.24 72.55 66.85 69.10
15 CUET_Binary_Hackers (Farsi et al., 2024) SalmanFarsi 66.13 69.08 66.91 67.94
16 Z-AGI Labs (Narayan and Biswal, 2024) mrutyunjay_research 69.08 79.26 62.94 63.72
17 Team +1 pakapro 32.71 32.66 31.51 28.98
18 - ankitha11 0.38 1.32 0.16 0.29
19 pokemons md_kashif_20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 4: Sub-task C (Stance Detection) Leaderboard, Ranked by Macro F1-score. All scores are presented as
percentages (%). It is to be noted that this leaderboard contains the score till the test deadline and does not consider
further runs done by participants as a part of the system description paper.

which scored 74.83%. This score is slightly higher
than the other models tested for the same subtask,
with DeBERTa (He et al., 2021) coming close with
an F1-score of 73.85%. The optimization of the
BERTweet model, focusing on tweet-specific ele-
ments, was key to its top performance. For subtask
C, BERTweet outperformed all the other models in
the leaderboard securing the first position.

HAMiSoN-Generative (Fraile-Hernandez and
Peñas, 2024) implemented variants/modifications
of the Llama 2 7B generative LLM for stance pre-
diction (subtask C). 3 of the 4 variants of the Llama
2 7B used are out-of-the-box chatbot models, but
by using specific input formats, these models were
adapted to be used in classification tasks. They also
used an external data source (Mohammad et al.,
2016a), which is related to the stance detection, to
train and boost their models’ performance. Despite
the models used being chatbot models, they were
able to achieve 2nd position in the stance detection
sub-task among 19 submissions with an impressive
F1-score of 74.79%.

IUST (Mahmoudi and Eetemadi, 2024) evalu-
ated models such as BERT, RoBERTa, BERTWeet,
XLM-RoBERTa, and DEBERTA for the three sub-
tasks. Data augmentation strategies such as syn-
onym substitution and Round-trip translation and
German as the back translation language using nl-
paug library6 were adopted as part of the pipeline.
The main focus of this work is to focus on optimal
hyperparameter selection from the search space def-
inition comprising of the optimizers, loss functions

6https://github.com/makcedward/nlpaug

(Focal loss/Weighted cross-entropy loss), cleaning
strategies, classification layer choices of a Fully
Connected Layer/ Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) head architectures were investigated while
demonstrating that CNN classifier heads performed
across all their cleaning strategy/Embedding model
based pipelines. The cleaning strategy of remov-
ing URL and username identifiers, in addition to
stochastic gradient descent optimizer and CNN
classifier head, was demonstrated to have achieved
the highest F1-scores of 73.97%, 74.47% based on
XLM-ROBERTa and BERTweet based systems on
the Climate stance detection task.

HAMiSoN-MTL (Rodriguez-Garcia and Cen-
teno, 2024) used a RoBERTa-based Multi-task
learning approach for all 3 tasks by a RoBERTa
shared encoder for all and a different classification
head for each task. They used external datasets
and performed multiple experiments with various
dataset combinations. Combining the shared task
dataset and the OLID (Zampieri et al., 2019a), they
achieved their best performance with a F1-score of
74.02% and ranked 4th among 19 submissions in
the stance detection task.

AAST-NLP (El-Sayed and Nasr, 2024a) lever-
age the top-k ensemble strategy to reach higher
F1-score. To get the best results, they first tweaked
the bert types on all datasets: RoBERTa, XLM-
RoBERTa, and HateBERT. In this subtask, they
only employed ‘Top-5’ ensemble styles, which
made them get the highest F1-score. In this subtask,
their RoBERTa model achieves the best precision
value of 71.69% and with the use Top-5 ensem-
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ble strategy, they achieve the maximum recall and
f1-score metrics value of 79.31% and 73.98% re-
spectively. In subTask-C, they attained the fifth
position on 18 participating teams by using the
‘Top-5’ ensemble technique.

MasonPerplexity (Emran et al., 2024) imple-
mented a variety of models including BERTweet-
large, BERT base, and BERTweet base. Of these,
the BERTweet base model stood out, achieving the
highest F1-score. Their system ranked 6th out of
19 submissions. The performance of the different
models experimented with are as follows: GPT3.5
Zero Shot prompting had a Test F1-score of 63%,
GPT-3.5 Few Shot prompting achieved a Test F1-
score of 67%, BERT- BASE scored a Test F1-score
of 69%, BERTweet-LARGE attained a Test F1-
score of 70%, and BERTweet-Base led the group
with a Test F1-score of 74%.

HAMiSoN Baselines (Montesinos and Rodrigo,
2024) Similar to subtask A and subtask B, they
report the performance of the RoBERTa and De-
BERTa models with external data augmentation
using the two additional datasets such as OLID
((Zampieri et al., 2019b)) proposed at SemEval-
2019 and Stance Detection Dataset ((Mohammad
et al., 2016b)) released at the SemEval-2016 Task 6
reusing the similar pre-processing techniques they
note that the standalone RoBERTa without exter-
nal data performed the best in subtask C with a
F1-score of 74.95%.

Bryndza (Suppa et al., 2024) made the use of ‘all-
mpnet-base-v2’ model with GPT-4 API, which was
highly effective, leading to its selection for the final
submission. With k = 8, it achieved an F1-score of
69.33%, demonstrating its strong performance in
classifying stance.

NLPDame (Christodoulou, 2024) Similar to
their approach in subtask A and subtask B, they
adopted LoRA and prompt tuning Parameter ef-
ficient fine-tuning methods based on Mistral and
reused the pre-processing techniques such as emo-
jis conversion to their equivalent textual represen-
tations, apostrophe encoding in UTF-8 style and
normalization of identifiers of key identifiers part
of the samples like user, URL, Email for the target
identification subtask B. Following this approach,
they conclude that superior performance of Mis-
tral LLMs continues to emerge again in subtask
C, similar to the previous subtasks as compared

to the transformer models like BERT, DistilBERT,
RoBERTa, and ClimateBERT fetching them the
highest F1-score of 69.3% in subtask C.

CUET_Binary_Hackers (Farsi et al., 2024) pre-
sented various learning models with diverse fea-
ture engineering and oversampling techniques. The
best results were obtained with oversampling tech-
niques. DistillmBERT, ClimateBERT and BiGRU
(with Glove embeddings) gave a same F1-score
of 67%. F1-scores of 31% without oversampling
and 62% with oversampling were obtained us-
ing their hybrid model. mBERT+BiLSTM+CNN
(Mustavi Maheen et al., 2022).

Z-AGI Labs (Narayan and Biswal, 2024) fo-
cused on stance detection, the CatBoost model
based on TF-IDF was the top performer. This
model achieved the highest F1-score of 70.80%,
indicating its effectiveness in accurately categoriz-
ing stances in the context of climate activism. The
paper explores the strengths of the model and its
proficiency in handling the complexities of stance
detection, compared to other models like Logis-
tic Regression (Indra et al., 2016) and XGBoost
(Haumahu et al., 2021), which also showed close
performance.

HAMiSoN-Ensemble (Rodriguez-Garcia et al.,
2024) present an ensemble approach of Roberta, a
generative LLM - Llama 2, and Multi-task learning
for stance detection. For the Llama 2, they used the
Llama-2 7B Chat model with necessary modifica-
tions to adapt it to classification tasks. As for Multi-
task learning, they used a RoBERTa-based model.
They also used external data to improve their model
performance but do not seem to show an added ad-
vantage over just using the competition dataset. Al-
though they performed a majority voting ensemble
approach of the 3 models, their best-performing
model was the fine-tuned Roberta model, which
achieved a F1-score of 73.13%. However, as
mentioned in their paper, on a post-competition
analysis, through some modifications in their ap-
proach, their ensemble system achieved a F1-score
of 75.29%, which surpasses their RoBERTa-based
system.

5 Discussion

The results and methodologies presented by the
teams participating in this shared task offer valu-
able insights into the current state-of-the-art in
hate speech detection, target identification, and
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stance detection. These tasks are essential in un-
derstanding the dynamics of online discourse, par-
ticularly on social media platforms. A notable
trend across all subtasks is the heavy reliance
on transformer-based models, particularly BERT
and its variants. These models have shown ex-
ceptional capability in understanding the intrica-
cies of natural language, especially in informal
and idiosyncratic texts commonly found on so-
cial media. Their success underlines the impor-
tance of advanced models in handling the com-
plexities of language in these contexts. Ensem-
ble and hybrid approaches have also been preva-
lent, adopted by teams like AAST-NLP (El-Sayed
and Nasr, 2024a) and CUET_Binary_Hackers
(Farsi et al., 2024). Another critical aspect high-
lighted by several teams is handling class imbal-
ance in datasets. The use of external datasets to
enrich training data, as seen in the approaches
of HAMiSoN-MTL (Rodriguez-Garcia and Cen-
teno, 2024) and HAMiSoN-Generative (Fraile-
Hernandez and Peñas, 2024), indicates a growing
recognition of the value of diverse and expansive
data sources. This approach can lead to better gen-
eralization and robustness of the models. Prepro-
cessing and feature engineering also play a crucial
role, as demonstrated by teams like MasonPerplex-
ity (Emran et al., 2024), and Bryndza (Suppa et al.,
2024). The way data is prepared and presented
to models can significantly impact their effective-
ness, highlighting the importance of meticulous
data handling. Incorporating the latest advance-
ments in LLMs further enriches the discussion of
shared tasks’ outcomes and future directions. The
use of LLMs, as demonstrated by teams like Bryn-
dza (Suppa et al., 2024) and MasonPerplexity (Em-
ran et al., 2024), marks a significant shift in the
approach to understanding and processing natural
language on social media platforms. Despite these
advances, several challenges and potential future
directions emerge. Ensuring that models perform
well across different contexts remains a significant
challenge, given the variability in expressions of
hate speech and stances. Additionally, the subtlety
and ambiguity in language use, especially in these
domains, continue to pose significant hurdles.

6 Conclusion

The shared task at the CASE 2024 workshop has
made significant strides in advancing our under-
standing of hate speech detection, target identifica-

tion, and stance detection in social media contexts,
focusing on Twitter conversations about climate
change. The diversity of approaches employed by
the participants, predominantly centered around so-
phisticated transformer-based models like BERT
and its variants, demonstrates the complexity of
analyzing online discourse. However, this field of
study still faces significant challenges, including
ensuring the adaptability of models across various
contexts, refining language processing to capture
subtle nuances, and navigating the ethical impli-
cations of automated content analysis. This task
has provided a comprehensive benchmark for cur-
rent methodologies and set the stage for future
research in the rapidly evolving domain of NLP,
emphasizing the need for continued innovation in
understanding the complexities of digital commu-
nication.
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Broader Impact

The broader impact of the CASE 2024 workshop’s
shared task extends across various domains, signifi-
cantly influencing social media moderation, public
policy, academic research, ethical AI development,
and more. This research aids in enhancing content
moderation on social media platforms, helping to
create safer and more inclusive online communities
by effectively identifying and mitigating harmful
content. In public policy and awareness, insights
from stance detection, particularly on critical is-
sues like climate change, are invaluable for policy-
makers and advocacy groups, aiding in developing
resonant communication strategies and informed
policies. The task fosters interdisciplinary collab-
oration, merging expertise from linguistics, com-
puter science, sociology, and environmental studies,
enriching academic research and encouraging inno-
vative approaches in NLP and social media analy-
sis. It also contributes to the broader discourse on
ethical AI, emphasizing the need for transparent
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and accountable AI systems, especially in sensitive
areas like hate speech analysis. The showcasing of
advanced models like GPT-4 and BERT highlights
the continual evolution of NLP technologies, open-
ing doors for more sophisticated and context-aware
AI tools. Given the global nature of social media,
the advancements in NLP and AI have the potential
to impact digital communication worldwide. This
shared task contributes to possible scalable solu-
tions that can be adapted across different languages
and cultures.
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A Related Works

In a range of social contexts, a link has been shown
between weather and offline abuse. Concurrently,
there is a significant number of online social issues
as a result of almost every element of daily life
becoming rapidly digitalized. Hate speech on the
internet has become a major issue and has been
demonstrated to exacerbate mental health issues,
particularly in youth and marginalized communi-
ties (Stechemesser et al., 2022). ALDayel and
Magdy (2021) explore the new trends and diverse
uses of stance detection on social media. Stance
detection on social media is a developing opinion-
mining paradigm for various political as well as so-
cial purposes in which sentiment analysis may not
be the best approach. Zampieri et al. (2019a) gath-
ered the Offensive Language Identification Dataset
(OLID), a new dataset containing tweets annotated
for offensive content using a fine-grained three-
layer annotation scheme, and compared the effec-
tiveness of various machine learning models on
OLID. They target a variety of different types of
offensive content. Gautam et al. (2020) presented
a dataset of 9,973 tweets on the MeToo movement
that were manually annotated for five different lan-
guage dimensions: dialogue acts, sarcasm, hate
speech, relevance, and stance. The data was then
examined in terms of keywords, label correlations,
and geographical distribution. Mollas et al. (2022)
provided access to ‘ETHOS’ (multi-labEl haTe
speecH detectiOn dataSet), a textual dataset consist-
ing of two variants: binary and multi-label, based
on comments from Reddit and YouTube that were
verified by the Figure-Eight crowdsourcing plat-
form. Additionally, the annotation protocol—an
active sampling process—that was utilized to cre-
ate this dataset—was presented, in addition.

B Evaluation and Competition

This section describes the structure of our competi-
tion, along with the methodology used to determine
ranks and other relevant data.
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B.1 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the effectiveness of the participants’
contributions, we used macro F1-score, accuracy,
precision, and recall. The participants’ ranks were
determined using the macro F1-score sorting ap-
proach.

B.2 Competition Setup
We used the Codalab7 to organize our competition.
The competition consisted of two phases: an as-
sessment phase where competitors got comfortable
with the Codalab system and a testing phase where
performance was used to determine the final rank-
ing on the scoreboard.

Registration: A total of 100 participants regis-
tered for our competition, and the diverse array
of email domains used indicated its success in at-
tracting individuals from various parts of the world.
Among the registrants, 23 teams submitted their
predicted outcomes, reflecting active engagement
and interest in the competition.

Competition Timelines: On November 1, 2023,
training and evaluation data were made available,
marking the commencement of the competition.
The first half was evaluation-focused, with the main
goal being to familiarize participants with Codalab.
Participants were given access to the labels of the
evaluation information in order to help with this
process. The test phase then began on November
30, 2023, when test data was provided without any
ground truth labels. The test session, which was
originally scheduled to finish on January 5, 2024,
was extended until January 7, 2024, in response to
requests from many participants, displaying flexi-
bility in meeting participant demands. In addition,
it was finally determined that system description pa-
pers must be submitted by January 13, 2024. Partic-
ipants were given a certain period to provide their
system designs and approaches by this crucial dead-
line. The well-planned schedule made it possible
for the competition to go through its phases thor-
oughly and organized, giving participants plenty
of time to become involved, get familiar with one
another, and submit their thoughtful submissions
by the deadlines.

7The competition page can be found here: https://
codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/16206.
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Abstract

In this paper, we provide a brief overview
of the 7th workshop on Challenges and Ap-
plications of Automated Extraction of Socio-
political Events from Text (CASE) co-located
with EACL 2024. This workshop consisted
of regular papers, system description papers
submitted by shared task participants, and
overview papers of shared tasks held. This
workshop series has been bringing together ex-
perts and enthusiasts from technical and social
science fields, providing a platform for better
understanding event information. This work-
shop not only advances text-based event ex-
traction but also facilitates research in event
extraction in multimodal settings.

1 Introduction

In today’s digital era, the voluminous and readily
available data on socio-political, economic, and
environmental phenomena hold transformative po-
tential for data-driven analysis in the social and
human sciences (Hürriyetoğlu et al., 2021a; Chen
et al., 2023). This wealth of data supports informed
policymaking by providing comprehensive insights
into complex issues ranging from political unrest
and environmental disasters to global health and
economic crises (Shu and Ye, 2023). The rising de-
mand by governments, international organizations,
and NGOs for high-quality, actionable information
underscores the critical role of data in addressing
challenges, aiding those impacted by crises, and
enhancing citizen welfare in various domains (Hür-
riyetoğlu et al., 2021c).

Recent advancements underscore the importance
of leveraging big data for social good, highlighting

how data-driven approaches can revolutionize our
understanding and intervention strategies in criti-
cal areas such as humanitarian aid, healthcare, and
environmental protection. Evans et al. (2023) intro-
duce a privacy-preserving data analysis system that
offers both privacy guarantees for individuals and
statistical validity for researchers, facilitating the
use of sensitive data in social science research. Fur-
thermore, crowd-sourced text analysis, as discussed
by Benoit et al. (2016), represents a paradigm shift
in how data is collected and analyzed, enabling
rapid, flexible, and reproducible data production
that matches expert-level accuracy.

The intersection of data science with policy
analysis suggests a promising avenue for integrat-
ing data-driven insights into decision-making pro-
cesses. Zhang et al. (2020) highlight the conver-
gence of data science and policy analysis, indicat-
ing an emergent cross-disciplinary domain where
data science accelerates and enriches policy re-
search. This integration is crucial for developing
effective policies that are informed by empirical
data and grounded in a deep understanding of com-
plex societal dynamics. Thus, it is evident that
data science is instrumental in devising strategies
to prevent or mitigate conflicts, deliver aid to af-
fected populations, enhance the well-being of cit-
izens, and safeguard them through a multitude of
approaches. The public’s resistance to COVID-
19 measures during 2020-2022 (Prakash and Das,
2022; Fainstein et al., 2023) and the conflict be-
tween Russia and Ukraine (Bhandari et al., 2023;
Thapa et al., 2022) serve as prime instances of the
critical need to harness this data for real-world im-
pact, highlighting the public’s growing demand for
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timely information regarding mass gatherings and
societal trends.

In this context, the workshop titled ‘Challenges
and Applications of Automated Extraction of
Socio-political Events from Text’ (CASE 2024)
plays a pivotal role. Organized as part of EACL
2024, the seventh edition of this workshop marks
the continuation of a workshop series that has been
ongoing since its inception (Hürriyetoğlu et al.,
2022, 2021b, 2020). This workshop aims to explore
the advancements and hurdles in the automated
extraction of socio-political events from textual
data, offering a platform for discussing the latest
research findings, innovative methodologies, and
the future of automated text analysis in capturing
and interpreting complex social phenomena. The
workshop encompasses a range of activities, includ-
ing presentations of accepted papers, shared tasks
that challenge participants, and keynote speeches
from leading experts in the field, providing valu-
able insights into the state of the art and fostering
collaboration among researchers and practitioners.
This paper is a brief overview giving insights into
the wide range of activities at CASE 2024.

2 Accepted Papers

This year, seven papers were accepted out of twelve
submissions. Below, we provide brief descriptions
of accepted papers.

• Fellman et al. (2024) created a new dataset
called FanConInfo of comic convention web-
sites with cleaned HTML, rendered screen-
shots, and human annotations for event name,
start date, end date, and location. The authors
compared the performance of GPT-4 Vision,
GPT-4 Text, and GPT-3.5 on the FanConInfo
dataset. The findings revealed that the vision-
based GPT-4 model outperformed the text-
based versions, achieving an 85% accuracy in
exact match, significantly higher than GPT-4
Text’s 64% and GPT-3.5’s 59%. This under-
scores the effectiveness of visual methods in
extracting web data. The research highlighted
the importance of integrating textual and vi-
sual data for improved web scraping and sug-
gested multimodal comprehension as a key
direction for future AI advancements.

• Loerakker et al. (2024) trained and evaluated
several language models on Dutch tweets to
analyze their ability to classify tweets that ex-

press discontent. They hypothesize that peo-
ple expressing discontent are more likely to
protest. The authors found that models specif-
ically pretrained on Twitter data, like Ber-
nice (DeLucia et al., 2022) and TwHIN-BERT
(Zhang et al., 2022), substantially outperform
other models in classifying discontent tweets.
The results highlight the importance of se-
lecting appropriate models trained on similar
data to the task domain. Though discontent
classification is nuanced, the authors show it
can help filter relevant messages and identify
possible protests if models optimized for low
false positives are used.

• Bakker et al. (2024) proposed a novel pipeline
to automatically extract timelines from de-
cision letters of Dutch FOIA requests, us-
ing SpaCy1 to extract dates and ChatGPT to
extract and classify event phrases. The au-
thors created a dataset of 100 manually an-
notated decision letters and showed that the
pipeline achieved 94% date extraction accu-
racy. The key contribution is demonstrating
how to leverage ChatGPT’s few-shot learning
capabilities to build an accurate timeline ex-
tractor for a low-resource domain using just
a small annotated dataset, without needing
extensive training. The proposed approach
effectively extracts and classifies events into
coherent timelines from decision letters.

• Tanev (2024) presented a new weakly super-
vised method for sentence-level event detec-
tion using linear prototype patterns and ap-
proximate pattern matching with BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) embeddings. The method
involves creating a set of linear event detec-
tion patterns (e.g. ‘disease outbreak’, ‘number
people were infected’) that serve as prototypes
for events of interest. BERT’s contextualized
word representations are then utilized to find
semantic similarities between these patterns
and text fragments, allowing the identifica-
tion of related event phrases with high lexi-
cal and syntactic variability. The approach
was evaluated on detecting two event types –
new disease cases and terrorist attacks– where
it achieved promising F1 scores comparable
to supervised systems. A key advantage of
this BERT-based technique is that it combines

1spacy.io/
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the interpretability of pattern-based methods
with BERT’s implicit semantic knowledge to
effectively handle linguistic variations while
avoiding extensive supervision.

• Olsen et al. (2024) presented a contrast of
socio-political event datasets from political
science and NLP fields, highlighting differ-
ences in abstraction, source accessibility, and
temporal dynamics. The authors showed that
political science datasets focus on abstract
event representations, while NLP datasets of-
fer precise textual annotations for event extrac-
tion. The discrepancies include the level of
detail, availability of source texts, and dataset
dynamism. Further, they showed that recent
initiatives aim to integrate these approaches,
enhancing the richness and applicability of
event data, yet also caution against ethical and
bias considerations in politically sensitive con-
texts.

• Dehghan and Yanikoglu (2024) evaluated
ChatGPT’s efficiency in identifying hate
speech within Turkish tweets, contrasting its
performance against BERTurk’s (Schweter,
2020) supervised fine-tuning on the SIU2023-
NST (Arın et al., 2023) dataset. Results
demonstrate BERTurk’s superior accuracy and
lower mean squared error (MSE) in detect-
ing hate speech and assessing its intensity
over both zero-shot and few-shot learning ap-
proaches of ChatGPT. Despite ChatGPT’s ad-
vanced capabilities, BERTurk’s specificity for
the task underlines the importance of model
and prompt design, suggesting ChatGPT’s po-
tential as a supplementary tool for dataset an-
notation with careful prompt crafting.

• Uludoğan et al. (2024b) introduced Turk-
ishHatePrintCorpus, a new dataset of over
6600 Turkish news articles annotated for
hate speech against ethnic, national, or reli-
gious groups. They also developed a model
called HateTargetBERT that combines BERT
representations with linguistic features tai-
lored to detecting hate speech against spe-
cific groups. Experiments demonstrate that
HateTargetBERT performs comparably or bet-
ter than BERT alone and substantially outper-
forms using just the linguistic features. The
target-oriented linguistic features also enable

explaining the model’s predictions. By releas-
ing the dataset, model code, and features, the
authors provide an important new resource for
studying hate speech and show that augment-
ing BERT with hate speech linguistic patterns
for particular groups is an effective and inter-
pretable approach to detecting such content in
Turkish news.

3 Shared Tasks

This edition of the workshop featured two shared
tasks. In addition to these two tasks, the work-
shop also welcomed submissions to previously or-
ganized shared tasks in earlier editions of CASE
workshops.

3.1 Task 1: Climate Activism Stance and Hate
Event Detection Shared Task

Realizing the important role of social media in
global discussions on climate change, this shared
task is built on the fact that there is a diversity of
opinions, including different points of view and
stances including instances of hate speech. By dis-
secting the varied perspectives on climate activism,
the shared task aimed to advance capabilities of
automated systems in processing and analyzing
climate-related social media discourse, particularly
on Twitter, now X. The task was divided into three
subtasks: A) Hate Speech Detection, B) Targets of
Hate Speech Detection, and C) Stance Detection,
each addressing different facets of the discourse
surrounding climate change activism on social me-
dia.

Subtask A (Hate Speech Detection) required par-
ticipants to classify tweets as exhibiting hate speech
or not. This subtask drew attention to the preva-
lence of aggressive and harmful language in online
discussions on climate change, reflecting the inten-
sity of emotions and opinions on the topic. Sub-
task B (Targets of Hate Speech Detection) delved
deeper by identifying the hate speech targets within
tweets, categorizing them into individuals, organi-
zations, or communities. This nuanced approach
aimed to understand the direction of hate and its
potential impacts on targeted groups/individuals.
Subtask C (Stance Detection) focused on detect-
ing the stance expressed in tweets towards climate
change, categorizing them as supportive, opposi-
tional, or neutral. This subtask sheds light on the
diverse viewpoints in the climate change debate,
emphasizing the complexity of public opinion on
this global issue.
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Thapa et al. (2024a) provide an overview of the
shared task along with brief detail on the methods
used by participants. The shared task hosted on
codalab2 attracted over 100 teams, with 23 par-
ticipants submitting results for Subtask A, 18 for
Subtask B, and 19 for Subtask C, showcasing a
wide range of methodologies and approaches. The
participants’ ranking was determined on the basis
of the macro F1-score.

In Subtask A, the highest performance was
achieved by the team CUET_Binary_Hackers
(Farsi et al., 2024) with an impressive F1-score
of 91.44%, indicating a high level of accuracy in
detecting hate speech in tweets. Their approach,
which included a variety of machine learning and
deep learning models, emphasized the effective-
ness of various advanced algorithms in processing
and understanding the nuances of language used
in social media discourse. The use of oversam-
pling techniques and a range of feature extraction
methods further highlighted the complexity of iden-
tifying hate speech and the need for advanced com-
putational techniques in tackling this challenge.

Subtask B saw MasonPerplexity (Emran et al.,
2024) securing the top position with an F1-score
of 78.58%, demonstrating the challenge of accu-
rately identifying the targets of hate speech in the
context of climate activism tweets. Their approach
involved the use of a weighted ensemble model,
incorporating back translation techniques to ad-
dress class imbalance. Their method highlighted
the innovative strategies required to enhance model
performance in the context of limited and imbal-
anced data. With BERTweet-Large (Nguyen et al.,
2020), they were able to get the first position.

Finally, for Subtask C, ARC-NLP (Kaya et al.,
2024) topped the leaderboard with the highest F1-
score of 74.83%. They also used a modified version
of BERTweet (Nguyen et al., 2020). Their method
employed a short input tokenization length (96 to-
kens) and incorporated special tokens for tweet-
specific elements. Overall, this subtask tried to
aid a broader problem of stance detection which
helps in understanding public opinion dynamics on
pressing global issues like climate change.

The results and methodologies presented across
all subtasks provide valuable insights into the state-
of-the-art capabilities in processing and understand-
ing social media discourse on climate change. The

2The competition page can be found here: https://
codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/16206.

reliance on transformer-based models (Vaswani
et al., 2017), Large-language models (Thapa et al.,
2023b) and innovative data processing techniques
across the subtasks reflects the advanced computa-
tional approaches required to tackle the complexi-
ties of natural language in social media. However,
the subtasks also highlight ongoing challenges,
such as dealing with data imbalance, understand-
ing nuanced expressions of hate speech and stance,
and the ethical considerations in automated content
analysis.

3.2 Task 2: Hate Speech Detection in Turkish
and Arabic Tweets

The HSD-2Lang Shared Task at CASE 2024 fo-
cused on detecting hate speech in Turkish and Ara-
bic tweets, which is a significant problem on so-
cial media platforms. Divided into two subtasks,
Subtask A aimed to identify hate speech in Turk-
ish across various contexts, while Subtask B tack-
led hate speech detection in Arabic with limited
data. Both subtasks were binary classification prob-
lems aimed at distinguishing hateful from non-
hateful tweets. Uludoğan et al. (2024a) explain
the overview of the shared task in detail.

Subtask A involved a dataset of Turkish tweets
annotated for hate speech related to refugees, the
Israel-Palestine conflict, and Anti-Greek discourse,
with 9,140 tweets for training and 2,295 for test-
ing. The objective was to develop a model capa-
ble of accurately identifying hate speech in these
tweets, with performance evaluated using the F1
score across all topics. Subtask B presented a chal-
lenge in building hate speech models from a smaller
and highly imbalanced dataset of Arabic tweets fo-
cusing on anti-refugee sentiment. The training set
for Subtask B comprised 860 tweets, 82 of which
were labeled as hateful, and the test set contained
522 tweets, 52 of them being hateful. Similarly to
Subtask A, this subtask was also evaluated using
the F1 score on the test data.

The shared task attracted 33 teams, with 10
submitting results for Subtask A and 5 for Sub-
task B. Participants employed various BERT-based
models, highlighting the versatility and effective-
ness of these models in processing and classify-
ing social media content. The winning team in
Subtask A, DetectiveReDASers (Qachfar et al.,
2024), achieved an F1 score of 0.69645 using Con-
vBERTurk (Schweter, 2020) with a novel pool-
ing strategy and cross-lingual data augmentation,
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demonstrating the impact of innovative approaches
and ensemble methods on enhancing detection ca-
pabilities. The winning team of Subtask B, Re-
BERT (Yagci et al., 2024), achieved an F1 score
of 0.68354 by fine-tuning AraBERTv0.2, origi-
nally developed by Antoun et al. (2020), which had
been pretrained on around 60 million Arabic tweets.
This updated AraBERT model incorporated emojis
and common words previously excluded from its
vocabulary and was applied directly without pre-
processing. Notable performance differences were
observed among systems using the same method,
emphasizing the importance of hyperparameter tun-
ing in improving model performance. The marginal
performance gap between the two subtasks is in-
triguing, especially given that the Turkish dataset
was three times larger than the Arabic set, high-
lighting the effectiveness of pretrained models. The
findings of this shared task highlight the importance
of model selection, tuning, and the impact of vari-
ous preprocessing and hyper-parameter choices on
detection capabilities, offering insights for future
research in multilingual hate speech detection.

3.3 Extended Task: Multimodal Hate Speech
Event Detection During Russia-Ukraine
Crisis

This shared task was conducted for the first time
in 2023 in CASE 2023 co-located at RANLP 2023.
Following the massive interest in this task, this
shared task saw an impressive number of impres-
sions in 2024 as well. This task was structured
into two subtasks aimed at detecting hate speech in
text-embedded images and identifying the targets
of such hate speech, with performance evaluated
using the macro F1-score. The shared task, also
hosted in codalab3, attracted 73 registered partici-
pants and marked significant progress, achieving
the best F1-scores of 87.27% and 80.05% in Sub-
task A and Subtask B, respectively. Thapa et al.
(2024b) summarize the findings of different teams
in this extended shared task.

In Subtask A, participants demonstrated remark-
able achievements with CLTL (Wang and Markov,
2024) leading the pack by attaining an F1-score of
87.27%, setting a new benchmark for detecting hate
speech in text-embedded images. This score beats
the top-score by ARC-NLP (Sahin et al., 2023)
from the same shared task in CASE 2023 (Thapa

3The competition page can be found here: https://
codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/16203.

et al., 2023a; Hürriyetoğlu et al., 2023). CLTL
(Wang and Markov, 2024) proposed a method
for the Multimodal Hate Speech Event Detection
Shared Task that combines separate text and im-
age processing modules with a simple MLP and
softmax layer, offering a flexible and efficient al-
ternative to complex Large Vision Language Mod-
els (LVLMs). Their modular, MLP-based feature
fusion approach not only set a competitive bench-
mark by achieving the first position but also demon-
strated the importance of model simplicity and the
potential for significant performance gains through
fine-tuning.

Similarly, subtask B saw CLTL (Wang and
Markov, 2024) once again achieving the top per-
formance with an F1-score of 80.05%, showcasing
the feasibility and effectiveness of their approach
in identifying hate speech targets in a multimodal
setting. Their approach yet again beats the highest
leaderboard score from CASE 2023. The diverse
methodologies and significant accomplishments re-
ported in this shared task reflect the ongoing efforts
to advance hate speech detection technologies. The
results from both subtasks indicate a growing capa-
bility to not only detect hate speech in multimodal
content but also understand its targets, contributing
to safer digital environments.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, the diverse range of papers and
shared tasks presented at the workshop, from multi-
modal data analysis to fine-tuning language models
for detecting hate speech and extracting event time-
lines, underscores the potential of automated text
analysis in understanding complex socio-political
phenomena. The workshop’s emphasis on ad-
dressing real-world issues, such as understanding
discourse related to climate change, online hate
speech, and misinformation, through state-of-the-
art computational techniques, not only sets new
benchmarks for future research but also highlights
the growing commitment within the community
to leverage natural language processing for so-
cial good. In the coming years, the workshop
will continue to advance the intersection of natural
language processing and social good, promoting
cutting-edge research and interdisciplinary collabo-
ration to tackle complex socio-political challenges
through automated text analysis.
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